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There have occurred vast, almost revolutionary changes in the'
composition and structure of the international society during the
past few years. With the crumbling of colonialism, scores of
new nations with their teeming millions, which had hitherto been
considered as no more than objects of international law, have·
emerged as independent sovereign states. The active participation
of these widely divergent countries as full and equal members of
the international society has created for the first time in history, a
true world society. But this horizontal extension of the international society and change in the "geography" of international law
has raised some pertinent questions.
As is well known, the existing system of international law owes:
its genesis and growth to the interaction among West European
states during the last four centuries and is naturally coloured by
their unmistakable influence. While this law, inherited by the'
worldwide community of states, is supposed to be binding on all
states, new or old, it has not been accepted ungrudgingly. Needless.
to emphasize, in order to have peace and order in the present
interdependent, ever-shrinking, but still a divided world society, it
is most essential to have an acceptable body of law which is acces-·
sible and up to date and is in harmony with the growing aspirations,
of the overwhelming number of peoples of the world. It has,
therefore, come to be asked in this connection, whether the present
system of international law, developed as it was among a small
group of countries, is adequate for the extended world wide commu-·
nity of states with different legal, social, cultural, ethnic and,
religious backgrounds? What has been the attitude of these "new'"
or newly-independent countries towards this supposedly established:.
international law? Do they accept the present law or do they follow
a path which deviates from the established practice? Unable to-
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understand and appreciate the feelings and aspiration of these young
members of the international community, several Western scholars
"and statesmen bitterly criticize their conduct and draw wild con,elusions from their actions. Nobody knows Asian feelings better
than Asians themselves. It has become essential, therefore, for
Asian scholars to explain to the world at large their real feelings and
.attitudes towalds international law. Needless to add, a clearer
understanding will lead to better understanding.
It is necessary furthermore, not merely to study the attitude of
these newly-emergent members of the international community
towards traditional international law, but also to examine the role
that they have been playing and can play ;in the development of
international law. Whether one likes it or not, a common law of
mankind is a sine qua non in the present expanded world society.
In order to discuss these and related problems on an academic and
research level and to promote knowledge and understanding of the
"subject, an all-Indian Seminar was convened at the Indian School
,of International Studies from 6 to 9 November 1967.. Predominantly a national seminar, most of the participants were Indian
nationals and included university teachers, members of academic
bodies specializing in international law, Government officials con'cerned with international legal problems, and some eminent practising lawyers. However, Professor B.V.A. Roling of the Univeresity of Groningen, Netherlands, and Professor H.C.L. Merillat of
the Washington State University also participated in the Seminar, and
Professors P.E. Corbett, Richard A. Falk, Leo Gross, J.J.G. Syatauw
.and Quincy Wright contributed five of the twenty working papers
which provided the basis for discussion at the six sessions of the
:Seminar.
'The Expanded World Society and International Law
:111

The first session was devoted to a dis£ussion of the expansion of
international society and the stresses and strains it has led to on the
-present system of international law. It was suggested in the first
instance that the political dominance of the European countries
during the preceding three centuries had led to Eurocentrism in
thinking about international law, i.e., acceptance of European (and
Western) intellectual and socio-cultural traditions as the invariable,
if not superior, frameworks for inquiry. This had naturally led to
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the development of typically European international law, confined
to what were called "civilized nations". Though with the passing
of colonialism and the expansion of international society, Eurocentrism in thinking had become anachronistic, it still persisted. It was"
esential, therefore, that political decolonization was followed by
cultural and intellectual decolonization by an appropriate awareness,
recognition, and appreciation of the intellectual and cultural traditions"
of the other parts of the world.
It was pointed out, on the other hand, that international law as.
such was not discriminatory. Indeed, law in itself was neither good
nor bad, it was its use or abuse which was detrimental to the interests' of the "new" nations. It was asserted that colonial law was not
at all international law. It was not even inter-state law; it was rather
intra-state law. The treatment which was given to the peoples of
Asia and Africa had no sanction of international law. In any case,
Eurocentrism was no longer present today and was dead.
It was emphasized by some participants that while changed
circumstances must be taken into account, several wholesome and
desirable principles of international law such as those relating to·
self-determination, sanctity of treaties, diplomatic relations, etc.
which had developed in the West, should not be changed just for
the sake of change.
On the question whether traditional international law served
the interests of "new" nations, there was a mixed reaction. A
section of the Seminar referred to several rules of international law
which conflicted with the interests of the "new" states. Subjects
like unequal treaties, the status of dependent territories, and the'
rights of the subjected people, the status of rebels in a war of liberation, responsibility of states, and the minimum standards of. international law, were said to be so closely bound up with the colonial
period that the existing norms could not be accepted offhand. It
was suggested that all these rules must be re-examined. There was;
no reason, for instance, why the rights acquired by a colonial power
in the colonized country should be continued. New demands had
arisen in the international community, and its law, in order to be a
living force, must change in order to serve all mankind.
This, however, did not mean ~tal rejection of the present international legal system. This was neither possible nor desirable. Indeed,.
there was a consensus of opinion in the Seminar that the traditional
rules of international law should not be rejected indiscriminately
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and that only those rules should be modified which came
in clash with the new interests of the new international community.
In fact the practice of the "new" states in the Held of international
law showed that they accepted a large part of it and were generally
in favour of all those rules and principles which did not put them
in a position of subordination and which gave them equality in law.
Thus, they whole-heartedly accepted rules concerning sovereignty,
territorial integrity, non-aggression, non-intervention, sovereign
equality, reciprocity, peaceful settlement of disputes, and diplomatic
immunities. That there had been lapses in the application of these
rules in practice could not be denied. But these lapses were certainly
not confined to the newly-emergent states. Moreover, differences
,of opinion amongst the new states of Asia and Africa on the one
hand, and European and North American countries on the other,
in regard to the detailed rules implementing general principles, did
not indicate any rebellious attitude towards international law.
Thus large sections of the law of the sea were accepted by all the
-countries, but there existed marked differences of opinion on matters
like territorial waters, right of passage, fishing rights, etc. These
differences, however, did not indicate that there was a crisis in the
law of nations, nor did they show any irresponsible attitude of the
new states or any arbitrariness in their rejection or acceptance of
the rules of international law.
It was generally felt that international law, like all law, should
be responsive to the needs of the society to which it was applied.
International law should change with changed circumstances if it
had to retain its health and vitality. In any case, international
law must not be partial to any set of states. There were not two or
more systems of international law for different groups of states. There
was and should be an element of universality in the rules of international law which did not preclude change as and when necessary
:and desirable.
The Strengthening of International Law

Admitting the need for a universal law of nations, the most important question was how to achieve it. On an answer to this question
depended the continued vigour and strength of international law and
it came to be discussed at the next session of the Seminar. Modern
international law, it was pointed out, was born within the confines
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<of Christian Europe, of a specific human need at a special juncture
-of its history. The extremely narrow and exclusive family of
nations had expanded from its Christian nucleus into a world wide
community of states and seemed to be growing towards a truly
universal human society. The concept of a universal social order
Was implicit in the very concept of a world-wide community.
There must arise a consciousness amongst states and statesmen of the
,essential unity of mankind and of the imperative need of integration
of the international society for its bare survival. However, in real
life there was an atmosphere of mutual suspicion and fear, largely
due to the ultra-individualistic postures of states, particularly
the leading states. The world had come to be divided into antag(;mistic groups. This had brought the world on the verge of a
nuclear holocaust. It was suggested by some participants that a
possible way out of the dead end of the blind alley of international
politics was through functional cooperation by states through specialized agencies of the United Nations. Indeed, a cooperative
-complex par excellence was the only answer, the only alternative
according to one view, to international anarchy. But what if
'Such cooperation was not forthcoming? The other participants
were not prepared to take such a narrow, one-sided pessimistic view
-of the situation.
Regarding the role of the "new" states in the development and
modification of international law with a view to making it universally
acceptable, reference was particularly made to their participation in
the international "legislative process" in the United Nations and
its principal organs and agencies. Thus, it was suggested by some
participants that by their joint and concerned action in the General
Assembly, for instance, they had succeeded in changing international
law to suit their needs. Attention was drawn to the General
Assembly resolutions like those concerning "Permanent Sovereignty
Over Natural Wealth and Resources" and the "Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples," which
were, said to have binding effect. It was argued that, if in traditional international law, a custom which evolved between a few
states was binding on the whole international community, then
a fortiori, a decision of an international organization adopted by a
large majority of states should have the same effect. The role
of the new states in the International Law Commission, Sixth
Committee of the General Assembly, and International Labour
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Organization, to name only a few bodies in this connection, was:
also emphasized.
Doubts were, however, expressed by some other participants about
the efficacy of these methods in effecting change in international
law. The legal value of the resolutions of the General Assembly
was particularly questioned which, they thought, were generally
weak and vague and nothing more than "recommendations".
In any case, if the proof of a new rule of law lay in its efficacy and
effectiveness, it was clear that these resolutions did not have much
force. Thus the monumental labours of the United Nations to·
promote human rights and give teeth to them, pursued ceaselessly
year after year, had remained just futile propaganda threatening to
to bring the very institution of the United Nations into contempt.
Such a view, according to them, ignored the fact that mere number
was insufficient to secure any drastic reform of international law,.
which would inevitably, in the long run, reflect the realities of power.
It was generally agreed, however, that the views and interests of a
vast majority of the members of the international community
could no longer be ignored if peace was to be preserved, and these'
countries, by actively participating in the international arena, could
help in the evolution and adaptation of international law to the
changed needs and aspirations of the new international community.
Mention was made in this connection to the evolving law of
expropriation of property and unequal treaties. There was little
doubt, according to some participants, that the traditional rule
regarding compensation for expropriation of property of aliens
had undergone a change, 1 and unequal or imposed treaties entered
into during the colonial period did not carry the sanctity of the
rule pacta sunt servanda. 2
Asian Contribution to the Development of International Law

Recognizing the importance of a universal law of nations as it was
evolving during the last few years to serve the world wide community
of states, it would be interesting to examine the role that the "new"
states, particularly India, were playing in this transformation, and
this was the subject of discussion in the third and fourth sessions
of the Seminar. It was pointed out that though it was generally
assumed that the present system of international law had its origin
and development in European civilization, and that the rest of the
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world, being uncivilized or undercivilized, was an outcaste ancE
incompetent to participate in the formulation of its norms, this~
assumption had come to be seriously challenged recently. Thus"
Professor Alexandrowicz had in his writings 3 shown that several
concepts of modern international law could be traced back to the;
interactions between Asian and Eruopean nations. A well known
body of rules and state practice existed between these countries in
such fields as diplomatic protocol, immunities and privileges,
conclusion of treaties, regime of the high seas, maritime belt, rights
over fisheries and other resources of the sea, freedom of commerce
and navigation, and so forth. However, due to subsequent subjugation of the Asian states, their capacity for contributing to the
development of international law came to be eclipsed and they
were subjected to unequal treaty relations with the paramount
European Powers. It was during this period of their eclipse that_
much or the body of modern international law was developed im
ElII'ope. After their resuscitation, however, these states depicted;~
a much healthier and constructive attitude towards the systeml
which kept them suppressed and disentitled to the benefits of inde-pendent statehood than would ordinarily have been expectec;Y.
It was suggested in this connection that Alexandrowicz's thesis that
colonization during the 18th and 19th centuries eclipsed rather than
extinguished the international legal personality of the colonized
countries was salutary since it removed the emotional overtones
implicit in the term "colonization". In international law, the term
"colonization" merely meant temporary legal incapacity of the
once sovereign actors.
In any case, the attitude of the Afro-Asian states towards the body
of international rules which regulated the numerous aspects
of inter-state relations had been respectful rather than disdainful,
except when particular norms was palpably unjust. Their approach
in this regard had been practical and pragmatic and less doctrinaire,.
without in any way questioning the existence and validity of international law as an actual rule of conduct. They had used principles
of international law for or against their international claims and
had submitted their disputes to international arbitration or adjudication.
After attaining their independence, their first attention was natu-rally drawn to fighting colonialism and changing the conditions.
which had resulted in their economic exploitation, cultural stag--
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nation and racial suppression. To those ends, despite strong
opposition from certain quarters, they had helped in the development and acceptance of certain general principles of international
law such as self-determination, sovereignty over natural wealth and
resources, and racial equality and non-discrimination amongst
peoples. Though these concepts had sometimes been criticized
for lack of precision, and their application to specific situations or
countries had been vehemently opposed, they had emerged as
basic norms of modern international law and had contributed to the
emergence of new states and therefore to the development of a universal community regulated by international law.
The "new" states were thus engaged in constructive participation
in the reformulation and codification of international law. It
was in this connection that the establishment and functioning of
the Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee (AALCC) Was
discussed. Established in 1956 as a forum for mutual consultation
and expression of views on matters of common interest in the field
of international law, in the beginning its membership was limited
to Asian states only. In 1958, the Committee's membership was
broadened to include members from Africa as well and
4
it consisted of twelve members, eight of whom were from Asia
and four from Africa. 5 But of the four African states, only two
of them were active; Sudan and Morocco had not been attending
the sessions of the Committee regularly. There was no Frenchspeaking African country represented on the Committee, perhaps,
it was suggested, for reasons of language. Being an inter-governmental body, the Committee's deliberations were confidential. The
Committee was essentially a cons-qltative organization and its role
was merely advisory in character, although representatives to the'
Committee were generally eminent jurists from the participating
countries, including judges of superior courts and Attorney-Generals.
The Committee had a Secretariat located in New Delhi which was
composed of a team of research officials working under the guidance
of an Honorary Secretary. Under Article 37 of the Statute of the
Committee, the purposes of the Committee were:
(a) to examine questions that are under consideration by the
International Law Commission and to arrange for the views of
the Committee to be placed before the Commission; to consider
the reports of the Commission and to make recommendations
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thereon to the governments of the participating countries;
to consider legal problems that may be referred to the
Committee by any of the participating countries and to make such
recommendations to governments as may be thought fit;
(c) to exchange views and information on legal matters of
(;ommon concern and to make recommendations thereon, if deemed
necessary;
(d) to communicate with the consent of the governments of the
participating countries, the points of view of the Committee on
international legal problems referred to it, to the United Nations,
other institutions and international organizations.
(b)

Every subject dealt with by the Committee, the Seminar was told,
was comprehensively examined for a number of years, sometimes
under lito guidul1cc of a rapporteur who might be assisted by the
Sccrcllll'illl: witlt requisite information about state practice and
COlllmonts by governments on preliminary reports. After all this
exhaustive examination had been undergone, the Committee finally
examined and adopted a body of principles on a subject. But whatever might be its persuasive value, the final report was merely
advisory in character and it was for the member states to take whatover action they deemed necessary on the subject. In its nine sessions
held so far between 1957 and 1967, the Committee had concentrated
on three types of subjects referred to under clauses (a) to (c) of Article
37 of its statute. The subjects on which the Committee had completed its reports included diplomatic immunities and privileges, state
immunity, extradition, status and treatment of aliens, dual nationality, legality of nuclear tests, enforcement of judgments, service of
process and recording of evidence in civil and criminal cases,
questions relating to free legal aid, arbitral procedure, rights of
refugees and the law of treaties.
Among the subjects arising from the work done by the International Law Commission, the most important subjects were the
law of treaties, special missions and state succession. Some of the
subjects referred to the Committee by member governments which
were pending consideration included diplomatic protection of
nationals abroad, state responsibility for maltreatment of aliens,
law of outer space, and law of international rivers. Among the
matters taken up by the Committee under Article 37(c) of the
Statute, were the subjects of relief against double taxation, transport
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law, and consideration of the 1966 judgement of the International
Court of Justice on South West Africa. Besides studying the various
subjects mentioned above and making reports thereon, tht~ Committee
had also either published or was preparing compilations of materials
indicating state practice in specific fields, such as those relating to
. industry, commerce, labour problems etc., collection of constitutions of Asia and African states, digests of decisions of superior
courts in these countries, and lists of recent treaties to which Asian
and African countries were parties.
In the discussion that ensued on the working of the Asian-African
Legal Committee, it was suggested that bodies like this Committee
should avoid over-concentrating on traditional subjects of international law, such as diplomatic immunities, and work instead on the
immediate problems associated with the development of international economic law. Somebody from these countries should
be able to communicate to the West the specific needs of the AsianAfrican countries and the reasons for their dissatisfaction with
contemporary international law. It was regrettable, according
to some participants, that the Committee, as well as· some other
bodies, took up for examination well-settled areas of international
law, thus exposing them to greater uncertainties.
Acknowledging the value of these points, attention was however
drawn to some work already done by the AALCC in the sphere of
investment laws. Two publications 6 relating to the investment law
of member and even non-member states had already been published
and were being revised.
On a question about the probative value of the work of the
Committee as evidence of an international custom accepted by the
participating countries, it was pointed out that because of the
confidential nature of most of the documents of the Committee, it
was doubtful if the position taken by individual states on any
question could be used as an estoppel against them in future situations.
However, such understandings as get crystallized through intergovernmental consultations and deliberations might inhibit their
future violation by the member states.
India and International Law. On India's contribution to the
development of international law there was an interesting discussion covering India's role in this field from ancient times to the
present day. In the first instance, it was felt by some participants,
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that the assertion by several Western writers that international law
in its origin was "essentially a product of Christian civilizations",?
was not entirely accurate. Such a view not only ignored the fact
thilt Christian civilization did not enjoy a monopoly in regard to
prescription of rules to govern inter-state conduct, but it did lasting
damage to the development of a correct concept of international
law, the essence of which was the universality of its application.
As late as 1936, Mussolini's Italy, when using expanding bullets
in its war with Ethiopia, took the plea that as the latter was outside
Christendom, the recognized rules of warfare could not apply to the
Halo-Ethiopian conflict. Unlike the Christian West and even
the Muslim worl~ outside India,s Ancient India, and subsequently,
late Mediuevallndia under Muslim rule, remained free from prejudices
which limited the application of the law of nations to one's own
civilizalion only. Indeed, universality of its application was a
distinct Indian contribution to the development of inter-state law
dating back to at least two thousand years. Several salutary principles of both war and peace originated from India and took centuries
to evolve before they were universally recognized.
It was suggested that in modern times, after its independence,
India's contribution could best be summarized in her advocacy of
Panchsheel, the five principles of peaceful co-existence, enunciated
for the first time in the preamble to the India-China Agreement on
Tibet in 1954. 9 These principles had not only been reiterated and
reaffirmed in numerous bilateral treaties and declarations at the
behest of India, but their importance had come to be recognized by
the General Assembly of the United Nations in its efforts to formulate
principles of international law concerning friendlY relations and
cooperation among states (vide its Resolution No. 1815, XVII, of
18 December 1962), which bear close resemblance to the principles
of Panchsheel. Mention was also made to India's firm belief in the
evolution of a world public order through the growth of international
organizations rather than on the basis of the hegemony of one world
power or one world religion or allegiance to one political or economic
belief, whether capitalism or communism.
Role of the Indian Courts. A brief but useful discussion was held
on the role of the Indian courts in the development of international
law. It was suggested by ;Jme members that the proposition that
municipal courts could and did contribute to the development of
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international law was "axiomatic". This view was, however,
questioned by others who doubted if municipal courts were the best
agencies for the developmellt of international law, or if they had
sufficient time to examine in depth the international law facets of a
given situation. It was p.ointed out that generally, national courts
all the world over were reluctant to invoke and apply the norms of
international law and that Indian courts were no exception in this
respect. It was therefore no use lamenating that Indian courts
were not doing enough to contribute to the development of international law. Before the courts could help develop international
law, they must learn to apply it, though the two processes were not
entirely unmixed.
An important question in this respect arose as to how far the Indian
courts were bound to apply international law. It was felt that the
Constitution of India gave no clear direction in this regard. Article
5l(c) of the Constitution provided that "the State shall endeavour
to foster respect for international law and treaty obligations in the
dealings of organized peoples with one another .... " Not only was
this Article in the Chapter on "Directive Principles of State Policy"
which were non-justiciable, but it was suggested that it was doubtful
if the expression "state" in the Article included the courts also in its
ambit, and if the Directive Principle was addressed to them as well.
It seemed that the exhortation in Article 51 did not apply to
courts, as the Article applied only to government and its agencies.
There was, therefore, no constitutional inhibition on courts in
case they departed from international law norms, particularly
when the latter conflicted with the provisions for national law.
This did not mean, however, that the doors of the Indian courts
were entirely closed to the absorption of international law into the
Indian municipal law. It was pointed out that according to the practice of the Indian courts, though they did not regard international
law, as such, binding on them, they considered themselves bound by
i~s principles if it could be shown that they had become part of the
law of the land. Before independence, British Common Law
doctrines were widely applicable in many fields, and this practice
was continued by Article 372 of the Constitution: On the analogy
of the English Common Law, the municipal courts of India applied
treaties if they had been incorported into municipal law through
legislation, but enforced the well recognized principles of international
customary law since they were supposed to form part of the
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law of the land. With this background, the practice of Indian courts
was discussed in several fields, such as sovereign immunity, nationality,
state succession, power to cede or acquire territory, and extradition.
There was a general feeling that the Indian courts, with a little
more effort, could perhaps do much more towards clarification and
development of international law than they were doing.
India and the Legal Status of Aqaba and Tiran. With a view to .
properly assess India's role and contribution to the development
of international law, it was thought pertinent and useful to study its
attitude toward certain important international legal issues that had
arisen in recent days. In this connection, a critical appraisal of
India's position on the legal status of Aqaba and Tiran was made.
It was pointed (jut that in her unequivocal support of the Arab case,
India had taken the position that (i) the DAR was not a party to
any agreement recognizing the Gulf of Aqaba as an international
waterway or guaranteeing freedom of passage to Israeli ships;
(ii) there was no universally recognized rule of international law on
freedom of navigation ~pplicable to such bodies of water as
Aqaba; (iii) the status of this body of water was still a matter of
controversy; and (iv) even.under the 1958 Geneva Convention, innocent passage of foreign ships through the territorial water of another
state was not an absolute right, but remained subject to the security
requirements of that state. More important, India had contended
that the Gulf of Aqaba was an "inland sea" or "internal waters"
and that the entry to the Gulf lay within the territorial waters of
DAR and Saudi Arabia.
The latter position of the Government of India was strongly
questioned by a section of the Seminar. It was stressed that a body
of waters surrounded by four sovereign states-DAR, Saudi Arabia,
Jordan and Israel-could not be treated as internal waters. It was
not a question of the rights of Israel alone. Even if Israel had not
been created, it would be so. This was the inescapable logic of the
existence of more than one international entity around the waters.
The waters of Aqaba, it was suggested, constituted the territorial
waters of the four coastal states.
Connected with the status of Aqaba was the ticklish problem
of the right of passage through the strait of Tiran which was the
only shipping channel to the gulf. It was important to note that
Article 16(4) of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Territorial
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Sea and Contiguous Zone, which had been radically changed at
Geneva at the instance of some European Powers, provided in its
final version: "There shall be no suspension of the innocent
passage of foreign ships through straits which are used for international navigation between one part of the high seas and another
part of the high seas or the territorial sea of aforeign state" (emphasis
supplied). It was true that the Doctrine of Innocent Passage was
very complicated and, as India contended, innocence must be proved,
and it depended upon the character of the party claiming the passage,
purpose of the passage, and the freight that it carried. Furthermore, to right of Innocent Passage was available only so long as
it was noCprejudicial to the peace, good order or security of the
'Coastal state. However, it was generally felt that a coastal state
like Israel, which was not situated at the entrance of an international
gulf, must be assured some special right in order that it might pass
through the only passage available and reach its territorial waters
in Aqaba. After all, legal theory could not exist oblivious to political
reality for long. In this respect, some of the participants felt
that the unequivocal position taken by India was not helpful.
Some other participants, however, defended the Indian stand
as strictly in accordance with the international legal principles.
Apart from the fact that the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Territorial Sea and Continuous Zone had not been signed by the Arab
'States (and even by India), it was important to recall the surreptitious eleventh hour inclusion of the phrase "or the territorial sea
,of a foreign state" (Aqaba clause) in Article 16(4) of the Convention.
Whatever the reasons for this addition, it was not binding on the
Arab States. The Aqaba clause, they suggested, was merely a
de lege ferenda and its imposition on the Arab states was unjustified
,and unrealistic. Government of India's stand was in conformity
wjth lex lata as well as with armistice agreements and many UN
resolutions. The adverse effect of India's attitude on Israel's
interests was an unfortunate but legally correct outcome.
There was a general feeling, nevertheless, that whatever might be
the legal position prior to the formation of the state of Israel, certain
rights accrued to it from the moment of its birth, including the right
of free navigation. And it was too late in the day to question the
legality of the existence of Israel. It was indeed anomalous that
while attempts were being made to provide even the land-locked

states access to the seas, such a right should be denied to a state
having ports and a coastline, however small.
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Kashmir. In a brief discussion of the United Nations handling
'of the Kashmir problem it was suggested by a section of the Seminar
that it was a typical case of an exercise in superessio veri and suggestio
falsi on the part of the world body. Instead of dealing with the
Indian complaint of violation of international law by Pakistan and
the charge of "aggression" against the latter, the Security Council
by-passed the Indian complaint and confused the whole problem
by raising irrelevant issues of the accession of Kashmir with the
Indian Union, the so-called right of self-determination, and the
exercise of this right through a plebiscite. Plebiscites, it was argued,
were not an essential or popular feature of international law. And
:although the opinion was divided on the subject, the so-called
principle of self-determination was far from being obligatory on
the member states of the United Nations. Such references to selfdetermination as were to be found in the Charter, it was pointed
out, were rhetorical and in no way created legally binding obligations.
At best, self-determination was a "purpose" rather than a "principle"
,of the Charter. In any case, the members of the United Nations
were not legally obliged to apply the principle of self-determination
to the constituent parts of their territories.
Most participants, however, disagreed with the view that there
was no "right" of self-determination under international law.
·While it must, of course, be circumscribed within reseasonable
limits, the principle of self-determination could not be spirited
away from the Charter by legal gymnastics. Several members
agreed, however, that the Indian commitment to hold plebiscite in
Kashmir, if there was any, was subject to fulfilment of certain pre'Conditions which had not been met.
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The subject of regional international law of the Asian states in
the wider context of regionalism versus universalism was discussed in
the fifth session. While both the schools emphasized the importance
of economic, social, and cultural services and the need for functional
agencies rendering them, they required a crowning structure of
political authority to facilitate the political decisions involved in
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the allocation and performance of economic, social, and cultural
tasks to aid in the pacific settlement of regional or inter-regional
conflicts, and to provide defence against threats to regional security
and/or world peace. On the one hand, it was said by the supporters
of regionalism, that in a diverse and unwieldy world, global unity
based upon a common way of life and common values was still a
distant possibility. Regional arrangements and agencies afforded
a directness of association which could not be attained through
universal institutions. The recent development and success of
regional groupings and organizations, especially in Europe, proved
that it was possible to do something tangible within limited areas
and among restricted circles of peoples that could not be done on a
global basis. Indeed, they manifested a natural growth of international cooperation and desirable stepping stones towards world
organization.
On the other hand, it was argued by the advocates of universalism
that neighbouring nations were not necessarily and always logical
or actual cooperators, while distant nations often were. Physical
proximity was no guarantee for friendly relations and more often
tended to result in controversy. In many instances the people of
a particular region were less equipped than outsiders to settle their
own differences. Past experience proved that regional disputes
could rarely be settled by regional agencies.
Furthermore, some of the regional agencies were little more
than old-fashioned military alliances which generated great power
antagonism, weakened the effectiveness of the United Nations and
thus undermined the principle of collective security on which the
idea of universalism rested. In the field of international law, it was
feared that the extreme development of regional customary international law would pose a threat to general international law. If
each region, considering itself as an independent unit, asserted to
follow only such rules of international law as states within that region
recognized as binding, legal disaster and confusion would ensure.
It was pointed out during discussions, that regionalism had
developed, conditioned by the varying needs of member states in
the international arena. Regionalism was a symptom of the
weakness of the present established universalism. The need to
create some special forms of unity resulted in the creation of special
bodies. Regionalism could find expression in international organizations such as the European Common Market, European Convention
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on Human Rights, European Coal and Steel Community, etc.
Functions which were formerly executed by national states wereconferred on these bodies. This had a very important educational
value. It was one of the ways to get rid of the kind of nationalism
which had always stood in the way of international understanding
and cooperation. In this respect, regionalism did not pose a threat
to universalism. Indeed, it was felt by some members that emphasis.
should be on regionalism and universalism rather than upon regiona-·
lism versus universalism in the context of world order. Nations could
not function effectively in all aspects for the entire world. Subjectslike education, economic progress, health and population control,.
could perhaps be more effectively handled on a regional basis.
Cultural traditions, considered irrelevant by some members, could
110t be ignored entirely. Cultural homogeneity, it was suggested,.
was necessary for any regional institution building.
In the midst of a world of diverse groups, it was felt, even the
development of regional international law should not be decried.
If the states of a region could work out among themselves solutions.
to solve problems and evolve principles, was there anything wrong
in this, it was asked. For instance, in the past, attempts to work
out global rules for trade and finance had not been successful.
Perhaps the "Groups of Seventy-seven" or UNCTAD could work
out some such regional rules or understanding.
It was warned, however, that there were dangers in establishing:
regionalism. There was, for example, a growing tendency in Europe
to establish a European super-state, which would merely be the
continuation of nationalism on a larger scale. Regionalism could
also be a cover for imperialism in that it might be an attempt to·
practice the old-fashioned "spheres of influence" doctrine. Such
a development could be seen in the regional organizations created
in the Soviet bloc. Another danger of regional organizations was
that they claimed to be entitled to a definite set of rules and procedures beyond the reach of universal organizations such as the United
Nations. The power to use force was an example where there w&s
developing a dangerous tendency 011 the part of the regional organizations without much regard to the United Nations Charter.
There was little doubt, it was emphasized, that the Charter put
emphasis on universalism insofar as matters relating to peace andsecurity were concerned. Despite the frustrations of the United.
Nations to take measures, it could not be suggested that regional
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bodies should take implementation of peace and security on a
regional level. This could not merely lead to imperialism within
the region, but develop inter-regional rivalries. If the regional
associations were not to become simply larger and stronger centres
·of arbitrary power, it was asserted, their activity must be subjected to some measure of collective control.
So far as Asian states were concerned, some members suggested
that the Chinese threat and their common interest in developing
'special rules and procedures must be considered. It was important,
however, to note that even in the face of Chinese expansionism, Asian
-states were not willing to form a common bloc. In the economic
field, however, there was a trend towards forming several regional
.agencies and it should be encouraged. According to some members,
there was a kind of cultural identity among the Asian peoples.
They could perhaps develop some common principles and widen
their horizon on the lines of the European Human Rights Convention or the European Economic Commmunity, to avoid the' lurking
-danger of nationalism. Indeed, it was felt that they could maintain
-their position and further their interests by some kind of an exercise
in transnationalism regional level. It was generally agreed,
however, that Asian states had accepted universalism as a basis
:for international law and there was no such thing as regional
international law of the Asian states.

Universal International Law: Development of a Common Law of
Mankind
Having accepted universalism as the basis for international law,
it was important to examine the foundations and sources of such a
system, and the sixth and concluding session was devoted to a study
of these problems and suggestions of ways to evolve a common
law of mankind. It was asserted that "any universal system must ...
·cope with a shrinking and vulnerable world, divided among 125
estates recognized as sovereign, each demanding full independence
.and economic progress with strong sentiments of nationalism, varied
ideological persuasions, and little awareness of, or concern for,
mankind as a whole."lo There was little doubt that international
law and international organization were essential elements in the
-foundations of the universal international system. Although
international law had come to be recently criticized, these criticisms
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were applicable only to a few of its rules. Most of the contemporary international law was deduced from the concept of the sovereign
territorial state which the new states accepted, and the terms of theCharter and other general treaties to which the new states weregenerally parties. Furthermore, it was well to remember that on
a large part of the so-called traditional international law, there was
a "common basis of agreement on principle", but "a wide divergenceof practice in the matter of its detailed application".11 There was,
therefore, a wide scope for codification and even a greater need forits progressive development.
It may also be mentioned that most rules of international law
had the character of dispositive law, that is, they laid down guidelines.
for the action of states but did not compel or require action. Thus
e rules concerning statehood, recognition, treaties, diplomatic relations,.
did not require states to establish or recognize states. They did
not require states to enter into treaties or establish diplomatic
relations. But if states wanted to do any of these things, they ought
to be done in conformity with certain procedures and principles. 12
The new states in fact accepted these procedures and principles in
their international conduct They did not object to a large part of
international law. The chief concern of the new states rested on the
suspicion that certain customary rules might give undue protection
to property and concessionary rights of former imperial rulers or
their nationals or to other Western investors and concessionaires.
There was little doubt that broad principles accepted by an overwhelming majority of states in this field concerning denial of justice'
and reasonable compensation for nationalization could be utilized
to settle specific conflicts. This had in fact been done in several
disputes during the last few years. The~e was generally a mutuality
of interest in these situations. The desire of the new states to control
their resources and to encourage investment was balanced against
the desire of the investing states to provide their nationals an opportunity to invest and to be assured of fair protection.
The reciprocity of interests and common ideals of all the states
were in fact leading to a universal law of nations. The sources of
this universal law were the same as of old: treaties, custom, general
principles of law, and the decisions of the international courts.
The treaty process might be said to offer one of the most useful
approaches to the universalization of international law in certain
areas of transnational relations. Custom, though slow in emerging
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from the practice of states, had also vast potentialities. As a method
·of creation of law, it was the most democratic.. The importance \
of the customary method of legal development lay in that it guaran" teed the force of law to the generally followed practice even in the
.absence of prior formal agreement. "General principles of law"
had always been regarded as a rich source for the development of
"harsh" law and emphasized the creative role to be played by the
international courts. The role of the international courts, particularly the two World Courts in the development of a universal
international law needs no emphasis. They have been instrumental
in the clarification and modification of numerous important rules
·of international law during the last almost fifty years.
Apart from these traditional sources of international law which
could be utilized to develop a common law of mankind, another
important source that was being increasingly employed to achieve
this purpose, as had already been noticed, was the resolutions of the
General Assembly. In the absence of an international legislature
or other efficient means of effecting change in international law, the
new states, with their growing power in the representative body,
were exerting all their pressure to change the law through the United
Nations. These expressions of the political and judicial conscience
of nations, or at least their majority, had a force which was more
than recommendatory. Moreover, resolutions and declarations of
the General Assembly need not be legally binding in order to be
effective. Even if they were not binding, they might well be starting
points for the development of customary international law or of
conventional international law. This new procedure oflaw creation
had certainly vast potentialities for the creation of a universal law
of nations.
A good part of the discussion was devoted to the economic
problems of the Afro-Asian states and their impact on international
law. It was pointed out that the world was divided into two camps:
the rich and the poor, the satiated and the hungry, the satisfied
and the dissatisfied. The masses in the poorer countries had become
aware of their poverty through communist propaganda, economic
assistance programmes, and government efforts at modernization.
Lacking in capital, advanced technology, literacy and skills, and
usually overwhelmed by their staggering populations, these countries
had endured a level of living of less than $ 100 per capita on the
average compared with $ 500 to $ 3,000 per capita in Western Europe
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and North America. Moreover, despite all the help from the rich
countries, the gap between t1).e rich and the poor had tended to
widen. There was little doubt that economic development was a
matter of survival for these countries, a problem as vital as any
·question of war and peace.
At a time when economic development had become the raison
d' etre of the contemporary underdeveloped states, if international
law had to become universal in character, it must create favourable
conditions for economic development and remove the existing
obstacles to enable a speedy realization of this goal. International
law must not only ensure protection of the poor but also fulfil the
economic needs of the majority. Some of the members pleaded for
the extension of the concept of "welfare-state" to the interna\ional
level. As in the democratic national societies, the rich must contribute
to the development of the poor. Although economic development was and must remain primarily the responsibility of the underdeveloped states, they needed and deserved help. There was, of
course, some difference of opinion about the quality and quantum
of that aid. But there was a general consensus about its desirability.
Sqme members went to the extent of arguing that, in view of the
unanimous resolutions of the General Assembly in this regard,
there was already an obligation under international law on the part
of the rich countries to give aid to the underdeveloped states.
However, others vehemently denied any such legal obligation.
Indeed, it was suggested that attempts to establish such an obligation
might have just the reverse effect. The most that could be said was
that there was some sort of moral obligation which might, of course,
develop in course of time into a legal obligation.
Conclusion

There was general agreement that the present so-called "crisis"
in international law was nothing more than a tension between the
needs of stability and the demands for change. The new demands
of the new countries did not mean or amount to any wholesale
rejection of the traditional legal system but merely readjustment of
the old law to the new conditions. The practice of the new states
had shown beyond doubt that, like old states, new states accepted
the present system of international law, which, regardless of its
origins, provided an equal protection to all its subjects. They were,
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of course, trying to modify it in accordance with their interests..
There was no use decrying the emergence of the new states or feeling
sorry for their growing influence. Nor was there any reason to
believe that this would lead to a decline in the respect for international
law. In fact their participation had already strengthened international law and made it universal. International law, like all
law, was never static. There was little doubt that a common law of
mankind based on universal values was emerging.
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UPENDRA BAXI
Some Remarks on Eurocentrism
and the Law of Nations

TIll' ('ol1lplt1xloll or lho illtcl'nlltional society has changed beyond
"{'l'lllW It 1011 III IIIII IlIsl lwo decades.

The proliferation of the
IIt'IV IIl1tlolllll Nllllt1S 011 tho international scene, to mention but
'11IW VIIIISlllivl1 lill~lol'. hus brought about not merely quantitative and
.1l1'p.llnizlItiolllll chunges in lhe legal and political aspects of the inter11IIIiol1111 sociely but has also generated significant qualitative changes
III Iht~ 11000ms or internalionallaw and in our thinking about them.
>( '0111 il1ulIl lIgonizing and rethinking characterizes contmeporary
illtcl'Ilutional legal scholarship. At a time when conscientious
1Iitenipls are being made to evaluate the impact of the rise of the
"lIew" nations on the existing structure of international law and to
lIssimilate them into it, it would not be correct to overlook the
liigllilicance of this happening for the history and historiography
or the law of nations. Apart from a few notable exceptions,l with
IIIL' passing of colonialism, Eurocentrism in thinking about interIll1lional law has become anachronistic. By Eurocentrism, a term
IInl'nr( unately susceptible to a pejorative use, we refer to settled habits
or Ihought which have led to the acceptance, mostly uncritical,
Ill' I':ul'opean (and Western) intellectual and socio-cultural traditions
IH' Ihe invariable, if not superior, frameworks for enquiry.
In its
Inosl acute form Eurocentrism has led to needless denigration of
Indigenolls traditions of the colonized nations. 2 But in its milder and
11101'0 pervasive form it had led to a continuing indifference to
Ihl'se t I'aditions even in the scholarly discourses. 3 This has been
plll'lklllarly unfortunate, as in international law, publicists are in a
WilY Ihe "functional equivalents" of the constitutive structures in
wIIllicipal law.<l
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The reasons for Eurocentrism are to be found in the colonizing
and empire-building milieux of the preceding three centuries. For
the colonizing elites, Eurocentrism was an important means for
creating and maintaining an esprit de corps. It also facilitated
inter-state political communication. Eurocentric habits of thought
and perspectives made possible the rise and spread of a typically
European international law, confined to what Westlake called
"civilized nations." Jurisprudentially, Eurocentrism was a necessary
concomitant of the positivistic philosophies of international
law. The natural law approaches to the law of nations,
invariably espoused by the classical writers with their urbane
hospitality to non-Western systems of inter-state relations, gave way
to a tradition of Eurocentric conceptions of the subject in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 5 The course of the development of
Eurocentric habits and perspectives as well as their survival in a
vastly different era of human history, would certainly form a fascinating part of the sociology of human knowledge 6 and of the sociology
of international law. 7
Whatever be the causes of Eurocentrisp.1, its cure is imperative.
For its persistence in international legal scholarship, as in the sphere
of social learning as a whole, cannot but be pernicious both in terms"
of development oflearning in general and in those of progress towards
a more viable future world legal order.
From the perspective of human history, the colonial epoch can
be regarded as being no more than a brief interlude in the historical
life of the colonized nations. Thus viewed, it also becomes dear
that much of the current rhetoric about "new nations," and their
acceptance of international law does not make much sense merely
in terms of "old" and "new." The nations which have now joined
international, political and economic organizations are "new" only
from the limited perspective of mid-twentieth century history.
Deprivation of their political freedom by colonial Powers cannot be
said to have extinguished their "nationhood"; nor, indeed, is there
any compelling need to regard 'Western" and colonial Powers as:
being significantly "old" nations. History is a great equalizer..
In any case, to the realities and perplexities of the mid-twentieth
century, ullnations come as relative strangers.
The present world tensions, it needs scarcely any emphasis, arise
predominantly not from newness versus oldness of nations
participating in contemporary international legal order, but rather-
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from vast disparities between the developed Western nations and
woefully underdeveloped ex-colonial nations. The verbal vendetta
against the so-called European international law makes sense only
as an articulation of the powerful urge felt by the emancipated
nations for self-assertion as a pre-condition for an international
egalitarian world order. 8
Continuation of Eurocentrism in the present thinking, howsoever
incarnated, exacerbates rather than mitigates world tensions and
often creates an avoidable diversion of energies and resources of
international organizations. 9 Demise of Eurocentrism is accordingly
not merely a necessity for academics and publicists. They merely
form the vanguard in the procession of change. Respect for the
political and cultural traditions of the "new" nations can only be
fostt~I'cd in tllll minds or stalesml1n responsible for the future of the
WOI'ld wlwlI llwil' II WlII'cncss or this heritage is sharpened. To treat
Arrll'lIl1 01' AsllllI tkltlHlltcs or diplomats as representatives of "new"
III' "lIndl1l'llcwlopIHI" nations is more often than not to relegate to
thC~il\ uattljJ,ol'ics tlwir tlultural and political heritage.' Knowledge
hoi h Mllchillvulli and Kautilya may be found in any Indian
diplolllllt, wheruas thu existence of Kautilya may well be news to
his ·Jo:lIl'OpClIn colluaguc cven today.1O What we want to emphasize
iii lltlll II nowludgu a nel appreciation of different traditions of statelll'lll'l howcvel' distant their origins and however tenuous their hold
on the contcmporary state practice-may intrinsically be of some
Ylllue 1'01' all participants in the international social and political
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In short, the demise of Eurocentrism in scholarly thinking is but
II II

im:vitable part of the entire process of decolonization. In the
l'I'llllll or cconomic assistance to the underdeveloped countries, it
It! IdllWly but surely being recognized that our tasks are not done
WItI'II duclarations of independence are signed but they begin in
n'lll \1l\I'IH.:st after that,l1 This awareness has, however, not
IWllI'll'lllcd our thinking about international law as yet. Political
dl'l'ololli~,lltion, in other words, has to be followed (and followed
willi HI'clilcl' rapidity) by cultural and intellectual decolonization.
h,v 1111 lIppl'opriate awareness, recognition and rediffusion of the
''l'ololliu!'' learning in the other parts of the world.
No doubt intellectual decolonization can also be carried too far,
11Idet~d to the point of forfeiting the attention of the learned.
NIIllollllli:t:ation of learning is no answer to Eurocentrism. 12 Nor
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does a reckless deification and exaltation of intellectual traditions
serve the interests of knowledge. While efforts to invoke the
charisma of history for a contemporary dogma represent a common
enough human and scholarly failing, the tendency, so often manifest, to discover the genesis of anything significant in the doctrine
or development of the law of nations to Indian traditions cannot
always be treated with a gentle bemusement,13 We agree with the
somewhat harsh strictures of Professor Friedmann that an
"artificial inflation of cultural distinctiveness in the field of international relations and law is more than just a harmless exercise in
hypocrisy and narcissism."14
It is precisely in this spirit that we also welcome the sobering
formulation of a set of thirty seven questions by Professor Julius
Stone to an All India Seminar on "Possible Contributions of Indian
Traditions Concerning the Relations of Major Organized Groups
to Contemporary Problems of International Law" in 1960. 15 A
wider dissemination and a deeper study of this Report will
certainly provide the most effective antidote to surviving tend~ncies
towards a mythopoetic idealization of India's past and suggest
fruitful avenues of analytical and historical research in Indian
political tradition and theory. It would seem, however, that one
of the unintended consequences of the Seminar discussions has
been a general devaluation of the significance of Indian thought
in this area, this in turn reinforcing Eurocentric tendencies already
present,16 To combat this effectively, a readjustment of perspectives seems very necessary and it is essential to acknowledge that it
is futile, if not totally meaningless, to seelk to relate the ancient Indian
traditions of statecraft either to contemporary international law and
order or to the international behaviour of the Republic of India in
present times.
All emancipated nations are groomed in, and have an interest in
the corpus of international law as developed in the preceding three
centuries. No doubt they have protested against, and in some cases
flouted, some of its norms and have also, with some vehemence,
sought reconstruction of some aspects of the law so as to take
their peculiar needs and expectations into account. But all their
impatience and anxieties have a meani~g because they acquiesce
in most of the fundamentals of international law. In other wordS,
no "new" nation has, or probably ever will, seek with anything
even faintly approaching serious commitment, a total renovation
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either of the salient norms of international law or afixed pattern of
international behaviour and relations in the light of its pre-colonial
and indigenous traditions of statecraft. Making use of the latter
for political or other purposes is something entirely different from
crusading to establish the relevance of such traditions to contemporary international order. 17

NOTES
ISee generally v. Monteil, "La Dccolonisation de la Historie," 142 Prevues
No. 142(1962), pp. 3-12; for its English translation see Immanue Wallerstein
(cd.) Sodal CIlllIIgt': The ('olol/Ial SlllIlIllolI (New York, 1966), pp. 592-606.
'l'lw 1I1l'lllLl 01' i IlICl'IIcl ion between tbe Asian State Practice and the "cIassi\Jill" Illll'I'llIlllolllll Illw hllH bccn disclIsscd by Professor Cbarles Alexandrowicz
111 II 11111111101' 01' ICIll'Iwd 1I1'lides OVCI' tbe last decade. See for a compact survey,
('.11. Ak',xlI lid 1'0wil''I., "'I'l'clIly lind Diplomatic Relations between European and
SOlllh Asilln Powcrs in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries," Recuit des
('II/I/'S Acadell/le de Droll Illlemalional (Leyden), vol. 100, (1960), pp. 203-321.
Sce also C.H. Alexandrowicz, An IlIlroduction to the History of the Law of Nations
II/ lIte Easl II/dies in the 16th, 17th and I81h Centuries (Oxford, 1967). For a
colle~tive scholarly effort at ascertaining the possible impact of the Indian traditions, sel,) n. 16.
~The days of ungracious denigration of the Afro-Asian traditions, one would
hope, arc over. No one, for example, will today readily subscribe to the infamous
statement of Macaulay that a dozen European books are worth more than a whole
Iibmry of Indian (or Eastern) books.
3S0 strong are the Eurocentric habits of thought, however, that an almost
continuous dialectic between Asian and Eurocentric writers seems to persist even
till today. Thus, for example, Dr Kosambi still finds it necessary to refute the
view of A.B. Keith, who said: "It would indeed be melancholy if this (i.e., the
Arlhasastra) were the best that India could show as against the Republic of Plato
or the Polillcs of Aristotle, or even the common sense and the wordly wisdom of
I he author of the tract on the Constitution of Athens formerly ascribed to
Xenophon." D.D. Kosambi, The Culture and Civilization of Anciont India In
IIlslorlcal Ol/tline (London, 1965), pp. 141,174.
~Sec n. 11.
r.See Richard A. Falk, "New Approaches To the Study of International Law,"
Alllerican JOl/mal of Inlemational Law (Washington D.C.), Vol. 61 (1967), pp.
tl77, 479-81; and Morton A. Kaplan and Nicholas de B. Katzenbach, The Political
NI/II/dations of International Law (New York, 1961), p. 59.
0cf. Alexandrowicz, An Illfroduction to the History of the Law of Natiolls, n. 1,
PI'. 8-11; and C.H. Alexandrowicz, "Kautilya Principles and the Law of
Nntions," a paper presented to the Australian Society of Legal Philosophy,
(mimeographed: No. ALSP/IVR/35, 1967). Also see n. 17.
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7See the brilliant analysis of some of the facets of the sociology of knowledge,
R. Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure (1957), 2nd ed., pp. 456-508.
. SSee, for a pioneering exploration of this subject, Julius Stone, "Problems
Confronting Sociological Enquiries Concerning International Law," Receuil
des Caul's vol. 89 (1956). pp. 65-180, and the literature there cited. But the
sociology of colonialism needs equal attention in the sociology of international
law. See the deeply stirring study by F. Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth (Tr.
by Constance Farrington), London, 1965.
9The psychological component of international relations is very often overlooked. See the insightful analysis in O. Klineberg, The Human Dimension
of International Relations (1963). The passionate insistence by small and developing nations on equality and sovereignty should be seen less as a manifestation
of irredentist tendencies and more as expressive of search for outlets for creativity on their part. An egalitarian world order has yet to evolve and in this the
participation and the creative role of the new nations, through the structure
of equality principle, has yet to be fully grasped. In this context, see the masterly
exposition of the equality principle, Julius Stone, "Approaches to the Notion of
International Justice," in Cyril E. Black and Richard A. Falk (ed.) The Future
of International Legal Order, vol. 1, (Princeton, 1969).
10The non-recognition of the rich heritage of traditions of statecraft in the
ex-colonial countries is surely one of the driving forces behind the attempts to
"universalize" the learning and teaching of internatoinal law. For a useful
analysis (though inadvertent to this aspect of the movement) in this direction
in the United Nations, see John N. Hazard, "Technical Assistance in the New
International Law," American Journal of International Law, vol. 60, (1966), pp.
342 ff, and Richard 1. Fine, International and Comparative Law Quarterly (London),
vol. 15 (1966), p. 1165.
llThis would not be surprising because standard books on the history of law
of nations scarcely mention Asian and African sources and traditions of international law e.g. Arthur Nussbaum, A Concise History of Law of Nations, Rev.
cd., (New York, 1954). Even this edition has only one paragraph on HindU
traditions and Kautilya is nowhere m·mtioned. It wiIl of course be futile,
though instructive as a study in Eurocentrism, to look for a proper perspective
of these traditions [in other writers, such as Oppenheim. This neglect is also
evidenced by most Indian (and I am sure this applies to other indigenous)
textbooks. Kautilya makes a brief appearance in Professor Friedmann's
recent book, see n. 15, but even that does not take any ace ount of Alexandrowicz's
work, and consequently of the real contribution of Kautilyan thought.
But despair is not justified. Studies of international law from the perspectives of human communication will surely have the effect of rendering
Eurocentrism obsolete. See, e.g., Tammelo, "The Law of Nations and the
Rhetorical Tradition of Legal Reasoning," The Indian Year Book of International
Affairs (Madras), Vol. 13 (1966), part 2, p. 227, at p. 230, (pt. 2, 1966). In
a more general context see also Iyer Raghavan (ed.), The Glass Curtain Between
Asia and Europe (1965).
120n this see the recen.t valuable study by Unner Kirdar, The Structure of
United Nations Economics Aid to Underdeveloped Countries (The Hague, 1966).

13The term "nationalization of learning" is among the progeny of
Julius Stone's term "nationalization of truth." In a different context, Richard
,Falk has made a telling use of a similar term "nationalization of scholarship."
See R. Falk, "Adequacy of Contemporary Theories of International Law·Gaps in Legal Thinking," 50 Virginia Law Review (Charlottesville, Va., U.S.A.),
·vol. 50 (1964), p.231.
On the problems involved in decolonization in the writing of history, and
;the need to counteract the growing nationalization of historical learning, see the
·essays reproduced in Wallerstein, n. 1, pp. 583-674.
14Derrett, for example, prefaces his comment on the Delhi Seminar (infra
m. 15) by a lighthearted observation: "Talk to a knowledgeable Hindu about
'religion and you will be given to understand that Hinduism has all the answers."
Much in the same vein, we are tempted to say that by this standard at least a
Jarge majority of Hindus must be treated as ignoramuses since they would not
"Venture such a response! See Derrett, "Indian Traditions and Rule of Law Among
Nations," International and Comparative Law Quarterly, vol. 11 (1962), p. 266.
15W. Friedmann, The Changing Structure of International Law (New York,
1964), p. 324. As to our reservations see infra n. 18.
lOThe Proceedings of the Seminar were published by the University of Delhi,
.India, "Indian Traditions and the Role of Law Among Nations," (1960).
171n scholarly discourse, reference to the Seminar has become preponderant
:as dispositive of the subject of possible contributions of Indian traditions to
.international law, see Friedmann, n. 11.
. References to Professor Alexandrowicz's Hague lectures are, however,
rare in this context. He observed in the same year: "There is ... no reason
to consider ninteenth century positivists as the ultimate arbiters on the frontiers
between superior and inferior civilization and of the timing of the entry of some
-of {he ancient Asian States into the universal Family of Nations. The order in
which these States entered the community of nations cannot be judged by nineteenth century standards only; it is a matter in which the views of the classic
'writers deserve to be taken into account."n. 1, p. 315; see also Alexandrowicz,
.IlItroduction to the History of Law of Nations, n. 1, pp. 224-41.
JSSuch attempts are sometimes no doubt, to borrow Friedmann's words,
"conflicts of interests," disguised as "philosophies of value." But resurrections
-of ancient ideas or representations of modern ideas in the garb of past traditions
,(whether or not these traditions are of dubious significance) may often be insight:ful acts of wise statesmanship rather than expressions of moral infinnities.
lEnunciation of non-violence or Panchsheel can be seen in both lights.
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Newness of States and International Law

J. J. G. SYATAUW
The Relationship between the Newness
of States and their Practices of
International Law'

Customarily, the discussions on the attitudes of new states toward
international law often take the following assumptions as a matter of
course: firstly, the fundamentally different character of the AfroAsial world as compared with the Western world; and secondly,
the rather recent emergence of these new states and thus the fact
that they could contribute little, if at all, to the shaping and development of the law of nations. The simplified characterization in black
and white is typical of the way in which the political and historical'
development of our era is seen in the literature on internationallaw~
It is understandable but misleading.
Generally speaking, it is correct to say that most of the new states,
did not previously exist in their present-day political form and
therefore, logically could not contribute to the shaping and develop··
ment of the law of nations. However, this should not lead to the
conclusion that new states are political entities which emerged out
of the blue. In fact, their experiences as colonies have also added
to their unity. Today they are called "new" for no other reason than
that the political character of the existing society has been but
recently formalized by the acquisition of statehood. But no matter
how firm their political unity is, from the point of view of the law
of nations they are indeed new in the sense that they have never
been states and thus subjects of international law.
This construction, though juridically plausible, offers little hold'
for a better understanding of the behaviour of new states. It leads.
to two possible views of new states and their relationship with the law
of nations. In the first place it can be maintained that, since they"

It

were not yet su~jects of law, they have in fact never been parties ill'
international legal relationships and, therefore, have no knowledgeof international law nor did they contribute to its shaping and
development. The facts, however prove to Qe somewhat different..
Former political communities in Asia and Africa (regardless of whether they were called states, cOl)1munities, tribes or by any other
name) did have regular legal relationships with the European world
which they considered binding upon themselves. In fact it was not
always the Afro-Asian party to a treaty which considered that treaty
a non-binding agreement. The arguments and justifications used.
in the past to deny legal validity to former relationship between the
European and the Afro-Asian world have never been a strong point
in the literature on traditional international law. 2
Another, seemingly more suhtle reasoning, is willingness to accept
IIIlI cxisknctJ 01' those rormer legal contacts but denying that the'
Al'l'o"Asllln sillIes or that era did contribute to, or had an impact
1111, 111l.J shaping or what is now called modern international law..
rhe period of' ti me associated with the concept of modern international
IlIw cannot be fixed precisely, but it may be said to date from, after
the seventeenth century. At that time the significance of the legal
I'elillionships with Afro-Asian countries was steadily declining.
'I'lwrel'ore, it was not really necessary to deny the existence of these'
earlier legal relations since they could not influence modern inter-·
natfonal law. This second theory appeared to be sounder than thefirst, and for a time international law looked more secure. This.
security, however, depended on the exclusion of the former AfroAsian countries from the family of nations. A possible emergence
of these countries as new states which might present themselves as·
the lawful or pretended successors in law of the former Afro-·
Asian nations could severely undermine this security. The recent
dccolonization process had exactly this result. The logically sound.
IIrgument of the second theory became politically untenable and
juridically doubtful.
.I-lere two important questions arise. Is it actually possible to·
compel new states to submit to rules which admittedly were estab··
lished without their help or consent? Is it possible to maintain
that, regardless of their willingness so to commit themselves, the·
new states, by their mere admittance to the family of nations, are
legally committed to the laws of nations then in force?
To give a positive answer to the first question might mean the'
I
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'Tesort to political and military coercion which, however, can no
>longer be so easily applied today. When tackling the second
-problem one also meets with some resistance from the new states
themselves. It is this clash of opinions and attitudes that has led
to what is commonly called a "crisis" in international law. In the
'View of some writers on international law it is the opinions and
.attitudes of the new Afro-Asian states that have led to the abovementioned crisis. 3 It would, therefore, be good to review and
.analyze what in fact are those opinions and practices of the new
'states. For, if it appears that the crisis is not, or only partially, the
:result of the attitudes of new states, the misconception must be
.corrected.
Acceptance or Rejection of International Law

The warnings of a crisis situation in international law have not
been made by Afro-Asian jurists but rather by some of their collea.gues from the West who, frightened by the terrifying picture of dozens of non-Western new states, sounded the tocsin. Today, more
than twenty years after the beginning of the post-war proliferation
-of states a less coloured picture can be presented of this bugbear.
It seems possible to maintain that there are at least four possible
positions which new states could take up with regard to the traditional
jnternationallaw which they encounter at the time of their birth:
(a) total acceptance of international law;
(b) total rejection of international law ;
(c) partial acceptance (and consequently partial rejection) of
international law;
(d) an eclectic selection from among the rules of international
law
(a) Total Acceptance of International Law. The Western-Christian
basis of traditional international law which has strongly been
,emphasized in the past by the older states and their literature on
international law, as well as the opportunist way in which international law has sometimes been used for purposes of establishing,
.expanding and maintaining colonial empires, put international
law in an unfavourable light in the eyes of the new and emerging
states. The recognition and confirmation of these practices in
recent literature4-often written with great frankness and clarity
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by Western authors themselves5-did nothing to lessen the mistrust
of the new states. If only for these reasons, it is clear that the new
states cannot be expected whole-heartedly to accept traditional
international law. Every now and then statements by Afro-Asian
leaders may be heard which seem to point to a total acceptance of
and adherence to traditional international, but these statements are
so incidental-and sometimes even out of place-that they have,
little or no value.
Apart from the question of whether international law is generally
accepted by new states, the question may be raised whether intern-·
national law ought to be accepted by them. From the above it is- .
apparent that the new states, for various reasons, answer this question
in tho nt:glltivc. Ilowevt:r, there are also enthusiastic proponents:
of IhiN vil~w. Professor 0'( 'on nell, for instance, maintains that
••• 11
now state is born into a world of law. Indeed it is a
statt: ... only because of a law that lays down the conditions
for and the attributes of statehood. There is a tendency to
argue that the international law we know is a product of
European politics and Western philosophy, and is an emanation
of the Age of Reason and nineteenth-century statecraft, and that
as such it has little cogency for the new states of African or
Asian culture. The argument, of course, disposes altogether
of a law of state succession. However, it is unacceptable for
the very explanation that the Age of Reason offered, namely,
the social contract. In asserting the faculties of statehood, thenew state is accepting the structure and the system of Western
international law, and it may not, without offending all juristic'
doctrine, pick and choose the acceptable institutions, if only
because its next-door neighbour, also a new state, will claim a
like privilege ... 6

O'Connell is correct in saying that the new state is obliged to accept
the structure and the system of that law which he finds in operation
at the time of his admission, but this does not necessarily mean that
every norm or rule of that law is sacrosanct. O'Connell is equally
correct in m~intaining that juristic doctrine prevents a new state
from acting arbitrarily lest others may do so unto him. However,
O'Connell's conception has its weak points too. In the first placeit should not be forgotten that today new states are often admitted'
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to the family of nations irrespective of their commitment to existing
Tules of international law. More than ever, admission and recognition are today political rather than juridical acts,7 and the question
therefore arises whether in this case so much importance may be
,attached to legal arguments. Moreover, it can never have been
intended that a new state, when accepting the Western system of
international law at the moment of admission is bound by it forever
without the system itself being open to changes.
However correct and reasonable O'Connell's point of view may be
.as a starting point, it simply will not do to say that states are bound
at all times by a given system of law without being able to modify
it, not even when the desire to do so is prompted by new conditions
.and changing conceptions of law held by a great majority of states. 8
A system of law that gives full attention to the protection of the
,established legal order without creating at the same time, ways and
means for its own recreation and renovation is bound to suffer
'serious setbacks.
(b) Total Rejection of International Law. Here one should take as
.a starting point the pivotal question of whether it would not be
proper for the new states to reject the traditional law of nations as
a Western-Christian product that is unsuitable for a changing and
-changed world. In this sense the question often suggests itself to
political and other leaders of the new states when they are faced
with the fact that international law did not alwaY'S find unbiased and
objective application in the past. Indeed, time and again these
leaders say as much. These statements, however, are the result of an
occasional feeling of resentment or discontent concerning the role
of international law, but they were never meant to be taken as a wholehearted rejection of international law as such.
Neither do the Afro-Asian states show themselves prepared to
reject international law in its entirety. First of all, they are, of course,
aware that a denial of the existence of international law could imply
a denial of their own rights accorded to them under international
law. Moreover, they are well aware that the replacement of the
traditional law of nations with a new system of law is, if not inconceivable, at least impossible of achievement at this time. Theoretically, the question may be interesting, but to the new states it remains
an academic one, for new states do in fact accept certain parts of
traditional international law. The enthusiasm with which AfroAsian states joined the family of nations does not perhaps necessarily
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demonstrate an awareness of their responsibility as regards the events
in the world, or as regards their obligations under international law,
but it does prove that they deliberately sought admittance to the
eXisting family of nations knowing that they would have to submit
to many (but they think not to all) of the rules of international
law. Their wish to join the United Nations in itself shows their
willingness to comply with the obligations under international law
so cleary mentioned, for instance, in Articles 1, 2 and 4 of the
Charter.
It is perhaps useful once again to emphasize that the reluctant
~Ittitude of Afro-Asian states towards the law of nations has been
~~a used by u feeling of' mistrust und not of enmity. In this respect
llwy dlll'br frolll post- 19 17 RlIssia or present-day China, o which, from
hll'lh. HIlW IlwlIlHclvcs 1.10nlhmtcd by an -in their opinion-inimical
wllrid which I hey 1hcrcl'ore rqjected with like feelings of enmity,
II I'('jt,clioll which also included "Western" international law. As
I'l'Wll'ds the new states it can therefore be stated that, if they are
not willing to accept wholeheartedly, neither are they prepared to
reject completely the existing international law.
It: may be added that many new states cherish a singular and
unjustified belief in the infallibility of international law to find for
each international legal relationship or legal dispute a correct and
just answer. This circumstance, which bodes well for the continued
existence and development of international law, may however, have
the wrong effect when it dawns on those new states that the so-called
infallibility of the law of nations may lead to, for them, unpalatable
solutions of their international conflicts. But one thing that is of
importance at this point is the fact that their attitude has certainlv
never been one of wholehearted rejection.
.
Finally, there is a tactical reason for not rejecting the entire body
of the law of nations. As militarily weak states, they are anxious
to accept the protection offered by international law against a
possible arbitrary use of power by greater and stronger states who''1S has been proven-are yet not entirely insensible to criticism on
the grounds of international law. A plea, for instance, for "respect
for the sovereignty and territorial integrity," so popular with the new
states, shows in any case that, on the one hand, they are not prepared
to reject international law in its entirely and, ~n the other hand, they
recognize that some rules of law are binding.
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(c) Partial Acceptance (and Consequently Partial Rejection) of
International law. From the above argument (that total acceptance
as well as total rejection are out ofthe question but that certain rules
are considered binding), it follows logically that the new states.
accept part of the body of international law and reject the remainder.
The latter will be the case if they mistrust or resent certain rules or
are displeased with them, whereas a positive attitude is assumed when
they feel they understand the rules, have no objection to them or
even have a decided preference for th~m.
This conclusion does not enable us, however, to establish which
rules are or are not accepted. Though large sections of international
law (e.g. law of the sea) are generally accepted, there may exist a
difference of opinion among new states on important parts thereof
(e.g. territorial waters, right of passage and fishing rights). The
attitude of those new states which have a great interest in maritime
navigation and fishing, may differ from the attitude of those states
which do not take part either in navigation or in fishing.
Much clearer is the situation where great, generally felt grievances
of the new states are concerned, e.g., the discriminatory effect of
international law in cases concerning colonialism or racialism.
Subjects like unequal treaties, capitulations, the status of dependent
territories and the rights of their populations, the status of rebels
in a war of liberation, responsibility of states and the minimum
standard of international law, were, or are, so tightly bound up with
the colonial period that the existing norms are highly suspected and
cannot be accepted out of hand.
On the other hand, the Afro-Asian states declared themselves
explicitly in favour of those doctrines which do not place them in a
position of subordination or those which give them equality in law.
Thus they accept without any territorial integrity, non-aggression,
non-intervention, sovereign equality, reciprocity, peaceful settlement
-of disputes and diplomatic immunities. That these doctrines are
sometimes faultily applied by new states, or applied in a one-sided
or biased way, is a well-established fact. Their failure, however,
is not different from similar failure of older states in their conduct.
The big crises in the post-war period (Korea, Suez, Hungary, Cuba,
Congo and Vietnam)-no matter where the responsibility lieshave certainly not arisen owing to the attitudes of the new and small
states.
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(d) Eclectic Selection From Among the Rules of International Law
(The "Pick and Choose" Attitude). The alternately positive and
negative attitude of the new states towards traditional internatiomi.l
law leads us to the question whether in this attitude, any line and
any consistency may be discovered, or if it is only a matter of
opportunistic choice, a mentality of "pick and choose," and thus
unaccountable.
To some extent it may perhaps be maintained that the preceding
<:ategory, i.e., the pratice of partial acceptance and partial rejection
of the present system of international law (sub. c) shows arbitrariness.
That is, however, not the case. In practice some degree of reasontI bleness tlnd consistency can be observed so that it is to some extent
possible to llntklipllte the lluilude or the new states. A capricious
1l1t.11llnlily 10 "piDI, IIlld choose" would amollnt to depending upon the
IIl1l1t't'lllllllnbIIJ whims or II nuw slate which at any moment when it
~Hl pll'1I111\11, IIl1ly deddLl to take up a position divergent from the
/1,1'111'1'111 11111'111. only to decide later on to take up a position diametrillnlly 0ppOSlllJ to it. Though sllch a construction seems possible on
pnlll'l'. it I'ests 011 a disregard or ignorance of actual international
fl'lll\iolls between sovereign states. No state which is politically,
Illililnl'ily. llnt! economically weak (characteristics of the majority of
Ihc 11l1W stlltes), is able to disregard the norms of the internatiolll:l.l
~odcty with impunity on relatively important matters. That privikge is resl.Jrvcd ror the Super Powers alone. A small state, more so
than bigger and older states, must consider twice before taking a
decision since its precarious power position leaves it but little
l'rel.Jdom.
Should it, n~vertheless, decide to take up a position to disregard
I he existing rules of international law, it would not be because of its
capriciousness or arbitrariness but due to some well-known, understandable, albeit egotistic purpose, namely, the protection of its
national interest. And no national interest is so erratic as to lead
10 rrequent eclectic decisions which cannot be foreseen. In other
words, the occasional inconsistency and the lack of a clear and
definite standpoint of the new states may be regretted, but that
standpoint is not necessarily an arbitrary one. No new state can
1I1l'1lI'd-at least not in the long run-the luxury of capriciousness
alld arbitrariness. The oft-repeated allegation of the irresponsibility
or new states should, therefore, be considered in this light.
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Conclusion
The proliferation of new states has radically changed the political
picture of the world. By their numerical majority the new states
have acquired a position of power which does not always bear
correlation to their capabilities. Moreover, the new states are not
afraid of using and, at times, exploiting this position of power.
But the new states are well aware that they now form a part of the
existing international legal order even though the legal consequences
of that fact at times collide with their political aspirations and economic objectives. In a struggle for a precarious existence, political
considerations only too often prevail.
Has this situation given rise to a crisis in international law? The
answer to this question depends on what is meant by the word "crisis."
If one chooses to see a crisis in each more or less violent shock, each
temporary uncertainty, this question should be answered in the positive. But in that case, the concept has little practical value since
according to this view world history is nothing more than a series of
subsequent crises. If, however, the word crisis is taken to mean a
serious disturbance of the legal order with profound and permanent
consequences for world society, and attended with the danger that
this society may not recover, the world crisis is more clearly defined.
But it should be admitted that this definition does not define the
present situation of the law of nations.
If this analysis is correct, it follows that the generally established
opinion, in several quarters outside the Afro-Asian world, concerning
the allegedly irresponsible attitude of the new states towards international law must be revised insofar as is necessary, and that this is
restated frankly and explicity. The latter is important for althoughas we have tried to show-there does not exist a real crisis, a crisis
may arise by the continual insistence and maintenance of the old
misconceptions.
The well-known and repeatedly quoted words of Briefly 11 predicting
the weakening of the international legal system as a result of the
influx of Afro-Asian states proved to be too gloomy. The new states
did not start an iconoclasm in the treasure-house of the law of
nations. As a matter of fact, the situation is sometimes even
paradoxical, for at times some of the new states appear to walk on
tiptoe through this treasure-house with unnecessary diffidence and
a lack of critical sense. 12
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If one were to suggest a revision of the existing conceptions con--cerning the new states and their practices of international law such:
a revision must at any rate take account of the following considerations: (a) The knowledge acquired so far of the relationshipbetween the newness of states and their practices of international.
law is as yet too superficial to justify sweeping general conclusions..
(b) The term "new" is often too easily equated with inexperience:
and/or irresponsibility in the practices of international law. (c) NO'
reliable criteria have as yet been given-and no procedure designed
for the changeover from the status of "new state" to that of "old
state." In other words, when and how does a new state become.
an old state? (d) The use of the concept "new" as associated with".
Africa and Asia only (sometimes also with Latin America) tends to"
givl1 II l'hllrllclt~r of pt~rlllanl)IH';y to u temporary and fluid situation..
'l'he IINO 01' I IIII I:OIlCl:pl is I hCI'd'orc misleading. (e) The associationt
01' llw \'olH'epl "lIllW slales" with only Africa and Asia does not take,
11110 IIlTOllllll1ll1 possihlc cmergence of new states in other continents_
'J'hh. Illukcs the t:oncept unf1t for use in case of new states in Europe
(II' tlw Anwl';cllS, e.g., Cyprus, Malta and the Carribean states. There1'0 1'l1 , the concept has but a restrictive meaning and is unsuitable.
for .f!,t:IHJl'IIl application.
II' it is true that the relationship between the newness of a state:
Hnl! i.ls prnctkes of international law is still not clear and that there'
are some glaring defects in the term "new," it would obviously be'
ad visible to use the term with great caution and not to draw conclu-.
sions too quickly.
Under these conditions, it might perhaps be asked whether there:
is another term that should be given preference. One must admit
that with all its weaknesses, the term "new state" has now been.
commonly accepted and cannot be eradicated easily. Nevertheless,.
it would be worthwhile to consider that a more limited and therefore more precise concept is still the term "Afro-Asian states. "13 It is
limited to those two continents whose new states show a considerable
degree of solidarity while it does not possess the emotional overtones.
or the word "new". In this way a criterion is chosen based on a
neutral, fairly precise, and more permanent (i.e., geographical),
characteristic. Moreover, this term can be split up in "African'"
and "Asian" states whenever the new states of these two continents.
pursue a different line.
Africans and Asians alike are aware of the fact that it would be:
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well not to exaggerate the degree of solidarity and homogeneity
implicity present in the denomination "Afro-Asian." Historical
and political developments brought them together, but development
is a process that may either work in favour of solidarity or may tend
to lessen it. The present international developments show that the
Afro-Asian states stand together, and that they will do so for quite
some time because of their common colonial background and racial
ties. The solidarity may continue to last even after these factors
count far less. They may be replaced by other factors in search
of social and economic development of their underdeveloped
economies. Smaller, greater, or other associations of states cannot
he excluded in advance.
Whatever developments these new states may have, the growing
intensity of contacts and communications will give rise to a greater
Jl1eed for a system of norms which make an orderly and just society
possible. Every state, regardless of its geogr~1>hical position or
newness, will profit by the development of such a society. As Dag
Hammarskjold put it:
The strengthening of international law is consequently in the
long-term interest of states, even though it might occasionally
conflict with their short-term interests. Since the life of states
is measured in centuries and their activities are manifold,
statesmen have every reason to take a long-range objective 'view.
Though disorder may profit their states today in one case it may
hurt them in another tomorrow, and in the long run is bound to
work them harm.

NOT ES
lFor reasons of clarity, Latin-American countries, sometimes regarded as new
\
states, are not included here.
20ne example of arbitrary treaty-making (and subsequent treaty-breaking)
is mentioned in K. Onwuka pike's Trade and Politics in the Niger Delta 18301885 (Oxford, 1956), p. 65. The English Governor of the West African island,
Fernando Po (1829-34), "had taken a distinct liking to the Niger Delta, and
during his tenure of office indulged in activities few of which the Colonial Office
sanctioned. Foremost among these was his passion for treaty-making....
His enthusiasm led him to unauthorized treaty-making, and acquisition of bases
,-on the coasts of Biafra."
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3In a statement which had now become classic, Brierly (The Law of Nations
1963, p. 43) imputes the weakening of the system from being the law of the small
family of nations among which it arose into one that is worldwide and now claims
the allegiance of nations which had no part in building it up, and which either
have never known, or no longer accept, the fundamental beliefs and sentiments
on which it was originally founded. Some of these nations at least are inclined
to look on international law as an alien system which the Western nations,
whose moral or intellectual leadership they no longer recognize, are trying to impose
on them, and in effect they have begun to claim the right to select from among
the rules only those which suit their interests or which arise out of agreements
to which they have themselves been parties." J.L. Brierly, The Law of Nations,
Sixth Edition (Oxford, 1963), p. 43.
4Cf. W. Friedmann, The Chal/gil/g Structure of International Law (New
York, 19(4); Rosalyn lIiggins, COI//llet 4 II/terest (London, 1964); Oliver J.
Lissit"yn, "'It.'/'IIIIIIOI/IlI 1,1/11' II/ II Dillirhl Wor!tl (New York, 1963).
~('I', lI,v.A. I{olilll\, 11///'/'1111/101/1111.1111' II/ /111 F;xfI/IIltll'd World ~Amsterdam,

I l,)(,()) ,
ftlU', ()'( 'olllll'lI. "llldepelldcllcc IIl1d

Problems of Stale Succession," in

WIIIIIIIII V, ()'IIII,'II, '/'/'1' Nt'II' Nallolls III III(e/'llaliol/al Law alld Diplomacy (New
"orl" I'.)(,,~), p, 12'1I'IIl' IIdnlisHion policy or till: U.N. in the 1950's when a "package-deal" was
P"opo~wd 1111(1

in 1'1Icl \;lIrricd oul subscquently, demonstrates clearly the political
orillat policy.
II( ~' • .Iorf',l) ('astlll1l'dll, "The Underdeveloped Nations and the Development
Ill' Inlcl'nalilllllll J.llW," 11I1C'l'I1ali01I11I Orgallization (Boston, Mass., USA), Vol.
I~i, (IWIIl, p. 4~.
ncr. Hllngdah Chiu, "Communist China's Attitude towards International Law,'·
Alllerimll JOI/I'I/al of IlItel'l/aliol/a! Law, Vol. 59 (1966), pp. 251 if.
lOCI'. Roling, n. 5, p. 47, Castaneda, n. 8, p. 35; Chiu, n. 9, p. 252.
llSee n. 3.
uOne such example· is the enormous respect still paid in some Afro-Asian
countries to Grotius as the real "father of international law," an honour which
obviously docs not belong to anyone scholar however great his contributions
to international law. '
tiJOther terms such as young, non-western, non-White, poor and developing
countries are either too general, too limited or too emotionally loaded to be
cOl1sidered as good alternatives.
HDag Hammarskjold, "Liberty and Law in International Life," Internalional
Law in a Chunging World (New York, 1963), p. 24.
nlllllrl~
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India and International Law'

In a legal regime whether established on land, on the oceans, or
in space, the two pivotal points of vital concern are, first, the application of the law, and second, its enforceability. It could be said
that a legal regime is firmly established only if the law on which it
is based is comprehensive in its field of application and effective in
the matter of its enforcement. As the subject of our concern is
inter-state law, its regime is essentially international, and according
to the aforesaid two tests, it would be dependent on the universality
of the application of the law and its efficacy from the viewpomt of
1I11tomatic cnforccability. In this twin direction, the contribution
of India towards the evolution of inter-state law is indeed profound.
In fact, the two distinguishing characteristics in the development of
international law concepts in Indian history are the universality of·
the application of inter-state law, and secondly, the respect for that
law helping its automatic enforcement. This aspect of the Indian
contribution is further examined below.
Universality of Application

If the concept of the law of nations comprises a body of rules,
whether customary or written, which the states in their intercourse·
with each other consider as binding, it would perhaps not be quite
accurate to observe, as Oppenheim has done, that international
law "in its origin is essentially a product of Chrisitian ci vilization and
began gradually to grow from the second half of the middle age."!
Apart from the fact that the Christian civilization may not have
quite enjoyed a monopoly in regard to prescription of rules to govern
inter-state conduct, it is submitted that the concept of Christendom
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itself hampered the development of international law on the broad
basis on which it exists today.
For example, the principle that the rules of civilized conduct among
nations applied to states within Christendom alone and nothing of
a binding nature could govern the relations of a Christian state with
,a non-Christian state, did lasting damage to the development of the
correct concept of modern international law which recognizes political
entities irrespective of their religious belids: Even in the thirties
·ofthe present century, Mussolini's Italy, when using expanding bullets
in its war with Ethiopia, took the plea that as the latter was outside
Christendom the recognized rules of warfare could not apply to the
!talo-Ethiopian conflict of 1936. Even the concept of the mediaeval
Muslim Law of Nations outside India was not universal in character
'since it was "primarily concerned with regulating the relations of
,entities and nations within a limited area and within one civilization."2
However, ancient India and subsequently, later mediaeval India
under Muslim rule, remained fortunate in being free from such prejudices which would limit the application of the law of nations to
,one's own civilization.
It we make a probe into the history of ancient India, we find that
no distinction between believers and non-believers was recognized
in regard to inter-state conduct, and even when the former were
involved in a death struggle of war with the latter, or whether the
war was fought within or without Aryavarta, or whether it was a just
and righteous war (Dharma Yuddha) or an unjust war (Adharma
Yuddha) , it was expressely enjoined by the sacred laws of Dharmasastra that all belligerents at all times and in all circumstances must
adhere to the accepted rules of warfare. This universality of application, which is a distinct Indian contribution to the development of
interstate law, dates back to two thousand years and it has given birth
to several basic plinciples of international law, some of which,
originating from India, took centuries to evolve before they could
be universally recognized. As belligerent relationships between1
states represents the greatest strain on the application of the
law, we may examine the field of the laws of war and assess how the
principle of universality of application promoted several other sound
principles of law to govern belligerent relationships among nations
and states.
(i) A study of the Smritis (200 B.c. to 400 A.D.) would undoubt,edly reveal that ancient India had a highly developed system pertain-

-jng to the laws and rules of war based on considerations of humanity
.and chivalry. The rules of warfare applied even if the struggle
was in the nature of a civil war, which is in conformity with the
modern concept as embodied in the Geneva Conventions of 1949
and the one underlying recognition of bdligerency. The general
rules of warfare, as prescribed by the Code of Manu which came
ITater (200 B.C.-100 A.D.) or other law-givers, were governed by the
For example, Manu lays
principles of humanity and chivalry,
-down: "One who surrenders or is without arms or is sleeping or is
naked, or with hair untied (i.e., unprepared) or is an onlooker (non,combatant) must never be killed," irrespective of whether the opponent was a believer or an Arya or a Yavana (alien non-believer),
,or whether he was fighting a just war or not. 3 The dictates of
humanity coupled with considerations of universality of application
irrespective of creed, helped the development of laws of war in ancient
India on a truly modern basis as it is known today.
(ii) Again, the distinction between combatants and non-combatants and the rule forbidding weapons of mass destruction were not
-only formulated but there are examples of their recognition in ancient
ilndia. A classic example of the observance of the rules of warfare
is to be had when in the famous epic Ramayana, in the war against
Ral'ana the demon king, Raina the king of Ayodhya, forbade the
use of a weapon of war which would destroy the entire race of the
enemy including those who did not bear arms, because such destruction en masse was forbidden by the ancient laws of war, even though
Ravana was fighting an unjust war with an unrighteous objective
and was classed as a devil-demon himself and hence could be
-considered outside the then world of civilization. Another such
,example is to be found in Mahabharata then Arjuna, observing the
laws of war, refrained from using the "Pasupathastra,"4 a hyper,destructive weapon, because when the fight was restricted to ordinary
conventional weapons, the use of extraordinary and unconventional
types was not even moral, let alone in conformity with religion or
the recognized laws of warfare. 5 This unique concept contributed
to inter-state law in the field of belligerent relations has yet to win
recognition at the hands of sovereign states of the world though
jurists have been pressing for its acceptance today.
(iii) Moreover, the Indian customary laws governing inter-state
,conduct, scribed by smritis and based on principles of chivalry
governed the conduct of administration of enemy occupied territory.
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and also prescri~e~ the treatment to be meted out to the defected!,
enemy king in the following worsds of Manu :
When a king has conquered a foreign foe hE: shall made a prince'
of that country (not of his own) the king there, and (Vishnu
adds, III 49) .. he shall not destroy the royal race of his foe unless.
that royal race be of ignoble birth. He is to honour the gods,
and the customs of the conquered country and grant exemption
from taxation (for a time). (Manu. VII, 201).6
The above treatment was prescribed for the enemy king irrespec··
tive of whether he belonged to India or a foreign civilization,.
as is clear from the treaty signed between Seleukos and Chandra-gupta Maurya in 305 B.C. when the former accepting defeat retired,
and concluded a humiliating peace. 7 However, Chandragupta
accorded to Seleukos the treatment of an independent foreign sovereign. The rules governing this particular aspect were so well-known
and well-established that the Macedonian world conqueror Alexander
the Great, learnt of them in detail while waiting on the banks of the'
Hydaspes in the summer of 326 B.C. planning to give battle to the
Indian King Paurava or Poros. It is possible that Alexander,
having heard of the chivalrous rules of warfare recognized by the
Indian warrior class, had perhaps made up his mind before the
battle began, to treat Paurava according to the Indian concept of the'
law on the subject. Thus after the battle of Hydaspes had been
fought and won, victorious Alexander summoned in his presence
the defeated Indian King Paurava and enquired of him how he should
be treated. The Indian king replied, "Act as a king." The victor
not only confirmed the vanquished prince in the Government of his
ancestral territory, but added to it other lands of still greater extent
and by this method secured a grateful and faithful friend.
The entire history of India is full of such examples where state
practice has respected this humanitarian rule of law. Thus in the 15th
century A.D., when Maharana Kumbha of Chittor captured the
fort of Mandu and defeated Sultan Mahmud Khilji, he brought the
Sultan as a captive with him to Chittor. It is recorded by Vir Vinod
as well as mentioned by Todd in his Annals and Antiquities of
Rajasthan, tha1 Mahmud Khilji remained a prisoner in Chittor for a
period of six months after which he was liberated without ransom by
the magnanimous Maharana Kumbha.
Abul Faza1 relates this
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:incident and dilates on Kumbha's greatness. This incident dates
back to 1437 AD. It appears that the practice ofliberating prisoners
-of war was followed again in 1519 AD., when Maharana Sanga
-defeated Mahmud Khilji II, the King of Malwa, and took him a
prisoner. Maharana Sanga, like his predecessor Maharana Kumbha,
not only set at liberty the King of Malwa but loaded him with gifts
.and reinstated him on his throne. 8
Apart from the state practice of the Ranas of Chittor, there is an
incident dating back to 1526 A.D. when Ibrahim Lodi, Sultan of
Delhi, was defeated by Raja Ram Chand who made him a prisoner.
It is reported by Tabakai-i-Akbari that "The Raja showed him (Sultan
Ibrahim) great honour and seated him upon the throne." Here
Ibrahim remained in the enemy camp until a party of the tribe of
Mianas who dwelt near Raisin invited him to be their ruler. 9
Again, there is the well-known classic example following the battle
,of Panipat in 1526 A.D., when Sultan Ibrahim was killed along with
Vikramajit, the ruler of Gwalior. An incident occurred which finds
a place in the romantic anecdotes of Indian history. "The wives
and children of the Raja of Gwalior who had been left in the fort of
Agra werc seized, while attempting to escape, by Humayun's men.
J-! umayun, hearing of this, treated them with the utmost courtesy
and protected them from their captors. In order to show their
gratitude to the young prince, they presented him with jewels and
precious stones; among these was a diamond of enormous value,
which has been identified with the famous Koh-i-Nur now in the
Tower of London."lo
This humanitarian concept of ancient Indian legal philosophy.
universally applicable, earned reciprocity and got recognition when
states professing different creeds or different civilizations came into
contact with each other. It was undoubtedly the universality of
application of the law which evoked reciprocity. The best illustration that can be given in this regard is the one relating to the signing
of a treaty in the 14th century A.D., enforceable in war, concerning
the treatment of prisoners of war. History records that for several
decades the kingdoms of Bahmani and Vijayanagar in South India
were in a state of war with each other. The problem relating to
prisoners of war was dealt with by each kingdom in accordance with
its own laws and regulations. However, the correct principle of law
based on humanitarian treatment of prisoners came to be restablished
in 1367 AD. when a treaty was signed between the two kingdoms
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and, fortunately, we have a contemporary account given by Farishta
as follows:

to make it function effectively led to the doctrine of immunities and'
privileges of foreign envoys in ancient India which forms another
chapter proving universality of application of the law of nations,
apart from making an important contribution to the development
of the law on the subject of privileges and immunities.
Thus, the first essential characteristic of the concept of the law of
nations in ancient India was its universality of application irrespective of limitations of religion or civilization. To the state in ancient
India, Islamdom, Christendom, Greekdom or Aryandom would have'
made no difference as far as inter-state relationship was concerned..
This is an essential feature of the correct concept of the law of nations
whether we think of the world of today, yesterday or of tomorrow.
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.... being reproached by the ambassadors of Vijayanagara
for indiscriminate massacre of Hindu women and ,children,
Muhammad Shah 'took an oath, that he would not, hereafter,
put to death a single enemy after a victory and would bind his
successors to observe the same line of conduct'. Farishta
observes: 'From that time to this, it has been the general
custom in the Deccan to spare the lives of prisoners j n war,
and not to shed the blood of an enemy's unarmed subjects.'ll
These examples of state practice both in ancient and mediaeval
India, reveal how universality of application led to reciprocity and
establishment of the correct principles of inter-state law. In the
development of the law relating to the treatment of prisoners of war
as well as other aspects of belligerent relationship, the Indian contribution would appear to be undeniable in the light of the illustrations
given above.
(iv) Let alone the laws of war, it was much more so in the realm
of the laws of peace that India's contribution as far as universality
of application is concerned came to be so well marked and known.
The contracts of the ancient Indian civilization with states or political
entities professing a different civilization were many and wellestablished. The institution of Rajduts,12 i.e;, sending of ambassadors
or envoys for ad hoc mission or for short sojourns in the courts of
other states (even if the modern concept of permanent embassies was
not known then), was not confined to states of the Indian group but
was in vogue in relation to the Greek states that had come into
existence on the north-west border oflndia in the wake of Alexander's
invasion of 326 B.c. While both Christendom and Islamdom
confined official inter-state relations within their spheres of beliefs
and no instances of any marked importance have come to light
indicating exchange of ambassadors with countries outside their
pale of civilization, India had not only such ambassadors accredited
to foreign countries but received foreign envoys to Indian courts
as evidenced by Megasthenes who came to the court of Chandragupta Maurya in 303 B.c. representing the kingdom of Seleukos
Nikator.13 The institution of the ambassador used as a mouthpiece·
for inter-state communication commanded respect. An attempt

Lex as Rex and Pacta Sunt Sen'anda

Apart from universality of application of the law regulating interstate conduct, India's contribution consists in the creation of a
legaly congenial atmosphere for the enforcement of the law which is:
equally important. In fact, the supremacy of law and the sanctity
of treaties constitute the two basic principles which remain a sine
qua non for the growth of law among states. If the conditions
nscessary for the origin and development of international law are
examined, it will be found that firstly, there must be the existence
of separate political units, howsoever loose-knit they may be whether
tribal or confederal, which are (a) independent of each other, and
(b) have their own governmental machinery with an appropriate
organ as a mouthpiece like the Vicapafi or the King. The rest can
be left to the human social instinct for developing inter-unit relations
and the consequ~nt need for their regulations. Secondly, but in no
way less important than the first condition, is the basic need for an
atmosphere of respect for law and a general feeling for due observance
of agreements solemnly enteren into, without which no amount of
extensive or intensive inter-state relationship would give birth to a
law of nations as such. It is this important aspect which needs
elaboration and is discussed below.
The concept of Dharma or law, as identified with danda or
sanction, lies at the root of the origin of the state and society. As
Manu holds, the Lord (Creator) gave birth to his own son-Danda,
the Protector of all creatures, an incarnation of the law itself, formed
out of the Glory of Bra/una Himse1f.l 4 Thus, danda which in its crude
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,-concept is the basis of the theory of force, is admitted only in
its highly elevated legal concept of Dharma implying sovereignty ;md
.linking itself with the moral order not merely of human society but
.of the entire universe. Thus naked force no longer remains the
ultima ratio of kings, but a weapon for the implementation of Dharma
or law. Sakraniti points out that Dharma is enforced through danda
and both combined become the embodiment of the highest virtue in
-preventing aggression. 15 Thus Manu's equation of danda with
Dharma (Dandam Dharma Vidurbudhah) means the supremacy of
Dharma or Law which has the highest sanction of danda behind
it. The king and the entire political order under him have to serve
Dharma and bow to law at all times. Again, danda divorced from
Dharma could no longer be a weapon in the hands of the king which
meant that Dharma alone was sovereign. Dr Mukherji has aptly
.described this position as follows :16
The true sovereign of the Hindu state is Dharma the law and
constitution which is upheld and enforced by the king of supreme
executive as danda.
Dr Kane has also come to the same conclusion after a very careful
research of the ancient texts. He summarized the position thus :17
The Dharmasastra authors hold that Dharma was the supreme
power in the State and was above the King who was only the
instrument to realize the role of Dharma.
Thus in both political and legal theory, the supremacy or sovereignty
-of law was well-estalished and recognized as such. It is difficult
to talk of political practice which may not have deviated from the
theory. But that does not cast any reflections on the theory as such
'Which is so well enunciated and clearly recognized by the Srutis
;and the Smritis, the two main sources of Hindu law.
If the theory of brute force based on Machiavellian tactics
nas been advocated in the Arthasastra by writers like Kautilya, its
position in strict law has to be examined in relation to the principles
.of Dharmasastra. As already mentioned, several authorities, including
Yajnavalkaya, can be quoted to establish, that in the case of a
-conflict between Arthasastra and Dharmasastra the latter was 'to
prevail over the former. In fact, the supremacy of Dharmasastra
was so well-established that all important literature on Arthasastra
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itself recognized Dharma or law as the highest objective. Thus·
Kamasutra states that Dharma is the highest goal and Kama is thelowest of the three Purusharthas." 8 Even Kautilya's Arthasastra'
categorically states that "in any matter where there is a conflict
between Dharmasastra and practice or between the Dharmasastra
and any secular transaction, the king should decide the matter by
relying on Dharma alone."19 Similarly, Yajnavalkya Smriti and!
Narada in Vval'ahar matrka state that Dharmasastra rules are to be
preferred to 'the dictates of Arthasastra. 20 As the words Arthasastra
connote all literature on the science of policy and statecraft, the
subordination of all state policies to Dharma or law is of the highest
importance for a correct appreciation of the legal position in ancienC
India.
The legal theorists who interpreted the sacred law in ancient Indian
realized the deep-rooted conflict between dictates of raison d'etat'
and rationes leges. Mitaksara goes to the extent of giving an illustr-a,·tion as to how lex was to prevail over all political considerations
which the principles of Arthasastra could put forward. Thus, for
example, a conflict may arise if arthasastra, or the science of policy
as such (not confined to Kautilya's work), 'dictates that a king should
endeavour to make friends with his subjects as the acquisition if
friends is superior to the acquisition of gold and land and the rule
of Dharmasastra which ordains that a king must dispense justice
among his subjects being free from anger and avarice and in accordance with the dictates of law or Dharma. In such circumstances,_
if an appeal comes before a king for decision, he must act according
to law or Dharma even though he may lose the friendship of a person
if the King's decision goes against the latter. The above example
should establish beyond doubt that, where principles of arthasastra
or the science of polity prescribed Machiavellian tactics and adoption
of acts complett'ly divorced from rules of fair play and morality, the
latter could not· prevail over the code of conduct prescribed by
Dharma or law.
Even Kautilya distinguishes a dharmal'ijaya, which is just conquest,~
from asuravijaya or unrighteous conquest, or lobhavijaya which is
conquest undertaken for sheer greed. Kautilya does not hide his·
complete disapproval of asura or lobhavijaya which fact is often.
forgotten by Western writers, who often see only the pr8ise for the
many acts of perfidy which Kautilya advocates to attain success in
war and politics and ignore the considerations of Dharma or law-'
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of which Kautilya was not completely devoid.
Lastly, we may examine the concept of the supremacy of law in
relation to the ultimate end or objective of the state. In the Brhaspatya Sutra, the ultimate fruit of policy is described as the attainment
of Dharma as the first and foremost item, and Artha and Kama
as the second and third. The raison d'eIre of the state, in ancient
India, therefore, was the upholding of law and the creation of conditions of peace, order and happiness for which Divinity had prescribed
Dharma as the doctrine, the king as the executor of it, and moksa
(salvation) attained by Dharma as the ultimate goal of all.
Thus viewed from all angles and every viewpoint, Dharma or law
ranked supreme in ancient India, first, in the context of the origin
.of the state where Dharma and danda get identified, since law without
:sanction is meaningless and if law is to be supreme it must have the
:supreme sanction behind it, and there is no entity higher than law
itself when the state and society are created. Secondly, when the
state expands, or in its inter-statal relations wages wars guided by the
principles of artha, there is a limitation imposed by Dharma that wars
fought in a righteous cause alone are justified. The sanction given
to undertake just war as against unjust, basically upholds the principle
of supremacy of Dharma as against artha. Thirdly, in the peaceful
existence of the state when it maintains law and order and dispenses
justice internally, the king as the sovereign power is subjected to
Dharmasastra and it is lex which is crowned as rex and not otherwise.
Lastly, the end of the state itself is dharma and not artha or kama.
Thus from the origin to the end, Dharma alone prevails in the
organization and operations of the state. 22
This basic idea governs all the theories of ancient India though quite
a number bring out prominently the concept of force and the administrative principle which led to the elaborate organization of defence,
an essential limb of state machine. Thus whatever has been stated
in the previous pages must necessarily be read in the context of the
theory of the supremacy of law which was meant to regulate interstate conduct as much as the internal governance of a state. The
word "law" could perhaps be used, in a loose sense at least, to indicate
the governance of inter-state conduct even if proper international law
in the modern sense did not exist.
The second principle essential for the growth of inter-state or
international law is the observance of the rule pacta sunt servanda.
When inter-state relationship begins, according to ancient writers

on polity, there is bound to be either indifference, agreement or
difference. As differences have generally to be settled, whether by
war or by peaceful methods, such as negotiation, they often end in
some sort of agreement reached amicably or otherwise. It is of the
essence of law that such agreements duly reached between states on
the basis of accord or friendship or even after war should be respected; else there would be the rnegation of law ab initio. There is
abundance of authority in ancient India which attaches the highest
importance to the maintenance of agreements reached either in
writing or by word of mouth. Even Kautilya asserts that "peace
depending upon honesty or oath is imputable both in this and the
next world. 23... In this respect he goes a step further than his teacher
in discarding the principle of obtaining hostages as a security to
cement the binding nature of treaties. Kautilya remarks, "it is for
this world only that security or a hostage is required for strengthening
the agreement. "24
In short, the existence of an atmosphere which held law as supreme
and accepted agreements between states as inviolable, must be said
to be promoted by Indian legal theory creating the necessary conditions for the healthy development of international law.
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Apart from these illustrations concerning the laws of war, there
are several important topics of international law, such as the
right of asylum, the right of a landlocked state to transit through
foreign territory, the treatment of aliens or foreign nationals etc:
in respect of which India evolved rules and regulations dating
back to some years before Christ. We have, for example the graphic
account given by Megasthenes of how the aliens were treated in
the Mauryan Empire (321 to 237 B.C.) in accordance with Kautilya's
rules governing this subject. There would be no point in dilating
on these different aspects of India's contribution towards the evolution of ad hoc subjects of inter-state law as a book can be written
on each such aspect. What appears necessary here is to bring out the
1ndian contribution to the vital aspects of the law as well as towards
the solution of the basic issues and problems faced by the sovereign
slates and humanity at large in the context of the world community
of states and peoples. In that context, it may perhaps, be worthwhilc to examine the Indian attitude towards eradication of war and
promotion of world peace.
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Eradication of War and Promotion of Peace
It is not the intention here to give a detailed historical account of
how the Indian attitude towards war has evolved. It should suffice

for the purpose of assessing the Indian contribution, to give the landmarks connected with India's efforts at eradication of war as an
instrument of state policy.
(i) It was Sukra in his Nitisara, written in the early middle ages,
who propounded the sound principle of international law in a period
of world history when wars were legitimate, that resort to arms and
force could only be permitted as a last remedy when everything else
had failed. This legal dictum upayantra nashetu tato vigrahamacharet
was indeed a progressive concept eliminating war except as a last
recourse in the settlement of disputes after all other methods such
as negotiations and mediation through third parties, etc., had been
adopted and failed. It may be stressed that while this principle
had been evolved in ancient and mediaeval India, it was much later,
in modern times, that jurists elsewhere looked upon war as the last
and abhorred method for the settlement of inter-state disputes.
Thus Sukra's principle had its own contribution to make in the legal
evolution of human attitudes towards war prior to its proscription
which was as recent as 1928, i.e., The General Treaty for the
Renunciation of War (Pact of Paris) and the U.N, Charter thereafter.
(ii) Again, in search of universal peace, the concept of Cakravartin
was evolved in ancient India perhaps during the period of the epic
wars (which according to Kane ranged from 1900 B.c. to 1100 B.C).
Though it can be argued that the weapon of conquest needed to
establish the Cakrarartin was an undesirable preliminary step to the
evolution of world peace, it is submitted that the basic principle
behind the theory of Cakravartin was the establishment of a suprqnational authority without which peace was impracticable. In the
circumstances, to the extent that the concept of Cakravartin did not
involve the destruction of national states but merely purported
to establish a suzerain authority in a confederal or federal struc-,
ture, it can be argued that the theory progressed towards the development of international law and was not reactionary and retrograde
as has been often associated with that concept. The principle of a
one-world government is advocated even today for the, promotion of
world peace and the proposition presented by the concept of
Cakravartin was no worse, in the sense that it visualized complete:
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internal autonomy for the political units w,hich owed some
allegiance to the Cakravartin, but the latter had no control over their
internal affairs. The Sanskrit lexicon, Amar Kosa, thus describes a
Cakravartin:
That Imperial Authority before whom all feudatory Icings
humble themselves to accept allegiance but remain otherwise
sovereign, is styled adhisvara or sarvabhauma or cakravartin.
Thus so long as Cakravartin stood for a supra-national authority
for maintaining law and order in the community of federating states,
it could be a factor promoting world peace and in that sense it could
b6 said to have made its own contribution towards the solution of this
age-long problem of humanity.
(iii) In modern times, after India's Independence in 1947, nonalignment and peaceful co-existence have been the watchwords
of this country's foreign policy. In this direction India's contribution can best be summarized in her advocacy of the concept of
Panchsheel. The five principles of peaceful co-existence were formulated for 1he first time in the preamble to the Agreement between
India and China in regard to Tibet. This Agreement was signed
on 29 April 1954, and the five principles which later came to be known
as Panchsheel were: (1) mutual respect for each other's territorial
integrity and sovereignty; (2) mutual non-aggression; (3) mutual
non-inte.rference in each other's internal affairs; (4) equality and
mutual benefit; and (5) peaceful co-existence.
The then Prime Minister of India, Jawaharlal Nehru, in his speech
made in the Lok Sabha on 17 September 1955, observed as follows:
Peaceful co-existence is not a new idea for us in India. It has
been our way of life and is as old as our thought and culture.
About 2,200 years ago, a great son of India, Ashoka, proclaimed
it and inscribed it on rock and stone which exist today and give
us his message. Ashoka told us that we should respect the faith
of others, and that a person who extols his own faith and decries
another faith injures his own faith. This is the lesson of tolerance and peaceful co-existence and co-operation which India
has believed in through the ages. In the old days, we talked
of religion and philosophy; now we talk more of the economic
and social system. But the approach is the same now as before.
That is the reason why we try to be friendly with all countries,
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whether we agree with them or not. That is the reason why we
refrain from criticising other countries even when we disagree
with their policies, unless circumstances compel us to explain
our viewpoint.
It may be mentioned that Panchsheel as a code of conduct for
states has been advocated by India in her relations with several
countries of the world and this has found expression in the bilateral
declarations and treaties to which India has been a party. Thus, for
example, on 6 January 1958, the Prime Ministers of India and
Czechoslovakia made a joint statement in New Delhi declaring the
adherence of their respective countries to the five principles of state
conduct, as mentioned above. During the same year the doctrine
of Panchsheel was also affirmed in joint statements issued at New
Delhi on the occasion of the visits of Ho Chi Minh, President
of the Democratic Republic of Viet Nam, and Chivu Stoica, the
Prime Minister of the Rumanian People's Republic.
It may, perhaps, be worthwhile quoting Prime Minister Jawaharlal
Nehru on the contribution made by Panchsheel. When addressing
the Lok Sabha on 17 September 1955, he observed,:
India's contribution in this direction may perhaps be put in
one word or two, Panchsheel, and the ideas underlying it.
There is nothing new about these ideas except their application
to a particular context. And the House will notice that ever
since these ideas of peaceful co-existence were initially mentioned
and promulgated, not only have they spread in the world and
influenced more and more countries, but they have progressively
acquired a greater depth and meaning. That is, from being a
word used rather loosely, Panchsheel has begun to acquire a
specific meaning and significance in world affairs.
I think we may take some credit for spreading this conception
of a peaceful settlement, and above all, of non-interference.
That each country should carve out its own destiny without
interfering with others is an important conception, though there
is nothing new about it. No great truths may be new. But it
is true that an idea like non-interference requires emphasis
because there has been in the past a tendency for great countrie3
to interfere with others, to bring pressure to bear upon them,
and to want these others to line up with them. I suppose that is
a natural result of bigness. It has taken place throughout history.
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This stress on non-interference of any kind-political,
economic or ideological-is an important factor in the world
situation today. The fact that it will not be wholly acted upon
here and there is really of little relevance. You make a law, and
the law gradually influences the whole structure of life in a
country, even though some people may not obey it. Even
those who do not believe in it gradually come within its scope.
The conception of Panchsheel means that there may be different
ways of progress possibly different outlooks, but that, broadly,
the ultimate objectives may be the same....
The importance of the principles underlying Panchsheel can best
be assessed by the fact that the UN General Assembly has itself felt
the urge to precisely formulate the principles of peaceful co-existence
and has set up a special committee to undertake this task. The
efforts of thy United Nations in this direction date back to 1962
when the first attempt was made by the General Assembly to formulate
principles of international law concerning friendly relations and
cooperation among States, vide its Resolution No. 1815 (XVII) of
18 December 1962. As these principles enumerated by the United
Nations bear close resemblance to the principles of the Panchsheel,
it may be worthwhile reproducing here the operative paragraphs of
Resolution No. 1815, which runs asfollows:
... the paramount importance, in the progressive development
of international law and in the promotion of the rule of law
among nations of the principles of international law concerning
friendly relations and co-operation among States and the duties
deriving therefrom., embodied in the Charter of the United
Nations which is the fundamental statement of these principles,
notably:
(a) The principle that states shall refrain in their international
relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial
integrity or political independence of any state, or in any other
manner inconsistent with the purpose of the United Nations;
(b) The principle that states shall settle their international
disputes by peaceful means in such a manner that international
peace and security and justice are not endangered;
(c) The duty not to intervene in matters withill the domestic
jurisdiction of any state, in accordance with the Charter;
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(d) The duty

of states to cooperate with one another in
accordance with the Charter;
(e) The principle of equal rights and self-determination of
peoples;
(f) The principle of the sovereign equality of states;
{g) The principle that states shall fulfil in good faith the obligations
assumed by them in accordance with the Charter.
Again, at the 18th Session of the General Assembly, another
Resolution 1966 (XVIII) was passed by which the Assembly decided
"to establish a Special Committee on Principles of International
Law concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation among states
.·composed of Member states to be appointed by the President of the
·General Assembly...." Finally, the Assembly decided in operative
paragraph 5 of its Resolution 1966 (XVIII) to consider the report of
-the Special Committee at its 19th Session and to study the following
three principles:
(a) The duty of states to cooperate with one another in accordance with the Charter;
(b) The principle of equal rights and self-determination of
peoples;
(c) The principle that states shall fulfil in good faith the obligations assumed by them in accordance with the ·Charter.

Several meetings have been held by the Committee in Mexico
(1964), New York (1966), Geneva (1967), New York (1968). Though
the progress in the task of formulating the principles has been slow,
the determination of the UN General Assembly to pursue this aspect
is such that sooner rather than later, some result is expected from the
labours of this Committee. It may be mentioned here that the
importance .' j the subject is undoubted in the context of the promotion of peace in the world community of sovereign states and it is
.a happy thought that the concept of Panel/sheel has taken deep roots
:at the hands of the UN General Assembly.
(iv) Apart from India's emphasis on Panchsheel and all that it
implies connected with peaceful co-existence or co-operation among
nations which is so essential for the evolution of public order in the
international community of states, there is the firm belief which
India has demonstrated in the grQwth of international organization
and the conviction that if world peace descends on 'earth it will be
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:through the instrumentality of an international organization rather
than on the basis of the hegemony of one world power or of one world
religion, or allegiance to one political or economic belief, whether
.capitalism or communism. History has demonstrated that the world
is far too diversified to admit of one-man or one-minded rule. The
'salvation, therefore, lies in strengthening international organizations
and through their agency to evolve world order This belief of India
has its own contribution in the evolution of order and peace among
sovereign states and deserves perhaps a special mention. It was on
6 November 1963, that President Radhakrishnan, while addressing
the Nepal Council of World Affairs, appealed to the nations of the
world to surrender a part of their sovereignty to a central world
.authority and transcend the outmoded notions of nationalistic
attitudes in this age of interdependence. The President expressed
his finn belief that a unified world must have one central authority in
the form of an international organization where everyone would be
represented and the institution would be at once democratic. This
·central authority of an inter-governmental organization would have
the power to wield necessary force to maintain order among nations
preventing anyone from trying to impose its own way of life on
.another nation.
Again, Dr Radhakrishnan, on the eve of the UN Day 1966,
·observed as follows:
The United Nations should be allowed to grow into a federal
organization. There are difficulties in the way but there is
no other alternative to the devastation and horror of a modern
war. We must try to strengthen the judicial, executive and
police functions of the United Nations.
Similarly, on 23 October 1967, Dr Zakir Hussain, broadcasting
to the nation on the eve of the 22nd Anniversary of the United
Nations, stated that if man and His civilization are to survive on this
planet, he must plan his entire future on the United Nations. There
is at present no international machinery other than the United
Nations for accomplishing the common aims of mankind. It is
,of course not a perfect machinery but we must all, therefore, work
together to strengthen the United Nations which is now our only
hopc for peace and plenty on earth.
In the eradication of war and evolution of world public order, the
.faith in international organization for furnishing the right answer

.;:
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is an important contribution taking into consideration the fact thatnations still believe in the evolution of world order through thecreation of one large political umbrella or through one universal economic belief. As mentioned earlier, in the middle ages the problem ofworld order was attempted to be resolved through the instrumentality
of one religious belief. All these efforts have failed and the sooner
these erroneous paths are given up, the better it would be for humanityand the world at large. India's belief in international organizations.
and hence straining every nerve to promote them, is indeed the right
path to pursue and any sovereign state that expresses its belief in
treading this path is making its own contribution towards the
evolution of world order and the eradication of war.
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S. P. lACOTA
A Review of the Work of the Asian-African
Legal Consultative Committee

It is not intended in this paper to describe or assess the contribution
of Asian-African states, most of whom have emerged as independent
states only recently, to the development of international law either
historically or even through the contemporary political and legal
institutions of the world community. The disabilities that the Asian':
African states have suffered from in this regard are a matter of
common knowledge. It has often been emphasized that international law embodying rules of conduct among civilized states had
its origin and development only in the European civilization, and
that the rest of the world, being uncivilized or undercivilized, was
·an outcast and, therefore, incompetent to participate in the formulation of any well-defined and predictable norms of state behaviour
and to act according to such norms'! Only when they had been
sufficiently civilized and admitted piecemeal to the expanding world
'community under European influence, particularly after the
Congress of Vienna, ] 8I5, were they entitled to be governed by
international law and have rights and obligations arising from that
status.
Attempts have more recently been made to denounce the premise
of this assertion and to remind the student of international law of the
state practice followed by the various states in Asia in their relations
among themselves or with the European Powers. Professor Alexandrowicz has, in his recent book,2 made a searching analysis of the
<::urrent state practice of big and small states, and relying mainly
·on contemporary European accounts and commentators, shown
how a well-known body of rules and state practice existed among
these countries in such fields as diplomatic protocol, immunities
and privileges, conclusion of treaties, regime of the high seas,
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exclusive controlling claims over coastal belts by the maritime states,
rights over fisheries and other resources of the sea and the sea bed,
freedom of commerce, and navigation, and so forth. It is realized,
however, that after the West succeeded in extending its domination
over Asia, the rules which would have been the basis of relations
~ among equals or near-equals lost much of their validity and either
the local Asian states were removed or they faded away from the
international scene.
Their administrations were replaced by those of the European
Powers, or in some cases they were reduced to subordinate position
and subjected to unequal treaty relations with the paramount
European Powers. As a consequence, the capacity of Asian-African
states to contribute to the development of international law, as
in other fields of economic, industrial or technological development,
was for the time being eclipsed. During this period of eclipse, much
of the body of modern international law developed in Europe,
with which, by and by, some Asian and African states, like Turkey
and Japan, were also associated. During the period of their eclipse
or subordinate position, the status of the communities in the Asian
and African states was more as objects of international law than as
its subjects. It could not be otherwise, for, even by the time the
American colonies revolted in l775, two-thirds of the world was
composed of colonies or protectorates. The situation does not
appear to have much improved until the First World War when
about half of the world's population still lived in dependent territories. Whatever might have contributed to the reversal of this
situation in the world, whether the two World Wars, or the expanding influence of liberalism or socialism or of science and technology,
the fact is that with this change in the status of dependent territories,
their reaction to the system which kept them suppressed and
disentitled to the benefits of independent statehood and a legitimate
share of the exploitation of the world's resources and economic
affluence, was far healthier and constructive than could have been
imagined.
During the past 20 years or so, since the time a majority of the
Asian-African countries have achieved their independence, the
concentration of attention of the new states has been in stabilizing
(he conditions which facilitated the elimination of the status of
dependent territories, and elimination of the conditions which led
[0 their economic exploitation, cultural stagnation, and racial
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suppression. Certain principles advocated and supported by them
have, despite vehement opposition from traditional international
lawyers, assumed the status of basic norms of international law
comparable to the well-recognized principles of sovereignty and
equality of states. Reference in this regard may be made to the
principlf"~ of self-determination of peoples, sovereignty of peoples 0
over natural wealth and resources and racial equality and non-discrimination.
Despite several legal objections relating to the lack of precision
-of these concepts, and vehement opposition to their application to
-specific situations or countries, not only have these concepts emerged
as basic norms or modern international law but have also, in fact,
contributed to the emergence of new states and therefore to the
development of a universal community regulated by international
law. This is illustrated by the increase in membership of the UN
from 51 to 126 between 1945 to 1970 and its consequential impact
on the membership and functioning of other international institutions. 3
On their re-emergence on the international scene, the AsianAfrican states have also, in collaboration with the other states of
the world, particularly those of Latin American and the socialist
states, made special efforts for the reformulation of basic principles
of international behaviour with a view to promoting friendly relations
among states and peaceful co-existence of the diverse social,
economic and political systems. Thus the UN Special Committee
on "Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations
and Co-operation among States" has been engaged since 1964
in formulating a draft declaration on seven basic principles of international law, viz., non-use of force, peaceful settlement of disputes,
sovereign equality, non-intervention, international cooperation,
self-determination, and good faith. The General Assembly's
mandate to the C01umittee provided, inter alia, that the latter
should
submit to the General Assembly at its twenty-second session a
comprehensive report on the seven principles entrusted to it
for study and a draft declaration on the seven principles set
forth in Assembly Resolution 1815(XVII) which will constitute
a landmark in the progressive development and codification of
these principles.
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The thirty-one member committee, which represents a cross-section
-of the UN Membership has so far succeeded in arriving at tentative
-consensus texts on the principles of sovereign equality, peaceful
settlement of disputes, international cooperation and good faith.
The mandate of the Special Committee has generally been interpreted,
especially by its Asian-African, Latin American and Socialist
members, as involving a determination of the contemporary scope
and effect of the seven principles of the UN Charter. 4
Apart from this emphasis on the essential principles ensuring the
universal character of the world community and sovereign and equal
status of the members thereof eliminating or at least preventing
economic exploitation of the resources of the newly-emergent states,
and setting Qut a basic framework for international relations based on
mutual respect, non-interference and a spirit of genuine cooperation
without exploitation and without threat or use of force as heretofore, the attitude of the Asian and African states towards the
body of international rules has, in general, been respectful rather
than disdainful, except when a particular norm was palpably unjust.
When faced with the responsibility of expressing their views on certain aspects of international law, it appears that their approach has
been more practical and pragmatic, and less doctrinaire, without
in any way denouncing the existence or validity of international law
as an actual rule of conduct.
This can be explained by the fact that being independent sovereign
states their relations have been conducted not only with the erstwhile metropolitan states, but also with other newly-emergent
independent states and a state ,could not adopt a double standard of
international law, namely, one in relation to a former metroplitan
state and another in relation to a newly independent neighbouring
state. Hence disputes between Asian and African states have been
referred to the International Court of Justice, such as between
Thailand and Cambodia in the Preah Vihear case, or to arbitration,
such as between India and Pakistan on the precise boundary between
India and Pakistan in the Rann of Kutch. In regard to other questions or situations as well, principles of international law have been
lIsed either in support or in denunciation of the contending positions,
sllch as in regard to the Sino-Indian boundary question, the IndoPa kistan armed conflict, the nationalization schemes of Burma and
('cyton, the treatment of minorities and so on.
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The Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee
Against the background of the above observations, let us now·
review the working of the Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee. Only some aspects of the activity of the Asian-African Legal
Consultative Committee (hereafter referred to as AALCC) have
been examined in this paper. Outside the records of this Committee, one would have to search for evidence of state practice from the
extremely limited materials appearing in the official reports of
decisions of their national courts and International Court of Justice,
statements of their representatives in the United Nations and its
subsidiary bodies, such as the International Law Commission, and so
forth.. That study will probably still be necessary with a view to
supplementing the information that may be derived from a perusal
of the records of the AALCC. Nevertheless, the reports of the
AALCC do supply a wealth of information regarding the state practice and ideological positions of ASlan and African states.
There are some limitations which must be kept in mind at the outset.
The membership of the Committee is extremely limited. It has 12
members, eight of whom are from Asia and four from Africa,
namely, India, Ceylon, Burma, Pakistan, Indonesia, Thailand
Japan, Iraq, UAR, Sudan, Morocco and Ghana. However, of the
four African states only two of them are active. Sudan and Morocco
do not appear to have attended the sessions of the Committee
regularly. There is no French-speaking African country represented
on the Committee, primarily for reasons of language. Secondly,
the Committee being an inter-governmental body, its deliberations are
confidential. This might be justified in the interests of promoting
a free exchange of ideas, but since the records are not open, it will
deprive a student of international law of the necessary details which
explain the practical aspects of a legal proposition. Be that as it
may, the reports of the Committee still provide an ample measure
of information regarding state practice of the member states and
in some cases even, of non-member states.
Before coming to the work done by the Committee, a few words
may also be mentioned regarding the status of the Committee and
the manner of its working. The Committee was established in 1956 as
a forum for mutual consultation and expression of views on matters
of coromon interest in the field of international law. The need for
such an organization was felt by the participants in the Asian Legal
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Conference held in New Delhi in 1954. In the beginning, the
membership of the Committee was limited to Asian states. Only
in 1958, at the suggestion of the then Prime Minister of India,
Jawaharlal Nehru, the Committee's membership was expanded to
include Members from Africa and the name was appropriately
modified. The Committee is essentially a consultative orgnization.
Its role is, therefore, advisory in character, although its membership
is generally held by eminent jurists of the participating countries,
including judges of national courts and Attorneys-General. The
Committee has a Secretariat located in New Delhi which is composed
of a team of research officials working under the able guidance of an
Honorary Secretary. The manner of working of the Committee is
comparable to any international organization specializing in the
study and discussion of international legal problems. Every subject
is comprehensively examined and a number of years are devoted to
it. The study may be initiated by a Member state through a memorandum, the Committee may make a preliminary report, a rapporteur
may be appointed to make an intensive study, the Secretariat of the
Committee may assist him with requisite information about state practice and even prepare draft principles or conventions for the consideration of the Committee, or Governments may be requested to
comment on the provisional reports of the Committee. 5 Only after
this exhaustive examination has been undergone does the Committee finally examine and adopt a body of principles on a subject.
These principles may sometimes be expressed in the form of a draft
convention without
final clauses. Whatever the report or its
importance, its effect is only advisory. It is up to the Member
states to take any further action with reference to these principles,
namely, to adopt new legislation or modify the existing legislation
in conformity with the principles, to conclude bilateral or regional
agreements on the subject, or otherwise be guided by these principles
in the formulation and implementation of their policies on the
subject. The Committee holds one session annually in the territory
of the Member states by rotation.
Article 37 of the Statutes of the Committee defines the purposes
or the Committee as follows:
To examine questions that are under consideration by the
International Law Commission and to arrange for the views of
the Committee to be placed before the Commission; to consider

(a)
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the reports of the Commission and to make recommendations
thereon to the Governments of the participating countries;
(b) To consider legal problems that may be referred to the
Committee by any of the participating countries and to make
such recommendations to Governments as may be thought fit;
(c) To exchange views and information on legal matters of
common concern and to make recommendations thereon, if
deemed necessary;
(d) To communicate with' the consent of the Governments of the
participating countries, the points of view of the Committee on
international legal problems referred to it, to the United Nations,
other institutions and international organizations.

Judgement of the International Court of Justice on South West
Africa.
Besides studying the subjects mentioned above and making reports
thereon, the Committee has also either published or is preparing
compilations of materials indicating state practice in specific fields
such as relating to industry, commerce, labour problems, etc.,
collections of Constitutions of Asian and African States, digests
of decisions of superior courts in these countries, lists of recent
treaties to which Asian and African countries are parties, and so
forth. 7
In order to illustrate the manner in which'the Committee has
addressed itself to examination of problems of international law a
sample study of the work of the Committee in the following subjects
may be attempted as: (1) Diplomatic Immunities and Privileges (2) State Immunity (3) Extradition (4) Refugees.

In its eight annual sessions6 held so far at New Delhi (1957)
Cairo (1958), Colombo (1960), Tokyo (1961), Rangoon (1962),
Cairo (1963), Baghdad (1965), and Bangkok (1966), the Committee
has concentrated on a study of three types of subjects referred to
under clauses (a), (b) and (c) above, namely, examination of questions
that are under consideration by the International Law Commission
and, consideration of its reports, consideration of legal problems
referred to by Governments and consideration of legal matters of
common concern. As to the subjects on which the Committee
has completed its reports, the list comprises diplomatic immunities
and privileges, state immunity, extradition, status and treatment of
aliens, dual nationality, legality of nuclear tests, enforcement of
judgements, service of process and recording of evidence in civil
and criminal cases, questions relating to free legal aid, arbitral procedure, rights of refugees, and so forth. The subjects that are pending
consideration make a longer list. Among the subjects arising from
the work done by the International Law Commission, the most
important subjects are law of treaties, special missions and state'
sjlccession. Among the subjects referred to the Committee by the
Governments which are pending consideration may be included
diplomatic protection of nationals abroad and state responsibility
for,maltreatment of aliens (referred to by the Government ofIndia),
law of outer space (referred to by the Government of India), and law
of international rivers (referred to by Governments of Iraq and
Pakistan). Among the matters taken up by the Committee underarticle 3(c) of its Statute may be included the subjects of relief
against double taxation, transport law, and consideration of the
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Diplomatic Immunities and Privileges. The subject of diplomatIC
immunities and privileges and recommendations by the Governments
of India and Japan were referred to the Committee for study and were
examined by it in its First, Second and Third Sessions. The final
report was adopted at the Third Session held in Colombo in 1960.
When these proposals were made, the subject was being considered
by the International Law Commission which submitted a set of 45
draft articles on the subject in its report of the 10th Session held
from 28 April to 4 July 1958. As a consequence, the attitude of the
Committee with regard to the examination of this subject also underwent a change. In the beginning, questions raised by the Government of India did not relate so much to the nature or extent of
diplomatic immunities and privileges as to the practical problems
that a country faces in respecting and implementing whatever immunities and privileges may be admitted to diplomatic agents and other
members of diplomatic missions. The questions posed by India
were the following :
(i) Whether it is desirable to undertake legislation to provide for
immunities to foreign diplomatic missions and officers so as to incorporate in the municipal law of a state the principles of internntional law in this regard.
(ii) If it is cOl;sidered desirable to have recourse to legislation in
1hl: mattcr of immunity, whether such legislation should merely
he declaratory of the principles of international law or should it
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be a comprehensive piece of legislation.
(iii) Whether in cases where disputes arise regarding the extent
of the immunity, the matter should be left to the decision of
the courts of a country or whether it should be decided by the
Foreign Office and its decision given by means of a certificate
be regarded as conclusive.
In the memorandum submitted by the Government of India,
while raising these questions, the state practice on a universal basis
was reviewed and pointed questions were raised so as to elicit the
response of the Committee lo what would be desirable from the
Asian-African states' viewpoint. The results of the discussions
in the First Session of the Committee on these questions raised by the
Government of India are summed up by the Secretary of the Committee in his final report as follows:

the agreed extent of diplomatic immunities and privileges and leave
it to the Member states of the Committee either to adopt bilateral
agreements or multilateral conventions on the subject or to embody
them in their domestic legislation, attention of the Committee was
concentrated in that legislation. This was also the emphasis laid
by the Government of Japan in their memorandum submitted on
20 February 1957, to which was enclosed a list of subjects relating
to functions, privileges and immunities of diplomatic envoys and
officials, which was parallel to the subject-matter of the draft
articles prepared by the International Law Commission on the subject.
Accordingly, the delegate from Japan was appointed rapporteur to
prepare a report on the subject, which was discussed by the Committee at the Second Session, and on the basis of the comments of
the various Governments thereon, a final report on the subject was
adopted at the Third Session. 9
The Committee's report and the draft convention attached thereto
reflects a profound influence of the draft prepared by the Inter..;
national Law Commission on the Committee's deliberations. The
only new points which were raised in the Committee's discussions
relate to the following: (1) whether diplomatic immunities and
privileges should be subject to the principle of reciprocity;
(2) whether a distinction should be made between a home-based
national of a sending state and a locally-based staff who is also a
national of the sending state, employed as a member of the sub..;
ordinate staff in a diplomatic mission; and (3) whether and to what
extent a certificate of the Foreign Office should be treated as conclusive and binding in matters of diplomatic immunity.
As to the first question, different views were expressed on the
subject which are summarised in a foot-note to Article 44 of the
Draft Convention adopted by the Asian-African Legal Consultative
Committee in 1960. Article 44 reads as follows: "The privileges
of a diplomatic agent shall be accorded on the basis of reciprocity."
The second question was answered by making a distinction
on the basis of the nationality of the subordinate staff rather than
t he place of recruitl11ent. The provisions in this regard were th(1
same as those in the draft Articles prepared by the International
Law Commission, namely, that members of the service staff of a dip,
lomatic mission who are not nationals of the receiving state shal\
l~I1.iOY immunity only in respect of acts performed in the course
or their duties and will also be exempt from dues and taxes on the

ti) There was agreement in principle among the delegations
of Burma, Ceylon, India, Indonesia and Iraq on the need for
domestic legislation on this subject but at the same time it was
agreed that it would be difficult to undertake comprehensive
legislation at present. The view of the delegation of Japan
however, was that domestic legislation on this subject was undesir~
able as it may lead to confusion. The delegation considered
that the proper course to adopt was to have a convention or a multilateral treaty between states which would specify the agreed extent
of diplomatic immunities and privileges.
(ii) There was general agreement between the delegations of
Burma, India, Indonesia and Japan that a communication from
the Foreign Office as regards the privileges and immunities of
diplomatic personnel ought in practice to be regarded as conclusive and binding on the courts and other authorities. The
delegation of Ceylon whilst agreeing that such a communication ought to be conclusive in criminal matters felt that the
position needed to be further examined with respect to enforcement of civil rights by private persons against diplomatic
personnel.
(iii) It was agreed between all delegations that before any
legislation or international convention could be undertaken, it
would be necessary to collect more data. 8
In view of the fact that the consensus appeared to be to specify
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emoluments they receive by reason of their employment. The
private servants of the Head or Members of the mission, who are
not nationals of the receiving state, were to be exempt only from dues
and taxes on their emoluments. The Members of the service
staff as well as private servants of the Head or Members of the
mission, who are not nationals of the receiving state, enjoy privileges and immunities only to the extent admitted by the receiving
State. lO
As regards the third question, a view was expressed that a certificate
of the Foreign Office insofar as questions of fact were concerned,
such as the status of the person or the extent of immunities or
privileges admissible to the diplomatic agent concerned under the
practice followed by the State, should be conclusive and binding on
the courts, since these were matters within the particular knowledge
of the Foreign Office.
If one looks at the Draft Convention prepared by the Asian-African
. Legal Consultative Committee and compares it with the draft articles
prepared by the International Law Commission in 1958 and the
relevant provisions of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic
Relations 1961, by and large their provisions are similar. The
major differences may be summed up as follows:
(l) Whereas the inviolability of the premises of a diplomatic
mission is recognized in an absolute manner in the Vienna Convention,11 includll1g immunity from search, requisition, attachment or
execution of the premises and their furnishings, rcserv<ltiol1s were
expressed by India and Japan in regard to this principle as follows:
Nothing in this Article shall prevent the receiving State from
entry into the premises of the Mission for taking appropriate
steps to ensure the safety of human life jcopardised by civil
commotion, aerial bombardment, fire or other natural
calamity.12
(2) With regard to exemption of Mission premises from taxes,
the delegates from Ceylon and Iraq entered a reservation that such
exemption shall not extend to cases where premises are leased to
to foreign states. These countries also made a reservation to
exemption from taxation for leased premises occupied by a diplomatic
agent. I3
No such exception to exemption from taxes may be found in
Article 23 of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations, 1961.
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(3) As regards the freedom of communications for the diplomatic
mission, a provision was made that the mission may employ all
appropriate means, including diplomatic couriers or messages in
code or cipher. However, a proviso was added which read as
follows:
Provided that in the case of installation and use of a wireless
transmitter for purposes of such communication, the permission
of the receiving State shall be necessary.
This proviso was not included in the Draft Article 25(1) prepared
by the International Law Commission, but was ultimately added
in Article 27, paragraph 1, of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic
Relations, 1961. It may be treated as a contribution of the AsianAfrican Legal Consultative Committee safeguarding the interests
of the receiving state.
(4) As regards the inviolability of the diplomatic bag, the draft
prepared by the AALCC is not as mandatory as the draft article
prepared by the International Law COI)1mission or Article 7, paragraph 3, of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations, 1961.
Whereas the AALCC draft (Article 25) formulated the provision
as "the diplomatic bag may not be opened or detained," the ILC
draft and the Vienna Convention replace "may" by "shalL"
(5) As regards persons entitled to privileges and immunities,
Articles 36 and 37 of the AALCC draft were based on the ILC
draft. Both of them equated the administrative and technical
staff of a mission with diplomatic agents for enjoying privileges
and immunities. In the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations,
J 961, on the other hand, restricted immunities and privileges were
given to the adminstrative, and technical staff of a mission insofar as such staff, although fully entitled to immunity from criminal
proceedings in the receiving state, would be immune from its civil
and administrative jurisdiction only for acts performed within the
course of their duties. Further privileges to be enjoyed by them
with regard to exemption from customs duties, taxes, etc., regarding
articles for his personal use or that of members of his family were
10 be restricted to articles imported at the time of first installation.
They were not to be continuing privileges [Article 37(2)]. This is
obviously a useful restriction safeguarding the economic and other
rights of the receiving state, particularly when the number of members
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of missions may be very large. It will also reduce the irritants that
arise from liability arising out of accidents or other actions not
done in the course of official work.
(6) Reference has already been made to Article 44 of the AsianAfrican Legal Consultative Committee draft regarding the principle
of reciprocity which is found neither in the ILC draft nor in the Vienna
Convention on Diplomatic Relations, 1961. To the extent provissons are contained regarding non-discrimination by a receiving
state between various diplomatic missions regarding privileges and
immunities, the principle of reciprocity is accepted in a restricted
manner inasmuch as if the sending state applies a rule restrictively,
the receiving state may impose a corresponding reciprocal restriction.
It is clear that the restrictive application of a rule can apply only
where discretion is vested in the receiving state. It cannot apply to
such immunities and privileges as are available to diplomatic agents
/ or other members of the mission in an absolute manner, such as
immunity from criminal procedure. Any restrictive application of
such provisions will obviously be a breach of international custom
or law or the relevant provision of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations, among parties to the Convention, and a corresponding action taken by the receiving state will only be by way
of retaliation. The limited reciprocal action referred to above is
found in Article 45 of the Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee, the draft Article 44 of the International Law Commission,
and in Article 47 of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations,
1961.
(7) The Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee objected
to the inclusion of a provision regarding the compulsory settlement
of disputes by referring the matter to the International Court of
Justice, if conciliation or arbitration had failed. Such a provision
has been made in Article 45 of the ILC draft. No such provision
is contained in the Vienna Convention, but the UN Conference
on Diplomatic Intercourse and Immunities which adopted the
Convention, also adopted two Protocols. The first provided that
members of the mission not being nationals of the receiving state,
and members of their families shall not, solely by the operation of
the law of the receiving state, acquire the nationality of that state
(Article 2). The second provided for the reference of disputes
regarding the interpretation or application of the Convention to the
International Court of Justice which was conferred compulsory
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jurisdiction in the matter, unless within a period of 2 months prior'
to the notification by a party to the other about the existence of a
dispute, the parties agreed to refer the matter to arbitration or'
conciliation.
The upshot of the consideration of this subject by the Committee
is that, rather than concentrate on the practical questions relating
to the implementation of diplomatic immunities and privileges
raised by the Government of India in its original reference in 1957,
the Committee concentrated on defining the nature and extent of
diplomatic privileges and immunities to be enjoyed by members of
diplomatic missions. And in this regard, the Committee was, by and
large, inspired by the set of draft articles prepared by the International Law Commission. The Committee may not, therefore,
be credited with any original contribution to the examination of the
problem. It may even be suggested that in view of the adoption
of the Vienna Convention, the time expended by the Committee
on the subject has gone in vain. The fact however remains, that
the Committee after due deliberations did accept the formulations
of the International Law Commission to be in conformity with their
own views in this matter, which to an extent reflects the openmindedness of the Asian-African states. It is true that some variations were also suggested by the Committee, even though they have
not vitally affected the development of international law in the field.
Nor .has the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations 1961,
adversely affected any vital interests of Asian-African states. It
should, however, be interesting to do some further study to ascertain
the attitudes of the Asian-African states towards the Vienna Convention vis-a-vis the AALCC draft principles, particularly if they are
not parties to the Vienna Convention.
State Immunity in Respect of Commercial Transactions. Like the
question of diplomatic immunities, this subject 'Nas also referred to
the Committee by the Government of India for its consideration.
The subject was discussed by the Committee in its First, Second,
and Third Sessions whereafter a final report1 4 was adopted. The
main question referred to the Committee was whether a foreign state
or a state trading organization should be regarded as immune from
jurisdiction of courts in respect of commercial and other transactions.
which do not strictly fall within the ambit of "governmental
activities" as traditionally understood. The discussion in the
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'Committee took place on the basis of a questionnaire prepared by
the Committee Secretariat raising pointed questions regarding views
,of Member states and their state practice in the matter of claiming
'sovereign immunity for state activities. The questionnaire included
,such questions as the following:
Whether a participating State was in favour of according or
claiming absolute immunity in respect of all forms of State activity or whether it would apply the doctrine in a limited manner to acts which are traditionally regarded as public or sovereign
acts of the State; whether the policy of the Member State in
this matter has ever been publicly declared; whether there
were any decisions of the courts on the point, whether any
foreign State had been sued in their country, whether immunity
has been claimed by the participating government for commercial
transactions, such as purchase of materials and equipment in
foreign countries, whether in its own behalf or on behalf of a
trading organization; whether the government owned ships
or news agencies which functioned abroad or undertook banking
or insurance business in foreign countries, and if so, whether
the doctrine of sovereign immunity applied to such transactions;
whether representatives of state trading organizations having
a separate entity were entitled to any immunity at all; whether
an agent of the State or a trading organization could plead his
principal's immunity as a bar to local jurisdiction; and whether,
even if no immunity to suit was claimed, this would imply
subjection to execution of decrees against State property or
property of State trading organizations.
The replies of the Governments to these questions not having
been published in extenso, only a brief summary is published as an
annexure to the official report of the Committee on the subject
adopted at the Third Session.!5
The conclusions of the Committee were summed up by the Committee as follows :
(i) The State Trading Organizations which have a separate
juristic entity under the Municipal Laws of the country
where they are incorporated should not be entitled to the
immunity of the State in respect of any of its activities in
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a foreign state. Such organizations and their representatives
'Could be sued in the Municipal Courts of a foreign state
in respect of their transactions of activities in their State.
(ii) A state which enters into transactions of a commercial
,or private character, ought not to raise the plea of sovereign
immunity if sued in the courts of a foreign state in respect
,of such transactions. If the pleas of immunity are raised it should'
not be admissible to deprive the jurisdiction of the Domestic
CourtS. 16
As regards the execution of decrees, it was recognized by all delegations that a decree obtained against a foreign state could not be
executed against its public property. The property of a state trading
organization which has a separate juristic entity may, however, be
available for execution,17
The absence of immunity of state trading organizations was
adopted unanimously, but restricted immunity for a state regarding
its commercial transactions was not agreed to by the Delegation of
Indonesia, which was in favour of granting and claiming absolute
sovereign immunity for all state transactions, whatever their nature,
primarily for the reason that there would not be any basis for determining as to what were acts of a public or private character and any
examination by a foreign court of activities of a foreign government
would imply a limitation of the sovereign immunity of the state
itself. 18
The Government of the DAR raised some additional points, still
further refining the concept of qualified immunities. Since these
had been introduced at a rather late stage, they were only mentioned
in the report without being specifically adopted.I 9
Regarding the method of claiming immunity, as in the case of
diplomatic immunity, the majority were of the view that the certificate
oLthe Foreign Ministry should be given considerable weight. The
minority took the view that a certificate of the Foreign Office, if given,
should be conclusive and binding on the courts.
It will thus be apparent that the contribution of the Committee
on the subject of State Immunity was far more effective and original
(han in the case of the question of diplomatic immunity referred to
;.\bove, and reflected modern trends in limiting state immunity in
regard to its transactions of a commercial or private character
whether done by a State Department or agency or by a trading
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organization having a separate judicial personality.20
It should be interesting to study the practice of the States after
this report was adopted, because in the report no cases are cited. It
may even be that the practice of a state might not necessarily
be uniform. For instance, the Government of India has allowed
immunity to some governments and their agencies even in regard to
matters arisen out of contracts of a private law nature. Thus the
United States Agency for International Development (USAID) is
entitled to all the privileges and immunities, including immunity
from suit in the courts of India, which are enjoyed by the Government of the United States of America, even in regard to its contracts
of a private law nature. 21 In a case coming up before the Calcutta
High Court and the Supreme Court, the UAR Government pleaded
state immunity from suit for breach of contract and damages for
supply of tea. The immunity, although disallowed by the single
judge, was granted by the Calcutta High Court on appeal. The
Supreme Court, on further appeal, dismissed the suit because the
previous consent of the Central Government had not been obtained
before filing the suit as required by Section 86 (1) of the Code of
Civil Procedure. The Supreme Court did not go into the question
of state immunity.22 A further detailed and systematic study of
state practice of the Asian and African states in this area is called
for.

Extradition. The subject of extradition was among the most
exhaustively discussed subjects handled by the Committee. The
discussion was spread over a period of four years before a final
report was adopted in 1961. 23 The Governments of Burma, India
and Japan initiated the study and supplied a wealth of information
in their memorandums. 24 The Government of the UAR supplied
the text of a draft agreement. 25 The Secretariat also assisted by
preparing a set of draft articles on extradition along with commentaries for the discussion of the Committee.26 The study had also been
prepared by keeping in mind the conventions concluded in Europe,
Latin America, and among the League of Arab States and also the
Harvard draft on the subject.
The questions raised by India for consideration of the Committee
were the following:
(a) Whether and on what principle should a state voluntarily

(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)
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extradite fugitive criminals even in the absence of an
extradition treaty?
Whether a state should extradite its own nationals and
nations of states other than the requesting state?
What should be the procedure to be followed in the matter
of extradition?
What offences should properly be regarded as extraditable
and whether attempts to commit such offences should also
make a person liable to be extradited ?
What principles ought to be followed in determining the
question as to whether a crime is of a political nature ?27

The questions raised by Burma related primarily to the preparation
of draft agreements or Conventions regarding extradition of fugitive
criminals and simplification of the procedure for extradition.
Although initially the Indian questions were taken up for discussion
and tentative views of the various delegations were expressed thereon,
the discussion indicated the difference of opinion among the various
delegations. The Report of the Committee on the questions was
as follows:
(1) There was agreement in principle among the delegations
of Burma, Ceylon, India, Indonesia and Japan that the conclusion
of extradition treaties between various states was desirable so that
fugitive criminals could be surrendered to the state in whose territory
the crime had been committed. The Indian and the Japanese
Delegations were of the opinion that there was no objection to the
voluntary surrender of criminals even in the absence of a treaty.
The Indonesian Delegation considered such voluntary surrender to be
desirable only in respect of crime of a serious character. The
delegations of Burma and Ceylon were not in favour of such voluntary surrender.
(2) On the question of extradition by a state of its own nationals,
whilst the Indian Delegation was of the view that there was not
sufficient justification in refusing to extradite its own nationals and the
Indonesian Delegation favoured surrender of one's own nationals
in respect of crimes of a serious character, the Delegations of Burma
and Japan were opposed to such surrender of its own nationals by
a state. The position taken by the Delegation of Ceylon was that
surrender of its own nationals ought to be on a reciprocal basis
between states, but such reciprocity need not be insisted upon in
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aU "cases. On the question of surrender of nationals of a third state.
the Burmese Delegation was of the view that such extradition ought
to be through the state of origin of the offender which should be
approached by the requesting state. The other delegations saw no
objection to direct surrender of offenders to the requesting state 'in
such cases.
(3) The delegations of Burma, Ceylon, India, Indonesia and
Japan were agreed that a prima facie case of guilt in respect of an
extraditable offence ought to be established before a fugitive offender
could be handed over to the requesting state.
(4) The delegations of Burma, Ceylon, India, Indonesia and
Japan were agreed that extraditable offences should be determined
by the states themselves by means of extradition treaties on the
question; as to whether attempts to commit extraditable offences
should themselves be extraditable, the delegations expressed varying -opinions.
(5) The delegations of Burma, Ceylon, India, Indonesia and
Japan were agreed that no particular text or formula could be
evolved to determine the question as to whether a particular crime
could be regarded as one of a political nature. 28
In view of these differences it was ultimately decided to embody
the principles of extradition in the form of a draft agreement which
might be taken into account by states for entering into bilateral
or multilateral arrangements. A perusal of the final articles, adopted
by the Committee, would indicate that although differences persisted
on certain issues, a uniform procedure for extradition has been agreed
to with regard to the mode of requisition for extradition and the
documents necessary for the purpose, the establishment of a prima
facie case against the fugitive criminal, the requirement of double
criminality of extradition offences, the non-extradition for political
offences (which were left undefined) and the restriction on trial of an
extradited person only to offences for which he had been extradited.
The differences that still persisted were on the following points:
(i) Whether nationals of the requested state could be extradited.
India, Ceylon, Iran, Sudan and Indonesia appeared to be in favour of
extradition of their own nationals on a reciprocal basis, but Burma,
Japan and the UAR expressed the contrary view. (ii) Whether
nationals of third states could be extradited on the ground that criminality was a territorial concept. The majority of delegations supported the principle whereas India and Burma did not agree and Pakistan
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reserved its position. 29 (iii) How extradition offences should be
defined, whether by enumerating them or by mentioning the minimum
punishment for such an offence. Burma and Japan preferred
mentioning of minimum punishment whereas India and Ceylon
preferred enumeration or extradition offences in a schedule. This
explains the three alternative drafts for Article 2 in the draft articles
prepared by the Committee.
As a follow-up of the adoption of the final report and the principles of extradition in Tokyo in 1961, it should be interesting
to study as to how far these articles have influenced further action
by the Member states. No multilateral convention or extradition
appears to have yet been arrived at.
Even the bilateral
agreements or arrangements on extradition among the principal
states have not yet been concluded. Nor is it yet known as to how
far extradition legislation of the Member states has been modified.
In so far as the (India) Extradition Act 1962 (Act 34 of 1962) is,
concerned, it has, by and large, accepted the general principles
embodied in these articles, such as those relating to the procedure"
for extradition, establishment of prima facie case against the
fugitive in a court oflaw, non-extradition for political offences, theprinciple of double criminality and speciality, and the enumerative
method of definition of extradition offences. Under the Extradition
Act 1962, a person could be extradited to a state, whether or not
India has treaty obligations with that state. If there is a treaty, itsprovisions will be followed; in the abience of a treaty, the provisions
of the Act will be followed on a suitable notification having beerr.
made under Section 3 of the Act in either case.

Refugees. The question of refugees has been examined morerecently by the Committee. The subject was placed on the agenda
of the Sixth Session of the Committee held in Cairo in February 1964.
The initiative in the matter was taken by the Government of theUAR who had suggested a break-up of the issues on which the
Committee might express its views. The issues related to the definition of refugees and their classification, the relations between the'
problem of refugees and the preservation of peace and justice in the
world, the principles guiding the solution of refugee problem, such
as the right of a refugee to receive asylum, his right of repatriation
and resettlement and his right ofindemnification, the rights of refugees
in the country of residence, such as right of personal liberty, freedom
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-of speech, conscience, and religion, right of employment, right to
,education, etc., international assistance to refugees in their travel
,and for their financial and technical assistance, and finally the inclu-sion of international agreements or the establishment of international
.agencies for promoting international cooperation in the field of
refugees.
Since the subject matter of this study has been the special concern
,of the office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees,
,and to an extent is covered by the United Nations Convention of
1951, a memorandum was submitted by the UNHCR whose representative also attended meetings of the Committee at the Sixth, Seventh
and Eighth Sessions of the Committee and assisted it with relevant
data on the subject. The Secretariat of the Committee prepared
a comprehensive note on the subject including a set of draft articles
on the subject of refugees which became the basis of examination
,at the Seventh and Eighth Sessions. A final report on the subject
was adopted by the Committee at the Eighth Session. The Report
has not yet been published. It includes a set of 9 articles on the
-subject of treatment of refugees, which are reproduced as Annexure
II to this paper.
Before we analyze these principles, it may be pointed out that there
were three major problems which the Committee was pressed to
consider: (1) the extent to which the existing law of refugees should
be defined and modified, particularly the right of a refugee to receive
:asylum, his right to return and his right to receive compensation
,arising out of the delinquent action of the state from which he escaped;
(2) how these rights of asylum, return, and indemnification could be
guaranteed; and (3) how far the United Nations Refugee Convention
of 1951 could be modified or improved upon and adopted by the
AALCC.
As regards the 1951 Refugee Convention, it suffered from a basic
limitation, namely that it was to apply to a person who had become
a refugee "as a result of events occurring before 1 January 1951."30
The world "events occurring before 1 January 1951" were to be
understood to mean (a) either events occurring in Europe before
1 January 1951, or (b) events occurring in Europe or elsewhere before
1 January 1951, dependent upon a_declaration made by the contracting
state at the time of signature, ratification or accession specifying the
.meaning it accepted. The limitation oftime as well as of geographical
area was the basic infirmity in the Convention, although with a view
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to applying the substance of the Convention to refugee situations, a'
casual relationship was attempted to be established between the point
of time mentioned in the Convention and the situation which resultedl
in the emergence of the refugee problem. 3! This basic limitation!
may, however, now become removed by the adoption of a protocof
which has been commended by the General Assembly at its 21st
Session. 32 In its Resolution, the General Assembly took note of the
protocol relating to the status of refugees contained in addendum
to the report prepared by the UN High Commissioner for Refugees
and requested the Secretariat to transmit the text of the protocol to
the states with a view to enabling them to accede to the protocol.
This protocol had earlier been adopted by the Colloquium on the
Development of the Law of Refugees held in Bellagio from 21 to 28
April 1965. The parties to this protocol will apply the provisions
of the Refugee Convention of 1951 to all persons without limitations...
of time or geographical area. 33
The Committee did not attempt a wholesale review of the 1951
Convention on Refugees, primarily for reasons of lack of time and
for the fact that the provisions of this Convention were kept in mind
while discussing the draft principles in the Committee. Nor did the
Committee go into the question of ensuring the right of return or to
claim compensation of a refugee whichever considered to be either
unnecessary or undesirable or for whose consideration the time was
not opportune.
If we now examine the' nine articles which the Committee finally
adopted, the following observations may be made:
(I) The definition of a refugee in Article 1 has been enlarged to
include persons escaping from not only states but also countries, 'so
that persons escaping from countries which are not recognized as
stlltes or even colonial territories should be entitled to the protections
which are available to refugees on a humanitarian basis.
(:>.) In ordcr to safeguard the interests of the asylum state and not
10 perpd uale avoidable burdens, Article II provides for the loss of the
lillli Wi of a refugce under certain circumstances. Thus, a refugee
will lose his status as a refugee if he did not return to the state of his
orip,in, even if the circumstances in which he became a refugee ceased
10 exist, and it is for the state of asylum to determine whether these
dl'l~lIll1slances have ceased to exist.
(:\l Articlc III is a contribution of the Committee inasmuch as
1I1'1l~I' I'ccognil',ing thl: sovcreign right of a state; to grant or refuse,
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asylum in its territory to a refugee, it suggests that normally, as a
moral obligation, a state should grant asylum to a refugee except
for overriding reasons of national security. In other words,
a refugee will not be rejected or refused entry at the frontier; if asylum
cannot be granted, a state should grant provisional asylum to enable
the person concerned to seek asylum in another country. It is also
provided that the exercise of the right to grant such asylum shall be
respected by all other states and shall not be regarded as an unfriendly
act.
(4) As regards the standard of treatment of a refugee in the state
of asylum, the Committee, rather than enumerate the various rights
that a refugee will be entitled to, such as personal freedom, right to
movement and residence, right of property etc., considered it desijl"abl~ to make a general provision that the minimum standard of
;treatment of a refugee shall not in any way be less favourable than
that generally accorded to aliens in similar circumstances (Article
VI). In other words, a country could provide national treatment to
refugees or even preferential treatment. As regards the treatment
of aliens, since the Committee had already completed their study
on the subject in 1958 in Tokyo, it decided to append its conclusion
of that study to the Article adopted on this subject. It has been
.further provided that impossible requirements or absence of reciprocity will not be the grounds to deny any rights to a refugee.
(5) An obligation has been imposed on a refugee not to engage
in subversive activities in the state of asylum (Article VII).
(6) Article VIII relates to expulsion and deportation and only
in the national or public interest or on the ground of violation of the
conditions of asylum, maya state expel a refugee, but before doing
.so, it must allow him a reasonable period within which to seek
admission into another state. He shall not be deported or returned
to a state or country where his life or liberty would be in danger.
(7) And finally, Article IX retains the higher rights and benefits
which might be granted to a refugee under existing or future arrangements or legislative provisions.
It would thus be apparent that what the Committee has done with
regard to the subject of refugees is to limit itself to setting out the
principles of a humanitarian approach to the problem of refugees
by facilitating his entry and reducing chances of their rejection at the
frontier, by recommending humane treatment in the State of asylum,
'by facilitating their rehabilitation or even return to their own country,
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and by taking care of the legitimate security and other interests of the
asylum state. While formulating these principles, the Committee
has been more liberal than even the 1951 UN Convention on
Refugees. However, it has not yet examined the questions of making
effective the principle of the right to return and the rights to demand
compensation from the deliquent state or country of his nationality
or residence. These questions pertain to the developing area of
State Responsibility and one may await to see if the AALCC will
take the initiative to suggest draft principles on the subject.

Concluding Observations
The concluding observations of this study may be summed up as
follows:
(i) Since the Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee has a
limited membership (less than 1/5 of the total number of States in the
two continents), any conclusions from a review of its working may
not necessarily be applicable to all the states of Asia and Africa. It
may even
be doubted whether state practice of such wider areas would
"be uniform and reactions to international legal problems identical.
However, in view of the common historical background and similar
future aspirations, a uniform approach could be expected on the
issues or questions which were necessary for their emergence and
continuation as independent states and which would ensure their
rapid political and economic development.
(2) Even for the limited membered Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee, this paper does not comprehensively review its
working. The work reviewed here is a small segment or sample
of the totality of its activity. The observations arising therefrom
need be further tested by a more comprehensive study of the rest of
the work done by the Committee.
(3) From the limited survey of the work of the Committee
attempted above, some general observations could be the following:
(a) When the Committee examined a problem which was already
considered by the International Law Commission, it by and large
agreed with its conclusions, as in the case of diplomatic immunities
and privileges.
(b) References made by the Member states for its consideration
varied in emphasis. Some emphasized practical aspects of the
questions, such as those which are faced by legal advisers in foreign
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offices or practitioners in local courts, whereas others raised the basic
and general questions so as to provide a proper framework for governmental action. This is apparent from the study of the subjects of
diplomatic immunities, state immunities and extradition. The
Committee has not preferred any particular approach, although
because of its being an inter-governmental and advisory body, it has
preferred to be more practical than academic and ambitious. Thus,
when a larger question was raised, e.g., by DAR on the question of
refugees, the Committee's approach was more pragmatic than
ambitious. On the other hand, on extradition the Committee
adopted the Draft Convention rather than concentrate on the practical
questions raised by the Government of India.
(c) In regard to the subject matter of the committee's proposals,
the Committee generally agreed with the best understanding of the
relevant principles of law and improved upon them in some cases..
To the extent it agreed as in the case of the rules of extradition, it
prompted a wider respect for them. Thus, even though it has been
admitted that there is no customary rule of international law to·
surrender a fugitive criminal in the absence of a treaty, adoption
of uniform extradition procedure on a universal basis in state
legislations might increasingly become the basis of extradition even
in the absence of treaty. To the extent the Committee improved upon
the existing rules of international law, e.g., in the case of restricted state
immunity for commercial transactions and the moral duty of a state
to grant asylum to refugees, it contributed to a development of
international law in the desirable direction.
(4) Further studies need to be made to see the extent of follow-·
up action by the Member states after the reports were adopted by the
Committee, to observe how far state action corresponds to the
ideological positions taken by the delegates of their Governments
in the Committee, such ason the question of restricted state immunity
in commercial transactions.
(5) And finally, neither the purpose nor the activity of the·
Committee appears to be the development of any regional internationalla'W for Asia or Africa. The attempt has been to examine·
the existing body of rules on a subject developed elsewhere because·
of historical reasons in the light of the special problems of the two
continents, and to express the Committee's views as to how these
rules should be expressed or modified, but essentially as a contribution to the universalization and development of international law'
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and not its diminution.
as early as 1958:
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As the adviser to the DAR Delegation said

The aim of the Committee is not to establish a separate system
of international rules but to obtain general agreement upon a
just law administering to the interests of the whole world
community.34
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S. K. AGARWALA
India's Con tribution to the
Development of International LawThe Role of the Indian Courts

The international relations •of India before independence were
conducted either by the British Crown or by the British Government
in India. As such, any contribution to international law by India
during that period could truly be a British contribution only. So also,
whatever role could be attributed to the judiciary during that period
was in the main the contribution of the Privy Council, which again
is a British Court.
Twenty-two years of its post-independence life, it is submitted, is
too short a period to assess India's or for that matter any country's
contribution to the development of international law. A state could
claim a particular rule to be its contribution to the corpus of international law, if it could be shown that the rule initiated by that state
(i.e., by its executive, legislative or judicial organs) came later to be
generally accepted or adopted. It is only from a study of the
contemporary practice of India during the post-independence period
that conclusions might be drawn and interpretations put on it, if
possible, as to whether the Indian state practice in any particular
area of international law is suggestive of advancement and development. Such "contemporary Indian state practice" would include
decisions of Indian Courts on questions of international law; laws
passed by Indian Parliament, rules framed, orders passed and notifications issued thereunder, Government statements in the two
houses of Parliament, replies to parliamentary questions, instructions
to Indian diplomatic and consular representatives, diplomatic notes
to foreign Governments, statements of Indian representatives at
international conferences and before the organs of the United Nations

::and their committees and specialized agencies, opinions of law
.officers, written submissions and oral statements made by Counsel
for the Indian Government before international tribunals, treaties
,entered into by India, and any other material of this character.
Only a limited attempt has been made in this article to review the
role of the Indian Courts during the post-independence period with
respect to some questions of international law which have come up
~before them.
The Constitution of India gives no clear direction regarding the
relationship of international law to the municipal law of India. It
provides in Article 51 (c): "The state shall endeavour to foster
respect for international law and treaty obligations in the dealings
,of organized peoples with one another .... " This article falls in the
Chapter on "Directive Principles of State Policy" which are nonjusticiable. 1 Secondly, it is doubtful if the expression "state"2
includes the courts3 also within its ambit and ifthe Directive Principles
have been addressed to them too. But, as C.H. Alexander has
.commented, 4 it does not mean that the doors of Indian Courts are
,entirely closed to wide absorption of international customary law
into Indian municipal law. Under the British rule in India, the
English Common Law doctrines were widely applicable in many
fields. The Constitution of India did not alter that position but
provided for the continued operation of the "law in force" immediately preceding the commencement of the Constitution. 5 Therefore,
.on the analogy of the English Common Law, the municipal courts
of India have applied the provisions of the treaties entered into by
India if they had been incorporated into municipal law through
legislation, 6 and the well-recognized principles of .international
customary law have been applied because they are supposed to form
part of the law of the land. 7 It is thus the dualist view of international
law which has been commended by the British and Indian Courts,
viz., that international law can become a part of municipal law only
,by specific incorporation.
Under such a theory of the incorporation of international law
into municipal law, the courts have' a relative freedom so far as
.customary principles of international law are concerned. But in
all other areas they are fettered by the appropriate municipal legislation incorporating rules of international law. Further, the Courts
have to operate within the framework of the Constitution of India
which contains elaborate provisions touching on questions of
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international law which come up before our municipal courts. It is:
under these limitations that the role of the Indian courts in applying,
interpreting and developing international law rules has to be judged.

were completely closed by the judicial approach adopted by the
Supreme Court. A restrictive interpretation of Section 86(1),
confining it only to the "rulers" and not to the "foreign states" as
such, would have left sufficient room for the importation of inter~
national law rules regarding sovereign immunity. Secondly, the
praCtice of the courts not to discuss a point which is not absolutely
necessary for the decision of a case is too well established and sound'
to be challenged, but the opportunity of having the views of such an
august body as the Supreme Court of India on questions of international law is thereby 10st.11
The Calcutta High Court12 had felt itself bound by the English
law on the subject, though it had upheld a restrictive interpretation
of section 86(1). Time has come to consider if our courts should
continue to rely on the rules of British law on the technical ground
that it was at one time accepted as the rult! of private international
law applicable to this country, and not look to other systems of law
too for guidance. Our Courts could as well adopt the reasoning that,
what has been incorporated in Indian law is the British law rule that
principles of customary international law automatically form part
of the law of the land and that is all. The reliance on British law
could cease at this point. For ascertaining as to what the rule of
customary international law on the subject is, the other systems of
law could also be examined. Such an approach would naturally
give our courts the much wanted leeway.
The Calcutta High Court also rejected the doctrine of "restricted
immunity," based on the distinction between jure imperii and jure
gestionis, for the reason that it is based on insecure foundation.
It is submitted that this again is a very orthodox approach to a.
problem demanding a functional approach. It may be appreciated
that the domestic law of India itself recognizes the distinction between
the governmental and commercial activities of the state,13 howsoever tenuous the distinction might be. In course of time, the law
would have developed on a case to case basis furnishing secure
foundation for the distinction.
It is important to appreciate one outcome of the judgement. The
effect of the judgement is that it takes the subject of sovereign
immunity completely out of the jurisdiction of the courts. If the
consent to sue a foreign state or its ruler is refused, or is granted, the
plea of immunity can no more be raised either way before the
courts, which will only proceed to determine the validity of the claim

Sovereign Immunity
In a recent judgement, Ali Akbar versus United Arab Republic,sthe United Arab Republic and one of its departments were sued by
Ali Akbar for the recovery of damages for breach of a contract.
The United Arab Republic sought protection under the doctrine of
absolute immunity under international law and also relied on Section
86(1) of the Civil Procedure Code, which says: "No ruler of a
foreign state will be sued in any court otherwise competent to try
the suit except with the consent of the Central Government. .."
The consent of the Central Government had not been obtained before'
the institution of the suit. Despite the judgement of the trial judge. 9 on the original side of the Calcutta High Court and that of the
Calcutta High Court,1O which put a restricted interpretation on
Section 86(1) of Civil Procedure Code., viz., that it refers only to the
ruler of a foreign state and not to the foreign state as such, it left
ample scope for the absorption of international law into Indian
municipal law. Howev.er, the Supreme Court completely ruled out
the discussion of the scope of the doctrine of "sovereign immunity'"
under international law by holding that the Civil Procedure Code in
India, as amended in 1951, lays down a complete law on the subject
of sovereign immunity:
The effect of the provisions of Section 86(1) c.P.c. appears to be'
that it makes a statutory provision covering a field which would
otherwise be covered by the doctrine of immunity under international law.
The Supreme Court also held, on a reading of Sections 83 to 87 B of
the Civil Procedure Code, that the phrase "Ruler of a foreign state"
in section 86(1) would also include a foreign state. On this view of
the matter, the Supreme Court considered it unnecessary to deal
with the question as to whether the United Arab Republic was justified in claiming absolute immunity under international law. Thus:
the doors which the judgement of the Calcutta High Court
opened up for the participation by our municipal courts in the
elaboration of international law rules regarding sovereign immunity,
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under the suit. The power now vests in the Central Government,
.and clauses (a) to (d) of Section 86(2) of the Civil Procedure Code
furnish the guidelines to the Central Government to give or refuse
-consent for a suit being filed. In the United States, after the fan;lOus
Tate letter of 19 May 1952, the courts increasingly rely on the certificates of the State Department in matters of immunitY,14 though
·as a matter of law, the executive certificate is not treated as conclusive
on the subject.l 5 Perhaps the judgement in Ali Akbar's case has
the effect of making the certificate of the Central Government
·conclusive. It is difficult to say if the Supreme Court deliberately
wanted to entrust matters of sovereign immunity to the care of the
·executive, or if it wanted to make the executive certificate conclusive
-on the subject. This development may, however, be welcome if the
,executive decides to cut the immunities of foreign states to size.
Section 86(2) of the Civil Procedure Code gives it wide powers for
the purpose.
It is still a moot question whether the courts would consider the
satisfaction of the Central Government as finaJ.16 It is uncertain if
they will entertain the plea that the consent has been granted or
refused in violation of the provisions of clauses (a) to (d) or Section
86(2). If the subject of immunity is not to be made an absolutely
political issue depending on the caprices of the executive government,
as this judgement otherwise would, it seems desirable that the courts
assume to themselves the power to decide if the requirements of
Section 86(2) of the Civil Procedure Code have been properly complied
with.
Waiver of Immunity. The Calcutta High Court in Mirza Ali
Akbar's case l7 and in R. N. Airline Corporation l'ersus Monorama lS
has rightly held that, unlike (British law, under Indian law the
appearance must necessarily be unconditional and there must be
an unmistakable election to submit to the court's jurisdiction.
In C. P. Taraporwala versus Kazim Ali 19 the Andhra Pradesh High
Court considered if the privilege could be said to have been waived
by H.E.H. The Nizam in the light of the Agreement of Accession
·of 25 January 1950,20 which sought to preserve the personal privileges
·of the Ruler as they existed before 15 August 1947. The Court
relied on the Privy Council decision in Gaekwar Baroda State Railway
v. Hafiz Habibul Haq,2l where it has been held that the provisions
·of Sections 86 and 87 of the Civil Procedure Code (as it then stood)
were imperative and, having regard to the public purposes which
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they served, they could not be waived.
It is submitted that it is questionable if the Amending Act (II)
of 1951, which has introduced Section 86(2)(d) incorporating a
provision for waiver, has not overridden the provisions of the Agreement of Accession which sought to preserve the privileges as.
they existed before 15 August 1947. Moreover, the incapacity to
waive a privilege could not be said to be a "privilege" which the
Agreement of Accession sought to preserve. 22
Nationality
(i) Domicile of Dependent Persons. Under the rules of private
international law the domicile of dependent persons is the same
as the domicile of persons on whom he is, as regards his domicile,
legally dependent. But this wholesome rule has not been given
effect to by the Supreme Court and most of the High Courts in
India23 in the face of Article 7 of the Constitution. 24 The Supreme
Court 25 has observed: "Article 7 of the Constitution is peremptory
in its scope and makes no exception for such a case, i.e., of a wife
migrating to Pakistan leaving her husband in India. Even such a
wife must be deemed not to be a citizen of India unless the particularfacts bring her case within the proviso to Article 7." It is significant
to note that this judgement of the Supreme Court was rendered in an
appeal from the judgement of the Patna High Court where the rule
of private international law mentioned above was given effect to
Article 7 of the Constitution notwithstanding. It would, therefore,
be difficult to sustain the argument that Article 7 and the principle
of international law regarding the domicile of dependent persons
are or were completely irreconcilable. 26 Unfortunately, this decision
has recently been applied again in Kulathil versus State of Kerala,27
where a minor was held to have "migrated" to Pakistan though his.
parents, who were Indian citizens, continued to stay in India.
(ii) Meaning of the Word "Migration". The cases in which the
Indian courts were called upon to gather the "animus" of the parties to
change the domicile, have centered around the interpretation of the
word "migration." Articles 6 and 7 of the Constitution provide
for the conferment of Indian citizenship under certain circumstances on persons who "migrated" to India from Pakistan or
vice versa. The majority of the High Courts 28 had held that it
was the notion of the transference of allegiance from the country
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of departure to the country of adoption, which constituted migration.
The Supreme Court in Shanno Devi versus Mangal Sain 29 has also,
it is submitted, rightly observed that the only explanation why the
framers of the Constitution did not expressly mention "domicile"
or the "intention to reside permanently" in Article 6, seemed to be
that they were confident that in the scheme of the Constitution the
word "migration" could only be interpreted to mean "come to the
country with the intention of residing there permanently."
But surprisingly, in Kulathil versus State of Kerala,30 the Supreme
Court overruled its earlier decision in Shanno Devi's case, and observed through Wanchoo J. that, looking at the scheme of Part II of
the Constitution dealing with citizenship, the word "migration" as
used in Articles 6 and 7 could only have a wider connotation, i.e.,
going from one territory to the other whether or not with any intention of permanent residence in the latter place. The reasons for
.arriving at this conclusion were mainly two. Firstly, when on
partition of the country there was a large movement of the population
from one side to the other, there could be no deliberate intention to
change one's residence permanently; as such, "migrated" in Articles
6 and 7 could never have been intended to carry the narrower meaning
(i.e., going to the other place with the intention of residing permanently). Secondly, when Articles 6, 7 and 8 begin with the nonobstante clause "notwithstanding anything in Article 5", the intention
clearly is to exclude the concept of "domicile" from these articles.
But the Supreme Court added an important qualification to these
observations:
That qualification is that the movement should have been
voluntary and should not have been for a specific purpose and
for a short and limited period.
It is submitted that this qualification implies some intention of
permanent stay or residence, but not necessarily to the extent of
abandoning the domicile. What that intermediate stage between
a mere temporary visit and change of domicile will be, is not easy
of application in every case. Dhawan J. of the Allahabad High
Court in Abida Khatoon versus State of U.P.31 had pointed out the
absurd results which could ensue if "migration" was interpreted
to mean change of residence leading to change of citizenship
without change of domicile. Migration without change of domicile
was a contradiction in terms. 32
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Further, the unsettled conditions which existed at the time of partition giving no occasion to the people affected to form intentions
requisite for acquiring domicile in one place or another, should
have in fact led the Supreme Court to interpret the word "migrate"
·differently from what it had done in the Kulathil case. When
people moved in panic from one part to the other, simply movement
from the territory of India to Pakistan and vice versa without change
of domicile, should not have meant abandonment of citizenship.
It may also be pointed out that under the proviso to Article 7,
a permit for "resettlement and permanent return" would have the
effect of proving a migration back to India. Hence it could be urged
that "resettlement and permanent return," which means the same
thing as change of domicile, was not an extraneous notion for interpreting the word "migrated" used in articles 6 and 7. 33

(iii) Evidence Necessary to Prove "Animus" to "Migrate". The
Punjab High Court very correctly stated in Mangal Sain versus
Shanno Devi 34 that it was impossible to formulate a precise rule
specifying the value for importance to be attached to any particular
piece of evidence. No one fact is of constant value; every case
must be considered in its own peculiar circumstances and what is
conclusive in one case may be practically of no importance in
another. The bent of mind of a person, his ambitions, aspirations,
prejudices, sentiments, conduct, habits, religion, his financial and
other expectations, all must be taken into account for determining
his animus because they normally supply the key to his intention.
The other High Courts too have followed the same approach in the
,cases 35 that came up before them, and have taken a variety of factors
into consideration in determining if the intention to migrate existed,
viz., the final exercize of option for Pakistan on partition in case of
public servants, the background in which there was a general exodus
of the population from one country to the other, migration of relatives
to Pakistan, coming back to India only on temporary permits as
Pakistan nationals, going to Pakistan across the border surreptitiously
without an Indian passport, settling down in Pakistan and having
a permanent place of abode therein, etc. This approach is quite in
keeping with the approach adopted by the English courts36 and the
courts in other countries.
(ip) Evidenciary Value of a Passport.

The Indian Citizenship Act
1955, empowers the Central Government to make rules prescribing
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the authority, the procedure and the rules of evidence to det€r-·
mine the question of acquisition of citizenship of another country.
Under one such rule [(Rule 30(2), Schedule III(3)] framed by the
Central Government, it is provided: "The fact that the citizen of
India has obtained on any date a passport from the Government 'of
any country shall be conclusive proof of his having voluntarily
acquired the citizenship of that country before that date" (Emphasis added). Under the law operating in other countries, a passport is
taken to be only a prima facie evidence of the citizenship of the
bearer. 37 The question has been discussed in a number of cases
by the different High Courts and they have attached varying importance to the passport while determining the question of the acquisition
of Pakistani nationality-some treating it as conclusive evidence,
others only as prima facie proof, and still others considering passport
along with other circumstantial evidence. 38 However, the Supreme
Court in Ayub Khan versus Commissioner of Police, Madras 39 hal'>
observed that "obtaining of a passport" of a foreign country cannot
in all cases merely mean "receiving" the passport. If a plea is raised
by the citizen that he had not voluntarily obtained the passport, the
citizen must be afforde<;l an opportunity to prove the fact. Cases may
be visualized where a person might have been compelled by the use
of force, or he might have been induced by fraud or misrepresentation,
to obtain a passport from a foreign country though without any
intention of renouncing his Indian citizenship. It would be difficult
to say that such a passport was one which had been "obtained" within
the meaning of paragraph 3 of Schedule III. The Court found it
implicit in the scheme of section 9 of the Act that it must be proved
that the obtaining of a passport from the Government of any other
country was the result of the exercise of free volition by the citizen.
The judgement thus brings the Indian law closer to the law of
other countries where a passport is considered to be only prima
facie evidence of the nationality of the holder. 40
Acquisition of the Citizenship of Another Country. The Indian
Citizenship Act 1955, provides that if any person voluntarily acquires
the citizenship of another country, he will cease to be a citizen of
India. It is the Central Government which determines as to whether,
when and how any person has acquired the citizenship of another
country. It has been held by the Supreme Court 41 that such an
enquiry by the Central Government must be a quasi-judicial enquiry,

(li)

and also that42 deportation or punishment under the Foreigners'
Act 1946 is bad if executed before the final determination of the
prescribed authority is made and communicated to the accused.
These judgements are certainly welcome since the right to Indian
citizenship, from which so many fundamental rights flow, should
not be taken away in an arbitrary or casual manner. It is not in
all countries that the matter is treated as quasi-judicial.
(vi) Corporations and Citizenship. The Citizenship Act 1955
[Section 2(1)'/J, clearly lays down that a "person" does not include
any company or association or body of individuals, whether
incorporated or not. The Constitution of India makes a distinction between fundamental rights guaranteed to all persons, and
those guaranteed to citizens only. Even if a juristic person is entitled
to the rights guaranteed to "all persons," it has been a disputable
question as to whether a Corporation could under any circumstances
enjoy the rights guaranteed to the citizens only. Whereas th~
Allahabad43 and Punjab 44 High Courts had held that only a naturalborn person could be a citizen, some other High Courts 45 had
tllkcn the view that, if the nature of the rights was such that they
could htl eujoycd by corporations as much as by natural persons,
IhclI t 1ll1y could not be confined merely to natural persons, e.g.,
dUhl to IICllUll'll, hold lind dispose of property, or the right to carry
Oil lilly (l'lIdc, occu Pll (.ion, business. However, the Supreme Court
in ,')'Iate ~1I'(/(liIlK Corporatioll of India versus Commercial Tax Officer 46
hus conclusively laid down that corporations are not citizens within
the meaning of the Constitution of India. Hidayatullah J., in a very
illuminating judgement, after a review of the laws of several countries,
pointed out the distinction between the concept of "nationality"
lind "citizenship." The rights of citizenship and rights flowing
from the nationality or domicile of a corporation, the Supreme Court
laid down, are not coterminus. Corporations may have a nationality
in accordance with the country of their incorporation, but that does:
not necessarily confer citizenship on them. The fact that corporations may be nationals of the country for purposes of international
Law, will not make them citizens of this country for purposes of
l\lunicipallaw 47 or the Constitution. This decision has been followed
by the Supreme Court in Tata Engineering and Locomotive Co. Ltd.
I'('/',\'I/S State of Bihar 48 too.
.
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State Succession

(i)

Doctrine of Act of State and Rights of Private Individuals.
The "Act of State" doctrine puts further restrictions in the application of international law since the municipal courts accept such acts
of state and do not review their legality in the light of international
'Or municipal law.
In a number of cases which have come up before the Indian courts,
~n the co'lltext of the merger of the native states and their integration
with the Union of India, they have toed the line of the Privy Council
judgements49 and have held that assumption of sovereignty, whether
by a treaty of cession, absorption, or otherwise, is an "act of state"
and municipal courts have no jurisdiction to entertain claims arising
out of such acts. 50 An inhabitant of the merged territory can have
only such rights enforced in the municipal courts as have been
recognized by the new sovereign. Stipulation in a treaty or covenant
by which the new territory is acquired, to the effect that the pre-cession
rights of old inhabitants would be respected, cannot be enforced
by individual citizens. "That is a matter between independent
sovereigns, and any dispute arising therefrom must be settled by
recourse not to municipal law of either state but to diplomatic
~ction, and that failing, to force."51 It may be pointed out that
many a time, both the person aggrieved and the sovereign of his
former state become subjects of a new state. By the very instrument
with which the sovereign merges his state with another and the
obligations towards his subjects are recognized, he also abdicates
all powers of future action. The corridors of diplomacy and force
llre barred from him. The successor takes up the plea of "act of
state," and the aggrieved person is left in a position where he is without
a remedy.
Further, the Indian courts, like the Privy Council, have not
accepted the automatic continuance of the rights of private individuals
after state succession. Instead, they have insisted on the recognition
of such rights by the new sovereign, either expressly or implicitly.
This attitude is at variance from the practice of the majority of the
states52 and the views of the publicists53 which recognize it as a
duty of the successor state to respect the acquired rights of private
persons whether proprietary, contractual or concessionary. If it
is understood that the purpose of the law of state succession is

~~~~~~_.
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to make the process of the change of sovereignty over a territory
and its residents as smooth as possible, a continuity in the legal
relations should be presumed. Where such continuity is not accepted, the transferred territory could easily become a prey to chaos
and anarchy. 54 It is not suggested that the new sovereign may not
change the acquired rights at all. Public interests, exercise of police
power, drastic changes in the economic and political structure of the
successor state, may call for the modification, abrogation or annulment of some acquired rights. All that is desirable is that the acquired
rights should automatically succeed on state succession, though the
successor state may readjust these rights by legislation in the ordinary
course as permitted by its constitution.
In the case of Virendra Singh versus State of U.P.55 the petitioners
had relied upon the American cases 56 whereas the state had relied
on the Privy Council decisions on the question of succession to
certain grants of land made to the petitioners by the rulers of a former
native state. Bose J., who delivered the judgement of the Supreme
Court, did not consider it necessary to discuss this controversy and
obscrved "we do not intend to discuss any of this because, in our
opinioll, Ilone of these decisions has any bearing on the problem that
('l1lll'ronffl ns, IWllwly, the impact of the constitution on the peoples
Hnd Il'I'I'ltol'ios which joined the Indian Union and brought the
<constitutioll into hdng." TheSupreme Court further observed that
as 1I result of the coming into force of the Constitution on 26 January
.11)50, all derived their rights of citizenship from the same source and
from the same moment of time. There was no question of conquest
{lr cession. The rulers who made the grants, the petitioners who
received them, and those who sought to make the confiscation an
lId of state, all became Indian citizens by the same constitutional
iIIstrument. "There is, as it were, from the point of view of the new
state, unity of possession, unity of interest, unity of title and unity of
time." It was therefore held that since the petitioners had rights
in the land which they could have enforced up to 26 January 1950
(against all persons except possibly the rulers who granted the land
ane! except possibly the state), the rights could be enforced even after
coming into force of the Constitution in the same manner as any
other citizen of India could.
Commenting on this decision Subba Rao J., in his dissenting opinion
in Vora Fiddali's case, observed:

/
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The decision struck a new and refreshing note. It pleaded for
a departure from imperialistic traditions and to adopt the
American traditions, which are in consonance with the realities
of the situation created by our Constitution. It gave new
orientation to the doctrine of the act of state to reflect the modern
liberal thought embodied in our Constitution. It said that
citizens of a ceding state have a title to their property against all
except possibly the ruler."57 (Emphasis supplied).
But the majority overruled the decision in Virendra Singh's case.
It held that there was no justification or reason to discard the British

view as distinguished from the American view, as regards the jurisdiction of municipal courts to enforce rights against succeeding
sovereigns on a change of sovereignty. After a reading of the Privy
Council decision, Ayyangar J. concluded that the true theory
followed by the Privy Council was that, on the extinction of the
sovereignty of the previous ruler over the territory ceded or surrendered there was an extinction ipso jure of the rights enforceable
against the state and that it was really a new right that came into
existence. on recognition by the succeeding sovereign.
Therefore, he observed:
. . . it would be manifest that the refusal of the succeeding
sovereign to recognize pre-existing rights could in no sense
be an act of state. No doubt, that refusal is in the exercise
of sovereign power but by such exercise it neither annihilates
nor affects any enforceable right which its subjects had against
it.
Ayyangar J. felt that the ratio in the Privy Council decision had not
been correctly appreciated by the leaJ;ned judges in Virendra Singh's:
case. It is submitted that it is going to the other extreme to conclude that "there is an extinction ipso jure of the rights" on change of
sovereignty. In Salaman versus Secretary of State for India,58
Stirling J. rightly pointed out: " ... obligations unquestionably
exist which bind the East India Company and the British Government
as their successors, and which ought most scrupulously to be
observed, nonetheless that they cannot be enforced by an action."
(Emphasis supplied). In a Privy Council case59 Lord Haldane went even
a step further. He concluded: "... a mere change of sovereignty
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is not to be presumed to disturb rights of private owners; and the
general terms of a cession are primafacie to be construed accordingly."
In a recent case, Oyekan versus Adele,60 Lord Denning, delivering
the judgement of the Privy Council, cited the above case and observed:
"In inquiring, however, what rights are recognized, there is one guiding principle. It is this: The Courts will assume that the British Crown
intends that the rights of property of the inhabitants are to be fully
respected. Whilst, therefore, the British Crown, as sovereign, can
make Laws enabling it compulsorily to acquire land for public
purposes, it will see that proper compensation is awarded to every
one of the inhabitants who has by native law an interest in it .... "
(Emphasis supplied). These observations, it is submitted, run
completely counter to the inferences drawn by the majority from the
Privy Council decisions in Vora Fiddali's case.
Ayyangar J., in his above mentioned judgment observed that the
doctrine, as broadly enunciated by C.J. Marshall in U.S. versus
Pel'cheman, had not been accepted as absolutely valid by jurists and
writcrs on public international law. Two limitations, he pointed
mit had alw:1Ys bccn recognized: (1) that the origin of the right
Nhllllid Ill) 1}(Ilia .fitle and not one designed to injure the economic
inll\I'l~:l1 or Ihe successor state; and (2) that the right should not be a
polil iClIl collec:,sinn.
To be sure no exception can be made to these limitations. But it
is one thing to read the rule in U.S. versus Percheman as being subject
In these limitations, and quite another to hold that all rights are
extinguished on change of sovereignty. It appears that the majority
or the Court was unduly influenced by the mala fide character of
several transfers of property or grant of concessions by native rulers
immediately preceding their merger in arriving at this conclusion.
It would be reasonable that the judgement in Vora Fiddali's case may
be narrowly construed in future and confined to the facts of this case
alone (where mala fide transfers were involved).61
If the present trend is "to subject all the activities of states, whether
national or international, to the rule of law," one may question the
.i lIsti lication for the retention of the doctrine in Indian municipal law.
What Subba Rao J. observed in his dissenting opinion in Vora
i"iddali's case is worth recalling in this context:
After all, an act of state is an arbitrary act not based on law,
but on the modern version of 'might is right.' It is an 3:ct outside
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the law. In the primitive society when a tribe conquered another
tribe, the properties of the vanquished were at the mercy of the
conqueror. The successful army used to pillage, plunder and
commit acts of arson and rape. When society progressed,
the doctrine of act of state was evolved, which really was a
civilized version of the primitive acts of pillage and plunder of the
properties of the conquered tribes. But the further progress
of civilization brought by custom and agreement factual recognition of pre-existing rights of the people of the conquered
state." (p. 1069).

authority, jurisdiction and powers for and in relation to the governance of their states. 63 Under the Constitution of India they were
originally designated as Part B States, but when the states were
reorganized in 1956 even this distinction was obliterated. Under the
above circumstances, the only reasonable inference seems to be that
the "act of state" commenced with the first signing of the instnl:':
ments of accession and ended with the signing of the merger agree:.:
ments as a result of which the territories in question became an
integral part of the Dominion of India. Therefore, whatever
happened subsequently could not be covered by "act of state."

There is one further question which is still moot in the law of "act
of state" as applied in India. The change of sovereignty whether by
merger, annexation or disintegration takes effect on a particular date.
Must the confiscations and annulments take place on the same date
to justify them as acts of state? If some time is permitted to elapse
before these confiscations take place, the persons affected would
become the citizens of the successor state, and between the successor
state and its subjects there can be no such thing as an act of state.
In D.D. Cement Co. versus IT. Commissioner,62 it was suggested by
Aiyar J.:

(ii) The Indian Civil Service and State Succession. In the State
of Madras versus Rajagopalan,64 it was contended on behalf of the
state that since the Indian Independence Act had brought into
existence a completely independent sovereign state, on the basis of
well recognized principles of international law, this amounted to
automatic termination of contracts of service between the prior
Government and its servants. The Supreme Court declined to decide
tllll casc on the basis of principles of international law and relied
insl""d lIpon the municipal statutes to gauge the effect of this transt'ol'lllllt ion Oil Ihe flCI'Vil:cS. An opportunity of authoritative expo~
/liIiOIl or IIwil' own villI'.' or international law on the subject was
t 1ll11'1lhy III iflscd.
.
Artcr a rcnding or t he I ndian Independence Act 1947,65 and Indi~
(Provisional Constitution) Order 1947, the Court arrived at the.
conclusion that the essential structure of the Secretary of Sta:t~
Scrvices had been altered and the basic foundation of the contractual~
cum-statutory tenure of the service had disappeared. It followed.
that the contracts as well as the statutory protection attached thereto_
came to an automatic and legal termination.
.

In law, the process of acquisition of new territories is one continuous 'act of state', terminating on the assumption of sovereign
powers de jure over them by the new sovereign and it is only
thereafter that rights accrue to the residents of those territories
as subjects of that sovereign.
But it may at times become difficult even to determine as to when
de jure sovereignty is assumed by the new sovereign. In the process
of the integration of the native states with India, some rulers first
signed the instrument of accession with respect to defence, external
affairs and communications only; in the second phase the small
states consolidated themselves into sizeable administrative units by
forming unions; and then finally, they executed another instrument
of accessiqn giving the power to the Dominion Legislature to make
laws with respect to all entries in List I and List III of the Seventh
Schedule of the Government of India Act, 1935 (except taxation).
Some others, however, signed merger agreements providing for
cession by them to the Dominion Government of full and exclusive

Cession of Indian Territory and Treaties

fn the Berubal'i Case,66 the Supreme Court, it is submitted, rightly:
held that the power to cede and to acquire territory is an essential
attribute of sovereignty, and that this can be done by the state in the
exercise of its treaty-making power. 67 The argument that the power
to cede territory was covered by Article 3(c) of the Constitution was
rejected by the Supreme Court on the ground that, if the power to
acquire foreign territory which, too, is an essential attribute of
sovereignty, is not expressly conferred by the Constitution, there is n6
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reason why the power to cede a part of the national territory should
have been provided for by it. Both of these essential attributes of
sovereignty are outside the Constitution and can be exercised by India
as a sovereign state. The Court held that Article 3 only dealt with
the internal adjustment inter se of the territories of the constituent
states of India. The treaty-making power must, however, be
exercised in the manner contemplated by the Constitution and subject
to the limitations imposed by it. The implementation of a treaty
ceding a part of Indian territory to a foreign country would naturally
involve the amendment of Article 1 and of the relevant part of the
first schedule to the constitution which defines the territorial extent
of the various states of India. Such an ameI\dment could be made
under Article 368. The Supreme Court also pointed out that, alternatively, Article 3 itself could be amended so as to give specific power
to the Parliament to cede territory by law. 68
In the First Berubari case,69 it was contended on behalf of the
Government that the Indo-Pakistan Agreement of September 1958,
providing for the transfer of certain areas to Pakistan, constituted
.merely the ascertainment of the exact boundary in the area according
to the earlier awards and did not involve cession of Indian territory at
all and therefore this transfer could be elected by executive action
alone. The court rejected this argument and held that the Agreement
did effect cession of Indian territory. In Ram Kishore Sen versus
Union of India,70 (the Second Berubari case), a plea was raised that
a part of the village Chilakati, which under the Radcliffe A ward of
1947 had gone to Pakistan on the partition of British India but which
was being administered by India, belonged to India by adverse possession in international law and that its transfer to Pakistan now would
amount to cession of Indian territory. The Calcutta High Court
discussed at great length the law of adverse possession in international
Law. It cited authorities like Oppenheim and Jennings,71 and
discussed the Island of Palmas and Maryland versus Virginia cases,
relied upon by the petitioner. But the Supreme Court, in appeal,72
summarily rejected the argument and found it unnecessary to examine
the point whether a plea of this kind could be made under international law on the ground that the Union of India and the State
of West Bengal expressly maintained that this area belonged to
Pakistan under the Radcliffe Award and had to be delivered to
Pakistan. The petitioners could not, therefore, intervene and
raise the .plea of adverse possession. The territory, according

"to the Court, could be transferred by mere executive action.
In Magambhai Iswarbhai Patel versus Union ofIndia,73 the Supreme
'Court was again called upon to decide whether the implementation
of the Award of the Indo-Pakistan Western Boundary Case Tribunal
of 19 February 1968 (popularly known as the Kutch Award),
aWarding Kanjarkot, Chhadbet, Dharabanni, Priol Valokun areas
and two inlets on either side of Tharparkar to Pakistan, amounted to
cession of Indian territory necessitating constitutional amendment
(as laid down in the First Berubaricase), or if it was merely a boundary
settlement which could be effected merely by executive action. The
Government of India contended that the Award itself was the
operative treaty and, after demarcation, it would be only necessary
to exchange letters recognizing the established border. It is signi~
fieant to note that the Government of India had consistently maintained earlier, before the Kutch Tribunal and outside, that the
disputed areas were unquestionably Indian territory under the
earlier boundary awards and that it had been exercising administrativc control over the areas in question. But when the matter
(:11 me hcl'OI'c thc municipal courts, the Government completely
dllll'fwdilS slllnt!. prciiul11ably because of its desire to obviate the
IH'l:r:mlly Ill' p,lIing herOrL~ Parliament for a constitutional amendment
10 l'l1l'ct lhll t'l,t:sioll. Surprisingly, the Suprcme Court came to the
4'CNllllll (II' tlill cXllculiVt; hy upholding its latter stand:
We lIro not sitting in appeal over the Award of the Tribunal.
Our interpretation of thc Maps and facts of history is really not
called for. All that we can determine is whether there is concrete
and solid evidence to establish that these areas belonged to
India . ... We cannot go entirely by what India pressed before
the Tribunal. (Emphasis supplied).7J

Thus, the Supreme Court said that it was not sitting in appeal over
t he Award of the Tribunal, yet it went ahead to examine the evidence

dc 1101'0 to determine India's title over the disputed territory. At
Icast with respect to the two inlets on either side of Tharparkar the
('ourt had nothing to rely upon except probably the doubtful observations of the Tribunal itself. 75 Hidayatullah c.J. went on to
ob:,crve:
The only evidence was that this area (which is otherwise uninhabited) was in parts occupied by the India Security Force. The existence
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of these watch and ward officers or the establishment of a polling
booth for them at election time cannot connote administration
such as would make them territory of India. The Diplomatic
Notes began soon after the establishment of the two Dominions
and the occupations may have meant de facto control but there
was no proof of de jure occupation or any other administration.
(Emphasis supplied).
It may be questioned if this distinction between de facto control and
de jure occupation for the purpose for which it was used in the
judgement is well founded theoretically and if the domestic court
was justified in rejecting evidence of the exercise of administrative
acts in the area. In fact, when the de jure title of a state to a territory is in doubt, evidence of de facto control or the performance of
even casual acts of administration in the area is one of the best
evidences that could be relied upon in favour of any party.
The court might have been influenced by the fact that India had
already committed itself to implement the Award and a decision that
this amounted to cession. of Indian territory would compel the
Government to go to Parliament for a constitutional amendment
which it might fail to get and put it in a very awkward situation. Or
perhaps, the fact that only 350 sq. miles of mostly uninhabited territory was involved in the transfer influenced the judgement. In any
case, the holding that no area awarded to Pakistan amounted to
cession of Indian territory seems to have been laboriously arrived
at and does not appear to be completely justified on the basis of
evidence before the court (which it was to examine afresh).
Perhaps the best course in such circumstances would be for the
court to hold itself bound by the views of the executive in the field of
foreign affairs. But in view of the clear provisions of the Indian
Constitution, as discussed above, su~h a course is not open to our
courts. The only alternative, therefore, available to the municipal
courts in India is "to examine afresh the question of title on the basis
of evidence. "76 They are not bound by the finding of international
arbitral tribunals in this matter, nor are they to sit in judgement over
their findings. The courts are also not obliged to go by the evidencetendered before such tribunals. They can look for other evidence
. if such is available. If a municipal court comes to an independent
conclusion that the disputed territory sought to be transferred is that
of India, India should cede the territory through a proper
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constitutional amendment. If India decides to submit a dispute toarbitration, undertakes to abide by the award, and finally accepts the·
award, it incurs an international obligation which must be implemented by proper constitutional amendment. The court, however,
thoroughly went into the law and practice of U.S.A., France, U.K.
and India on the question and also discussed)everal eminent writings;
on the subject. This trend in the court's approach is certainly most
welcome.
Extradition
(i) In Hans Muller of Nurenburg versus Superintendent, Presidency
Jail, Calcutta,77 Bose J. of the Supreme Court brought out the distinction between extradition and expulsion and also the scope of theIndian Extradition Act and the Foreigners Act:

The Extradition Act is really a special branch of the law of
Criminal Procedure. It deals with criminals and those accused
of certain crimes. The Foreigners Act is not directly concerned
with criminals or crime though the fact that a foreigner hag;
committl~d ofTences, or is' suspccted of that, may be a good
~I'(Il1llil rill' regarding him as undesirable. Therefore under
lIw nxt l'lIdilioll Act ... when there is an arrest it is penal in
e1ulI'aeler- 1Llld this is the most important distinction of allwhen the person to be extradited leaves India he does not leavethe country as a free man.
In the case of expulsion, no idea of punishment is involved,
at any rate in theory, and if a man is prepared to leave voluntarily
he can ordinarily go as and when he pleases.
This decision has been cited with approval by Paul O'Higgins78
while discussing the Soblen Case.
In C. G. Menon,79 Rajagopalan J. of the Madras High Court
quoted with approval the observation of Clarke on extradition
that "the surrender of fugitive criminals is an international duty."
Section 14 of the Fugitive Offenders' Act 1881, was struck down
by the Court as unconstitutional and violative of Article 14 of
Constitution. The said Act drew a distinction on the basis of
"geographical contiguity and frequency of inter-communication"
between different territories for purposes of extradition-the
establishment of a prima facie case being necessary in the case of
,/
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extradition to one territory, but not in case of some other. In appeal,
Mahajan C.J.eo observed that the situation completely changed when
India became a sovereign democratic Republic. It became a foreign
territory so far as other British possessions were concerned and the
extradition of persons taking asylum in India, having committed
offences in British possessions, could only be dealt with by an arrangement between the Republic of India and the British ,Government
and given effect to by appropriate legislation. The whole basis
for the application of Part II of the Fugitive Offenders' Act 1881,
had gone after India became a fully independent country.
The Extradition Act of 1962 has consequently removed this
;anomaly.
(ii) The Fugitive Offenders Act 1881, did not contain a provision
incorporating "the rule of speciality." Therefore, in Mubarak Ali
Ahmad versus State of BombaY,sl the Supreme Court did not apply
the rule though it was invoked on an analogy of Section 3(2) of the
u.K. Extradition Act. The Supreme Court summarily brushed
aside the argument and did not assign any reasons for its conclusion.
It evaded the discussion of the international law point and, instead,
took shelter behind the municipal law rule that an irregularity of
·arrest could vitiate a conviction:
The learned Counsel urges that the principle underlying section
3(2) of the English Extradition Act is a general one and that it
should be applied by analogy also to a surrender under the
Fugitive Offenders Act. We are unable to accede to that
contention. It may also be mentioned that even if his arrest
in India for the purpose of a trial in respect of a fresh offence
is considered not to be justificd, this by itself cannot vitiate
the conviction following upon his trial.
.conclusion

There is abundant juristic opinion82 today to support the view
that the decisions of municipal courts, particularly of countries·
having an independent judiciary, have not to be viewed merely as
parts of state practice, but as exposition of international law itself
in an area which has been assigned to them. Further, as Professor
Richard Falk puts it, "International tribunals are not consistently
·or conveniently available to resolve most disputes involving questions
of international law. Domestic Courts can help to overcome this.
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structural weakness in the international legal system." If the domestic
courts have to be so viewed as agents of an emerging international
legal order, the responsibility of the higher courts in any state in
deciding disputes involving questions of international law becomes
enormous. Perhaps the Indian courts are not as yet as alive to and
conscious of their vital role with respect to international law questions
as they are with respect to Constitutional Law issues. Probably
this may be true of the municipal courts generally throughout the
world.
The development of the corpus of international law by municipal
courts, however, could only be possible if they seize all opportunities
of pronouncing their opinion on international law questions keeping
in view the lines on which the Common Law of Mankind ought to
develop; when the specific questions are considered in the wider
frame of reference of international law rather than merely in the
context of municipal rules, notifications and statutes; when the constitution and the statutes are interpreted in conformity with the
generally accepted and practiced rules of international law to the,
maximum extent possible, and when the jurisprudence of all the
important states of the international community is invariably looked
into for ascertaining the generally accepted principles of international
law on the subject.
This responsibility of the Bench must be shared in equal measure
by the Bar whose function it is to assist the court by placing all the
relevant legal material before it in arriving at a well-reasoned judgement which meets the needs of the society, national and international.

NOTES
lArticle 37. See also Deep Chand versus State of U.P., All India Reporter,
Bombay (hereafter referred to as AIR), 1959, S.C., p. 648.
2Articles 12 and 13.
3S ee Ujiambai versus State of U.P., AIR 1962, S.C. p. 1621. (The majority
of the judges evaded a decision on the point. Some minority of opinions, particularly that of Ayyangar J., held that the courts were included within the definition.
The decision is, therefore, not conclusive on the point.) In S. N. Koya versus
linion Territory-Laccadive, Maldive alld Andaman Islands, AIR 1967, Kerala,
p. 259, however, the Kerala High Court emphaticaIly observed that the concept
of "state" would inch.ide the judiciary also. The Court also drew support from
American constitutional law where there has never been any doubt that act of
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judiciary is state action for the purpose of the Fourteenth Amendment. [See
ex parte, Virginia (1878-79) 25 Law Ed., pp. 676, 679; Twining versus New
Jersey (1908), 53 Law Ed., pp. 97, 102, 103; BrinkerhoffParis Trust and Sav Co.
versus Hill (1929), 74 Law Ed., pp. 1107, 1113].
4S ee C.H. Alexander: "International Law in India," 1952 International and
Comparative Law Quarterly (London, 1952), p. 292.
5Article 372 (1).
6See Btrma versus State of Rajasthan, AIR 1951, Rajasthan p. 127; Nanka
versus Government of Rajasthan, AIR 1951 Rajasthan p. 153; See also article
253 of the Constitution of India.
It may, however, be appreciated that at least some treaties, such as those affecting private rights, must be enacted by legislation to become enforceable. In
a general statement in Birma versus State ofRajasthan it was said: "Treaties which
are part of international law do not form part of the law of the land unless
expressly made so by the legislative authority." But in that case it was an extradition treaty which was involved which, in effect, alters the private rights of a subject.
As such, in the context of the whole judgement, the general observation quoted
above could hardly be taken as an authority for the proposition that all treaties
:require. implementation. See e.g. Alexandrowicz, Constitutional Development
in India, Oxford, 1957, p. 217; for the English Law on the matter see, D.P.
O'Connell: International Law (London, 1965), Vol. I, pp. 60-62. See also
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K. P. MISRA

India and the Status of
Aqaba and Tiran

In the West Asian conflict during the last score of years, several
international legal issues have provoked contest between various
countries and also between international lawyers. The linkage of
these issues with some overriding political considerations has rendered
the resolution of the former unusually difficult. Of all the issues,
the status of the Gulf of Aqaba, and connected with it the status
of the Strait of Tiran, l are perhaps the most important ones from the
standpoint of international law. The littoral states around Aqaba
have professed and practised irreconcilable legal doctrines. Elsewhere also, there is a sharp cleavage of opinion. Broadly speaking,
1110st of the Western states have supported Israel while most of the
new states of Afro-Asia have lent their support to the Arab position.
India's interest in the conflict of West Asia has been deep and
ahiding. Ever since it became independent, India has been in the
forcfront amongst the Arab supporters. In the case of Aqaba, her
I'l'prcscntatives have come out with a formidable defence of the
i\rllh position. Let alone any other country, even the Arab countries
who arc the direct disputants in the conflict, have perhaps not been
lillie (0 improve upon the enunciations of India's chief delegates
10 thc United Nations-V.K. Krishna Menon in 1957 and M.e.
('hllgla in 1967.
i\ n attcmpt has been made in this paper to take into account the
Illllill fcatures of the position taken by the Government of India and
10 ('XII mine the extent to which it has been consistent with the rules
01' illtl~rl1ationallaw. The implications of the Armistice Agreement
'"111 till) rcsolutions of the UN and India's opinion on them are not
lwillp' cOllsidcred here.
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A summary of some of the basic points of India's position on the
Gulf of Aqaba and the Strait of Tiran is found in Chagla's speech
in the UN General Assembly on 29 June 1967. 2 He urged the
Assembly to consider the following points:
(i) The DAR is not a party to any agreement recognizing the

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

the Gulf of Aqaba as an international waterway or guaranteeing freedom of passage to Israeli ships.
There is no universally recognized rule of international law
on freedom of navigation applicable to such bodies of water
as Aqaba.
The status of this body of water is still a matter of controversy.
Even under the Geneva Convention, which is being quoted
often, innocent passage of foreign ships through the territorial waters of another state is not an absolute right, but
remains subject to the security requirements of that state.
The General Assembly did 110t recognize, much less accept
the conditions which Israel attempted to attach in 1957 to its.
withdrawal from Sharm-el-Sheikh.

A few weeks before, he had stated in theLok Sabha that "so far as
the Government of India is concerned, we have taken the position
as far back as 1957 that the Gulf of Aqaba is an inland sea and that
the entry to the Gulf lies within the territorial waters of UAR and
Saudi Arabia. We adhere to this view."3
During the plenary meetings of the Eleventh Session of the UN
General Assembly in 1957, Menon had raised a number of international legal problems to support the case of the Arab countries.4i
He considered Aqaba as an "inland sea" and Tiran as constituting
"territorial waters" of the DAR and Saudi Arabia. Giving numerous
examples from history and geography he argued that as the entrance
to Aqaba was only nine nautical miles-which was less than the twelve
mile limit-the two littoral states were within their rights to shut
Israel out of it. Significantly, while taking an unequivocal stand on
these legal issues he also stated that "there are no final decisions on
this position,"S and that "an international congress may decide
these questions."6 Thus there was a degree of obvious incongruousness in his position.
Perhaps the most important contention of India is that the Gulf
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of Aqaba constitutes an "inland sea," which, to be very precise,
means "internal waters."7
In recent years the problem of internal waters has been a subject,
of attention by the first Geneva Conference on the Law of the Sea.
The draft articles which were adopted by the International Law
Commission made no mention of internal waters. Subsequently,
the Government of the United Kingdom proposed an amendment to
Article 1(1), Juridical Status of the Territorial Sea, so as to clearly
lay down a rule of international law in this respect. s This amendment
was adopted by the conference with an overwhelming majority.9
Thus in the final form Art. 1(1) of the Convention on the Territorial
Sea and the Contiguous Zone stated as follows:
The sovereignty of a state extends, beyond its land and its
internal waters, to a belt of sea adjacent to its coast, described
as the territorial sea.
In' doing so the convention confirmed the customary rules of
international law and once more made clear that a state's jurisdiction
over internal waters is as comprehensive and as complete as over its
land mass. lO
If this position is accepted, as it should be, it is not clear how a
body of waters surrounded by four sovereign states-DAR, Saudi
Arabia, Jordan and Israel-could be treated as internal waters. It
is not merely a question of the rights of Israel alone. In future a
difference of opinion may arise between the rest of the three states.
Hence the rules of international law need to be understood and
applied keeping in view wider and long range considerations of all
the relevant states without reference to their present structure of
political relations.
_
It is submitted that even if the state of Israel had not been created,
the waters of the Gulf of Aqaba could not be treated as internal.
This is an inescapable logic of the existence of more than one international legal entity around the waters. The international legal
status of a body of water surrounded by one state or by more than
one state carries distinct legal implications. The same body of internal
water can belong to only on:e state as concurrent sovereign jurisdiction of two or more states cannot be envisaged over it. As internal
waters are a part of the territory of a state, it would be untenable
to concede any right to another state howsoever friendly it might
he.

I
I
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The waters of Aqaba constitute the territorial waters of four coastal
states. l1 Their respective jurisdictions have to be determined in
accordance with Article 12 of the 1958 Convention on the Territorial
Sea and the Contiguous Zone. l2
Israel's rights on the Gulf of Aqaba would of course disappear
if it is proved that the area on the coast of Aqaba around the Israeli
port of Eilat, does not rightly belong to it, a position which has been
taken by the Arabs and which has been given qualified support
by Menon. It is claimed that a month after the Armistice was signed
in February 1949, Israel occupied by force a piece of coastal territory
adjacent to the Jordanian port of Aqaba. It is not clear as to how
far the Government of India supports this position but Menon has
recently done so, though equivocally. He has said that "when the
partition arrangement was made on the 29th of November 1947,
the UN, it is quite true, gave the "territory which is now comprising
this place (Eilat) to Israel." He further says that Israel did not
occupy this territory to begin with but later "came into this area by
invasion."13 Thus there is a difference in the positions of the Arabs
and Menon, but the latter's logic that the belated occupation by
Israel of an area which was given to it at the time of the termination
of the mandate amounts to "invasion" sounds queer. It is submitted
that even if this claim succeeds, the waters of Aqaba would not be
treated as inland waters.
Sometimes the case of the Gulf of Fonseca, which is surrounded
by Nicaragua, Honduras, and EI Salvador, has been wrongly cited
to support the Arab contention because in that Qody of water all the
three coastal states possess their own maritime belts and the remaining
waters of the Gulf are under the joint sovereignty of the coastal
states. 14
Similarly, the argument th<1,t the Arab states had historic rights in
the Gulf of Aqaba has been advanced against the Israeli claims. It
is a fact of history that the Arabs enjoyed certain rights over this body
of waters. But these historic rights have got to be adjusted in that
region once a new independent sovereign state has been brought
into being by the U.N. After all every state, old or new, will have to
be conceded rights and duties to which it is normally entitled as a
state. Hence what is needed is a reconciliation of the historic rights
with the rights of the new state.
Connected with the status of Aqaba is the ticklish problem of the
right of passage through the Strait of Tiran which is the only

,I
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. shipping channel to the gulf. Article 16 of the Convention on the
Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone and its implications have
been discussed in this context. Even some Asian jurists have treated
the provisions of the article relevant for the passage through the
Strait,15
As stated above, in the UN General Assembly it was stated on
behalf of India that the provisions of the above Convention did not
concede the absolute right of passage through territorial waters; the
right was subject to the security requirements of that state.
It is instructive that Article 16(4) was radically changed by the 1958'
Geneva Conference on the Law of the Sea at the instance of some
European powers, including the United Kingdom. 16 Most of th.e
Afro-Asian· states represented at Geneva, were opposed to the
amendment and in the First Committee it was passed by a majority
of only oneY Subsequently, wheil the matter was finally considered
by the plenary session of the Conference, the attitude of the AfroAsians was, at least apparently changed. At any rate, their opposition was considerably lessened. The final voting was 62 votes in
favour, 1 against with 9 abstentions. Is The article which deals.
specifically with the passage through the Straits runs as follows:
Art. 16(4). There shall be no suspension of the innocent passage
of foreign ships through Straits which are used for international
navigation between one part of the high seas and another part
of the high seas or the territorial sea of a foreign state.
From India's point of view, the applicability of this article may be
questionable in case of Tiran because, according to it, the Strait
does not connect the high seas either with another part of the high
seas or another state's territorial sea. But the conduct at Geneva
of the opponents of the article makes it evident that they would not
have opposed it had they not suspected its applicability to the Strait.
The doctrine of innocent passage is no doubt very complicated,
and as the Indian representative pointed out, innocence must be
proved. "Innocence," to be rightly highlighted, "depends upon
the character of the party claiming the passage; it depends upon the
purpose of the passage, and also upon the freight that it carries."1~
It is also true that a right of innoc~nt passage is available only "so
long as it is not prejudicial to the peace, good order or security of the
constal state ... "20

r
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The factthat the Strait is within the territorial waters of the DAR
and Saudi Arabia, entitled them to prohibit the passage of foreign
ships if it is not innocent, or if there is a danger to their security
•interests. Whether in a particular situation security is endangered
or not has to be decided on the basis of the facts and the merits of each
case.
Even here a future international legal settlement of this problem
will have to come into cognizance as an important distinction
between the two types of bays or gulfs. As Bouchez has pointed
.out, bays enclosed by two states of which each dominates a part of
the entrance, and bays enclosed by the territory of more than one
state of which one or more states are not situated at the entrance of
the bay, should be treated on a different footing. 21 A coastal state
like Israel, which is not situated at the entrance, will have to be treated
somewhat differently in order that it might pass through the only
passage and reach its territorial waters in Aqaba.
During the last few years the political and legal situation has somewhat changed in favour of Israel. The outcome of the Geneva
. Conference on the Law of the Sea has strengthened its legal position
in certain ,respects.
From the standpoint of this discussion, what is more important
is a shift in the public opinion in India. Most of the leading newspapers, periodicals, and political parties have been critical ofthe stand
taken by the Government. Though in matters of detail they have
differed, broadly they considered the Government's policy as
partisan against Israel. On the status of Aqaba and Tiran also, there
.is a sharp division as is evident from the newspaper editorials and the
:views expressed on the floor of the two Houses of Parliament. This
'has happened owing to a variety of mostly political factors.
It seems that the policy of the Government is also undergoing
some change though Chagla reiterated in 1967 what Menon had
-said a decade earlier. If the two major enunciations, by Menon
,in 1957 and by Chagla in 1967, are scrutinized, there is an unmistake'able difference not only in their tone and tenor but in substance also.
There is a difference even between what Chagla said in Parliament
in May 1967, and what he said at the UN General Assembly a month
'later.
Menon was unequivocal. He had said: "I am not subscribing
~h6wever, to the statement that there is a legal controversy."22 Chagla, on the other hand stated: "There is, no universally
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recognized rule of international law on freedom of navigation
applicable to such bodies of water as Aqaba." Also, "the status
of this body of water is still a matter of controversy."23 It should
also not be insignificant that at the UN General Assembly, Chagla
did not reiterate the Government stand taken earlier. Perhaps
it may have something to do with a chorus of denunciation of the
Government policy at home and an unfavourable reaction in those
world capitals whose views India cannot entirely brush aside.
The legal and political situation in the West Asia is unsettled.
Some of the basic facts on the basis of which stable legal structures
can be built up are in doubt. From the standpoint of this discussion,
a clear demarcation of the frontiers of the coastal states may bring
about a vast difference insofar as their respective rights in Aqaba
are concerned. As is wellknown, Israel's boundaries have been
fixed by certain armistice agreements with its neighbours; these boundaries are only provisional demarcations. The final fixing of boundaries awaits the settlement of the Palestine question. If in the process
of the settlement Israel loses the status of a coastal state in Aqaba,
its rights in this body of water will be basically affected. This is not
to say that the political reality which is emerging around AqabaIsrael has developed the port of Eilat and appears to be fairly firmly
entrenched in that area-will not affect the legal position. After
all, legal theory cannot be oblivious of the political reality for long.
It is evident that, in addition to the uncertainty of basic facts, the
rules of international law defining the status of a body of a gulf which
is surrounded by more than one state have not crystallized. The
recent codification efforts have not been able to lay down any rule of
international law in this regard. But in spite of all uncertainty, the
Indian position that the waters of Aqaba constitute internal waters
seems to be contrary to some of the fundamental rights of states
conceded not only by traditional rules of international law but also
by the new states of Africa and Asia.
Similarly, in the case of the Strait of Tiran" it is not a simple case
of innocent passage through a strait which lies in the territorial waters
of two states. It constitutes the only passage to reach the territorial
waters of the other two states, viz., Jordan and Israel.
On both scores, the unequivocal position taken by India, in 1957
and in May 1967, is least helpful. It is in the interest of the growth
of international law as well as of the disputants in West Asia, to
strive for enacting a new regime for the gulf and the Strait. It can:
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be done if the existence of a legal controversy is accepted as has been
done by Chagla in his UN General Assembly speech which is a new..
a realistic, and a welcome departure from the previous stand. 0 f th~
Government of India.

NOTES
lA brief geographical and hydrographical description of the Gulf of Aqaba
and the Strait of Tiran may be In order here.
The Red Sea, at its northern end, splits up into two sections': the Gulf of Suez,
which, together with the Suez Canal, forms one link with the Mediterranean Sea;
and the Gulf of Aqaba, which forms a similar link in conjunction with the land
route across southern Israel. Between these two bodies of water lies the peninsula
of Sinai. The gulf is on the eastern side of the peninsula. The westem shore (100
miles) is Egyptian, the eastern (100 miles) Saudi Arabian, and the head of the gulf
is Israeli (6 miles) and Jordanian (3 1/2 miles). At the entrance are situated the'
islands of Tiran and Sanafir. The Tiran island is separated from the Egyptian coast
by the Strait of Tiran which is about 3 miles wide; the Sanafir island lies about
11 miles east of Tiran, with a reef in between. Owing to coral reefs and rocks,
shipping is possible in only two channels-Enterprise Passage and Grafton
Passage-in the Strait of l"iran. There are two harbours at the head of the gulf
in the Aqaba area-Eilath (Filat) in Israel and Aqaba in Jordan.
The immediate and long-range legal problems on this subject are discussed in
L.M. Bloomfield, Egypt, Israel and the Gulf of Aqaba (Toronto, 1957); Leo J.
Bouchez, The Regime of Bays in International Law (Leyden, 1964); Charles B.
Selak Jr., "A Consideration of the Legal Status of the Gulf of Aqaba,:' American
Journal of International Law, Vol. 52 (1958), p. 660; Leo Gross, "The Geneva
Conference on the Law of the Sea and the Right of Innocent Passage Through the
Gulf of Aqaba ," American Journal (~r International Law Vol. 53 (1959), p. 564;
F.H., "Legal Aspects of Suez Crisis," World Today, Vol. 13 (1957), pp. 197-9;
John M. Speyer, "The Gulf of Aqaba: A Political Problem of Juridical Status,"
International Spectator (The Hague), Vol. 11 (1957), p. 319; Omar Z_
Ghobashy, "Tiran and Aqaba," Egyptian Economic and Political Review (Cairo),
Vol. 5 (1959), p. 18.
2For the text of the speech see Patriot (New Delhi), 30 June 1967, pp. 2'
and 3.
3Lok Sabha Debates, Fourth Series, Vol. III, No.3, (25 May 1967), col. 875.
4UNGAOR, Eleventh Session, 665th Plenary meeting (1 March 1957), paras.
48-63.
5Ibid., para. 61.
6Ibid., para. 53.
7The International Law Commission did well to clarify the distinction between
"sea" and "water." See Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1956,.
Vol. II, p. 265.
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8The text of the amendment is contained in UN Document A/Conf. 13/C.1/L~
134.
9For details see UN Conference on the Law of the Sea, 1958, Vol. III, p. 182.
WAs McDougal and Burke have pointed out, in its internal waters, a state has.
a right to (1) control access to internal waters; (2) [apply authority to vessels;
(3) prescribe policy for activities directly relating to the use of internal waters;
(4) prescribe and apply policy to events on board ship while in internal waters;
(5) have claim on resources. See Myres S. McDougal and William T. Burke,
The Public Order of Oceans (New Haven, 1962), p. 93.
11It is interesting that the Arabs and the official representatives of India have
completely ignored the point that traditional legal rights of the neighbouring states
were vitally affected once Israel came into being in 1948. The Arab publications
(Ghobashy, n. lJand the Special Issue on the Crisis in West Asia, Cairo Review
(UAR Embassy, New Delhi, June 1967), are not able to make Ollt a convincing
case. The Al Arab, August 1967, p. 13, reproduces the opinion of Roger Ficher,
Professor of Law at the University of Harvard, but even he, avoiding a discussion
on Aqaba, concentrates on the right of passage through the Strait of Tlran.
12The Article deals with the situation where the coasts of the two states are
opposite or adjacent to each other.
13See his speech at the concluding session of the Emergency Conference of
the Afro-Asian People's Solidarity Organization in Afro-Asian and World
Affairs (New Delhi), vol. 4 (1967), p. 190.
14It may be mentioned that a dispute had arisen about the waters of the Gulf
of Fonseca in 1914. The matter was then submitted to the American Court of'
Justice which laid down the above regime, giving rights to all coastal states.
15See Laksman Saravanamuttu, "Gulf of Aqaba," Sunday Mirror (Colombo),
4 June 1967, p. 10.
16See their amendment, UN Document AjConf. 13/C.l/L.17.
17The voting was 31 in favour, 30 against with 10 abstentions. Fot details.
see UN Conference on the Law of the Sea, Vol. III, plOD.
18Even the Saudi Arabian delegate abstained, instead of voting against it. See
ibid., vol. II, p. 65.
19See Menon's speech in UNGAOR, Eleventh Session, Plenary MeetingR.,
665th meeting, (I March 1957), para. 62.
20Art. 14(4) of the above mentioned Convention.
21See Bouchez, n. 1, p. 116.
22See para. 48 of his speech in UNGAOR, Eleventh Session, 665th Plenary
Meeting (1 March, 1957).
2 3patl'iot, 30 June 1967.
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law. Second, its adumberation of a false ideal of a plebiscite.
us examine the points in detail.

RAHMATULLAH KHAN
The United Nations Handling of
the Kashmir Problem

Between 1 January 1948, when the Government of India lodged
its complaint, and 5 November 1965, when the Security Council
adopted the last resolution on the Subject, the Council considered
the problem of Kashmir in 140 meetings and adopted 18 resolutions
(including the two adopted by the UNCIP) in a bid to solve the problem. The debates on the subject cover almost a dozen volumes. The
mediatory reports of the Council's Commission and Representatives
run into another volume. The UNCIP submitted four reports,
Dr. Graham, six, and Gen. McNaughton, Sir Owen Dixon and
Gunnar Jarring, one each. It would need a computer to record
the unofficial moves made by friendly-and not so friendly-Powers
to resolve the tangle behind the scenes and outside the United
Nations.
All that the Security Council achieved after this mountainous
-effort is an uneasy truce in the sub-continent. If anything, the
relations between India and Paskistan worsened as a result of the
invectives exchanged in the Council. Pakistan, which considered
itself more sinned against than sinning, risked in 1965 an open war
on the international boundaries to change the status quo in Kashmir.
This can be cited as one example where the United Nations recorded
a signal failure to restore international peace and security, except
in the limited sense of achieving a cessation of hostilities.
Far be it for me to challenge single-handed the political motivations
or the diplomatical manouvering that were responsible for this
significant failure. But as a student of the United Nations, I find
that it can be attributed to two lapses on the part of the U.N. First,
-:the failure of the U.N. to take cognizance ofa violation ofinternational
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I hope that members of this Council today will take the time to
read the records of those years. No member of the Council
ever gave serious consideration to either charge, the charge of
India or the charge of Pakistan. There never was a proposal
made dealing specifically with aggression. In fact, there was nosystematic or serious consideration of that charge and of the
counter-charge of aggression. The members of the Council,
without consultation, all came to the same conclusion that the
. charge of aggression should be by-passed. That charge was
never taken up, never shifted, never even given serious consideration; I believe it was very wise of the Council to by-pass that
charge.!
So spoke the Chinese delegate, Mr. Tsiang, of the way the Security
Council tried to handle the charge of aggression.
By a letter dated 1 January 1948, the Government of India
submitted the Kashmir question to the Security Council. From
the middle of September 1947, infiltration of armed raiders into
Jammu and Kashmir had commenced. The invaders were armed
with modern weapons, including mortars and medium machine-guns.
They were using man-pack wireless sets and employing mark II mines.
Fighting in regular battle formations, an estimated 15,000 raiders
had captured a large area of the State.
The Indian case was that the invaders were allowed transit across
Pakistan; that they were allowed to use Pakistan territory as a base
of operations; that they drew much of their military equipment,
transportation and supplies from Pakistan; and that Pakistani officers
were training, guiding and otherwise actively helping them. India'
charged that such assistance was an "act of aggression against
India." In the final paragraph of the letter it categorized the
the crisis as a "breach of peace of the world."
In the operative paragraph of the letter, India demanded of the
Security Council: (1) to prevent Pakistan Government personnel,
military and civil, from participating or assisting in the invasion of
the Jammu and Kashmir state; (2) to call upon the other Pakistani
nationals to desist from taking any part in the fighting in the Jammu
and Kashmir state; (3) to deny to the invaders access to and use
of its territory for operations against Kashmir, military and other
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supplies, and all other kinds of aid that might tend to prolong the
present struggle. 2
Explaining its own legal interest the Indian letter stated that, as
the threat to the Valley of Kashmir became grave, the ruler of the
state had appealed to the Government of India for military help. A
similar appeal was received from the state's popular leader, Sheikh
Abdul1ah. The state had acceded to the Indian Union, which thereupon promptly sent military help. Then followed the suggestion
which was to become the central issue later:
But, in order to avoid any possible suggestion that India had
utilized the state's immediate peril for her own political advantage, the Government of India made it clear that once the soil
of the state had been cleared of the invader and normal conditions
restored, its people would be free to decide their future by the
recognized democratic method of a plebiscite or referendum
which, in order to ensure complete impartiality, might be held
under international auspices. 3
The whole case was thus couched in the terminology of war and
peace. Pakistan's aid and abetment to the tribal invaders was
categorically described as an "act of aggression." The Security
Council was specifically requested to urge Pakistan to stop assisting
the raiders materiaIly and deny facilities for operations.
Now, the Pakistani reply to this complaint was a countercomplaint of aggression-and something more: genocide. By a
letter dated 15 January 1948,4 the Government of Pakistan presented
its own case. The letter contained three documents: the first was a
reply to the Indian complaint, the second, a counter-complaint about
a number of other disputes which, Pakistan claimed, were likely to
endanger international peace and security. The third document was
in the nature of details substantiating the reply and countercomplaint.
As for the Indian complaint, Pakistan denied emphatically that
it was giving aid and assistance to the invaders. On the contrary,
it said, "The Pakistan Government have continued to do all in their
power to discourage the tribal movement by all means short ofwar."5
The immediate inference from this statement was an admission that
there was a tribal movement. As the statement further admitted:
"It may be that a certain number of independent tribesmen and
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persons from Pakistan are helping the Azad Kashmir Government
in their struggle for liberty as volunteers, but it is wrong to say that
Pakistan territory is being used as a base of military operations."6
Pakistan in effect admitted the fact of invasion by tribesmen; it
also confessed that some Pakistani nationals were involved, but as
for its complicity, it denied it. On the other hand, it pleaded inability
to stop the tribal invasion "short of war."
Document II of Pakistan's letter, which was in the nature of a
counter-charge, made various allegations. The salient features of
them were that India, having never reconciled with the partition,
was trying to undo the same and destroy Pakistan. It charged the
Government of India with a pre-planned and extensive campaign of
"genocide" against Muslims of East Punjab, Delhi, Ajmer, Kapurthala, Faridkot, Sind, Nabha, Patiala, Bharatpur, Alwar, Gwalior
etc. It contended that the security, freedom, well-being, religion,
culture and language of the Muslims of India were in danger. It
brought up the question of accession of Junagadh, Manavadar and
some other states in Kathiawar, charging that those states had lawfully
acceded to Pakistan but were forcibly occupied by Indian troops.
On the question of Kashmir it alleged that the accession was obtained
by India by "fraud and violence." Making some more allegations
the Government of Pakistan requested the Security Council to intervene in the affairs of the subcontinent and urged the Council to
appoint a Commission to investigate the facts.
The purpose of the Pakistan case was evidently to submerge the
Kashmir question into a whirlpool of emotional issues of the
subcontinent. Any attempt to settle any of these questions, Pakistan
insisted, in isolation from the rest was "bound to end in frustration."7
The Security Council slowly got sucked up into this scheme of frustration.
One fundamental fact that was brought to the notice of the Security
Council was armed raids across an international boundary. India
urged the Council to make Pakistan prevent the raids. Pakistan
denied assistance or complicity and pleaded inability to prevent the
raiders "short of war." One hardly needs to cite authorities to
show that armed raid across international boundaries was a violation
of a clearly established rule of international law. Innumerable
international instruments can be marshalled to establish that rule.
To cite only a few such authorities, Article 4 of the Draft Code of
Ollcnees against the Peace and Security of Mankind prepared by the
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International Law Commission prohibits the organization, encouragement, participation, or the toleration thereof, of armed bands for
incursions into another territory. The responsibility is not only
total in all its manifestations, but also criminal. Dealing with the
problem of defining aggression, Quincy Wright suggests that aggression under modern international law includes " ... failure of a
government to prevent armed bands or insurgents from organizing
within its territory to engage in hostilities across a frontier, will make
it responsible for aggression, if such hostil ities actually occur. "8The UN Generaly Assembly has time and again urged Member
states to respect the letter and spirit of Article 2, paragraph 4.
On 17 November 1950, for instance, it "solemnly reaffirmed" that
"whatever the weapons used, any aggression whether committed
openly or by fomenting civil strife in the interest of a foreign power,
or otherwise, is the gravest of all crimes against peace and security
throughout the world."
It was not a mere infraction of an established norm of international law which was of merely academic interest to international
lawyers alone. As the members of the Security Council were fully
aware, there was fighting going on. Kashmir was being burnt,
said the knowledgeable delegate from U.K., while the Council fiddled
with phrases. The prescription of plebiscite which he described as
"infinitely the best way to stop the fighting" was unique.
Noel-Baker (U.K.), referred to the Indian delegate's insistence
that the Council must concentrate on stopping the fighting and
queried:
Would it stop the fighting if the Security Council did what he
desires? . .. Suppose we put this demand to Pakistan, and
put it now. Would the inhabitants of Poonch and Mirpur and
Riasi lay down their arms? Would the volunteers from the
West Punjab go home? Would the tribesmen obey the summons
of the Security Council and go back to their barren upland; or
would our action have exactly the opposite effect?9
The US delegate, Mr. Austin, likewise said that the Indian request
was "perfectly astonishing." He openly insinuated that India and
Sheikh Abdullah were trying to get the Council pull out Pakistan
"and allow India to finish the job by force against the tribesmen."loThe point for consideration is whether the UN could ignore or bypass," as the Chinese delegate confessed, a charge of aggression
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and proceed to mediate in a situation where fighting had already'
caused a breach of peace. In the present submission it could.
The primary purpose of the United Nations, as is well known, is:
the maintenance of international peace and security, and to that end
the organization is authorized to take effective collective measures.
"In order to ensure prompt and effective action by the United Nations,
its Members confer on the Security Council primary responsibility
for the maintenance of internati0l1al peace and security and agree
that in carrying out its duties under this responsibility the Security
Council acts on their behalf" (Article 24). Paragraph 2 of the
same article prescribes that in discharging these duties the Security
Council "shall act in accordance with the Purposes and Principles.
of the United Nations." Under Article 25, the "Members of the.
United Nations agree to accept and carry out the decisions of theSecurity Council in accordance with the present Charter." It is_
clear, of course, that the Members are obliged to accept and carry out
only those decisions of the Council which ar'~ consistent with th~_;
purposes of the UN and, in general, with the CharteL
The Council, likewise, is enjoined to take decisions fully consistent
with the Charter principles and purposes. The first purpose of the
Charter; as pointed out earlier, authorizes the UN (derivately the
Council) to take effective collective measures "in conformity with
the principles of justice and international law." That is to say, the
Council is bound to take into consideration the principles (and
violations thcl'eof) of international law. It -is almost universally
acknowledged now that though the Council is a political body it
is "nonetheless bound by legal rules-rules which are both specific,
ref1ecting formal consent to the terms of the Charter, and general,
being the rules 0 f general international law."11
The second error that the Council committed was to follow
Noel Baker's wonderful prescription. The effect that the idea of
a plebiscite had on the delegations in the Council can be gauged
from Tsiang's reminiscences :
Furthermore, what is a plebiscite? A plebiscite, in
the Charter, would mean the self-determination of
Self-determination is expressed through a plebiscite.
say that all Members of the United Nations, by
Members, by subscribing to the Charter, would have
t he principle of plebiscite.I 2

terms of
a people.
I would
becoming
to accept.
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Now, if we look into the authorities o,n international law we
find that the concept of plebiscite had never received their fullthroated support. Oppenheim says that it was "doubtful whether
the Law of Nations will ever make it a condition of every cession
that it must be ratified by a plebiscite."13 Hall devotes a mere paragraph to the subject, where he commences with the statement that
it is a misapprehension to regard the right of alienation as "subject
to the tacit or express consent of the population inhabiting the
territory intended to be alienated. "14 By way of references to state
practice in the 19th century, he adds:
The principle that the wishes of a population are to be consulted
when the territory which they inhabit is ceded, has not been
adopted into international law, and cannot be adopted into it
until title by conquest has disappeared. 15
Hershey also affirms that "it is certain that the legal validity of a
title based on cession does not require such.action (the holding of a
plebiscite) on the part of the inhabitants of the ceded territory."16
On the authority of the above writers it can be safely assumed that
plebiscites are not an essential or popular feature of international law.
Sarah Watnbaugh17 and Johannes Mattern18 attest to the fact that
the instrument was used grudgingly by statesmen in minor territorial
settlements and where greater stakes were involved, especially when
a plebiscite was prone to rouse religious, racial, and other tensions,
it was abandoned.
Let us examine the so-called principle of self-determination which,
according to Tsiang, is firmly imbedded in the Charter and those
who sign it agree to adopt the principle also. The modern legal
opinion on the place of the principle of self-determination in international law is divided. There are those who deny any legal validity
to this doctrine, prominent among them being Kelsen, Goodrich
and Hambro. Others, like Quincy Wright, hold that it is a binding
principle of international law. A few regard it as a revolutionary
principle, unencumbered, presumably, with legal norms and its
validity depending upon its success (Josef Kunz for example).
Despite President Wilson's enthusiastic espousal of the principle
of self-determination, it may be recalled that the Covenant of the
League of Nations did not mention it directly. The Charter of the
UN, on the other hand, makes a mention of the principle twice.
It finds a place as one of the purposes of the UN as follows:
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To develop friendly relations among nations based on respect
for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of
people ... (paragraph 2 of Article 1).
The phraseology of the above article, as pointed out by Kelsen,
is unsatisfactory. Take, for instance, the first reference to the
"principle of equal rights and self-determination of people." As
pointed out by Kelsen, sef-determination is a principle of internal
policy, the principle of democratic government. However, Article
1, paragraph 2, refers to the relations among nations. Therefore,
the term "peoples," too, means probably states, since only states
have "equal rights" according to general international law. If the
term "peoples" here means the same as the term "nations" in the
Preamble, then "self-determination of peoples" in Article 1, paragraph 2, can mean only "sovereignty" of states.
The principle of "equal rights", according to Kelsen, is the principle
of equality of states, and the principle of self-determination, that is,
the principle of sovereignty of states, are two different things. Kelsen
believes that the UN is concerned only with the maintenance or
preservation of independence, and that the Charter references to the
principle of self-determination have no special meaning other
than the
I
rights of states to sovereignty. Further:
That the purpose of the Organization is to develop friendly
relations among states based on respect for the principle of
self-determination of 'people' does not mean that friendly
relations among States depend on a democratic form of government and that the purpose of the Organization is to favour such
a form of government. This would not be compatible with the
principle of 'sovereign equality' of the Members, nor with the
principle of non-intervention in domestic affairs established in
Article 2, paragraph 7. 19
My own submission is that support for the principle of self-determination as being obligatory on Member States cannot be found in
Article 1 on the following ground.
It is evident from Chapter I of the UN Charter entitled "purposes
and Principles" that Article 1 under this Chapter enumerates the
"Purposes" and Article 2 the "Principles." If the principles of selfdetermination were considered as being of a binding character either
on the Organization or on the Members, it would have found its
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place in Article 2. The Purposes of Article 1 are in the nature of
aims or goals set before the UN by the framers of the Charter. The
Organization and the Members proclaim in this article the goals
they would like to achieve. A goal cannot be a binding principle.
It can only be an ideal. And that is the spirit in which it is used in
paragraph 2 of Article 1. The UN under this provision proposes to
"develop friendly relations among nations based on respect for the
principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples ..."
The natural and ordinary meaning of the phrase italicized above is
that the UN is enjoined to develop friendly relations among nations
but not at the cost of equal rights of peoples and the principle of selfdetermination, which is the same thing as rightly pointed out above
by Kelsen. To put it in a different way, the framers of the Charter
believed that promotion of friendly relations among nations must be
striven to be based on respect for th€ so-called principle of self-determination of peoples.
In general terms, if relations between two Member states are
strained owing to a dispute over a segment of one's territory, or the
denial of self-determination to a group of people in' that territory,
the UN can strive to promote friendly relations based on respect for
the genuine aspirations of that part or group of people. The UN
draws its competence from this general provision. The detailed
procedural and functional competence in this regard is linked with'
the dispute-settiing function of the UN under Chapter VI. The
functional competence of the U.N. under this Chapter, as is well
established does 110t give risc to binding obligations per se. If a
Member refused to accept UN intervcntion in this regard there is no
remedy under the Charter, except when the situation is such as to
constitute a threat to the pC2,ce or bre~ch of peace or act of aggression.
As for the question whether Member nations are obliged to ensure
self-determination for peoples within their territories, a careful
examination of Articles 55 and 56, traditionally invoked by the
proponents of this theory, would reveal that it is not so. It is well
known that there was a firm belief at the San Francisco Conference
that world peace and international security was as much dependent
upon the creation of positive conditions of stability and well-being of
nations, as upon the negative aspect of di~ute-sett1ementand enforcement machinery. The Charter thus devotes full five chapters (IX to
XIII) on means to secure the positive conditions for world peace.
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Chapter IX deals with the promotion of international economic and
social cooperation. The following chapter creates the machinery
for this purpose, viz., the Economic and Social Council. Chapters
XI and XII aim at promoting the well-being of dependent peoples,
followed again by a Chapter (XIII) creating a machinery (the Trustee~
ship Council) for the purpose.
It is in this schematic set-up that Article 55 finds its place. This
article states,'
With a view to the creati0!! of conditions of stability and wellbeing which are necessary for peaceful- and friendly relations
among nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights
and self-determination of peoples, the United Nations shall
promote:
(a) higher standards of living, full employment, and conditions
of economic and social progress and development;
(b) solutions of international economic, social, health and
related problems; and international culture and educational
cooperation; and
(c) universal respect for, and observance of human rights and
fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race,
sex, language, or religion.
The next Article (56) which is crucial for the understanding of the
nature of obligations undertaken in this chapter reads:
All Members pledge themselves to take joint and separate action
in cooperation with the Organization for the achievement of the
purposes set forth in Article 55.
As Article 56 makes it clear, Article 55 contains certain social and
economic "purposes" for the promotion of which the members
"pledge" to take joint an separate action. The purposes are
neatly enumerated from (a) to (c) in Article 55. But for the general
reference to "human rights and fundamental freedoms" in Paragraph
(c), there is no mention of self-determination inthe enumerated purposes of Article 55. The principle of self-determination finds a place
in the form of a preambular paragraph preceding the purposes is this
article. This paragraph is preambular in nature because it explains in
part as to why the following purposes are sought to be achieved, i.e.,
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with a view to the creation of conditions of stability and ,wellbeing which are necessary for peaceful ap.d friendly relations
among nations.
The phrase which follows next, i.e.,
based on respect for the principle of equal rights and selfdetermination of peoples,
is a mechanical repetition of the formula adopted in Article 1, paragraph 2, the range and meaning of which has been ascertained in the
previous pages.
The "pledge" that all members make in Article 56 to take joint
and separate action relates to the purposes set out in paragraphs
(a) to (c) in Article 55, and not to the principle of self-detemination
adverted to mechanically in passing reference in the preambular
paragraph. That is to say, the members of the UN are not legally.
obliged under the Charter to apply the principle of self-determination
to the constituent parts of their territories. The whole history of
the Human Rights Conventions and the UN efforts in the field of
decolonization bears out this thesis.
Reviewing the practice in the UN, Rupert Emerson summed up
recently that the UN resolutions on decolonization guarantee, claim
and assert the right of self-determination to "all peoples under alien
subjection," and that "all people do not have the right of selfdetermination: they have never had it, and they wi11 never have it."20
The principle therefore must be deemed to have application in the
process of decolonization alone. It could not be applied to
established states in their territorial disputes. No such state is
likely to espouse this principle and invite self-destruction. For
what else would it be but self-destruction if India accedes to the
demands of the Nagas, the Mizos and others, or if Iraq concedes
the Kurdish claim, or if the United States allows extremist Black
Panther demands for a separate Negro-land !
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P. E. CORBETT
Regional, Functional and
lJ.niversal Organization

In 1943-1945, when the United Nations Charter was being prepared
and drafted, there were three main theories of international organization struggling for adoption.
One, with David Mitrany as its leading spokesman, was the functional doctrine, and it had both a negative and a positive aspect.
The functionalists argued that no one-piece constitutive act like the
League of Nations Covenant would bring about the political integration that might ensure peace and productive cooperation among the
world's peoples. The real hope for peace lay, in their opinion, in
the gradual accumulation of specialized international agencies each
with its allotted and limited function. In response to the demand
for specific services that could not be efficiently rendered by states.
acting alone, this accumulation might reach the point where, as.
Mitrany put it in A Working Peace System, frontiers would be overlaid "with a growth of common activities" and "become meaningless."l At this stage interstate violence would become as aberrant
and exceptional a phenomenon as intra-state violence is in the mature
political communities.
.
The functionalist creed had its main strength in academic circles. At San Francisco in 1945, the chief contenders were regionalism and universalism. In both schools of thought great importance was attached to economic, social, and cultural services, and
the technical agencies rendering them were to be multiplied and
strengthened far beyond the point reached under the League of
Nations. The need for functional agencies was taken for granted.
But both the regional associations and the universal organizations.
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were regarded as needing a crowning structure of political authority,
not only to facilitate the political decisions involved in the allocation
and performance of economic, social, and cultural tasks, but to aid
in the pacific settlement of regional or inter-regional conflicts, and to
provide a defence against threats to regional security and/or world
peace.
That universal was not to exclude regional organization was already
determined at Dumbarton Oaks. (The great argument at San
Francisco turned upon the degree of autonomy to be enjoyed by
regional associations as against the United Nations, and the interrelationship of their respective peace-keeping, functions. Here the
struggle was intense enough to prevent anything but a highly ambiguous textual resolution in the Charter.)
The Charter has nothing explicit to say about the technical activities
of regional associations, although, as Kelsen pointed out2 the joint
action of Members pledged in Article 56 to achieve, "in cooperation
with the Organization," the economic and social purposes "set forth
in Article 55" may be regarded as a mandate for such activities.
It is the peace-keeping action of regional associations upon which
the Charter is ambiguously explicit. Article 33 lists "resort to
regional agencies or arrangements" among the "peaceful means"
to which "the parties to any dispute, the continuance of which is
likely to endanger the maintenance ofinternational peace and security,
shall first of all" have recourse for a solution (my emphasis on the
imperative priority). The next two articles (34-35), however, give
the Security Council authority to "investigate any dispute, or any
situation which might lead to dispute, in order to determine whether
the continuance of the dispute or situation is likely to endanger the
maintenance ofinternational peace and security,"and permit any member of the United Nations to bring any such dispute or situation "to
the attention of the Security Council or the General Assembly." These
Ar6cles 34 and 35 are the basis for the legal argument so often
advanced by the Soviet Union and its allies in their attacks upon the
use made of the OAS by the United States, and supported by many
Latin American delegations, that the United Nations has constant
concurrent jurisdiction. Nor is it possible categorically to dismiss
this contention, at least in cases where the regional organization is
itself charged with action threatening the peace or with being used
by one of its members as an instrument of the intervention forbidden
both by the regional and by the United Nations Charters. The
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contention can, moreover, find some justification in Article 52
where, though members are bidden to "make every effort to achieve
pacific settlement of local disputes through such regional arrangements or by such regional agencies before referring them to the Security Council," and where the Security Council is instructed to encourage such regional efforts, a final paragraph lays it down that
"this Article in no way impairs the application of Articles 34 and
35."
In the matter of enforcement, Article 53, read by itself, seems' to
avoid the ambiguity of the preceding provisions touching regional
arrangements and their authority. Here it appears to be clearly
stipulated that regional enforcement action depends for its legality
upon authorization by the Security Council. But the impact of this
provision has been drastically weakened by an interpretation of
"enforcement" that reduces the meaning of the word to military
actions, and by the contention advanced by the Legal Adviser
of the United States Department of State that the Security Council
discussion ending in a mere taking note of enforcement action or a
failure to condemn it has come in practice to be accepted as authorization,3 Thus, to make regional enforcement illegal, a Security Council
decision to condemn it, which the veto of any permanent member
could always prevent, would be necessary. Nor is this the only or
even the favourite mode of evading Article 53, Individual or collective self-defence, up to the point where the Security Council "has
taken measures necessary to maintain international peace and security," required no permission frOll that body. This is the liberty,
stipulated in Article 51, upon \vhich "regional security arrangements
like NATO, SEATO and the Warsaw Pact are not the sort of permanent regional arrangement contemplated in Articles 33, 52-54 of the
United Nations Charter. They are special expedients adopted to
compensate for the obvious frailty of the United Nations as a world
security organization and they are aimed precisely at the danger of
attack led by one or another Great Powers which, the Charter had
gratuitously assumed, would work together for peace,
At the United Nations Conference on International Organization
:\t San Francisco in 1945, the United States was the most stubborn
opponent of autonomy for regional organizations, even where, as
in the Union (afterwards Organization) of American States, its
predominance was most obvious, From President Wilson to Secretary
or State, Hull, it had become the accepted doctrine in Washington
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that regional associations pursuing their own geographically limited
interests would endanger rather than promote world peace. Article
51 was part of the compromise offered to Latin American and Arab
-demands for a large and autonomous role for regional groupings.
This text at least made it clear that defence in emergency would not
have to await the licence or the world defend it as a rational adaptation to changing circumstances, that the United States should have
become the leading champion of substantially, if not formally
independent action by or in the name of the OAS and so, of course,
have provided a wealth of precedents for similar liberty elsewhere.
So far had this liberation from United Nations control gone in the
-OAS sanctions against the Dominican Republic in 1960 and the
Cuban "quarantine" of 1962, that Inis Claude, in his brilliant
contribution to the International Conciliation series4 feels justified
in the conclusion that "the Security Council has lost any meaningful
-capacity to regulate or restrict the enforcement operations of the
-OAS. Broadly, these observations apply as well to other regional
.organizations dealing with political and security problems."
In view of the Security Council's action in the 1965-66 troubles
-of the Dominican Republic, this judgment may, I think, prove
.
premature.
On 29 April 1965, Ambassador Adlai Stevenson, Permanent
.Representative of the United States to the United Nations, informed
the President of the Security Council by letter that American troops
had been ordered to land "in order to protect American citizens
still there and escort them to safety." This action had been taken
after the President of the United States had been informed by the
military authorities in the Dominican Republic that "American
lives were in danger, but their safety could no longer be guaranteed,
and that the assistance of United States military personnel was
required." At the request of the United States, the OAS Council
was meeting. 5
On 29 and 30 April, the Secretary-General of the OAS, citing Article
54 of the United Nations Charter, transmitted to the Secretary-General of the United Nations two resolutions of the OAS Council,
the first calling upon all factions to cease-fire and permit the establishment of a neutral refugee zone, the second summoning a Meeting of
Consultation of the Foreign Ministers to consider "the grave situation
created by armed hostilities in the Dominican Republic."6
On the same day, the Secretary-General of the United Nations
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:received a note from Cuba's Foreign Minister denouncing the
invasion of the Dominican Republic by the United States and
-demanding action to "prevent the extremely grave consequences
which may result."7
'
On 1 May, the USSR asked for an urgent meeting of the Security
-Councils and between 3 and 25 May that body devoted sixteen
meetings to the subject, unanimously adopting on 14 May, Resolution
203(1965) that called for a cease-fire and requested the Secretary-General to send a representative to the Dominican Republic to report
upon the situation. 9 The Secretary-General sent an advance party
under his military adviser, and appointed Jose Mayobre, Executive
-Secretary of the Economic Committee for Latin America, as his
representative in the Republic. Meanwhile on 6 May, the OAS
Meeting of Consultation had called upon member states to send
,contingents, "if willing and capable," to aid in restoring and maintaining order, and several Latin-American governments complied.
-On 21 May the contending parties agreed upon a truce and general
hostilities ceased. Pacification thereafter was gradual, interrupted
by outbursts of serious violence; by mid-1966 elections had been
held, and a government established under Jaoquim Balaguer which
has been able to inaugurate an ordered progressive administration.
In the introduction to his annual report covering the period June
1964 to June 1965, the Secretary-General comments that this was
"the first time a United Nations Mission had operated in the same
area and dealt with the same matters as an operation of a regional
association." His Representative, he wrote, "had played a
major part in bringing about a cessation of hostilities" and his
presence had undoubtedly been a moderating factor in a difficult
and dangerous situation."lo In the event, the last United States
and OAS forces left the Island in September 1966. The Representative of the Secretary-General was withdrawn, mission completed.
The Dominican affair has been recounted here in some detail
to indicate that the breakdown of the Charter's provision for
controlling regional action cannot yet be taken as definite. The
difficulty is one aspect of the failure of international organization
to devise means of controlling the Great Powers, and it is to be
anticipated that whenever regional measures are initiated by one
of these, decisive control will not be possible unless and until
we have a' world organization endowed with authority and means
of enforcing collective decisions. To development in this direction.
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the Soviet Union, leading champion of United Nations authority
in the 1965-1966 Dominican Case, is the great opponent.
Meanwhile, however, that case shows that the United Nations call'
exercise a restraining, if not a decisive influence, which is all that,.
in its present development, it can do in any situation where the two·
Great Powers are pitted against one another.
The inability of the United Nations to stop a large-scale war in
Viet Nam or to resolve the recurring Arab-Israeli crisis, coupled with
the battle raging at Headquarters over the authorization of peace-·
keeping measures and the allocation of ensuing expenses, leaves
the future of a vital function of the world organization in grave doubt.
On the other hand, the productive activity of regional and universal
functional agencies flourishes and expands, winning general
recognition as an indispensable contribution to the welfare of man.,.
kind. The contrast goes some way to vindicate the functionalist
doctrine of the nineteen-thirties and forties.
Some way, but by no means all the way. Those same failures
of the United Nations that demonstrate how far we still are from
such a collectivization of political authority and effective power
as would ensure the peaceful settlement of disputes, also demon./ strate how little the' palpable advantages of organized economic
social and cultural cooperation weigh against nationalistic
ambitions or the lust to avenge old grievances. Apart from these
disillusioning experiences, it has been found even in Western
Europe, where the functional institutions of the Coal and Steel
Community, the Common Market and Euratom have done so much
to advance the common welfare, that efficient operation is seriously
impeded by the lack of an overall political organization in which
the recurring conflicts of particular interests and general objectives
can be resolved.
It may be that, given time enough, the proliferation of international
administrative agencies would have the general pacifying effect
that Mitrany and his disciples hoped. But even if the power
struggle against a background of multiplying 'nuclear armaments·
were not threatening the race with extinction, there would still be an
irresistible demand for a universal peace machinery. The drive to'
prevent war began long before the advent of nuclear weaponry.
Despite manifold reverses, it will go on trying to fashion a world
organization capable of doing this. There is ample reason also to
believe that the nations will go on strengthening their existing
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regional associations and devising new ones for political as weU:
as for economic and social purposes. The problem of relation-.
ship between regional and universal will therefore remain. If 'the:
regional associations are not to become simply larger and stronger
centres of arbitrary power, their activity must be subjected to
some measure of collective control. In planning such control, one
lesson from the experience of the last twenty years might be that
preliminary authorization of enforcement action is unworkable, and
that we must be satisfied with an ex post facto scrutiny of complaints
of excesses of regional authority and a system that would provide
due compensation. If ,so, here, as in many other contexts, an
ultimate appeal to judicial decision leading, where necessary, to
collective sanctions, would be highly desirable.
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Those who support regional groupings also point-out the positive
gains. What follows is the description given by one contemporary
scholar of the regional school:

'SURYA P. SHARMA
Regionalism Versus Universalism-

In Institution-Building

Regionalism Versus Universalism-Claims and Counter Claims

A great deal of the creative energies of scholars has been spent on
the problem of regionalism versus universalism. It is often alleged
that there is a conflict between the view that the pattern of international institution-making should be regional and the view that
it should be based upon a global basis.
Advocates of the regional school seem' to proceed from two basic
assumptions.1 On- the one hand they recognize that in a diverse
and unwieldy world the global unity based upon a common way
of life and common values is still a distant possibility. On the other
hand, they are confident that in contemporary times a great majority
of nation-states do not have the necessary means to fully develop
and survive on a solely national basis. For one thing, most states
have politically lost ground in a world which has its centre of power
radically diminished in the course of a generation. For another,
from the standpoint of economic advancement they are hamlets
too small to develop fully their natural resources and overcome their
poverty unless they work on a co-operative basis. Fortified with
these assumptions, supporters of regionalism proceed further to
defend themselves against the onslaughts of "universalists."
(Regional arrangements and agencies manifest, in their opinion,
a natural growth of international co-operation and desirable stepping
stones toward world organization.) Not only are they compatible
with the aims of the United Nations, but in reality they constitutez
an indispensable element in its successful growth and functioning.

Regional arrangements provide groups of nations having common
interests and objectives an opportunity to cooperate, to whatever extent they believe desirable, on matters of mutual concern.
They thus afford a directness of association which cannot be
attained through universal institutions. The development of
regional groupings and organizations also acknowledge the fact
that it is possible to do something within limited areas and
among restricted circles of states that cannot be done-on a
global basis. 3
In contrast, defenders of universalism argue that some regional
agencies are little more than old-fashioned military alliances which
generate Great Power antagonism, weaken the effectiveness of the
United Nations, and thus undermine the principle of collective
security on which the idea of universalism rests. 4
"Regionalism is not only a reactionary principle when considered
in relation to recent development towards universalism," states one
,authority, but it also tends "to sanctify, crystallize, and institutionalize elements of selfishness and opposition to the general welfare
which if not thus dignified, might gradually be eliminated or assimilated, to the advantage of all concerned."5 It has been observed
that where there are several participants striving for political ascendency within an area, the accompanying competition for the support
,or control of the smaller nations has often given rise to unhealthy
maneuvering for power inter se and also to Big Power intervention. 6
Past experience in regionalism has been cited by some critics to
prove that while regional groupings for the promotion of co-operation in economic, technical and defence matters have been useful,
there are hardly any institutionalized measures on record to resolve
general political problems. In consequence, the disputes, such as the
one between India and the Union of South Africa over the treatment
of Indians in the latter country, and the Kashmir conflict, have been
transferred to the United Nations.
In the field of international law, it is feared that the extreme development of regional customary international law would pose a
threat to general international law. If each region, considering
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itself as an independent unit, asserts to follow only such rules of
international law as states within that region recognize as binding,
legal disaster and confusion would ensue.'
If applied strongly, regionalism is alleged to result in the setting
up of large blocs of nations against one another. A strong
European regional union, in the opinion of critics, would be
dangerous to all the rest of the world, because of the power of such
an aggregate body and obviously competitive interests of European
against non-European countries. 8
It is also stated that neighbouring nations are not necessarily
always logical or actual co-operators, while distant nations often
are. (Physical proximity tends to result in controversy and, in many
instances, the people of a particular region are less well equipped
than outsiders to settle their own differences). Indeed, in actual
deep-seated and bitter disputes, the past experience suggests that
the objectivity and constructive encouragement given by outsiders
have been more acceptable and fruitful than the assistance offered
by neighbouring states. 9

Idea of Regionalism-Factors Leading to Regionalism
Admittedly, the sovereign nation-state continues to remain the
world's strongest force, its basic political, economic, and military
unit. Nevertheless, the institution can be thoroughly inadequate
even among large and wealthy nations, let alone small and underdeveloped countries. On the other hand, the dream ~f global unity
. embracing all nations is as remote and utopian as ever before.
Hence between the two concepts of the sovereign nation-state and the
union of the world, an important middle ground, regional grouping,
is emerging. This trend strengthens the hands of the supporters of
regionalism.
The idea of regionalism is scarcely new, much less novel. It
had found expression in the combinations of Greek city states and
the Hanseatic and other trading leagues of the late Middle Ages.
However, after centuries of nationalism, it has acquired new force
and dimension. The current emphasis upon regional arrangements
is attributable, in part, to the rise of global political and economic
changes rendering frequent consultation and co-operative action
among states, having shared interests and values, desirable and
necessary. Recourses to regional arrangements have also been
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sought in order to provide for mutual defence and reciprocal assistance to meet the increased threats to security. Prevailing beliefs
that the United Nations under the present circumstances is illequipped in terms of authority and control, to provide the needed
security to nations, and to promote their interests in other values,
are also responsible for the growth of current regionalism.

Problem of Definition
Regionalism may be defined in many different ways and it may assume
a wide variety of forms. A regional grouping can be regional
in its significance, in its area of operation, in terms of membership,
and in its functions. It may take the form of an agreement that
certain rules of principles shall apply in the relations among a group
of states. Or it may be an alliance or organization with permanent institutions or organs. The physical size of regional groupings
may also vary. In some cases, regional arrangement may bedesigned to serve the interests of states within a comparatively restricted
area such as the Middle East, Southeast Asia or the Balkans. In
other cases, they may be established to promote the common interests
of a group of states extending over a large oceanic space as in the
case of the ANZUS pact. In still other cases, regional grouping
may cover an entire continental area and its adjacent waters as in the
case of the Rio Pact. In terms of functions, regional arrangements
may be designed to secure political, economic, cultural and defence
purposes, or some combination of these. Because of the wide
variety of senses in which regionalism may be conceived, attempts
to formulate the concept in precise legal terms were rejected at the
San Francisco Conference in 1945.10
However, regionalism can be defined in general terms. Broadly
speaking, a regional arrangement or grouping signifies an association
of states within a particular geographical area for the protection and
promotion of the common interests of the participants. Usually,
an agreement or a treaty concluded between the participants defines
in necessary detail the precise terms of this association. As regional
order necessarily implies a certain degree of collectivity, it has been
generally agreed that "two partners cannot be deemed enough to
give a special contractual character of sufficient international
validity to a given region.'·l1
'
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Regionalism Versus Universalism-Experience of the League of
Nations and the United Nations
Both the Covenant of the League of Nations and the United
Nations Charter represented attempts to reconcile principles of
universalism and regionalism.l 2 The League of Nations laid heavy
emphasis upon universalization of peace and security. However, Art.
21 of the Covenant provided that regional arrangements for securing
peace were legitimate. In practice, fears that increased regionalism
might revive the age old system of political and military alliances and
wreck the world organization, were mainly responsible for the
absence of any provision to formalize the relationship of regional
institutions to the world organization. Consequently, none of the
regional agencies of that period stood in a clearly defined relationship to the League. The Charter of the United Nations represents
an advancement over the League in this respect.
At the San Francisco Conference, the prevailing sentiment supporting the universal rather than the regional approach to the problem
of security was given expression in those articles which enjoined
the Security Council with the pre-eminent responsibility for enforcing peace and security. On the other hand, the Charter contained
more explicit recognition of regionalism than had the Covenant,
inasmuch as Chapter VIn contained provisions governing the
relationship between the regional arrangements and the United
Nations. These provisions were inserted at the insistance of Latin
American and Middle Eastern delegations. Article 33 implicitly
recognized regionalism, while Article 51 legalized the right of collective self-defence against armed aggression.
Nobody would seriously dispute that Articles 52, 53 and 54
definitely established the subordination of regional arrangements
to the United Nations. But in, actual practice, the regional security
agencies have assumed a significance that overshadows the United
Nations. Although this development is primarily the result of
political factors, mostly unpredictable in 1945, the existence of such
agencies in increasing numbers has been justified on the ground
that they are [consistent [with ~the purposes and the principles of
the United Nations. Indeed, it is asserted that these purposes and
principles are identical in that, like the United Nations, regional
security agencies are designed to keep peace. This view is based on
Article 51 of the Charter which permits the right of individual and
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collective self-defence. 13 The fact that most of these agencies are
based on Article 51 means that they want to escape from the regulation and control of the Security Council. Past experience suggests
that the countries of the so-called Western bloc have avoided resting
their regional action upon Article 53, which obligates previous authorization by the Security Council before regional agencies may take
an enforcement action, and have, as a substitute, invoked Article 51
which permits defensive action subject only to subsequent review
by the Security Council. On the other hand, the Soviet bloc
countries have, in justifying their regional structure, relied upon
Articles 53 and 107, which saves Soviet bloc sponsored action without controlling action by the UN. The net result of the above
approaches is the same: undermining the authority of the world
body and freedom from external control.

Rise a Non-Military Regional Groupings
It is customary to attribute the growth of regionalism since
1945, as stated earlier, to the disintegration of the universal security
system of the United Nations. Yet this does not fully explain the
rise of non-military regional co-operative agencies reflecting the
desire of various states to raise their standards of living and enhance
ind ustrial development.
Thus, along with such security agencies as the NATO, the SEATO
and the Warsaw Pact, there emerged several regional economic
and social organizations with greater promise than the military
organizations. Most prominent of these non-military agencies is
the Common Market. By bringing down tariff barriers within a
vast community of 150 million people, the Market is said to have
"rejuvenated Europe, demonstrated the power of modified free
enterprise in the face of socialist theory, and changed the balance
of forces in the world."14 Other important European agencies·
are the European Coal Steel community, the European Atomic
community, and the Council of Europe.
The Organization of American States (OAS) was established with
high hopes, but it is presently inhibited by "vaccilation, suspicion,
pride, and the constant worry of Latins about others' intervention
in their domestic affairs."15 Latin sensitivities are also responsible
for non-fulfilment of the objective for a permanent inter-American
peace-keeping force. The economic side offers more successes.

:I
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Most hopeful of the regional economic agencies in Latin America
is the Central American Common Market (CACM) with Costa
Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua as members.
Although the operation of the organization reveals poor organization, poor income distribution and too much emphasis on prestige
items, nevertheless it has achieved an impressive rise of trade within
its area; from $ 33 million worth in 1961 to about $ 157 million
:in 1966. There are other agencies as well, like the new Inter-American
Development Bank and Latin American Free Trade Association
(a ten-member group :-Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador,
Mexico, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela). An agreement
between the Central Americans and the larger Latin American Free
Trade Association, if and when achieved, would open the gates for
wider markets.
The Organization of African Unity with 38 members has played
:a minor, if significant, role in resolving some frontier conflicts.
Nevertheless, it has failed to attain consensus on matters of major
continental importance. The organization has long been divided into
two antagonistic camps, the "Brazzaville Group" and the so-called
~'Casablanca Group." At present, the latter is not doing very well.
'On the other hand, the Brazzaville group has formed the organization
.commune Africane et Malgache (OCAM), which has economic and
social ties as well as strong anti-communist political purpose. In
East Africa, the East African Common Services Organization
r(EACSO), 'with Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda as members, is
functioning. Under this arrangement the three countries share
:a common currency, post and telegraph, customs and immigration
systems. Doubts have been expressed, however, about the successful functioning of the association.

:International Law and Regionalism
Although regionalism in international law is more evident in the
field of security, legal significance of non-military regional grouping
·cannot be underestimated. In the first instance, the regional institutions must be deemed to be subjects of international law.
'Secondly, new customary rules of international law may naturally
.develop from the relations among states or territories, from the
interactions between regional organs and international institutions
>of general character; and from relations among such regional
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Finally, the past contribution to international law by the Central American Court of Justice (which
'functioned from 1908 to 1918), and, especially, the current success
()f European Court of Human Rights provide hope for useful
.development of international law by the regional courts.
In theory, there need not be any conflict between universal and
regional approaches to economic and social development. Co.operation is often more readily forthcoming in regions where there
is a certain degree of shared economic, political, and ideological
interest, and where there are common problems which present
.()pportunities for collaboration not so easily available on a world
level. However, once such regional economic integration has taken
definite shape, the possibility of conflict between the purposes of the
regional and universal organizations increases. The progress of
the European Economic Community illustrates how a substantial
;advance toward free trade achieved by it can, inasmuch as such an
arrangement is discriminatory in states outside the Common Market
.area, conflict with the universalist goal of expanded trade. Similarly,
possible establishment of additional common market arrangements
.in Latin America, Africa and Southeast Asia, pose potential threats
.of intensified economic protectionism unless satisfactory con-cessions can be worked out on an inter-regional basis. Perhaps
the role of an international organization like the United Nations as a
'coordinator to regional agencies can be of great value, but at present
it has no control over such developments. Therefore, whatever
progress has been achieved through the IBRD, IMF and the GATT
in developing a multi-lateral framework for investments, currency
'Stabilization, and lower tariffs barriers, is of fundamental importance
to all concerned.
The foregoing discussion warrants the conclusion that the regionalistic approach to world order by itself may be imperfect, but, when
subordinated to a universal agency, it can lead to wonderful resuIts,17
This coordination is compellingly necessary if adequate protection
.against the excesses of regionalism is to be achieved. The difficulty
in this connection is not, however, about securing agreement in
principle. The real problem is of devising appropriate modalities of
such coordination. While designing these strategies it must be
.borne in mind that certain subjects demand or permit regional treatment, while others demand or permit universal treatment. With
respect to certain matters, the universal organization is appropriate
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for making decisions, while implementation should be achieved:.
through the regional agencies. There could also be subjects whose
international aspects should be dealt with by a world body, but their
regional aspects can be handled by regional agencies. It has been
suggested that questions such as the continental shelf, use of air
space, freedom of navigation along international rivers, abuse
of water rights, may be more amicably resolved, regarding their
regional aspects, on a regional basis than on a universal basis applying.
universal formulae. Thus, it will be reasonable to conclude that the
choice between regional and universal approaches would depend on
ramifications of a-particular problem and its inherent merits.

Asia
An examination of regional groupings in Asia would reveaL
factors both favouring regional cooperation and those which mitigate against such co-operation. A certain degree of unity that is
noticeable in Asia is paralleled with outstanding diversity in race,.
religion, culture, language, let alone differences in ways and standard.
of living of Asian countries. IS
(1) Geographical propinquity is considered essential for regiona->
lism, but in Asia this factor is not found in adequate measure.
Geographical barriers, by generating a tendency towards localism,
add to these difficulties.
(2) Although there is community of interests in many respects,.
there is also striking racial and cultural diversity.
(3) The problem of security is common to all these countries.
The real fear of Chinese expansionism offers powerful incentive to
overcome local differences and suspicions on the part of intensely
nationalist countries and induces them to join in regional arrangements for mutual defence. However, the lack of this realization on
the part of some states, and division of these states into aligned
and non-aligned nations, have made the formation of formal security
arrangements for defence more difficult.
(4) The fact that peoples in Asian countries have ideological:
differences,that they are illiterate, that they speak different languages,
that there are population differences, or that they are in utter poverty
have served both as unifying factors and as divisive factors for regionalism.
(5) Except for Japan, and to a lesser extent India and China..
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these countries are in the stage of primary mineral and agricultural
production. In varying degrees, they all strive for diversity in
developing their economies. Hence, they all compete with one'
another for the capital and technical assistance to be obtained from
abroad. This tends to promote individualism rather than regionalism.
among them. On the other hand, general economic backwardness.
and poverty and the special problem of dual economics in these
countries, offer inducement to regional groupism.
(6) Pervasive political unrest and lac!< of experience in the art
of self-government would appear to contribute to regionalism..
Nevertheless, these factors also act as barriers. These countries
have recently regained independence from colonial bondage after
fierce struggle and it is hardly expected that the peoples of the area
will surrender their independence in favour of uncertain benefits of'
participation in a wider regional order.
Difficulties of conflict of interest among Asian countries may not be'
permitted to obscure the ever growing regional consciousness. The'
great number of regional institutions that have sprung up in recent
times would testify to this conclusion. 19
The most hopeful event in Asia today is the sudden blooming of'
regional co-operation among countries that for centuries were'
divided by animosity. Japan broke its political humility recently
and sponsored a Southeast Asia Economic Conference. Prime,
Minister Sato declared: "Blood is thicker than water. We are all
brothers, born and raised in Asia." Recently the Prime Ministers
ofIndia and Ceylon during discussions in Colombo agreed to support
the formation of a non-political larger group of South and Southeast.
Asian nations (ASEAN) directed toward regional co-operation in
the economic, cultural, scientific, and technical fields. India through.
the Deputy Prime Minister Desai, also praised efforts of Japan to
knit the Southeast Asian nations into a closer economic community'
and assured the Japanese Prime Minister of Indian co-operation and
possible participation.
Several other organizations have been established, ranging from,
APO (Asian Productivity Organization) to SEAMES (Southeast
Asian Ministers of Education Secretariat). The United Nations'
cnergetic regional branch, called ECAFE (Economic Commission for'
Asia and the Far East), has also helped to strengthen regionalism by
sponsoring several subjects stretching from city plannihg to childwclfare. The Colombo Plan is designed to pool assistance from six.
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··donor nations (Australia, Canada, Japan, New Zealand, the u.K.
,and the U.S.A.) with mutual help for 18 largely recipient countries
in a loose system of co-operation.
In 1961 the ASA (Association of Southeast Asia) was established
which brought Malaysia, Thailand and the Philippines together for
a series of meetings on economic and social co-operation. Discus'sions were held on selective tariff reductions and a possible joint
shipping line. At Malaya's proposition, "Maphilindo" was formed
in June-July 1963. This is a loose consultative grouping of Malaya,
the Philippines and Indonesia.
The Asian and Pacific Council (ASPAC) of nine Far Eastern
·countries as members was established in Seoul last June. The
members are the three ASA countries plus Japan, South Korea,
'Taiwan, South Vietnam, Australia and New Zealand. Its modest
.goals include economic, social and cultural coordination, a technicians
'pool, and a commodity and fertilizer bank.
Of special importance to Asian countries is the establishment of
,a new 32-member Asian Development Bank. On a wider scale there
have been proposals to organize an Asian common market on the
lines of ECM (European Common Market). Other projects
involving regional co-operation are the Joint Development of the
Lower Mekong Basin, the Asian Institute for Economic Development
.and Planning, and the Asian Highways.
The extinct Central Treaty Organization (CENTO) has left behind
•a taste for joint effort among its regional members, Turkey, Iran,
and Pakistan. These three countries have formed a loose union
'called Regional Cooperation for Development (RCD). A joint
shipping line is already in operation, and it is just possible that the
three national airlines may be merged. In the Near and Middle
East, Arab disunity has shut the doors of co-operative efforts. It
needs no efforts to prove that there are vast areas where co-operation
"could be achieved.
Appraisal

The foregoing discussion shows that since the end of World War
II, the Asian countries have participated in a large number of formal
regional institutions for the promotion of various interests. While
'many of them have not been exclusively Asian, they all include the
;area within their geographical terms of reference. Institutional
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cooperation for economic and social purposes has been particularly
extensive.
The countries of Asia were quick to recognize the advantage of
membership in the subsidiary organs of the United Nations with
regionally oriented programmes in the economic and social fields and
participate actively in many of them, e.g., ECAFE. Some of the
specialized agencies have also established regional bodies, sv r , as·
PAO Forestry Commission for Asia and the Indo-Pacifi-:: dsheries
Council, to deal more effectively with the problems of the area.
On the security side the SEATO (South East Asia Treaty Organization) signed at Manila in 1954, pledged the signatories to act
in the event of open aggression or subversion in the treaty area.
Not much has been accomplished, however, towards the creation
of rational institutions for the resolut ion of important politicaL
disputes. The major sources and manifestation of these problems.
are: (1) territorial conflicts; (2) minority problems; (3) personal
disputes among leaders; (4) conflicts which can be traced back to
cold war alignments; (5) traditional and historical amenities; and
(6) tension resulting from economic factors. The three Pan Asian
conferences, the Asian Relations Conference at New Delhi in,
1947; the Conference of Asian and Australian states on the
Indonesian question at New Delhi in 1949; and the Afro-Asian
conference at Bandung in 1955-made a good beginning, but these
were mere ad hoc meetings and could not later lead to permanent
regional institutions.
In sum, in Asia regional arrangements for the promotion of
economic, social and cultural interests and, to a lesser extent, for
security purposes, have been most common, while institutional cooperation on the regional level for resolution of political issues has
been more difficult to achieve.
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Universal International Law:
,

Development of a Common
Law of Mankind

QUINCY WRIGHT
The Foundations for a Universal
International System

Introduction

The UNESCO Constittltion declares in its preamble: "Since wars'
begin in the minds of men it is in the minds of men that the defences
of peace must be constructed." Consequently, peace must be
founded upon the intellectual and moral solidarity of mankind.
On the other hand, Marxism holds that "the causes of all social
changes and political revolutions are to be sought, not in man'g
brains, not in man's better insight into eternal truth and justice,
bu~ in changes in the modes of production and exchange. "1 Must
a universal international system be founded upon a consensus of
opinion of the human race upon the character of such a system -the
values which it must maintain and the institutions by which they
may be maintained-or, must it be founded upon conditions of
production and exchange which make such a system inevitable?
M osl sociologists recognize that neither human ideas nor material
cOl1diliollS alone arc sufficient foundations for social systems but
that socilll cnlilies arise from their interaction. Social change resulls from c1H1ngcs in matcrial conditions only insofar as the latter
influence human minds. But human minds are unlikely to be intercstcd in cflccling social change unlcss changes in material conditions compel them 10 give attention to the need of modifying
or revolutionizing their institutions. Thc belief by a group in the
need for social change and the conviction that desirable social
change can be effected may create conditions which make such
change possible, and, reciprocally, the development of conditions.
which make existing institutions inadequate and unsatisfactory
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may contribute to such a belief and conviction. Beliefs and conditions, therefore sometimes interact with revolutionary violence
to create a consensus upon the character of a better social systerp.
which, because of that consensus, becomes attainable.
Human invention, conviction, and propaganda on the one hand,
and human awareness, analysis and understanding of present and of
probable and possible future conditions on the other hand, may
therefore interact to bring about desirable social changes. If
constructive ideas are lacking, new conditions may bring disaster
because old institutions are not adapted to them. If a sense of
reality is lacking, reformist or revolutionary demands are likely to
prove abortive. Therefore, faith and reason must go together if a
human society, whether local, national or world-wide, is to progress
and to avoid frustration and disaster in a ('hanging environment.
It must be recognized, however, that material conditions seldom
make any particular form of social system inevitable. When new
.conditions make social change necessary there are usually alternative
solutions available. This is manifested by the great variety of institu~ions and beliefs existing among primitive peoples living under substantially the same conditions of environment and technology, and,
!in even greater degree, among modern nations, although in both
cases similarity in basic technology tends to a convergence of institutions and beliefs. 2 Man may be creative, his institutions not determined, but if he wishes to survive there are limits set to his creativity
by the material conditions of his environment and technology. To
be creative, he must, in choosing institutions, values, and procedures
.to assure his survival or to improve his life, study the material conditions of the actual and potential environment in which they will
function. He must also consider whether these conditions make
realization of his model, ideal, or "developmental construct"3
probable or possible in the allotted time. The impossible may be
achievable given sufficient time, but for practical purposes decisionmakers must distinguish those conditions that can be controlled by
human opinion and action from those that cannot in any forseeable
future.
Because conditions change, any system that is to last must have
within it means of self-correction and adaptation; it must also be
sufficiently stable to permit its members to plan their lives with confidence that they can predict the social environment for a considerable
future. A social system must be both stable and flexible at the same
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time. "The law must stand but it cannot stand still."4 It must
combine a legal system to maintain stability with a political system to
effect change.
The foregoing analysis suggests that the foundation for a universal
international system requires (1) an understanding by peoples and
governments of the actual and developing condition of the world;
(2) a consensus upon the character of the social system that will
best adapt mankind to these conditions; (3) legal rules, principles,
standards and procedures that will manifest and maintain the character of that system, and (4) political procedures and institutions
adequate to modify the law and solve the problems of conflict and
maladjustment that are certain to arise in a world rapidly changing
under the influence of advancing science, technology, and education
generating and disseminating new values and movements. Let us
consider these four foundations for a universal international system.
Conditions of the World

Among the important material conditions of the world that have
developed in the twentieth century to differentiate it from the nineteenth century are radio and television, which provide means for
instantaneous communication over long distances and rapid dissemination of information and ideas among greater populations. No
less important is the development of means for the rapid transportation of men and materials. Airplanes will soon move at supersonic
speed, and in the future satellites will move passengers and goods
[\round the earth and to extra-terrestrial bodies. As far as international relations are concerned, perhaps the most important develop-'
nwnl is t he existence of a system for instantaneous destruction through
the lISC of intercontinental ballistic missiles armed with nuclear
warhclllis. Finally, the development of knowledge of the human
psyche has Illade it possible to influence the attitudes, opinions,
and behaviour of men as individuals by "brainwashing" techniques,
and mankind liS a whole by the propagandistic manipulation of
symbols in the mass media of press, radio and especially television.
These changes have shrunk the world. Information on events
and ideas occurring anywhere in the world is immediately known,
at least to the leaders of opinion and the major decision-makers
everywhere. Furthermore, the movements of people, tourists,
propagandists, soldiers, politicians, economists and administrators
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are more abundant and rapid throughout the world than ever before.
Their example, precept, indoctrination, or compulsion impart new
ideas and techniques which, although sometimes useful, are often
destructive of traditional ways of life.
The influences of commerce and war have become more widespread. More people than ever before are dependent for their livelihood on the import and export of goods from distant areas and aU
are dependent for their lives on restraint by the nuclear powers.
Only a very small proportion of the earth's inhabitants are now able
to escape the impact of news, ideas, propaganda, trade, and military
threats from the most distant parts of the world, and to contentedly
observe the customs, traditions, and laws that have been adequate
in the isolated societies in which they have lived for hundreds or
even thousands of years.
These changes in the material conditions of the world have contributed to important changes in the ~olitical world. Most empires
have disappeared, and in the twentieth century over fifty territorial
states in Asia, Africa, and the Caribbean have been recognized as
sovereign. Assaulted by a variety of propaganda in the press,
telecommunication and diplomatic respresentations; visited by agents,
infiltrators, spies, educators, and propagandists; impressed by
returning' fellow citizens with foreign education and experience;
attempting to assimilate values and to utilize technologies strange to
their culture, it is not surprising that many people and leaders in
hitherto isolated areas have become confused between the values of
their traditional cultures and the values of "modernization." Rivalries have developed among diverse tribal, religious, and linguistic
groups formerly quieted by imperial rule. After independence each
has sought influence or autonomy under the banner of "self-determination." Under such conditions, and coupled with low rates of
literacy and low levels of living, democratic political institutions,
though generally aspired to, will not function. Civil strife often
occurs and military or party dictatorships are established. To,
maintain unity they imitate the older states by cultivating the sentiment of nationalism to destroy tribal loyalties and by demanding
full independence against all forms of neo-imperialism. In the
older states nationalism and territorial sovereignty also continue as,
the major political forces.
Second in political importance have been demands for ideological
expansion, which in the twentieth century arose from the communist
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revolution of 1917. This demand has resulted in the division ofthe
world into communist, anti-communist, and unaligned sections of
about equal population. However, these groups have tended to
disintegrate as the urge for revolution and for opposition to it receded
into history, as differences of doctrinal interpretation developed,
and as divergencies arose among the nationalities within each group. 5
A third political force has been the demand for economic proggress. A major force in the west since the Middle Ages, this demand
has developed within the poorer states of Asia, Africa, and Latin
America as the masses become aware of their poverty through
communist propaganda, economic assistance programmes and
government efforts at modernization. Lacking in capital, advanced
technology, literacy and skills, and usually with agricultural and
industrial production lagging behind population growth, these
peoples have endured an average annual income level of less than
$ 100 per capita compared with the $ 500 to $ 3000 per capita level
found among the peoples of western Europe and North America.
In spite of some progress by economic aid, the gap between the· poor
and the rich in these countries has tended to widen.
Therefore, any universal system must cope with a shrinking and
vulnerable world divided among 126 sovereign states, each demanding
full independence and economic progress with strong sentiments of
nationalism, varied ideological persuasions, and little awareness of,
0r concern for, mankind as a whole. Many of them have unstable
governments. They differ greatly in power, and the demands and
sentiments of each induce formulations of conflcting political,
ideological and economic interests. 6 The struggle of these nations
to survive and forward their national interests, each by its own
diplomacy, armaments, and alliances, constitutes the system of
power politics that began in Europe during the Renaissance and has
since spread throughout the world.
Regulated by diplomatic practice that sought to maintain a balance
of power, by general international law, and by a network of treaties,
the system of power politics provided a modicum of security for states
in the s'eventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. It also
prevented imperial domination in Europe while facilitating such
domination overseas, and permitted great economic progress,
especially in the North Atlantic area in the nineteenth century.
However, it resulted in frequent wars and the loss of sovereignty by
a number of states. In spite of efforts· at general international
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organization in the twentieth century, numerous conflicts have
occurred, two of them escalating into world war. Since World
War II, thirty-one conflicts have resulted in hostilities each killing
a thousand to a million persons. Six of these hostilities are active
or latent today, and the danger of nuclear war increases as the arms
race proceeds and more states prepared to join the nuclear club. 7
Efforts at a detente in the East-West ideological conflict have been
. halted by the escalation of the Vietnam war and the Soviet invasion
of Czechoslovakia. The gap between rich and poor nations conti,nues to widen. Respect for international law and international
institutions appears to be declining among the ~reat powers. A
system change appears necessary to better adapt international
institutions to these alarming conditions.
Proposals For System Change

What kind of international system might be adequate to ameliorate
these conditions and at the same time be so acceptable to governments
and peoples that it could be established within a reasonable time?
A reasonable time may be a generation, the time span that is often
considered the limit during which World War III may be avoided
under the present system of power politics. S
It seems improbable that a new system can be established by a sudden constitutional act of the world community without the stimulus
of a general war, and in the nuclear age such a war would be one too
many. 9 General efforts to create a new international system as by
the Treaty of Westphalia (1648), the Treaty of Vienna (1815), the
Treaty .of Versailles including the League of Nations Covenant
(1919), and the United Nations Charter (1945), occurred after
world wars so devastating that both governments and people were
convinced that a system change was necessary. The first of these
established a system change that had been developing for more than
a century. It recognized the sovereign territorial state as superior
to religion (cuius regio eius religio) and to the mediaeval hierarchical
order, thus initiating in principle as well as in practice the European
system of power politics but at the same time giving hints of the
concept of international organization. 10 The others sought to
qualify this system by general international organization but succeeded in doing so more in theory than in practice. Power politics
soon began to operate in spite of the Concert of Europe, the League
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of Nations and the United Nations. But significant progress is
discernible in these three successive efforts to define more precisely,
and to accord more power to a new system of international organization capable of controlling aggressive action by sovereign states.
It is true that efforts to effect sudden changes of the European
system by conquest were made by ambitious rulers such as Charles
V, Louis XIV, Napoleon, and Hitler, but these efforts to establish
a universal empire on the model of ancient Rome were frustrated
by the operation of balance of power policies inherent in the system
of power politics under which most states recognized a national
interest in common action to frustrate the ambition of anyone
nation that possessed so much power that it threatened its neighbour. l l
More restricted empires were established both in and out of Europe
but in time they too were disintegrated by self-determination move~.
ments in minority nationalities and colonies.
It would appear, therefore, that an ·enduring change of the international system can be effected peacefully only by a gradual process
of education -that establishes a general awareness of the existing
and emerging conditions of the world and reveals the inadequacy
of the existing international system to deal with foreseeable problems.
This process of education must also develop a consensus on the.
general character of an international system that would be both
effective and realizable.
. Historical studies indicate that relatively enduring political
structures have been built to unify previously independent tribes,.
cities, or states. This has sometimes been achieved by the authority
and power of a government established by conquest, as in ancient
Rome, in England by the Norman conquest, in the Middle East by
the Ottoman conquests, and in the overseas empires by European:
colonization from the sixteenth to the twel).tieth century. Lasting
political structures have also been established by agreement among
neighbouring states in order to combine their power against apprehended conquest by an outside state. This was a major factor in the
formation of the Swiss, American, Canadian, and other federationsY~
Anticipated benefits from common institutions formed to prevent
civil strife and to facilitate production and trade by assuring a larger
area of economic activity have also been a factor in the voluntary
formation of federations, tariff unions and common markets (sometimes developing into political unions as in the case of the German
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Empire in 1871), and in the maintenance of empires originally formed
by conquest. Most important, however, in the formation, ,and even
more in the perpetuation of political unions has been the existence of
the development of a common culture, a feeling of common interests
and aspirations, a common loyalty to the union and its symbols. I3
These sentiments may be the natural product of proximity, long
association, or a common language and a common law, but they
may also be the contrived product of education and propaganda. 14
All of these factors, especially the eNperience of civil war, contributed
to the evolution of the confederated American states into a nation,15
and they are all operating to work a similar transformation on the
Indian subcontinent. Such a national sentiment or consciousness
of kind accounts for the solidarity of most modern nations whether
originally formed as a result of conquest, fear of conquest, or anticipation of the political and economic benefits of union. When it
does not exist, as in the Hapsburg and Ottoman empires and in
the overseas colonial empires of Portugal, Spain, Britain, Franc~,
Netherlands, Belgium, the United States and- Japan, the empire,
even though enduring for some time, has eventually disintegrated
before demands for self-determination. I6 Modern means of
communication have convinced most people of the idea, asserted by
the British, French, and American revolutions of the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries, that the legitimacy of government rests
not on military power, divine right, heredity or succession, but on
consent of the governed manifested by democratic procedures or
popular sentiment.l7 Modern governments, whatever their ideology,
generally claim to be legitimate in this sense and unless they convince
their people, especially if numerous and diverse, that the claim is
actually or potentially sound their rule is not likely to be either
effective or enduring.I8
A universal system cannot today be built by conquest short of
nuclear war, nor can it be built by fear of outside conquest, at least
until the advent of extra-terrestrial travel. It must rely on the
rational appreciation by all peoples and governments of the benefits
of universal cooperation, or on a sense of the unity of mankind.
Such a transformation of present nationalistic opinions is unlikely
to result except from the shock of general war, disastrous to all, or
from a gradual process of communication, trade, education, and
propaganda. I9
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What kind of universal system might develop from this process?
"What values are so generally accepted that they may serve as means
lfor appraising the desirability and feasibility of the models that have
'been proposed? The conditions of the world, surveyed briefly
-ab,ove, seem to demand international peace and security and indepen,dence of nations as a first priority. Justice to individuals and groups
-within nations and social and economic progress must also be con·sidered important. Realization of these four values is the purpose
·of the United Nations. 20 It must be recognized, however, that
.conflict may arise between the demand of nations for independence
-in conducting their internal affairs and the demand of persons and
:groups within nations for international protection against oppressive
action by the nation or its government. 21 Six types of international
~systems have been suggested as improvements on the present system
of power politics: (1) arms control to stabilize the balance of
power, (2) acceptance of the power and responsibility of the superpowers, (3) world federation, (4) regional arrangements or federa-tions, (5) conversion of all people to a universal religion or ideology,
,;and (6) improvement of international organization by strengthening
,the United Nations. 22
Arms Control. Governments and strategic writers have hoped to
stabilize the balance of power without modifying the existing system
whereby each state relies on its own arms and alliances for security.
·They hope to achieve this goal by agreements, tacit or express, to
-control armaments, especially nuclear weapons, with the object
-of preventing arms races and maintaining mutual deterrence. By
permitting defensive conventional armaments but limiting offensive
·armaments, by assuring that nuclear powers have a sufficient quantity
·of missiles with nuclear warheads in invulnerable bases to assure a
.devastating second strike against a nuclear attack, by preventing the
proliferation of nuclear capability beyond the present nuclear club,
they believe that aggression may be deterred. 23 Few, however,
believe that such a system could do more than postpone general
nuclear war. 24 In fact this proposal is an effort to stabilize the
,existing balance of power system. This has been the policy of
-conservative "status quo" states for centuries but whether the
'balance has been bi-polar or multi-polar, it has always broken down
in general war. In time, changing conditions of technology and
power distribution have always induced an ambitious or dissatisfied
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state to believe that it could overcome the restraints of the system. 2&,
Occasional war has been necessary in the past to make the system
credible, but few people believe that a nuclear war would be tolerable.
Civil and border wars have occurred frequently since World War IL
Many, such as the Korean, Indo-Chinese, Algerian, and Vietnam
wars, have escalated to serious proportions, and as in the Cuban
crisis, threats of pre-emptive nuclear war have been made. Manypeople adhere to the sentiment of General MacArthur that there isno substitute for victory and that however little gain is anticipated
a small war must be escalated if necessary for victory. Further-more, accident, misinformation, or miscalculation may precipitate'
hostilities that ~could escalate to nuclear war in a heavily armed and
suspicious world. If the human race puts its hopes for survival in
nuclear deterrence or a balance of military power it is taking a serious.
risk. 26

More recently, presidential adviser McGeorge Bundy, referring:
to unilateral interventions by the "Qnited States, stated that the United
States must assume "the responsibilities of world power".28 This.
proposal stands between a balance of power and an imperial conception of a world system. In relation to one another the great or super
. powers would be restrained only by moral sentiment or mutual
deterrence and, as pointed out above, these restraints have not
prevented wars in the past. In fact, history suggests that balance oC
power systems tend to bi-polarity between the greatest powers and
that, as in the case of Rome and Carthage, France and the Hapsburgs
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and the two alliances.
before World War I, such bi-polarity rapidly leads to general war.
It generates an antagonism that convinces each nation that war isinevitable, and the one that believes that time is running against it
will initiate the war now because its chances for success will diminish
with the passage of time. 29
Reflection upon the suicidal character of nuclear war has prevented,
this n6rmal development of the cold war between the United States
and the Soviet Union since World War II. But, as pointed out in
the preceding section, many circumstances make it unlikely that this
consideration will postpone nuclear war indefinitely in a system of'
power politics whether bi-polar or multi-polar. Arnold Toynbee,.
in his Study of History has pointed out that the natural tendency
of p~wer politics in the "time of troubles" is to move toward bi-polarity in a series of wars of increasing magnitude until one great
power conquers the other and, initiating the "universal" state, subjects
the entire civilization to imperial rule. 30 Such a result might occur
after the devastation of nuclear war but short of that it is likely to'
be frustrated by the sentiment of nationalism and self-determination:
that has broken up empires since 1776, and es pecially since World
War II.3! In any case, the acceptance of great power dominance:
would tend to a division of the world into spheres within each of which
one great power would exercise hegemony subjecting the lesser statesin its area to satellite positions. Although such relations of dominance and subordination have often existed in the past,32 all modernstates, affected by the sentiment of national sovereignty, have insisted
on the equality of states, and the United Nations is based on the:
principle of the sovereign ,equality of all of its members. It seems.
unlikely that a syste m in which five, two, or one of the dominant:
powers rules the worl d through empire, hegemony, spheres of

Great Power Responsibilities. A second proposal is that all states:·
recognize that the "great powers" and especially the "super powers"
(the United States and the Soviet Union) with their overwhelming
power should assume'responsibility for policing the world and maintaining order. Indeed, from tl:!-e behaviour of the two super powers,
Albania and China have perceived a conspiracy to divide the world
into two spheres within which each would exercise imperial authority.
In 1941 John Foster Dulles, later to become United States Secretary
of State, proposed the creation of a "voluntary system" of world.
order which:
relies upon the nations which are dominant in the world to'
exercise their power with a sense of moral responsibility and'
with intelligence. . .. It is practical wisdom to recognize that
attempts at arbitrary restraint and the monopolization of natural:
advantages in the long run defeat themselves and are selfdestructive. The 'voluntary' system relies upon nations following.
a course upon which both morality and expediency coincide. 27
This concept figured in President Franklin D. Roosevelt's proposal'
for "five policemen" in the early discussions of the United Nations;
it is given some recognition in the permanent seats and veto power:
of the great powers in the Security Council, thus following the precedent of the nineteenth century Concert of Europe and the Lea.gue:
of Nations Council.
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interest or a sense of responsibility, can meet the needs of the nuclear
.age.

World Federation. A third proposal is that of world federation.
Its advocates have contemplated the development of the United
Nations so as to achieve general,and complete disarmament, a modest
peace-keeping force controlled by the United Nations, more equitable
representation of peoples in United Nations' political organs, greater
but limited executive and legislative powers in these organs, compulsory jurisdiction of the World Court in legal disputes, and develop~
ment of procedures for settling international political disputes and
for protecting human rights. Such a proposal has been elaborated
in detail by Grenville Clark and Louis B. Sohn and is supported
by large organizations in many countries. 33 It is appealing as a
long-run goal.
While some advocate a world constitutional convention, most
suggest steps by which world federation might be achieved gradually.
There are, however, serious obstacles to its achievement in a genera-tion. The analogy drawn to the movement from the Articles of
Confederation to the Constitution in American history is hardly
applicable because the national and ideological differences among the
peoples of the world are much greater than were the differences among
the people of the United States in the 1780s.34 Furthermore, the
need for central power against outside attack, which was, as Hamilton
pointed out, a major factor in the acceptance of the United States
'Constitution, cannot exist in the world as a whole. 35 Contemporary
nation-states are unlikely to submit voluntarily to a supreme legisla-'
-tive and executive power until there is considerable convergence in
-their social, economic and political principles and ideologies and
,considerable amelioration of their conflicts of interest. Nor is it
likely that they will tolerate penetration by a supra-national authority
to protect their own nationals against their own authority so long
,as the present differences about the proper relations of man to the
'state continue between communist and free enterprise states. In the
United States central protection of human rights, while it did not
prevent a federation, eventually resulted in civil war. Protection of
human rights has, it is true, been achieved in considerable measure
among the states of western Europe; however, no such diversities
exist among the states in this area. For the world as a whole,
federation-centralizing power and reaching down to the individual-
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hardly seems feasible in a generation.

Regionalism. To meet the difficulties of world federation it has.
been proposed by Clarence Streit that because of their considerable
similarity of background and civilization, the Atlantic states should
federate both for defence against the communist bloc and for main-taining order and liberty among themselves. 36 Although primarily
interested in the Pan-European movement, Count CoudenhoveKalergi had earlier suggested a universal system upder which the great.
regions of the world whose people resembled each other in culture
and institutions should form five great federations or confederations:
Pan-Europe, Pan-America, East Asia, the Soviet Union and the
British Empire. 37 The United Nations Charter recognizes the
expediency of "regional arrangements"38 and the United Nations
has established regional economic commissions for Europe, Asia and
the Far East, Latin America, and Africa. Political regional arrange-ments have been established by the participating states in western
Europe (Council of Europe, Common Market, and Free TradeCommunity), the Atlantic and Mediterranean area (NATO), eastern
Europe and Russia (Warsaw Pact), the American continents (OAS),
Africa (OAU), the Middle East (Arab League); Southeast Asia
(SEATO), and Central Asia (CENTO). While such arrangements.
may be useful for promoting economic co-operation and politicaL
adJustment among their members, in relation to outside states they
are no different from traditional alliances functioning in the system
of power politics, although under the Charter they can engage in
military action only in "collective self-defence"against armed attack"39'
or under authority of the United Nations. 40 If their members do
not feel strong cultural, social, economic or historic bC?nds, such
regional groupings historically survive only as long as the participating.
states fear outside attack.
Since the waning of the cold war after the death of Stalin, the
NATO, Warsaw, CENTO, and SEATO alliances have tended to
disintegrate in spite of the efforts of the United States, prompted
by a strong anti-communist sentiment, to maintain NATO and,.
through aid in the Vietnam war, to revive SEATO. The Arab League
existed mainly because of Common opposition to the existence of'
.lsrael, an attitude less vigorous among the more distant Arab states
and modified by all of them after the results of the brief Arab-Israeli
war in June, 1967. However, in addition to their common need for
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defence, the Arab Leagne, the OAS, the OAU and the Western Europe
organizations all have cultural, economic and historical grounds for
.cohesion.
These alliances, while perhaps useful at times in maintaining a
balance of power, have, in some cases, contributed to maintaining
·arms races and have weakened the United Nations because of their
'tendency to ignore the provisions of the Charter that subordinate
,their military functioning to the decisions and recommendations of
United Nations organs. While regional arrangements may assist in
.adjusting relations among their members, in external relations they
,cannot transcend the weaknesses of the system of power politics.
·They can:c.ot contribute to the solution ofthe inter-regional problems
that critically endanger the shrinking world of the atomic age. 41

Cosmopolitanism. There seems to be little prospect within the
next generation of establishing human solidarity and peace by
converting all mankind to one religion or ideological teaching
brotherhood. For thousands of years, at least since the time of
Buddha in the seventh century B.c., missionary religions and secular
ideologies have taught by example, emotional appeal, or national
doctrine that universal peace and human cooperation might be
·established if all mankind accepted their particular teaching, thus
doing away with the necessity of secular power. The missionary
religions-Buddhism, Christianity, Islam and others-and the secular
ideologies-cosmopolitanism, democracy, free trade, anarchism,
socialism, and communism-have entertained this hope although
they have usually recognized that temporal power would have to
function until the millennium when the world was converted.
During the Middle Ages, Christendom, administered by the Pope
·and the clergy, maintained considerable order in western Europe.
In the thirteenth century local war was greatly limited by observance
,of the Peace of God, forbidding hostilities in holy places, and the
Truce of God, forbidding hostilities on Sunday and two days before
,and after in each week. The Crusades, by diverting belligerent
urges to hostilities in the Middle East, also assisted in maintaining
peace in Europe. Christendom, however, could not wholly dispense
with secular power and recognized the hierarchy of secular power
from the Holy Roman Emperor down. 42 Islam also achieved some
_ harmony in the Dar el Islam in the days of the great Khalifs. How, ,ever, it taught that universal peace could only come after conquest
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;;and conversion of the Dar el Harb, and to this end the Khalifs must
-exercise temporal and military as well as spiritual power.43
The cosmopolitanism of Marcus Aurelius, the eighteenth century
savants of the Age 'of Enlightenment, the believers in natural law,
,government by consent of the governed, free trade, and Marxism
.all recognized that civil government and the conduct of international
relations would long require political and military power. While
anarchists thought that political power should be dispensed with
immediately, they hoped to hasten its demise by assassination.
Marxists believed that the socialist millennium would come by histori·cal determinism but in the meantime it must be helped along the way
by democratic procedures in each state or, according to the communists, by authoritarian "dictatorship of the proletariat" exerting
power over the political, social and economic life in the state until
.all states have "withered away."
It is notable that even among those ostensibly converted to a
particular religion or ideology, heresy or revisionism has usually
.arisen, justifying in the opinion of !Dany an "inquisition" or forcible
suppression. There appears little prospect that all men will be
converted to any religion or ideology assuring universal peace and
order in any foreseeable future or that if they were, heresies leading
to conflict could be avoided. It seems likely that differences in
·environment, history, and culture will maintain differences in interests,
opi!lions and beliefs that can lead to conflict among different sections
of the human race. 44 The problem of a universal system is to identify
some values that all can share and some procedures that will prevent
conflict from escalating to global war.

International Organization. We have considered national sovereignty restrained only by arms control to balance military power,
·centralization of power and responsibility ,in a few great states or a
single state, world federation real:hing down to the individual and
with central power superior to that of any state, regional federations
or unions, and universal conversion to a religion or ideology teaching
human brotherhood. These models, respectively emphasizing the
sentiments of nationalism, interventionism, federalism, regionalism,
and cosmopolitanism, have been examined and seem inadequate or
unattainable within a generation. They are not likely to change the
-system of power politics in time to eliminate its danger. We must
look to an international organization, manifesting the sentiment of
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internationalism that was considered by statesmen to be the bestsolution after the world wars of the twentieth century.45
This image of a universal system, expressed in the League oC
Nations Convenant and the United Nations Charter, includes aspects
of all the other systems. 46 The Charter is based on the sovereign
equality of all its members and recognizes that national states will
continue to exist and that their power must be balanced, but not by
a simple military balance between two or more states. The Charter
contemplates a much more complicated system of checks and balances..
involving the power of the United Nations itself-economic, political,.
legal and military.47 It appreciates that states with superior political
power will and should exercise more influence in world politics.
than others; however, it also acknowledges that this influence,
recognized in the structure of the Security Council, should be
moderated by the influence of other states in the Council and by the
influence of all in the General Assembly. It looks toward a world
federation by developing the relative power of the United Nations.
and by establishing its peace-keeping forces while the nationsgradually disarm. Relationships with individuals are also to beestablished by achieving covenants among states that define human
rights and effective procedures for protecting them. The United
Nations encourages regional arrangements to adjust economic and
political relations among its member nations but insists that in external relations they must be controlled by the United Nations. It
recognizes cosmopolitanism by insisting that certain universal values,_
expressed in the purposes and principles of the Charter, must be
accepted by all peoples and governments and it provides procedures.
for their maintenance. Basically, the law of the Charter rests on
international law that has developed over the past centuries. However, as will be noted in the following section, in its adaptation by
the Charter this international law has been subject to important
modifications, especially in the use of force.
Though formally accepted by nearly all states since World War I.
this international system has not been adequately understood or
observed. It did not prevent World War II or numerous smaller
wars, although it has had some success in both the inter-war period
and the period since World War 11. It stopped a number of incipient wars, and has implemented the principles of self-determination
by eliminating empires. It has also forwarded social and economic
progress through the Specialized Agencies and has made limited
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progress in protecting human rights.
While theoretically embracing cosmopolitanism or federalism ..
in practice public opinion has tended to adhere to nationalism in
all states and to interventionism in the great states. It has not, inl
either theory or practice, given consistent support to the middle
ground of internationalism, a complicated concept which, as noted,
includes elements of all the other systems. Understanding and
commitment to the concept of internationalism are necessary for
the development of a satisfactory universal system. However,
understanding of the conditions of the world and of the universal
international system most likely to improve them is not enough to
meet the problems of the world in the next generation. No system
can endure and operate unless maintained by a system of law and
continually adapted to new conditions by a system of politics.
Therefore, international law and international organization are both
essential elements in the foundation of a universal international
system.
International Law

International law has developed for centuries by treaty', custom,
and deduction from generally accepted principles of law by judges
and jurists. It has assumed that sovereign states are its subjects
and that it is designed to protect their interests; furthermore, it has
operated on the premise that the major interest of each state is the
recognition of its equality before the law and the maintenance of its
territorial integrity and political independence. The latter implies
freedom in the exercise of each state's domestic jurisdiction and in the
formulation and realization of its foreign policy through means
which the law permits. This assumption implies general acceptance
of the division of the world into states whose boundaries are the
artificial products of history and, therefore, often correspond to no
geographic, cultural, linguistic, economic, strategic or other rational
criterion.
Because of this artificiality of the state, it has been suggested that
man as an individual or mankind as a whole should be the subject
of universal law, and that the dignity of man, government by the
consent of the governed, and human welfare should be the fundamental interests that the law is designed to protect. The state, it is·
said, is for man, not man for the state. Each state, however, is.
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dominated by a strong sentiment of natjonalism that demands respect
for its territorial integrity and political independence. Furthermore,
the material power in the world is controlled by governments which
are prepared to use it in response to this national demand. Peace
and order in the world, therefore, require that the interests of states
be given consideration ahead of the interests of individuals or lesser
,groups, that universal law be international rather than cosmopolitan, and that protection of human rights and self-determination of
peoples proceed only gradually. Under present conditions "peace
will serve justice better than justice will serve peace."48 As peoples
'converge in culture and as nations become less self-centered, states
;may voluntarily accept those territorial changes which are demanded
by justice. They may also accept institutions which regionally or
generally assure the dignity of man and government by consent of
the governed. With the present assumptions of international law,
however, aggression against the territorial integrity or political
independence of a state or intervention in its domestic jurisdiction,
even with such laudable aims as protection of human rights or
suppression of civil strife, must be considered illegal unless justified
by special circumstances recognized by international law. 49
: Because the basic assumptions of international law are artificial
and. their conformity to fundamental conceptions of justice is often
;controversial, if the law is to be observed it must be expressed in
.clearly defined rules of order so that states will be aware whether
proposed action is a violation, thus giving the law a preventive as well
!is remedial influence. The identity of sovereign states, the limits of
a state's territory on land and sea, many procedural rules and the
~oncepts of aggression, intervention, and domestic jurisdiction should
be defined as precisely as possible. In other fields such as the responsibility of states for violations oflaw, the denial ofjustice to aliens,
the interpretation of treaties, and the duty of states to cooperate for
~conomic and social progress, international law can only provide
broad principles ofjustice, such as the due process of law, the specific
application of which depends on the facts of a particular situation.
These fields of law can usually be examined with due deliberation by
diplomacy or international tribunals without the danger to peace
that is involved when the basic rules of order are violated. 50
, International law developed gradually, mainly in the relations of
~uropean states, and adapted itself to new conditions by the making of
treaties, the growth of custom,and the interpretation and application
I
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,of principles of justice by diplomats and arbitral tribunals.
The great changes in technology and politics in the twentieth century
have required and induced rapid changes in the law by the conclusion
of many general treaties, sometimes called "international legislation,"
such as the League of Nations Covenant, the Kellogg-Briand Pact,
and the United Nations Charter. These treaties have radically
changed the position of war and force under international law and
,have established organizations and procedures for the maintenance
and development of the law.
The Charter forbids the use or threat of force in international
relations 51 except in individual or collective self-defence against
'armed attack52 or under authority of the United Nations. 53 It also,
,by implication, forbids intervention in the domestic jurisdiction of
any state54 except by the United Nations itself when necessary, to
maintain or restore international peace and security.55 It recognizes
in principle the' self-determination of colonial peoples,56 respect
,for and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms,57
and the duty to promote economic and social progress for all, especially the developing peoples.58 These principles, however, are
:treated as political rather than legal in nature; hence, they will be
realized in law either by the gradual process of treaty-making and
'custom resulting from acquiescence in practice, or in the resolutions
of the United Nations or the Specialized Agencies. The Charter
also confers authority on the Security Council to make decisions,
'bin,ding on the members,59 which maintain or restore international
,peace and security60 by provisional 61 or enforcement measures.62
In addition, it confers wide powers on all the Councils and on the
General Assembly to make recommendations for the pacific settlement of disputes and situations and on all other matters, political
and legal, within the scope of the Charter.63
International law has been criticized in some of the new states on
the ground that some of its rules are based on customs that developed
among European states when the new states were colonies. These
customary rules, it is maintained, should not be binding on the latter
because they had no opportunity either to accept or acquiesce in them. 64
It has also been suggested that international law grew from principles
of Greek philosophy, Roman law, or Christian ethics applied by the
classical European jurists and that these sources might not conform
to the philosophies and religions accepted in Asia and Africa. 65
These criticisms, however, seem applicable to few of the rules,
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principles and standards of contemporary international law. Most
of that law is deduced from the concept of a sovereign territorial
state which the new states accept, and from the terms of the Charter
and other general treaties to which the new states are generally
parties. The actual concern of the new states rests on the suspicion
that certain customary rules may give undue protection to the property and concessionary rights of former imperial rulers, or to their
nationals, or to other European investors or concessionaires. 6!>
In this field broad principles accepted by all states concerning the
denial of justice and compensation for nationalizations can be utilized
to settle specific conflicts. There is usually a reciprocity of interest
in these situations. The desire of the new states to control their
. resources and to encourage investment is balanced against the desire'
of the investing states to provide their nationals with an opportunity
to invest and be assured of fair protection. The debate over the
initial clause of the Covenant of Human Rights, which concerned
the right of a state to its natural resources, indicates that the application of these general principles may often prove adequate. 67
It is unfortunate that certain decisions of the International Court
of Justice, especially the Southwest African decision denying a standing
to Ethiopia and Liberia to pursue their claim that South Africa had
violated its mandate,68 has given some support to the fear that
European imperial concepts have an undue influence in the Court.
This, however, was contrary to the general trend of the Court's
judgements and advisory opinions illustrated in Anglo-Iranian Oil'
Company69 and the advisory opinions on Southwest Africa. 70 Hopefully, as the personnel of the Court becomes more respresentative of
all parts of the world, Asian and African states will not be deterred
from accepting its compulsory jurisdiction. 71
International Organization

'Political institutions for the peaceful change of law are no less.
essential for a universal international system than legal institutions
to maintain the law. The "system of diplomacy, the United Nations
and the Specialized Agencies were designed to supply this need that
was formerly met in some measure by war and other uses of force~
With the latter in large measure outlawed, it was hoped that the
opportunities given by these institutions for-discussion, negotiation,.
resolution, acquiescence and acceptance would be adequate to effect
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necessary changes, even though such changes were subject to the
principle of international law that a state is not bound by a new rule
of law or a sacrifice of its rights without its consent. This rule has
been thought to bar the creation of general legislative authority in
the United Nations capable of changing the law by majority 'vote.
The Security Council can make binding decisions for the maintenance
or restoration of international peace and securitY,72 subject, however,
to the great powers veto. 73 Quasi-legislative authority may develop
gradually from acceptance of General Assembly resolutions. If
these resolutions are generally acquiesced in by the member
states, they may become rules of customary international law. 74
This development would be a useful supplement to the process
of formal treaty-making that establishes formal law, binding
however, only to the states which ratify the treaty. Application of the
principle of effectiveness in the interpretation of the Charter and
other treaties may also contribute to the development of international
law. This principle gives weight to the purpose of the treaty in
applying it, and is in contrast to the principle of restrictive interpretation which holds that a sovereign state is presumed to have
consented to a minimum limitation on its sovereignty in ratifying
a trcaty.75 The principle of effectiveness has been useful to the
United Nations in developing the power of the General Assembly
to inake recommendations on disputes or situations when the Security
Council was stalled by a veto. It has also been used by the Security
Council to make decisions on the theory that abstention is not veto.
The same problem has been faced in the United States, and the
Supreme Court's application of the principle of effectiveness in
interpreting the Constitution doubtless accounts for the capacity
of that instrument to function in spite of the changes of condition
that have occurred since it went into effect in 1789. 76
Unfortunately states demanding change, especially territorial,
have not always been content to utilize the peaceful procedures of
the United Nations and have occupied territory and used force to
compel acceptance of treaties contrary to their obligations under
the Charter, the Kellogg-Briand Pact, and other treaties. Hopefully,
the growing awareness of the need for world peace and international
law and organization will develop confidence among member states
in the procedures of the United Nations designed to promote peaceful
adjustment of international disputes, and there will be an increased
willingness on the part of states to accept the United Nations' resolution
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of such disputes and the development of international law.

Conclusion
The author concludes that the foundations for a universal international system are to be found in education to 'develop a more
general understanding of the conditions of the present and emerging,
world, in the commitment of peoples and governments to the'
international system established by the Charter, and in the maintenance and development of the existing universal legal and political
institutions by appropriate policies and actions. People must be
prepared to recognize that their major national interests, especially
their interest in security, can only be maintained in the atomic age
in a secure world, and that a secure world under both present and
future conditions requires a general commitment to the image of
an international world. Such a world implies some qualification
of sovereignty by effective law.
The law and organization necessary to realize this image is in
need of continuous improvement. All the nations of the world
should be accepted into the membership of the United Nations.
The ability of that organization to function effectively in central
Europe is currently hampered by the absence of Germany, and
in the Far East by the absence of Korea and Vietnam.
All states should observe their obligations under the Charter to settle
their international disputes peacefully, to refrain from the threat or
use of force in international relations, and to abstain from military
or subversive intervention in the domestic affairs of other states,
especially those beset by civil strife. If governments, in particular
those of the great powers, should,· with the support of the opinion
of the people, the values of the nation and the law of the state,
perceive that they would best serve their long-run national interests
by observing the obligations to which their state is committed by
international law and the Charter, the United Nations would be able
to function as anticipated at San Francisco.
The preference of the great powers for unilateral intervention,
as by Britain and France at Suez (1956), by the Soviet Union in
Czechoslovakia (1948, 1968), and Hungary (1956), the United States
in Cuba (1961), Santo Domingo (1963), and Vietnam (1964), and of
China in India (1962), has not only seriously impaired confidence,
in the United Nations but has been of doubtful assistance to the,
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intervening states. Furthermore, such actions have induced lesser
states to ignore their obligations, such as India in Goa (1962),
Indonesia in Malaysia (1962), and the Middle Eastern states, in
sporadic hostilities from 1949 to 1968.
The procedures of the United Nations should be strengthened for
the pacific settlement of political disputes, for the establishment of
I a cease-fire if hostilities occur, for the prevention of foreign intervention in civil strife, for the facilitation of United Nations intervention
if civil strife threatens to escalate into international hostilities, for
. the maintenance of an adequate peace force for this purpose, and
for the policing of cease-fire lines. The most important present
need is the solution of the financial problems of the United Nations.
The General Assembly's authority in this field, supported by the
World Court, should be accepted by all members.
The United Nations has been more successful in stopping hostilities than in preventing them by settling the underlying problem.
This is witnessed by the cease-fire lines, allegedly temporary, which ,/
remain as inadequate barriers to hostilities in Germany, the OderNeisse line, Kashmir, the Straits of Formosa, Korea, the Middle
East, Cyprus, and especially Vietnam.
Some changes can be developed by interpretation and practice;
others, like those adopted for increasing the representation of new
states in the Security Council, by Charter amendment. The foundations exist, however, in the formal acceptance by states of the purposes, principles, organs and procedures of the United Nations.
The challenge is to build on these foundations so that the international
system that they contemplate will supersede in practice, as well as
in theory and law, the inadequate system of power politics that has
led to two major and many lesser wars in the twentieth century.
Salvation of the world from the holocaust of nuclear war may provide
the necessary inducement.
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B. S. MURTY
Foundations of Universal
International Law'

The assumption of the universal applicability of international lawthe body of law developed from the middle of the seventeenth
century-has come to be questioned since the close of World War I
in three different quarters: leaders of Communist states, of states
recently released from imperialist rule, and protagonists of regionalism
in international organization. But in none of these has the
challenge been pressed to its logical extreme. It has been presented
only as a basis for demands for some changes in the existing legal
system. On the other hand, there have also been some trends in
favour of universalism. The dimensions of the challenge and the
features favouring universalism may be observed here briefly.

The Communist Challenge
One of the views put forward by Soviet theorists shortly after the
Communist revolution was that international law was part of the
superstructure of the society of capitalist states and, as such, could
not bind the Socialist states. But this view did notgain a permanent
hold. On the other hand, the theory that is currently held is that
international law cannot express the will of the ruling class of any
particular state, but is the expression of the agreed will of a number of
states in the form of an international agreement or custom. Its
role is seen as that of promoting peaceful co-existence and cooperation among all states regardless of their social systems.
The Soviet doctrine states that presently a separate system of
international law is growing among the So~ialist states, based on
the principles of proletarian internationalism. A close examination
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would disclose that, apart from giving expression to sentiments of
fraternity and friendship among themselves, in important legal
documents these states have not developed any principles radically
at .variance with traditional principles.
In the Soviet approach, however, emphasis is placed on some legal
.doc:rines: sovereignty, equality of states, non-intervention, self.determination, co-existence and intercourse for mutual benefit.
Primacy is given to international agreement over custom. The
Chinese approach, by and large, follows the Soviet model.
It may be noted that as in municipal communities, in the international sphere there have been at all times rival groups aiming at the
establishment of different systems of world public ordn. In the
last century the contention was between the protagonists of liberal
democracy and those of absolute monarchy. In the seventeenth
.century it was between the supporters of the established Church and the
dissidents. Political struggle between rival groups in support of
.different systems of public order for the emergency of one of them
,as the sole one is not new to this century.
The important point to be noted is the acceptance of the position
that there is a law governing the relations between capitalist and
socialist states, of customary as well as treaty origin. As for the
future, the situation seems to be hopeful, for, in accordance with the
well known principle of partial incorporation, each ideological camp
is gradually accepting portions of the counter-ideology, and the
rivalry between the two is transforming from the basic ideology to
nationalism. It was a community of nation-states that developed
the traditional international law.

The claim in reality has been for a change in certain areas of the
law, such as those relating to state responsibility, protection offoreign
property and investments, and titles to territory acquired in the
-colonial era. It is natural for these states to desire the liquidation
of the remnants of colonial rule. It is also natural to desire alteration
of the law so as to give the leaders of the new states a freer hand to
-deal with foreign property in order to promote programmes of
economic development. Being weaker states, they desire protection
from pressures-non-violent and violent-applied by the stronger
states. But the colonial rule still extant cannot be liquidated without
the application of pressures of a similar character. For this reason,
these states demand a reformulation of the prohibited and permitted
grounds of intervention in a manner that suits their purpose. The
debate on intervention in the UN Special Committee concerning
Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States centred on this
issue.
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New States

On behalf of the new states the claim has been presented that international law to vvhich they have not given consent, and in the
evolution of which by the customary process they have not parti.cipated, is not binding on them. This claim, however, has never
been pressed forward to deny the obligatory character of the
whole body of traditional international law. On the other hand,
a noted Western scholar remarks: "Perhaps it may even be said
to be a matter of surprise that so much respect has been shown
for the traditions of Western Europe, apart from occasional
psychopathic reactions that relate to matters of policy than of general
international law."!
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Regionalism

The move toward regionalism started with the American States
and spread to the Arab states, states of Western Europe and African
states. The American states have indeed developed some legal
doctrines to suit the necessities peculiar to their hemisphere, such as
the Ziti possidetis doctrine. They have not, however, developed a
body of law radically different from the traditional law. Some
American jurists have maintained that there is an American international law distinct from the general international law, but in their
wl;itings one finds more expressions of sentiments of common
tradition and culture rather than exposition of state practice disclosing norms opposed to general international law.
Regionalism in the Arab world and in Africa has not progressed
to an extent comparable with the position in the Western hemisphere. In Europe regionalism has progressed very far, leading to
the establishment of supra-national authorities, but this is not a
quarter from which a challenge to the traditional law can be expected.
It may be suggested that the trend towards regionalism would
progress and in due course each region will develop a legal order
of its own. But such a development will not close the field for a
general international law, for interactions across regional boundaries must be expected and they will necessitate a universal system.
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Bases of Universalism

If the period since the close of World War II has witnessed theemergence of new states which appear to question the validity of the
law of European origin, it has also been marked by a trend which is
most propitious for universalism. It is the steady increase in the body
of law designed to protect the individual as such. The referenceis to the law relating to human rights and to the protection of the·
individual against arbitrary treatment and discrimination on racial orreligious grounds. Underlying this development is the notion that
the individual as such is the concern of the law, and not merely
the exclusive, politically organized, territorial groups, the states.
The foundations of modern international law were laid by the publicists of the 16th and 17th centuries, in an age of disintegration of
European unity and formation of the modern state, by postulating
that mankind as such formed a larger unit than the state and that the
state should be subject to a law in order to maintain certain human
values. A return, so to speak, in this century to the humanityoriented perspective from the predominantly state-oriented perspective of the 19th century, is a major development. This.
trend is likely to balance the divisive forces, whether ideological,
parochial or of other character.
Alongside this trend should be observed the progress towards.
functionalism in international organizations in this century. Since
the time of the League it has been recognized that peace can be maintained not merely by arrangements of collective security, but by
collaborative action on the part of nations to promote better living
conditions in all countries. This recognition is based upon an awareness of the ever increasing interdependence of states, and of the
tensions likely to develop and menace peace if social and economic
problems are not attended to in time. Especially after World War II,
there has been a prolific growth of functional organizations, with
almost universal membership, intended to promote international
co-operation in economic, fiscal, educational, cultural, health,
communications and other fields. These organizations have helped
the growth of a body of law resembling social legislation in states.
The universal and functional features of these organizations, and the
law developed by these organizations, supply a broad foundation
for a universal law.
•
A third basis for a universal law is the trend in the development
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of the municipal legal systems all over the world. Either Civil Law"
or Common Law, or a mixture of both, forms the basic framework:
of practically every municipal legal system today. Whether due to'
imposition during the era of colonial rule, or voluntary reception,
the Western legal systems have spread all over the globe. The field
for the application of non-European systems of law, such as the:
Islamic, Hindu, Buddhist or customary law, is now limited~.
Further, the present tendency is to borrow from the European systems;
to develop the various indigenous systems. By and large, the
lawyers all over the world cal1 speak a common, intelligible language
of law. Even in the Soviet Union, legislation has been adopted in
the recent decade, especially in the field of'criminal law and pro'cedure, substituting principles of liberal, democratic origin for those
of revolutionary legality. The unity thus achieved in the realm .
of municipal law, despite a great deal of diversity still existing, is of.
great significance from the point of view of growth of a world )<lliw;.
More important than all these is the fact of the inter-dependence,of all peoples in the world. The South now needs the technology and:!
capital which the North can furnish and cannot remain inflexible in
its demand for changes in the traditional law. The North, on the
other hand, is interested in the maintenance and expansion of trade
and commerce. The common interest of the South and the North
in commercial intercourse has already produced a body of treaty law
which facilitates investment abroad under governmental guarantee.
Soon after the Revolution, the Soviet Union had to abandon the
demand for world revolution and put forward the doctrine of peaceful co-existence in the interest of trade with the rest of the world.
Now the Chinese, despite revolutionary pressures to the contrary,.
are compeIIed to accept the validity of customary international,~
law in order to avoid isolation from the rest of the world. As for theparticipants in regional systems, there would always be sufficient
motivation to foster extra-regional contacts.
On a careful examination it would appear that the prognosis for a
universal legal system is now not less hopeful than at different times
in the past. This should not mean that we could look forward to a
time when a single ideology, as a foundation of the law, would be
subscribed to by all the sections of the world community. In any'
community the established ideology has to contend at all times against·
counter-ideologies. Law, especially its fundamental assumptions"
can never escape confrontation with counter-ideologies J;epresenting:.
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the forces demanding change. No community can remain free
from the never-ending struggle between the forces favouring the
status quo and those demanding change.
In a large community like the world community, there are bound
to be various groups organized on varied bases of identification
and pursuing the satisfaction of varied demands, but so long as no
major group happens to be strictly exclusive, a universal law remains
a reality.

T. S. RAMA RAO
Need For a Universal Law of Nations
and the Means to Achieve It

NOTES

Ie.G. Fenwick, "International Law: Old and New," American Journal of
International Law, vol. 60 (1966), pp. 475, 481.
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The attitude of the developing and new-born nations to traditional
international law and their demand for alteration of some of these
rules have already been exhaustively examined by several international lawyers. I It is hardly necessary, therl'fore, at the present
stage to analyze individual rules of international law and the new
nations' attitude towards them. The present paper is aimed at a
brief survey of the extent of success attained by these nations in
their endeavour, the factors inherent in the present structure of the
international society which condition the outcome ofsuch endeavours,
and the possible avenues of actions open to them to secure a viable
world order which may enable-them to attain their objective of a good
life for their citizens.
Emancipated from the control of their imperialist white masters
who were unable to reimpose or continue their hold over their
,colonies, seething with a new spirit of virile nationalism because of
the strains undergone by them during the Second World War, most
of the developing nations came into being after the war in 1945.
These new nations gained quick admission into the United Nations
and found a ready forum in its constituent bodies to voice their feelings, and to agitate for enhancing their material position, as well as
for securing the emancipation of other colonies still in bondage.
They achieved signal success through their bloc-voting in the General
Assembly in getting several resolutions passed by it year after year
advocating freedom to colonial countries, culminating in the famous
1960 Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Peoples, and the setting up of the powerful Committee. of Twentyfour to secure the implementation of this resolution, and castigating
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the pursuit of apartheid and the mandate system over South West
Africa, by South Africa. Influenced evidently by this success at the
UN, India used force to liberate Goa, and the Organization of Africa
States as well as the Conference of the non-aligned nations at Cairo
in 1964, openly advocated use of force to put an end to colonialism,
ignoring the prescriptions of Clauses 3 and 4 of Art. 2 of the Charter.
Earlier, the prestige gained by India acting as a mediator between the
Super Powers and following a policy of non-alignment without the
backing of military power in the period of acute cold war between
them, gave rise to the feeling that the imperative character of power
in ordering the relations between states could somehow be ignored
by the magic formula of spreading the "area of peace" over as
wide a part of the globe as possible. The competition between the
Super Powers in their attempts to woo the non-aligned and new
nations also strengthened the conviction that the new nations could'
strengthen their position in the world and succeed in remoulding
international law to suit their needs even though they were not backed
by power.
A period of more than two decades has lapsed since the coming
into being of the UN as well as of several of these states and the time
is opportune for taking stock as to how far they have attained their
objectives.
In 1962 China taught India the lesson that power remains, now, as
ever, the controlling factor of international life. South Africa,
Southern Rhodesia, and Portugal have demonstrated that UN Resolutions against colonialism and racialism are utterly ineffective
against them. What is worse, the General Assembly Resolution of
6 November 1962, asking states to boycott trade with South Africa,
was flouted by several countries which voted actively for the resolution. 2 The International Court of Justice, in its recent decision
in the South West Africa case, belied all hopes raised by its earlier
advisory opinions that the human rights provisions of the Charter
affirmed in several UN resolutions could be given life and made
justiciable. And South Africa remains very much the administering
authority, after the Afro-Asian group in the United Nations reacted
to the above decision by passing a resolution in the Genend Assembly
withdrawing from South Africa the right to administer the Territory
and conferring that right upon the Assembly itself.3 South Africa.
as well as the unrecognized Smith Regime in Rhodesia are, however,.
well-recognized as holding immense military power at their disposal

as against the weak African regimes who know clearly that any
forcible action against the former countries will only rebound
against them. The net result seems to be that the monumental
labours of the United Nations to promote human rights and give
teeth to them, pursued ceaselessly year after year, have remained just
futile propaganda threatening to bring the very institution of the
United Nations into contempt.
Similarly, in the fi~ld of economic relations, the developing
countries have, in most cases, failed to invest the huge amounts lent
by advanced nations prudently and most of them have become
chronic debtors being forced to seek "refinancing" and deferred
repayments of their debts. The spectacle of debtor countries
becoming insolvent and proving a problem to .their creditors, so
familiar in the nineteenth and early twentieth century, has reappeared
in an acute form now on the international scene. 4
Have the new states succeeded in changing international law to
suit their needs by their joint action in the United Nations? Abi Saab
thinks so, and argues that General Assembly resolutions like those
concerning "Permanent Sovereignty over National Wealth and
Resources" and the "Declaration of the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples" have binding effect. He refers
persuasively to the argument of the older states that earlier resolutions
of the General Assembly, like those on the Crime of Genocide,
have legal value as a precedent and further contends:
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It can also be argued that if, in traditional international law a
custom which involves between a few states is binding on th~
whole international community, then a fortiori, a decision of
an international organization adopted by a large majority of the
states of the world should have the same effect. This method
of creating international law is more convenient because it
avoids the problem of unanimity which reduces the use of
multilateral conventions. 5

But if the proof of the pudding is in the eating of it, proof of a new
rule of law lies in its efficacy and how effective have these resolutions
proved to be in the face of the successful defiance of them by countries like South Africa, and Portugal? What is equally important
but seldom noticed, is that the General Assembly Resolution on
Decolonization was admittedly intended to apply only to the remnants
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of salt-water colonialism and not to "overland colonization of
contiguous areas, inhabited by ethnically distinct populations,"6 like
Tibet or the East European countries (which, however, are becoming
increasingly independent in the post-Stalinist era).
In fact, the newly independent states are only the former colonies
of minor European powers who, as noted earlier, were exhausted by
the effects of the Second World War and could no longer hold on to
the colonies. We tend to forget that both Russia and China have
been practising ruthless colonialism ever since the seventeenth
century at least over the non-Slav and non-Han tribes inhabiti~g the
vast hinterland of Central Asia comprising trans-Siberia,
Mongolia and the Pamir regions, which formerly separated the two
countries and which have now been absorbed by either of them. 7
One of the important bones of contention in the Sino-Soviet dispute
is that Russia had succeeded in swallowing up more of these countries
than Mao's predecessors.
As for the United States, no doubt, it granted independence to
the Philippines at an early date. But it is maintaining an effective
hold over the Latin American regions, as was shown by the
Guatemalan, Cuban and Santo Domingo crises of 1954, 1962 and
1965. The Regional Security Arrangements provided for under
the UN Charter for regional defence, have been utilized by both the
Super Powers to effect armed intervention in the countries of the
region setting up unfriendly Governments. Article 53, paragraph
(1) of the Charter, forbidding enforcement action on the part of the
regional organizations without the authorization of the Security
Council, has been ignored by both the Super Powers. s The
ingenious argument of some of the US spokesmen that silence of
the Security Council (which cannot in fact act in such cases because
of the Big Power veto) amounts to tacit authorization, is only
another way of saying that the Charter and its commitments do not
bind the Big Powers. Thus, regional arrangements have proved
in fact to be a euphemistic term to connote the old discredited
concept of spheres of influence. The countries in these regions
have forfeited their sovereign .right of forming any' Government
they like and often even of having a way of life or a mode of economy
different from that adopted by their hegemonial power. The distance from the Super Power seems to account for the continued
enjoyment of such rights by the newly independent Afro-Asian
nations. However, be. it remembered that if the "doves" on the
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Vietnam Policy in the United States, win over the "hawks," and if,
as Walter Lipmann advocates, the United States withdraws itself
from the Asian mainland to the Australian coutinent permitting the
blue waters to separate them from the Communist hordes, there is a
distinct possibility that much of South East Asia and presumably
also South Asia will pass under the bamboo curtain, especially
if China succeeds in developing a nuclear delivery system.
It is small consolation to the Afro-Asians that even the middle
Powers have lost the substance of their freedom after the bold move
of the two Super Powers to promulgate the Nuclear Non-Prolifera:
tion Treaty has succeeded. With the possible Chinese success in
maintaining a nuclear delivery system, the countries of the world
may come under a tripolar hegemony. It is, however, possible that
the internal tussle and weakness of China might yet prevent its
. emergence as a Super Power. The stark fact about international
relations at the present day is that the two Super Powers are increas~
ingly becoming powerful and that the gap between them and others,
even the middle Powers, is widening. Thus Kennth Watz pointed
out in 1964:

ill

In 1962, the gross national product of the Soviet Union was
$260 billion, of the United States $ 555 billion, of West
Germany $ 84 billion and of Communist China roughly $ 50
billion. If one projects from these figures, the following
picture emerges: the Soviet Union, at an assumed growth rate
of 5 per cent, will have by 200 years a gross; national product
of $ 2,220 billion; West Germany, if it grows at a sustained rate
of 6 per cent yearly, will have by 1998 a gross national product.
of $ 672 billion and Communist China, projected at 7 per cent,
will have a gross national product in 2020 of $ 800 billion ...
it becomes clear that the Soviet Union and the United States
to the end of the millenium will remain the preponderant Powers
in the world unless two or more of the middle Powers combine
in a way that gives them the ability to concert their political and
military actions on a sustained and reliable basis. The gap
that exists can be described in other ways which are more fragmentary but perhaps give a still sharper picture. The United
States has been spending on its military establishment yearly
an amount that is two-thirds or more of the entire West German
or British or French gross national product. In 1962, the Europe
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of the Six plus Great Britain spent on defence less than a quarter
,of the military expenditure of the United States. The United
States spends more on military research and development than
,any of the three largest of the West European countries spends
,on its entire military establishment. 9
What is perhaps more disturbing is that the dependence of the two
:Super Powers on other countries is also lessening. As Waltz
·observes with acute percipience: "Independence of action by France
.and by the People's Republic of China is at once a product of loosening alliances-the lesser dependence of principles upon their
.associates-and a protest against it."l0 In the light of such develop:ments, the prospects for the developing countries look all the more
:gloomier. Even the passive advantage they enjoyed as suppliers of
raw materials, which in fact was responsible for the imposition of
-colonial rule over them in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
may be lost if the Super Powers become increasingly self-dependent
. ,economically due to their technological advance in the preparation
<of synthetic materials.
Professor B.V.A. Roling has compared with insight the progress
<of the developing nations to the rise of the working classes to power
in the West, in his book International Law in an Expanded World.
The new nations have undoubtedly scored signal triumphs in the
United Nations on the issue of decolonization (e.g.), by transfer
>of issues of colonialism from the IV Committee to the Political
Committee where these nations predominate, by securing the with,drawal of Goa from the list of non-self-governing states and thus
the tacit approval of the UN to India's action in absorbing these
:Portuguese colonies, and by having the 1960 Declaration on Decolonisation passed by the General Assembly and through the medium of
the Committee of Twentyfour to implement this resolution. This
ihas led to the optimistic evaluation by Abi Saab that "the
revision of the rules of international law is taking place," that "the
.increasing participation of the newly independent states in the
international legislative process not only accelerates the pace of
l'evision, but also ensures that their views and interests are amply
'fepresented," and that "their weight in addition to the weight
,of the other revolutionary groups of states, such as the South
American States and the Eastern bloc, is sufficient to create the
necessary consensus for effecting changes through international
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'Organizations."11 Such analyses ignore that mere number is insuffi,dent to secure any drastic reforms of international law, which would
inevitably in the long run reflect the realities ofpower. The working
,classes in the West came to power because of their mere number
in the democratic countries, or because they could manipulate the
levers of power by allying themselves with the army. In the international sphere, unlike in the municipal one, such levers of powers
;are beyond the grasp of the underprivileged sections as they are
-centered outside their groups, i.e., in the hands of the powerful
states. Hence, the basic condition for securing effective and not
just formal reforms of the rules of international law to suit their
interests, is for the developing nations to concentrate on strengthening
their economies and secure the necessary bargaining counters which
they could utilize in wresting concessions from the powerful groups.
It may, however, be noted that in spite of the setback suffered
by these nations even in the UN as shown by the recent South West
Africa judgement and other developments referred to earlier, and
in spite of the increasing gap in power between them and the SuperPowers, these nations have not wholly lost their bargaining power.
The inability of Israel in the recent West Asian War to pursue her
military victories to their logical end by occupying, say, the entire
Egyptian territory, and the consensus among the two Super Powers
,on this issue, surely establishes this. And sheer strength of the population of the new nations and the vastness of their territories are also
no light assets. Hence the nightmare of a reimposition of colonialism over them12 or even the more likely one of their being just
ignored by the Super Powers, seems a remote prospect, provided"
these nations become economically viable units.
As for the direction of reform in international law which they
may seek, it seems obvious that considering the widening gap in
resources and military strength between these countries and the
:Super and middle Powers, their interest would best be safeguarded
,by the evolution of a world state, and not by a mere tinkering with
,the existing rules of International Law.
One may do no better in this connection than to quote the following
<observations of Quincy Wright:
The present possession of primary physical power by sovereign
states, the present dominance of the sentiment of nationalism
among peoples, and the universal interest in preventing inter-
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national war may justify the United Nations and customary
international law in giving first consideration to the territorial
integrity and political independence of the nation states. So long
as states monopolize power, peace requires that they accept the
universal law, and most of them will accept it only on thoseterms. The claims of mankind represented by the United
Nations, the claims of regions, of lesser groups, and of individuals
for appropriate self-determinations, have therefore been given;
recognition in the United Nations Charter secondary to that
of sovereign states. Justice requires that the power of states be'
curbed so far as practicable in consideration of these other
interests. In a distant future, these interests, especially the'
interests of the individual for whose welfare other institutions
exist in both democratic and socialist theory, may achieve a
better balance in universal law with the national interest of
sovereign states.I 3
One may also note in this connection the interesting suggestion
made by some distinguished Western scholars, that the need is not
so much in the direction of changing the content of the law, but for
improving the quality of decision-makers in the field of foreign policyin different countries, and for imposing, when necessary, sanctions
against such decision-makers. 14 Whether these ideas are practicable
or not, remains to be seen. The lack of power of the new nations
may engender a feeling of scepticism about their inability in persuading the other Powers to agree to the curtailment of the powers of
sovereign states and the creation of World Government. But
they may yet succeed in such an endeavour, in view of the perils of
a nuclear holocaust faced by all nations. But the first essential is
that the statesmen and intellectuals of these countries should perceive'
the futility of the instrument of the nation state to fulfil the aspirations
of their masses, and the need for making a concerted move for
ushering in a world-State.
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USE OF THE TERMS "DECLARATION" AND "RECOMMENDATION"

Memorandum by the office of Legal Affairs
(1) At the request of the Commission on Human Rights, the following
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-comments on the use of the terms "declaration" and "recommendation" are
submitted by the Office of Legal Affairs. .
(2) The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary defines a "declaration" inter
,alia as: "The action of setting forth or announcing openly, explicitly or formally:
a proclamation as embodied in a document, instrument or public act." It defines
,a "recommendation" inter alia as: "The action of recommending a person or
thing worthy and desirable; exhortation, advice." These definitions may
,provide the departure point for indicating the differences between a "declararation" and "recommendation."
(3) In United Nations practice, a "declaration" is a formal and solemn
instrument, suitable for rare occasions when principles of great and lasting importance are being enunciated, such as the Declaration On Human Rights. A
recommendation is less formal.
(4) Apart from the distinction just indicated, there is probably no difference
between a "recommendation" or a "declaration" in United Nations practice
,as far as strict legal principle is concerned. A "declaration" or a "re( ommen,dation" is adopted by resolution of a United Nations organ. As such it callI).ot
be made binding upon Member States, in the sense that a treaty or convention
is binding upon the parties to it, purely by the device of terming it a "declaration"
rather than a "recommendation." However, it may be considered to impart,
'on behalf of the organ adopting it, a strong expectation that Members of the
"international community will abide by it. Consequently, insofar as the expectation is gradually justified by State practice, a declaration may by custom
become recognized as laying down rules binding upon States.
(5) In conclusion, it may be said that in United Nations practice, a "declaration" is a solemn instrument resorted to only in very rare cases relating to
matters of major and lasting importance where maximum Compliance is expected.

LEO GROSS
Sources of Universal
International Law

It may be useful to ask at the outset what meaning is intended
to convey by the words "universal international law." It is a

relatively new phrase which has come into vog"le in the last few years,
probably as a result of more intensely perceived ideological division
in the world, the insistence on a common set of values as a precondition for a viable legal order, and, more recently, the challenge
to the traditional body of doctrine and precept emanating from new
States in Asia and Africa. It may be a matter of judgement whether
the various controversies are of greater importance to scholars or
to state practice. To be sure, the world is ideologically divided;
the existence of common values among the different States and cultures is a matter of doubt, and jurists in various countries are preoccupied with the attitude, or more concisely, attitudes of new,
States toward international law. The actual impact of these factors
on international law is not so easily perceived. Surely, international
law is evolving, as it has in the past, in response to new needs,
to technological developments, to the family of nations. No one
in his right mind would want to have it otherwise. But clearly the
forward movement of the law has not been the same in all its
branches.
Leaving aside the law of warfare, it may be useful to distinguish
three branches of international law : constitutional law, the law of
cooperation and the law of restraint. Constitutional law is what one
finds in most text-books-subjects of international law, recognition,
succession,j urisdiction and its limitations, territory, high seas, treaties,
responsibility, diplomatic and consular relations and such. This
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branch of the law is largely common or customary international
law although it has been possible, through the efforts of the United
Nations, to formulate in conventions a substantial body of this lawhigh seas, territorial seas, fisheries, continental shelf, consular and
·diplomatic relations. The law of treaties is on its way towards
conferences of plenipotentiaries and, hopefully, a convention.
'Other items such as succession and responsibility of States are soon to
be taken up by the International Law Commission. 1 Also, the
,commission decided to put in hand the study of the most-favourednation clause in the law of treaties, a topic of substantial interest to
new States. 2 The topics of state responsibility and succession of
:States and Governments in respect of treaties and in respect of rights
and duties resulting from sources other than treaties have been of
great interest to the new States and, if one may say so, their prime
targets of criticism. Their viewpoints and interests in those subjects
will now be expressed and formulated in the proper forum.
In this branch of the law it is well to recall that there is generally
'''a common basis of agreement on principle" but "a wide divergence
of practice in the matter of its detailed application."3 Hence there
is some opportunity for codification but an even larger need for
progressive development.
The law of cooperation, which started in the 19th century and has
·come to regulate an impressively large segment of transnational
relations, is based essentially on conventions. Some of them in the
,area of communications, established permanent institutions in which
nearly all existing States, whether new or old, participate. They are
the translation into law of convergent interests. As far as one can
,determine, these instruments have' met with general acceptance by
the new States.
The third branch of international law, the law of restraint, is
rather novel and may be said to be still in an experimental stage.
Concerned as it is with limitations upon the use of force as an instrument of national policy, it obviously may come into conflict with that
policy. Beginning with the Hague Peace Conference of 1899 and
1919, through the League of Nations, the Kellogg-Briand Pact, the
law of restraint was believed to have found a solid framework in the
United Nations. But the relevant Charter provisions have been
eroded through facile interpretations, and acute conflicts of interest
have contributed to the undermining of its social foundation. There
may be some consolation in recalling the indictment of the unilateral

'Use offorce by the International Court of Justice in the Corfu Channel
·.case:
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The Court can only regard the alleged right of intervention as
the manifestation of a policy of force, such as has, in the past,
given rise to most serious abuses and such as cannot, whatever
be the present defects in international organization, find a place
in international law. 4

.

To make this pronouncement effective is a task for the future. But
the impotence of the United Nations in the face of latent conflicts
between Member States and of open warfare in Vietnam suggests
the inference that the law of restraint will not work without selfrestraint on the part of old and new States.
The question of universality of international law, in the contem-porary discussion can now be concretely examined with respect to
these three branches of the law. No doubt all States have an
:interest in the law of restraint, and there does not appear to be any
particular reason why this law, whatever its weakness, should not
be acceptable to new as well as old States. From the formal point
of view they are all bound by the Charter which currently is the
principal source of that law. The law of co-operation appears to
offer no particular target for criticism. Any State which finds
it against its interests can opt out and shift for itself. However,
this branch of the law, in ithe view of many jurists, does not go far
.enough in promoting the socio-economic interests of the new States.
A law of social welfare may be highly desirable, and no doubt some
progress has been made along multilateral and bilateral lines. Much
more needs to be done but the obstacles are many and progress is
impeded by divergent political goals. The 1964 the UNCTAD
-Conference has brought into the open the demands of the developing
nations and the resistance of some of the developed countries to
majority rule. A reconciliation of goals and means for their achieve'ment will not be brought about by an accumulation oCvoting
victories. Patient and persistent confrontation of reasoned agruments may well be a slow but promising path to progress. The
,contingency that if, in this area, no universally acceptable rules can
be created by a process of compromise and adjustment of the
interests involved "regional systems of international law would tend
to develop among the emerging states, on the one hand, and the
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western States, on the other,"6 is hardly a realistic alternative. This:.
may not be a promising segment of international relations for thegrowth of universal international law, but it is even less so for a
regional system of emerging States, most of which share a lack of
capital in order to develop whatever natural and human resources
they may have..
In the past, capital exporting countries could invoke rules alleged
to be rules of universal or general international law according to
which expropriation of foreign private property was improper unless
it was for a public purpose, non-discriminatory, and the owner
received prompt, adequate, and effective compensation. The standard of compensation was stated somewhat differently in the
Hickenlooper Amendment to the United States Foreign Assistance
Act of 1961 : "speedy compensation for such property in convertible
foreign exchange, equivalent to the full value thereof, as required
by international law;"6 But is this sort of compensation really
required by international law and, if so, is this standard one of general
or universal compensation? In the Sabbatino Case Justice Harlan
speaking for the Supreme Court, found that :
certain representatives of the newly independent and underdeveloped countries have questioned whether rules of state
responsibility toward aliens can bind nations that have not
consented to them and it is argued that the traditionally articulated standards governing expropriation of property reflect
"imperialist" interests and are inappropriate to the circumstances
of emergent States. 7
It may not have been necessary to argue that the standards reflect
"imperialist" interests, for it stands to reason that no investment
would have been or will be made without suitable guarantees against
seizure by arbitrary fiat of Governments. It may have been sufficient
to say that these standards appeared now to be inappropriate to the
circumstances of emergent States generally-as if they constituted
a separate class of States-or of some of them or to some of the
investments, namely, those reflecting imperialist interests of exploitation rather than genuine participation in promoting economic'
development.
In any event, it will be a matter for consideration whether and towhat extent there are many sources of law which could be mobilized:
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to maximize the interests of developing countries without sacrificing
the legitimate interest of investors.
This leads us to the third branch of the law,. the constitutional
part of it. Indeed, the rules concerning expropriation, while
extremely relevant in the context of economic cooperation, have
·traditionally formed part of this branch of the law. So do the rules
regarding succession referred to above. The developing countries
have concentrated their attacks on the constitutional branch of
international law, for here rather than in connection with the other
two branches, the argument seemed to have a degree of plausibility
that traditional international law reflected essentially' or exclusively
-the interests of Western States and could not automatically be
assumed to apply to the new States. A variant of the same attack:
is derived from the theory of consent: if international law derives;
its binding force from the consent of States, it cannot be held binding
,on new States which have never consented to it, and, moreover, would!.
not find it to their advantage to do so.
It is not necessary to argue this point in the context of this paper
but it may be helpful to point out: first, the new States do not reject
all of this branch of international law. s Secondly, assuming the
validity of the principle that new States are bound by common or
customary international law, it is by no means evident whether all
01' only a part of it can be deemed to be of such generality as to-become
automatically binding on new States; thirdly, as noted earlier, there
is much less' 'hard" law than one might be led to believe on the basis
of textbooks, though there may be agreement on broad principles;
and finally, a good deal of the constitutional branch of international
law has the character of dispositive law, that is, it lays down guidelines for the action of States but does not compel or require action.
Thus the rules concerning statehood, recognition, treaties; diplomatic
relations, do not require States to establish or recognize States. They
.do not require States to enter into treaties or establish diplomatic:
relations; if States want to do any of these things, they ought to be
done in conformity with certain procedures and principles.
Representatives of new States have occasionally criticized positivism and its reliance on the practice of States, which has been, sometimes, identified with the practice of the Great Powers. Positivism
has also been attacked by those who wish the International Court
of Justice to playa more creative part in the application of law to.
concrete disputes. 9 It is true, of course, that the positivist approach,
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values highly the practice of States, not merely the practice of the
Great Powers, but "the concerdant and recurring action of numerous
States in the domain of international relations," it also requires
proof that in each case "such action was enjoined by law."lo The
International Court of Justice, in particular, has, in conformity with
Article 38 of its Statute, affirmed the need of opinio juris, that is, of
the conviction of respecting a legal norm. l l In at least three cases
the Court has made clear its conception of customary international
law in conformity with the positivist approach-the Asylum,
,and Anglo-Norwegian Fisheries, and the Rights of United States
Nationals in Morocco cases. 12 To quote the pronouncements of the
,Court on this subject in only one case, the Asylum case, the Court
~said :

()f universal international law will be examined. Potentially, treaties, custom, general principles of law, and judgments of the
International Court of Justice and arbitral tribunals may be regard,ed as sources. This selection is made without entering into
the doctrinal debate whether Article 38 of the Statute of the
.court represents a general statement of the sources of international
law or merely a specific directive to the Court on how to adjudicate
upon disputes submitted to it. It is also considered unnecessary in
the present context, to express any view of the meaning or meanings
,of the term "source." Finally, the potential of the General Assembly
:of the United Nations for law-making shall be considered.
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The party which relies on a custom of this kind must prove that
this custom is established in such a manner that it has become
binding on the other party. The Colombian Government must
prove that the rule invoked by it is in accordance with a constant
and uniform usage practised by the States in question, and that
this usage is the expression of a right appertaining to the States
granting asylum and a duty incumbent on territorial States.13
This could be interpreted as confined to the particular facts of the
case, were it not for the immediately following sentence:
This follows from Article 38 of the Statute of the Court, which
refers to international custom "as evidence of the general
practice accepted as law. "14
This puts the Court's pronouncement on a broad base and vouchsafes
for it the nature of a construction of Article 38 insofar as it relates
to international custom. The positivist approach, thus conceived
and applied, hardly offers a profitable target for criticism on the part
of new States. If it should cause unhappiness to anybody, it would
be to the old States whose pretensions of law are thus thrown into
jeopardy. It may well be that a good deal of that which has been
presented as law in the textbooks and invoked by Governments
in political discourse may have to be eliminated when subjected to the
,dose scrutiny of the court.
After the preliminary observations, the problem of the sources

Treaties
There is a record of many treaties which, though concluded between a
limited number of States, has contained or produced principles which
have found universal acceptance. Thus the Paris Convention of
13 October 1919, relating to the Regulation of Aerial Navigation,
which never counted more than 37 parties, proclaimed in Article 1:
"The High Contracting Parties recognize that every Power has
complete and exclusive sovereignty over the air space about its
territory ... and the territorial waters adjacent thereto." This
rule was confirmed by the Chicago Convention of 7 December 1944,
on International Civil Aviation. There is no doubt that this rule
has become part of universal international law regardless of the
number of States which have actually become parties to either
Convention. The Soviet Union, for instance, is party to neither
'Convention but is entitled to sovereignty over its air space.
Further examples are the Conventions on the Law of the Sea of
1958. Apart from the fact that some of the rules formulated in
these Conventions, partiCularly those on the High Seas and on the
Territorial Sea, may claim to be in force for all States as part of
customary international law, the Convention on the Continental
Shelf lays down a principle which must now be regarded as having
the character of universal international law. Article 2(1) states:
"The coastal State exercises over the continental shelf sovereign
rights for the purpose of exploring it and exploiting its natural
resources." It is not necessary, in this context, to examine the Vienna
Conventions on Diplomatic Relations of 1961 and on Consular
Relations of 1963. Both Conventions affirm in the Preamble 'that
;the rules of customary international law should continue to govern
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questions ("matters" in the 1963 Convention) not expressly regulated
by the provisions of the present Convention." Whatever the reasons
may have been for inserting this "saving" clause, it is clear that in
matters regulated expressly the Con,ventions shall prevail 9ver customary international law.
The draft Articles on the Law of Treaties have already been
mentioned. If and when embodied into a formal convention, they
will clarify such controversial matters as reservation, error, fraud,
coercion of the State or its representative, jus cogens, impossibility
of performance, rebus sic stantibus, pacta sunt servanda, and many
others of interest to both the old and new States. In an area where
there has hardly been either time or opportunity for the evolution
of customary international law, the General Assembly by resolution
2222 (XXI) of 19 December 1966, adopted the text of the Treaty
Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of
Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies. No
doubt the rules laid down in this Treaty will come to be regarded as
having the character of universal international law regardless of the
number of contracting parties.
The work of the International Law Commission on succession of
States and Governments and on state responsibility, to which reference
has been made earlier in this paper, will provide many opportunities for discussing concrete proposals from new States concerning
the law in these uncertain and controversial areas.
The treaty process, then, may be said to offer a useful approach to
the universalization of international law In certain areas of transnational relations.
In conclusion it may be observed that a treaty, though formulating
principles intended for universal application, will not achieve this
objective unless it is supported by the essential States. Essential
States, in this context, refers to States without whose consent and
acceptance the Treaty is not likely to achieve its intended purpose.
Thus, a convention along the lines of the principles adopted by the
1964 UNCTAD Conference, even if accepted by a very large
number of States, will not be productive unless it is also accepted
by the very small number of economically developed countries.
Law and politics can never be completely divorced.

Custom
Frequently regarded as the prime source of universal international
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law, custom has come to be looked upon as inadequate to cope with
the rapidly evolving needs of an expanding society of nations.
It has, for a time at least, been rejected by writers in the Soviet Union,
although their position seems to have undergone a change. IS On
the other hand, custom by its very nature is slow in emerging from
the practice of States accepted as law. By comparison, the treaty
process appears more rapid, even if often extremely slow, and more
flexible in meeting concrete requirements of States. However,
the process of creating rules of customary international law needs to
be examined in connection with the functioning of international
organizations.

General Principles ofLaw
The clause in Article 38 (I c) of its Statute directing the Court to
apply "the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations"
was understood to emphasize "the creative role to be played by
the Court," and "has been widely hailed as a refutation of the extreme
positive conception of international law, and even as revolutionary."16
In actual practice these principles have, in the opinion of Judge
Hudson, loomed "less large" than in "the literature which it has
inspired. Whether from a sense of caution or because of the nature
of the cases which have come before it, the Court has never proposed
to draw upon 'the general principles of law recognized by civilized
nations' ."17 What was said about the role of general principles in
the jurisprudence of the old Court can be said with equal justification
of the practice of the present Court. These principles have been
invoked, however, by judges of both Courts in their separate and
dissenting opinions. It may be true as Lord McNair stated recently,
that Article 38(Ic) "describes the inexhaustible reservoir of legal
principles from which tribunals can enrich and develop public internationallaw,"18 but so far at any rate the clause has not functioned
in that way.
No attempt will be made here to discuss Article 38(Ic) from a
doctrinal point of view. 19 The qualifying words "recognized by
civilized nations" may be considered as redundant. The existence
of general principles of law presupposes system:;; of law adapted
to prevailing legal transactions and any country having such a system
would have to be deemed included in the clause. 20 It would seem
to follow from this that the general principles are principles of
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domestic law rather than principles of "natural law" or of the "law
of reason."21 As Judge de Visscher argued, Article 38(lc) includes
only principles recognized in foro domestico which, by reason of the'
universality of recognition accorded to them, have acquired that
degree of positivity ("positivite") which makes of them principles of
law. 22 It is also true that, as Judge McNair pointed out:

In the German Settlers case the Court held without any reference
to general principles: "Private rights acquired under existing law
do not cease on a change of sovereignty."26
In a later judgement, in the Polish Upper Silesia case, the Court was
more explicit in saying:
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The way in which international law borrows from the source
(Article 38, paragraph Ic) is not by means of importing private
law institutions 'lock, stock and barrel,' readymade and fully
equipped with a set of rules. It would be difficult to reconcile
such a process with the application of 'general principles of law.'
In my opinion, the true view of the duty of international
tribunals in this matter is to regard any features or terminology
which is reminiscent of the rules and institutions of private law
as an indication of policy and principles rather than as directly
importing these rules and institutions. 23
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... this follows from the principle of respect for vested rights,
a principle which, as the Court has already had occasion to
observe, forms part of generally accepted international law.27
It would seem unnecessary to quote the propositions from separate
and dissenting opinions on such principles as res judicata and others.
It may be more relevant to recall some of the cautionary statements
which tend to indicate limits upon the capacity of the Court to draw
upon general principles of law. Thus Judge Read, in his Dissenting
Opinion in the Nottebohm case, stated:

As already noted, both Courts, the Permanent Court and the
International Court, have made only sparing and occasional use of
Article 38(Ic). One or two pronouncements will be recalled.
In the Chrozow (Merits) case, the Court observed:

The Court cannot determine 'generally recognized principles'
or decide cases on the basis of such principles. Its competence
is limited by the peremptory and mandatory provisions of Article
38 of the Statute, to decisions 'in accordance with international
law.'28

It is a principle of international law, and even a general
conception of law, that any breach of an engagement involves
an obligation to make preparation. 24

On the other hand, Judge Moreno Quintana, in his Separate Opinion
in the Guardianship case, sought to overcome the apparent tension
between these two mandatory provisions:

It may be noted that, strictly speaking, the reference to "a general
conception of law" was unnecessary. In the same case the Court
stated another general principle:

Ordre public is indissolubly bound up with the general principles
of law recognized by civilized nations which, under Article 38,
paragraph I (c) of the Statute, the Court is required to apply as a
main source of law in discharging its function of deciding in
accordance with international law such disputes as are submitted
to it. 29

It is, moreover, a principle generally accepted in the jurisprudence
of international arbitration, as well as by municipal courts, that
One Party cannot avail himself of the fact that the other has not
fulfilled some obligation or has had recourse to some means of
redress, if the former Party has, by some alleged act, prevented
the latter from fulfilling the obligation in question, or from
having recourse to the tribunal which would have been open to
hi m. 25
Here, too, the reference to "municipal courts" may be regarded as
Unnecessary.

Still on the same theme, the statement by Judge Chagla, in his
Dissenting Opinion in the Right of Passage case, is apposite:
A principle of international law may also be imported from
municipal law where the principle is universally recognized and
when that principle is not in conflict with any nde of international
law itself. 30
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Finally, concerning the method of applying a general principle of law,
Judge Lauterpacht, in his Separate Opinion in the Guardianship case,
stated:

municipal law and courts in this matter? Or, along the lines ofJudge
McNair's statement quoted above, what is the underlying policy of
that principle which could usefUlly be adopted by international
tribunals? Speaking generally of concession or as he prefers to call
them, "economic development agreements", Lord McNair makes the
following observation which seems to bear on the above point:
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Clearly, it is not the Sw€:dish notion of ordre public which can,
provide the exclusive standard in this connection. The answer
is that, the notion of ordre public-of public policy-being a
general legal conception, its contents must be determined in the
same way as that of any other general principle of law, in the
sense of Article 38 of the Statute, namely, by reference to the
practice and experience of the municipal law of civilized nations
. in that field. 31
Enough has been said that drawing upon general principles of law
can never be a simple matter. It is one thing to invoke some general
maxims of law as both Courts have done on rare occasions; it is
another to make systematic use of them. It will also be noted that
many, if not most or all, of the maxims relate to the adjective rather
than substantive law. 32 However, in spite of Judge Lauterpacht's
injuction that general principles of law would have to be applied·
"by reference to the practice and experience of municipal law",
a task of staggering proportions, the possibility cannot be excluded
that in the future, and under appropriate circumstances, recourse
may be had to such principles as a source of universal international
law.
In the context of the controversy concerning compensation for
expropriated property of an alien individual or corporation, it may be
permitted to refer to the principle of "unjust enrichment" which Lord
McNair suggested could be one "of the rules of law likely to be
recognized as 'general principles'."33 This principle was applied
in the Lena Goldfields Arbitration in 1930, but as Lord McNair points
out, the Soviet Government "as the result of negotiations, finally
agreed to pay a sum very much less than the amount awarded
against it.."34 Apart from this, the principle of unjust enrichment:
hardly offers a definite or precise yardstick for measuring the quantum.
of compensation. Would it be unreasonable, for instance, for the
tribunill to consider the benefits which the state or country concerned
derived from the operation of, say, a concession along with the benefits
which the foreign company derived from it, and fix the amount of
compensation accordingly? What is the practice and experience,of

In practice it is generally found that the company which undertakes the task of developing the resources of a foreign undeveloped country finds it either desirable or necessary to engage in a
very considerable social programme for the purpose of securing
decent conditions of life for its employees, including the
provision of hospital, education and other social facilities. 35
This must be considered a wise counsel for foreign investors and, it is
submitted, should be a factor in determining "unjust enrichment."
But would it be in accorda~ce with principles of justice and fair
dealing to go beyond that and inquire whether and what the holder
of an "economic development agreement" has contributed to the
development of the economy ofthe·country concerned in determining
whether the taking country has enriched itself in offering to pay no
compensation or what may appear 011 its face as only a modest
compensation?
The principle of unjust enrichment, properly understood and
refined in the context of principles of economic development, may
well commend itself for consideration as a principle of universal
international law.
International Court of Justice
It seems almost unnecessary to discuss the question whether the

jurisprudence of international tribunals and particUlarly that of the
two WorId Courts can be or has been a source of universal international law. However, a few observations of a general nature may
be useful.
It is obvious from a study of the major works on international law,
that great importance is attached by jurists to pronouncements of
international tribunals, and to their function as expositors of international law. A proposition of law is deemed to rest on secure.
foundations if it is based on an award or judgment. Insofar as the
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present Court is concerned, it is directed "to decide in accordancewith international law" disputes submitted to it. Unless the Opinion
of the Court can be based on a treaty or convention or another act
which is found by the Court to be binding upon the parties to the
dispute, it will be based on international law. In determining the,
applicable rule the Court may draw on a wide variety of materials
including general principles of law. As Elihu Root argued in the
1920 Committee of Jurists which drafted the Statute of the Permanent Court, "the world was prepar'ed to accept the compulsory
jurisdiction of a Court which applied the universally recognized
rules of international law" but not "of a Court which would apply
principles, differently understood in different countries."sil
The Permanent Court had occasiQn to expound its conception of
international law in the Lotus Case which was submitted to it not
by way of the Optional Clause, but by way of a special agreement
between France and Turkey. The Court was concerned with the
interpretation of Article 15 of the Convention of Lausanne of 24 July
1923 which provided that "all questions of jurisdiction shall ...be
decided in accordance with principles ofinternational law." Addressing itself to the question of the meaning of the words "principles;
of international law", the Court stated:

and confined, it is believed, the contribution which the Courts
have been enabled to make to the development of the law. There
is not very much of substantive law though there is a great deal on
adjective law and principles of interpretation. ss In several well
known instances, the Courts have stimulated the progressive development of international law. The rule of Lotus case can be included
here. It was changed in the 1958 Geneva Convention on the High
Seas. The judgement in the Corfu Channel case relating to passage
through international straits was influential in the same Convention.
The judgements of the Court in the Anglo-Norwegian Fisheries
case contributed to the rules concerning the drawing of base lines
and the width of bays. The Advisory Opinion in the Reservations
.case was applied by the International Law Commission in its Draft
Articles on the Law of Treaties. The Opinion in the Reparation
case settled the question of the juridical status of the United Nations
-and by inference of other inter-governmental organizations-as
subjects of international law and as endowed with powers which
may be necessary for the performance of these functions.
The contribution which the Court can make in the future to the
development of substantive universal international law, will depend
upon the sort and number of disputes which will be submitted to it.
The provisions in the Statute of the Court-Articles 59 and 38(1d)are not likely to present serious difficulties. Article 59 notwithstanding, the Courts have developed a jurisprudence constante,
and in this they were strongly supported by doctrine. Article
38{ld) relegates judicial decisions to the role of "subsidiary means for
the determination of rules of,law." It is trite to say that the duty of
a court is to apply the law and not to make it. However, barring
exceptional cases, this may well be, from a practical point of view,
a distinction without a difference. This is not said on the theoretical
ground that every act which applies a law-such as a judgementis itself a law-creating act. The reasons are well stated by
Lauterpacht:

Now the Court considers that the words 'principles of international law,' as ordinarily used, can only mean international
law as it is applied between all nations belonging to the community of States.... In these circumstances it is impossibleexcept in pursuance of a definite stipulation-to construe the
the expression 'principles of international law' otherwise than
as meaning the principles which are in force between all inde':"
pendent nations and which therefore apply equally to all the
contracting Parties. S7
As indicated earlier, the Court has essentially adhered to this conception of law in pursuing a positivist approval and requiring strict
proof of what is claimed to be applicable law. The Court may have
gone too far in that direction but that is essentially a matter of opinion.
Perhaps the Court has erred on the side of caution, but as long as
the prevailing pattern of international relations does not change,
caution may be the better part of judicial behaviour.
The nature of the cases which came before both Courts determined
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... previous decisions of the Court are, as a matter both of
legal principle and of actual experience, one of the enduring
factors which influence its future decisions. They are evidence
of what the Court considers to be the law; they are a reliable
indication of the future attitude of the Court; for most practical
purposes they show, therefore, what international law is. In
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fact they are to a substantial degree identical with the sources
of law enumerated in the first three paragraphs of Article 38.
In form they may be merely a subsidiary means for determining
what these sources are. The effect is the same. 39
It seems, in this context, unnecessary to press the inquiry further
into the question whether or to what extent judgements-and possibly
advisory opinions-are themselves sources of universal international
law. Fitzmaurice has argued that they should be accepted as sources
of law. 40 But his view has been challenged. 41 On the whole it
seems best to leave that matter in the manner and for the reasons
stated by Lauterpacht.

Resolutions of the General Assembly of the

United Nations

The question whether and if so, to what extent resolutions or
declarations of the General Assembly can be considered as a source
of international law has been widely discussed, and no doubt will,
and should continue to receive close attention. 42 Opinions
range widely from those holding that they are fully legally binding,
to others who, in principle, would deny their formally binding legal
character. The latter statement ought to be qualified at once by
saying that, of course, the range of the General Assembly resolutions
relating to what is called the internal economy of the United Nations
is legally binding. 43 What is controversial is the sort of resolution
which purports to state or declare principles of international law or
rules for the conduct of States. In this context it may be observed
with regret that the International Court of Justice in the South
West Africa (Second Phase) Case, being equally divided, was prevented from clarifying the potential of General Assembly resolutions
as a source of law.
However, Judge Jessup, in his Dissenting Opinion in that case,
expressed the view that the General Assembly, the International
Labour Organizations, and similar international bodies "lack a
true legislative character, their resolutions alone cannot create
law," and for this reason he did "not accept the Applicants alternative plea which would test the apartheid policy against an assumed
rule of international law ('nOim')."44 However, while rejecting
"the thesis that resolutions of the General Assembly have a general
Legislative character and by themselves create new rules of law,"
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Judge Jessup argued:
But the accumulations of expressions of condemnation of
apartheid ... especially as recorded in the resolutions of the
General Assembly of the United Nations are proof of the
pertinent contemporary international community standard....
The Court is bound to take account of such a consensus as
providing the standard to be used in the interpretation of Article
2 of the Mandate. 45
Judge Tanaka, on the other hand, in his Dissenting Opinion,
argued that "we cannot admit that individual resolutions, declarations, judgements, decisions, etc., have binding force upon the
members of the organization," but:
the accumulation of authoritative pronouncements such as
resolutions, declarations, decisions, etc., concerning the interpretation of the Charter by the competent organs of the international community can be characterized as 'evidence of the
international custom, referred to in Article 38, paragraph 1(b).46
After reciting various resolutions, declarations and conventions,
Judge Tanaka concludes:
From what has been said above, we consider that the norm of
non-discrimination or non-separation on the basis of race has
become a rule of customary international law as is contended
by the Applicants, and as a result, the Respondent's obligations
as Mandatory are governed by this legal norm in its capacity
as member of the United Nations either directly or at least by
way of interpretation of Article 2, paragraph 2 (of the Mandate). 47
And finally, a passage may be quoted which provides the necessary
jurisprudential background for Judge Tanaka's approach and
conclusion:
Briefly, the method of the generation of customary international
law is in the stage of transformation from being an individualistic
process to being a collectivistic process. This phenomenon
can be said to be the adaptation of the traditional creative
process of international law to the reality of the growth of the
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organized international community. It can be characterized,
considered from the sociological view-point,· as a transition
from traditional custom-making to international legislation by
treaty.t8
Although the question-begging nature of Judge Tanaka's reasoning
must appear obvious-is the reality of the growth of the organized
international community in fact a reality or an overly sanguine
gloss on it?-it was appreciated, and rightly so, as "an historic
dissenting opinion," as augmenting "the trend toward substituting
consensus for consent as the basic law-creating energy in international
society," and as an indication of a transformation "from a sovereignty-centered international system to a community-centered
international system."49
It should be conceded that such a transformation may appear
to be overdue, and that the law and the lawyers have for far too long
consciously or unconsciously been imbued with Vattel's individualistic
approach to international law, but the real question is: has the statesystem, as we know it today, abandoned sovereignty-centrism for
community-centrism? Have the Members of the United Nations
indicated through their actual behaviour and not merely through
their rhetoric, that they have accepted subordination to the co~mu
nity-process of the General Assembly of their "sovereign equality"
which is vouchsafed to them in Article 2(1) of the Charter?
Obviously, there is room here for different evaluation of the United
Nations in action and as an experience in the behaviour of States.
However, insofar as the record of the United Nations goes, there
has been no transformation from a state-centered to <'<11 organizationor community-centered system. Therefore, Judge Tanaka's view
may indicate the development of the future but is not convincing
as an appraisal of the actual developments in and out of the United
Nations. Judge Jessup's argument in favour of a standard based
on consensus rather than consent-for obviously South Africa
never consented-is more realistic and probably would have prevailed had he and his dissenting colleagues been in the !llajority.
It is clear from the statements of these two judges that both reject
the proposition that individual resolutions or declarations have a
legislative character. This, in the present submission, is the correct
view. 5D It was the view of the Secretary-General of the United
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Nations, the late Dag Hammarskjold, who was thoroughly familiar
with the operations of the Organization and advocated for it the
<:haracter of a "dynamic instrument," but looked upon the Charter
as "a first step in the direction of an organize<;l. international community."51 On the subject under discussion he expressed himself as
follows:
However, the decisions of the Assembly have, as regards Member
States, on the character of recommendations (except for financial
assessments and certain other types of organizational action)
so that obligations like those arising out of an agreement,
coming into force after a conference, do not normally flow from
them. But although the decisions, legally, are only recommendations, they introduce an important element by expressing a
majority consensus on the issue under consideration. 52
The same view was put forward by the Office of Legal Affairs of
the United Nations. 53 After reviewing the use and meaning of the
terms recommendation and declaration, the Office of Legal Affairs
concludes:
Consequently, insofar as the expectation is gradually justified
by State practice, a declaration may by custom become recognized as laying down rules binding upon States.
In other words, resolutions and declarations are not of and by
themselves law-creating agencies but State practices culminating
in custom. They may well be starting points for the development
of customary international law or of conventional international
law. For, in many instances, resolutions and declarations were
followed by conventions. Thus the various resolutions and
declarations, particularly Resolutions 1962 (XVIII) and 2130 (XX)
on legal principles governing the activities in outer space, was
followed by Resolution 2222 (XXI) promulgating the Treaty on
Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration
and Use of Outer Space. Another example is the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights of 1948 which was followed by
Resolution 2200 (XXI) promulgating the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and the Optional
Protocol to the latter Covenant. 54 These examples could he
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multiplied. In any event, this two-stage procedure of the Assembly
confirms the view that the declarations and resolutions were not
per se legally binding. Had they been legally binding, the drafting
of formal instruments, which in the case of the Human Rights
Covenants consumed eighteen years, would have been quite unnecessary. Saying that resolutions are not legally binding is not the
same as saying that they were not effective. They may well be
effective but this is a matter for the Member States and their responsivfmess to General Assembly action.
Of special interest to new States has been Resolution 1803 (XVII)
of 14 December 1962, on Permanent Sovereignty Over Natural
Resources. As is well known this resolution in paragraph 4 declares that in case of expropriation, nationalization, or requisitioning,
the owner shall be paid "appropriate compensation in acco1:dance
with the rules in force in the State taking such measures in the
exercise of its sovereignty and in accordance with international
law."
This clause is clearly not even a compromise between different
schools of thought on the subjects; rather it may be viewed as an
undigested juxtaposition of the position held by these schools.
In spite of this, it has been suggested by this writer, that the Resolution "may be deemed to have administered the coup de grace"
to the claimed "prompt, adequate and effective" rule. Could
one go a step further along judge Jessup's line of reasoning and
regard it as setting a standard based on a very wide consensus?
There has been, in this matter, no accumulation of resolutions
comparable to that on social discrimination. That is on strike
against it. On the other hand, there has been so much and so
widespread a controversy about it-as acknowledged by the
U.S. Supreme Court in the Sabbatino case referred to abovethat the Resolution could be deemed to be in the mainstream of
legal thinking on the subject.
A more troublesome question is whether a standard based on
consensus rather than consent could· be held to be effective and
binding upon the dissenting minority, even if that minority consisted of only one State. Judge Jessup seems to have assumed
that it could be applied to the interpretation of the Mandate even
though South Africa openly and consistently opposed it. In the
cases cited earlier, the Asylum, the Fisheries, and the U.S. Nationals
in Morocco cases, the Court seemed unwilling to apply as a universal
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international law a rule or principle to which the State concerned.
had objected or to which it had not agreed. In the present sub-mission it would seem to be the better view that in appropriate;.
cases it would perhaps be justifiable to apply the standard concern-·
ing compensation and probably the standard concerning social
discrimination. In the South West Africa cases the Court never;reached the point, and the Court has not yet faced the issue of com-·
pensation for exprorpriated property as an issue of customary'
international law.
Having said all this, it may be appropriate to suggest that the
potential of the General Assembly as a law-making institution,
through the medium of resolutions and declarations, has yet to be
tested. But the potential is there, and if wisely used, could become-,
a significant source of universal international law.
As noted earlier, resolutions or declarations of the Generall
Assembly need not be legally binding in order to be effective. What is.
necessary, above all, is to mobilize the resources of the United.i
Nations in order to make them effective,
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Clarity of the Observational Standpoint

K. VENKATA RAMAN
The Role of Customary Practice in
the Development of Universal
International Law

The expression "universal international law" has some popular
appeal although its empirical reference may remain somewhat
obscure. Oppenheim, on the line ofVattel, classified international law
into universal, general, and particular rules focussing attention upon
the nature and the scope of the rule in question. If the concept
were to have more than theoretical importance, its practical connotations must also be examined. Does universal international law
presuppose universal participation in its creation? Does the term
"universal" refer to the temporal element, in that passage of time·
and the changing features of the context have no bearing upon the
determination of its content? Does it mean that irrespective oflocal,
regional, and geographic variations and the needs of its members,
there must be something valid on a global scale? From the perspective of an applier, does it signify that an alleged rule can automatically be related to the controversial facts of any question and thus.
result in one, and invariably in one conclusion? Does it follow
from this that because a rule is "universal" it must afortiori be taken
.for granted without further inquiry into its content and its applicabi-·
11ty?
In raising these questions we do not wish to discredit the purpose'
served by a concept of universal international law. On the contrary
attention is inverted to the kind of problems involved when one refers.
to "a legally binding principle of universal international law."

The precise meaning of the term "binding principle" may often
be concealed because inquiries raise simultaneously in one breath,
issues that are essentially dissimilar, however much they are interrelated. Thus questions such as, "What is law?", "Is this law?",
"Is it applicable to the given situation?", call for distinct though
interrelated observational standpoints for inquiry.
For example, the academician may have preferences as to when a
norm can be regarded as universal in character; but those who are
actively involved in a value process, notwithstanding doctrine, may
effectively observe and also expect that a certain requirement for
conduct is of universal purport; a decision-maker, on the other hand,
may find quite independently from these two standpoints, that it is
a legal requirement controlling the determination of the controversy
raised before him. It is accordingly necessary to keep clear the
premises from which inquiry into universal international law is made.
Although the directives given to the International Court under
Article 38(1) of its Statute do not include any reference to universal
international law, it is believed that whenever such a principle is
invoked, its authority is located in international practice itself. In
order to appreciate how Asian States can affect universal international
law, it is hence necessary to examine what type of behaviour under
what conditions can form proper evidence of a principle of international law, and what role practice can play in the development of
such a process. The task we have undertaken here is to demonstrate
that no matter what label is attached to a rule, international customary
practice will always have a decisive effect upon the determination
of its normative content.
The Potentialities of the Customary Process For Developing
Global Perspectives

There are theoretical as well as practical considerations for
examining the relevance of customary practice to claims based upon
universal international law. The importance of the customary
method of legal development lies in that it guarantees all the benefits
accruing from generally followed practice. It is a method where
sovereign bodies can claim to such benefits even in the absence of
prior formal agreements. Where necessary, governments may
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find it easy to comply with the minimum requirements of law without
any serious affront to their inflated conceptions of sovereignty and
independence. As a method for creation of law, it is most democratic
in that customary international law is not confined to the conduct
of governmental agencies alone but embraces the conduct of nonofficial actors as well. Customary practice, whether invoked in its
interpretative sense or as constituting conduct independently of
any explicit agreement, provides evidence of the contemporary
objectives held by the parties. Since all that is relevant for ascertaining customary law is the actual practices prevailing on the matter
under consideration, there is room for taking a comprehensive view
of the events occurring in both unorganized as well as organized
arenas. Similarly, it cannot be taken for granted that if a treaty
is signed by all states, it automatically provides conclusive evidence
of the universal character of the law on the matter. Signing a treaty
does not complete the task of enunciating effectively any legal
prescription. The degree to which those who must comply with its
provisions are willing to use their authority and their other resources in its support must also be ascertained, and this can be done
only by an examination of the subsequent conduct of the parties.
Further, a contextual interpretation of the legally significant events
in state practice discloses the importance of both verbal and non- .
verbal strategies employed to communicate the agreement of the
parties. More important than all these, in the customary method
of legal prescription there are built in safeguards for compliance
which enable any outside interpreter to ascertain expectations
currently shared by the parties. Hence the outcome of such a decision can truly be said to conform to that which is actually prevailing
in any given situation.
From a practical point of view, the state claiming universal attributes to a principle of international law may argue that it is unnecessary to prove prior acceptance by the party against whom it is invoked.
Since international law has no rigid rules of procedure to govern the
admissibility of evidence, a mere absence of prior protest may be
interpreted to satisfy the relevance of general practice of the community for deciding the issues under-consideration. Further, third
party decision-making in the international arena permits,unlike
in any of the municipal systems, reliance upon admissions against
interest.
I
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Necessity to Revitalize the Content of Legal Prescriptions in
Accordance With the Changing Context

The rapid rise of hitherto unrepresented cultures and national
groups in recent times has chapged the patterns and persepectives
of the world social process, and also its legal process. The arenas
for interaction are being increasingly institutionalized. They are
now sustained by the collective authority of diverse interest groups.
By whatever criteria law is ascertained, it must reflect thecontemporary expectations of the largest segment of the community. The
scholar's bias for universal norms should not conceal the fact that
regional variations in state practice are not always incompatible with
the fundamental policies relevant thereunder.
In any new situation where there is a marked departure from past
tradition the need to protect the varying types of interests created
thereby raises problems of readjustment. Such a readjustment can
be completed smoothly by explicit written agreements. The treaty
method oflaw creation, where possible, is relatively easier and qHicker. But there is no need for the feeling that the treaty method
alone can usher in a new era of hope and security and that the
customary method of law creation is either impractical or unhelpful
to effect the expected reforms. There may be some basis for such
an apprehension. But it reflects the view that law is somehowastatic phenomenon, and curiously, customary law also finds itself
defined accordingly. In jurisprudential terms, the relevance of
customary practice for deciding a case will naturally have to be
postulated in this view as dependent upon evidence of prior agreement of the parties concerned.
The Soviet Attitude Towards Customary International Law

The Soviet theory of international law--:-occasionally referred
to as the "socialist system of international law"-consistently
maintains that a treaty or agreement is the only appropriate method
for the development of international law, relegating customary
law to an insignificant position. The Soviet claim for an individual
right to determine unilaterally when a custom or practice will be
attributed the character of law, and its insistence that a generally
followed practice, however uniform and continuous, cannot by itself
.be decisive in a controversy unless evidence of prior acceptance or
pr.oof of unanimous consent is shown, must perhaps be understood
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in the political and economic context of the emergence of the Soviet
Union as a socialist state. After its revolutionary break with past
tradition the Soviet Union found itself alone in a world hostile to its
new ideology and found no promise in the custom-based international process of an instrumentfor promoting its interests. Further,
the 19th century theories of international law placed exclusive
-emphasis upon the volitional element in law and failed to envisage
in the customary process a method for developing and changing law
'with the changes in context. The Soviet doctrine was thus forced
·to react sharply to the omnipotent character attributed to customary
international law. However, and this is the reason for mentioning
the Soviet example here, it is possible to emphasize with' equal
'vigour the dynamic element of the customary method and to demonstrate its capabilities to effect changes where such changes are
sustained by practice. In other words, where the Soviet Union failed
to make an effort to expound the importance of the dynamic element
in customary law and, on the contrary, attempted to revive through
its so-called pactum tacotum doctrine a most static and positivist
notion of customary law, the Asian States can take a lead toward
positive revitalization of the content of international law.
It is in this respect that the impact of the Soviet doctrine on
international law raises more serious problems than the occasional,
if persistent, demands advanced by the Latin American States and
more recently by Afro-Asian countries that some specific rules of
international law be changed or abrogated. That the ideological
premises from which certain objections raised by Afro-Asian and
Latin-American states bear similarity to those advanced by the
:Soviet Union is not the point. The latter espouse a doctrine or
.a theory in the name of a "Socialist system of international law"
whereas the former have not. For instance, the key terms "general
'practice accepted as l~w" employed to describe the process of formation of international customary law are interpreted differently
iby these different groups of states. It may be necessary to examine
;briefly what is involved in the process of creation and application
-of customary international law.

attributed to past events, but would assert that even t6 infer such an
effect is, in the context, contrary to its sovereignty and independence
granted by international law. Its own past conduct may even disclose some formal protest to events shaping that practice, or its nonparticipation may later be advanced to rebut the claim that the
practice is binding in that situation. The correlation between the
freedom of action of a state and the aggregate demands of the
organized community is such a delicate balancing process as to involve
more than mere manipulation of evidence submitted by the parties.
By' explaining away the requirements of "general practice accepted as
law" on the pretext of "recognition", "consent", or "acquiescence",
or by postulating the generally binding character of customary law
on the ground of "admission of a state into the community of
nations," the problem appears scarcely solved. It never found a
satisfactory explanation in the moral-legal justifications either, largely.
due to the transcedental and amorphous character of the references
made thereunder.
In the international arena where extreme notions of state sovereignty on the one hand, and the absence of a centralized process for
formal prescription and application of law on the other, inevitably
leave a wide margin of discretion for self-help and reciprocity, the
moderating influence of doctrine is not without significance. Thus,
if law can be regarded not as something that is written in a book but
as a process where the demands of the public order system are met
authoritatively and effectively, there is always room for taking into
account the needs of any segment of the society and the factors
conditioning1their protection.
As a strategy for regulating the legal process, customary method
of law creation has two significant aspects about it. It has a static
component in that at any given cross-section of time, the empirical
content of a customary norm can be ascertained by procedures which
are similar to those employed for interpreting any prescriptive
communication such as a treaty, a statute, or a precedent. The
second and a significant aspect of the customary process is its dynamic
component-its capacity to reflect the felt needs and aspirations
of the community. In the customary process, law is prescribed as it
is being applied to concrete situations arising in the course of daily
life.
Principles of customary international law are derived from international practice which manifests itself as a continuing phenomenon
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The Nature of the Controversy
It is common knowledge that the party challenging the existence
-of a customary legal prescription would not only deny the effect
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of "communication" and "response" expressed implicitly by
behaviour. The ascertainment of customary law involves determining what expectations about the requirements for future decision
are created by past .uniformities of behaviour. Claims based upon
custom are normally justified on the ground that some significant
events that have taken place in the past created expectations about
the requirements for decision. That is, the past flow of events·
constituted as it were a prescriptive communication similar to that
of any other explicit communication called an agreement or treaty.
The problem then is to determine whether or not a prescriptive'
communication is disclosed by past uniformities of behaviour bearing
upon the issues in controversy. While examining the relevance of
past practice, the decision-maker may find it necessary, because ofthe
nature of the problems raised for decision, to examine either the
conduct exclusive to the parties themselves or their conduct in the
context of the generally prevailing practice or, as is frequently the
case, both. In other words, the prescriptive force attributable to a
flow of events may not depend solely upon the prior conduct of the /
parties in dispute, although it is still relevant for ascertaining the
extent to which expectations are in fact shared by the parties.
The determination of a legal prescription on the basis of state
practice may, on the one hand, proceed from the standpoint of the
participants and the final decision can be explained in terms of
"consent" or "will" of the parties themselves; alternatively, inquiry
may proceed from the standpoint of the decision-maker and the
final outcome of his investigation may be described in terms of the
presence or absence of "acquiescence" or "protest." Neither of
these approaches can adequately explain "why" the conclusion
should be what it has been.
A theory of law that dissociates itself from the goals of the
public order system, which it purports to regulate, cannot adequately
answer "why" a given patterIl of conduct muSt be regarded as
evidence of a principle oflaw. Just as meanings cannot be attributed
to the terms of an agreement arbitrarily, without regard to the
context in which they appear, similarly, actions, deeds and gestures
cannot be ascribed a meaning unless the underlying motive, objective,
or purpose of the conduct is also taken into account. The emphasis
here is upon the subjective events mediated through symbols, signs,
and gestures and their appropriate location in the aggregate context
of.which they are an integral part. It is not enough to discern what

the general objectives of a certain pattern of conduct are; it is alsonecessary to explore whether they are sustained by effective autho-·
rity and are in fact controlling the decisions taken in the past..
Thus, the criteria for deciding the adequacy of duration, repetition,
frequency, etc. of a practice are also features of the total context and.
are closely related to the goals set by those engaged in the practice.
For example, those who are actively engaged in a practice may
not be consciously aware that they are creating law by their conduct,
yet their conduct may conclusively prove where the law is to be·
found to resolve the controversy between them. Conversely, even
assuming that they did consciously agree on what the law ought to be,
there is no reason to hold that external decision-makers must honour
it irrespeCtive of its consequences to the rest of the community.
So much so, it is necessary to examine not only the subjectivities
of the communicators but the expectations actually generated by
their behaviour in the relevant community. In other words, the·
expression "general practice" accepted as law has different COlmotations in different contexts. The theory which requires evidence of'
universal consent in order to recognize a norm as universal international law, lays emphasis more on the form of a communication
rather than on its content, and is a rigid index for custom no matter
at what level it is applied to examine international practice.
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The Methodology of Inquiries into Customary Law

A contextual approach demands further that the interpreter
proceed, first with the collection of data by surveying the available
evidence in its proper sequence with attention directed especially
to general uniformity and similarity of the respective events.
Rearranging these events commonly perceived by the partiesvaguely referred to as "proof of custom"-in their proper sequence
and context is only one aspect of the decision-process. It is usually
the least controversial. The second function is to relate the infor-·
mation to the whole context of decision by ascertaining whether
any discernible communication has been ~ade by past practice.
This is largely an interpretative function, tending as it were toward
a reconstruction of the sequence of communication and response
through the available evidence with the aim of identifying the
shared subjectivities of the parties. Thus "proof of custom," as
stated above, is a function carried through the intervention of a.
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'third party. For it enables the claimants in controversy to recapitulate the past and to discover areas of common agreement whose
xelevance becomes clear only in reference to the goals set by the
parties both as postulated a priori and as developed in the 'course of
·conduct itself. Such a comprehensive contextual inquiry would take
into account all the numerous features of a communication sequence
and their multiple variables, first by eradicating the traditional
.artificial boundaries between "usage" and "custom", viewing the
-distinction to be but unreal ends of a continuum of conduct. It
would be a distortion of the customary process of creation of law
to assume that anyone specificfeature of behaviour can conclusively
·reveal the presence or absence of shared expectations on the part
·of the participants.

choices present in a situation but evidence disclosed a uniform and
consistent pattern of action, then the elements of repetition,.
frequency, duration, etc. suggest the degree to which expectations.
were shared by parties. Secondly, the degree to which authority at
the disposal of the parties has been expended to sustain their demands
may be noted for determining the level of the subjectivities.
Stated differently, it is not sufficient if a state expresses merely a
desire or an intention to follow a particular course of conduct; the·
conduct followed must actually sustain those expectations. The
resources put to the use in this regard must be such that have an
impact upon the final controlling decisions in each case. Thus mere
protest or absence of protest may not disclose in a given context
the true purport of state practice, but only the actual conduct materializing in that situation. The adequacy of a prior event where authority was shown to have been invoked or applied to sustain a claim
must depend upon the other features of the context. In this connection, it may be necessary to consider inequalities in bases of power
among the various states. All Asian states do not have the resources
needed to effect a change in the existing law.
. Secondly, the assessment of the evidence made available to a
decision-maker normally varies with the nature and scope of the
claims advanced thereunder. For example, the criteria by which a
decision-maker arrives at a concl usion in regard to the relevance of
past practice for deciding a controversy, must depend largely upon
the probable impact the decision is likely to have on the common
interests of the community. Although judges do not explicitly
treat the impact criterion-i.e., the "value consequences"-as one
of the primary considerations for determining if past practice is
adequate to infer a legal prescription, it is implicit in their reasonings
for arriving at final decisions. It can even be generalized that
inferring a legal prescription from general practice almost always
involves consideration as to why such a principle in that context is
necessary for regularizing the conduct ofthe parties. It is submitted,
that if decision-making in the area of customary international law
is to be more effective, emphasis upon the impact on value allocation rather than upon the moral character of the underlying obli~
gation would ensure better stability and certainty in expectations.
From the standpoint of an observer, the objectives of the participants engaged in a pattern of conduct may be characterized as a
set of value demands and expectations of fulfilment of such

·Some Fundamental Considerations for Analyzing the Relevance
·of Customary Practice

·The customary process of prescription of law embraces conduct
not only of the officials of nation-states but non-officials as well.
Indeed, where effective behaviour is proper evidence for inferring
·the degree of control actually obtained by an asserted norm, it is
·essential to examine not just the declared objectives of a state out
the actual conduct of all those who make controlling, final determinations. The relative significance of a generaUy followed practice
is dependent on whether the individuals having a measure
-of control over final determinations on any given question, have
.shown, by their conduct, some understanding or agreement as to
·what is required or necessary in that context.
Where there is governmental involvement in a decision, there is
presumption of a high degree of deliberation. In non~official
behaviour the degree of uniformity and the repetition of such
-conduct provide some basis for drawing inferences about the sub, jectivities of the participants.
Further, the relevance of general practice for ascertaining a legal
·prescription is not dependant upon the participation of every individual. It is the general attitude of all those who have an interest
dn the usage that counts for determining its prescriptive scope.
It may be necessary in the first instance to inquire whether or
not in the past, the situation presented to the parties any alter-:native choices for decision. Even where there were alternative
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,demands, identified as their interests. These demands and expectations find communicated through both formal and non-formal
media. The aggregate interests of the community, for whose
protection a system of public order is maintained, may be categorized
into common interests and special interests. The common interests
·of the community are reflected by the general demands of the inter.acting elite, and are maintained for the common benefit of the
whole community. On the other hand, special interests are those
identified by the demands of a single member to the detriml'nt of
the interests of the rest. The degree of speciality or generality of
interests cannot always be determined merely on the ground of the
number of states claiming their protection. A group of states
may claim an interest which may still be of a "special" nature
because its recognition may result in serious impairment of the
common interests of the community. Common interests may be
exclusive interests if their recognition has an impact restricte:d to the
resource base of one state alone, and they are inclusive if their recognition has an impact on the resources base of all states.
Such a functional classification is helpful not only to clarify the
poli((ies that are at stake in making a decision one way or another,
but to explain the relevance of individual conduct to claims advanced
for its recognition as evidence of general practice accepted as law.
Thus a prior protest, non-participation in a certain practice, absence
of conclusive evidence, etc., have a different evidentiary value where
the interests in issue are of an exclusive character than when they are
of common inclusive character. Note, for example, the probative
value attributed by the Court to the types of evidence invoked by the
parties in the Asyluml and Fisheries 2 cases for inferring (or for not
inferring, as the case may be) the relevance of customary international law. In other words, the sufficiency of past practice for
drawing an inference of customary law is a function of the total
context itself and varies accordingly. If the interests claimed are
of a special order, as for example the claims made by Portugal
against India in the Right of Passage Over Indian Territory case,3
more direct and explicit evidence would be necessary to satisfy the
requirements of "general practice accepted as law." This distinction
also explains why the strategies employed in one context, say,
as in the case of the law of outer space, may not be adequate in
other situations, such as in regard to rights of access for land-locked
states. For the same reason the significance of any particular
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-communication cannot be determined a priori without contextual
·examination.' That is also why it is impossible to answer in a
vacuum the legal significance of a declaration of the United Nations
without taking the entire context into account.
Even at the risk of repetition, we emphasize that there are three
important aspects of customary practice which Asian States must
-consider if they expect their conduct to shape universal international
Jaw. First, it is essential to clarify the common interests they advocate. Clarification of the basic policies which are designed to protect
those interests would help to establish customary international law
·even in a short duration. Secondly, the strategies employed to communicate them should be of a persuasive rather than of a coercive
·character. Although ini tially the parties may not succeed in their
intention to create law, the recurrence of such conduct over a period
·of time and general adherence to it by a majority of states would provide proof of the expectations of the community. Thirdly, the absence
of anything like a final decision-the relatively indecisive character of
·customary practice-is not a weakness of the customary method of
international law; on the contrary, this is its strong point which
responsible decision-makers can make good use of for progressive
development of law.
In these circumstances what can and should be done by Asian
states and its scholars to promote a pattern of universal international law?
The foregoing account of some of the basic features of the customary mode of creation of law, as well as the unique advantages this
method has over other formal procedures, underscores the need for
clarifying policies concerning its determination. Since in a period of rapid contextual change, it is difficult to appreciate how much customary
law has been created by state ptactice it is all the more necessary that
the policies governing its determination be made more explicit. Any
effort at influencing universal law must start from the premise that
a strong idea of customary law would engender deference of community-wide expectations. A priori, the postulation of a rigid and
inflexible concept of custom does not facilitate informal change and
results in a static concept of law which cannot serve any meaningful
purpose in a rapidly changing society. Asian scholars may take a
lead here to re-emphasize the dynamic element in the customary
process of creation of law.
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RICHARD A. FALK
The Role of Law in Future
International Systems

There is a great danger that a Western international lawyer thinking
about the future of world order will introduce, however unwillingi'y;.,
Western biases and Western value priorities into his analysis. It:
may even be the case that the' preoccupation with organizing the world:,'.
to prevent World War III is a concern that is over-weighted out oC
proportion to other concerns by Western thinkers situated in r-eY,;!t"
ively modernized socie.,ties that are gravely endangered only by tbe
danger of nuclear disaster. It may be, as a consequence, that from
a chai'acteristic Indian perspective, the effort to reorganize international society in such a way as to diminish the prospects of largescale violence must be accompanied or even preceded by comparable revisions in the structure of international trade and investment,.
revisions that assure above all, greater growth potential for the states
of Asia and Africa. It may be that a global fiscal procedure int1'O·ducing "progressive taxation" to the same extent on the inter-national level as it is now established on the domestic level of thericher, more developed societies is the first order of priority. It:
may even be that from the perspective of an African or Asian inter-·
national lawyer, first priority must be given to the creation of strengthened procedures to eliminate the remnants of colonialism and to·
abolish racial discrimination of the sort that continues to prevail
in South Africa and South West Africa.
In essence, it may be the case that for the Asian and African'
countries it is more desirable to contemplate the future in terms.
of a process model, that is, a model in which there is set forth a
series of preconditions arranged according to a priority schedule.:
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and phased in corresponding sequence. My own effort here is,
in contrast, to posit structural models to contrast the world order
consequences of four main, plausible systems for organizing international life. Regardless of ideological' or intellectual perspective,
however, it seems fruitful to direct some energies toward the emerging future of international society, if only to grasp present trends
and to be in a position to shape these trends, to the extent possible,
in ways that reflect our value preferences. Certainly freedom and
national independence challenge us all to develop for our national
society and for the world as a whole an image of the optimum strategy
of participation for any given nation-state. My effort to compare
the law consequences of four models of the future of international
society aspires, above all else, to encourage communication among
international lawyers differently situated in the international system.
Perhaps by reacting to one another we will not only clarify what we
each believe and seek, but also work toward a new constructive vision
of the common good in internati onal affairs.
The contemporary movements to promote "world peace through
world law" seem often to possess an innocence of the world they seek
to reform. Such an innocence assures the irrelevance of their
efforts. It is only by acknowledging that neither individuals nor
governments act in accordance with the dictates of reasonableness
that we begin to grasp the problem of war and the enormous difficulties that arise for anyone who would eliminate or diminish the
danger of future wars. Only by facing these difficulties, overwhelming as they are, can we ever hope to overcome them.
There are many reasons to explore whether better ways to organize
international society exist and can be put into practice. We live at
a time when the danger of nuclear war threatens to inflict senseless
and awesome destruction upon societies built up over centuries of
effort. We live at a time when communications and transportation
have created the possibility for a unified society on earth with no
part remote from any other, and at a time when the early explorations
of space emphasize the smallness and identity of the earth in a larger
cosmic setting. At such a point of shifting consciousness, there
'seems to be present an unprecedented concern about planning and
understanding the future. In this paper I propose to consider what
the main lines of future development might be on the international
level, and to emphasize the sort of world order systems that are most
likely to accompany different shifts in the structure of power.
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This effort ofanalysis assumes that the single crucial variable concerns
the distribution of power and the identification of how decisions
involving the exercise of power are made in different international
situations. National government officials exert major control over
the exercise of power in the world as we know it today, and this
single fact shapes the structure of conflict and authority in world
affairs.
If we are concerned with future systems of world order that are
different from the present one with which we are familiar, then we
are concerned with change and how it comes about. In international society there has been a tendency to be either naive or
cynical about the prospects for consciously directed change. The
result has been a ut.opian literatur(, that projects a future world
order that accords with the' values of reasonable men but takes no
account that political history bears witness to the failure of reason
to regulate the behaviour of political groups toward each other.
In addition, there is a cynical literature that refuses to contemplate
an altered future because its creators believe that man as a sinful
creature is incapable of building a good society at any level of his
existence and that the restraint of human aggressiveness can only
be achieved to the extent that fear is induced. Such a cynical outlookl
seems to overlook the good societies that have been brought into
being and the extent to which men and groups are motivated by
beneficent, as well as hostile energies. .Somewhere between the
utopian and the cynical outlook lies the most constructive area for
thought about the future of the world.
Of course, one of the more plausible alternatives for the future is
a continuation of the present basic international system. That is,.
a system of sovereign states controlling territory and commanding
the loyalty of their populations in which military power is wielded
by a few of the strongest of these states. Military power is a relational as well as an intrinsic reality. Only the United States is a
fully global power, that is, capable of exercising effective military
power in relation to any country in the world. The Soviet Union
has the capacity to destroy any foreign society, but it lacks the nonnuclear capabilities to bring its power significantly to bear in many
parts of the world. India and China are regional powers whereas
the United Arab Republic is a sub-regional power. Security in this
international system is largely sustained by deterrent threats to inflict
unacceptable damage onthe nation-state that is responsible for break.
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ing the peace. The present international system is a largely decentralized one in which formal order and diversity arise from the activities of governments carried on largely within territorial boundaries,
although foreign intervention is a significant element of domestic
government for many countries in the world. The possession of
weapons of mass destruction by adversary states makes one reluctant
to project this world indefinitely into the future, especially if one
acknowledges that interstate rivalry has in the -past always led sooner
or later to warfare of an intensity that relied on the most effective
military capability available. Poison gas and biological weapons
wer" not used during World War II, although their use was urged to
facilitate the United States efforts in the Pacific theatre of combat.
The explanation of the refusal to use these weapons is controversial,.
some believing that use was inhibited by a fear of retaliation, others
believing that the prohibited status of these weapons was the key
consideration, and still others believing that poisons would have been
used had their use been regarded as decisive at any point by any belligerent. It can be argued that the radioactive fallout of the atomic
bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki amounted to the use
of poison, or it can also be argued that had atomic weapons been
subject to the same prohibitions as were lethal gas and biologicaf
agents, then these weapons would not have been used against
inhabited areas. The main conclusion is, however, that so long as
national governments possess the capability to wage war there is no·
very reliable assurance that the most destructive weapons will not be
used, even if, in restrospect, such use appeared to be self-destructive.
History discloses many Carthages. What is peculiarly aW~S0111e'
about the future is the extent and consequence of some nuclear
disaster.
To feel insecure about the prospects for international order in the
world as it is presently constitutcd is not necessarily to feel optimistic about alternative secUlrity systems. It is not clear that any given
alternative is either desirable (we prefer it to what we have got), or
attainable (we can imagine the circumstances whereby what is
desirable can be brought into being). We will consider now, first,
the questions as to whether desirable alternatives exist and how they
are to be identified in advance, and, second, whether and under what
conditions that which is desirable becomes attainable.
Because of our anxiety about the recurrence of warfare and thednager of a miclear INa,-, we may under-appreciate the virtues of an

international society constituted by semi-autonomous and quite
diverse units called sovereign states. Winston Churchill once made
international society constituted by semi-autonomous and quite
diverse units called sovereign states. Winston Churchill once, made
the observation that democracy is "the worst possible system except
for all the others that have been tried." Does this observation have
any relevance to international society in the last half cf the twentieth
century? Might not an international system that bases the security
of its members upon threats and counter-threats, intermittently
reinforced by violent struggle, seem preferable to some unipolar,
disarmed world in which a single set of governing values and institutions-whether bland or tyrannical-is imposed on the whole world?
Let us not, in other words, underrate the virtues of the existing system
or the hazards of alternatives in our haste to avoid a specific danger,
that of nuclear warfare.
As to feasibility, it is chastening to recognize that significant
modifications of the structure of international society have taken
place only as part of a peace settlement after a major war. The
international system seems exceedingly rigid during the peaceful
periods between wars, the inertia and vested interests of the present
effectively precluding any real shifts in the structure of power and
society. Therefore, to consider an alternative to the present international system is tantamount to planning what might become possible after whatever major wars occur in the future. But even if we
are led to regard a new system of world order as plausible only in
a post-catastrophic setting, there are further grounds for scepticism
when we think about what can be done in the future through a
consideration of what has been done in the past. World Wars I
and II produced a negative reaction to major warfare. The commitment "to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war"
was written into the Preamble of the United Nations Charter. This
verbal commitment to modify international society to prevent major
warfare in the future was, however, more apparent than real. National
control over the use: of military power has been left undisturbed,
despite the growth of verbal prohibitions upon its employment.
There is no prospect that a world constitution will be adopted, if at
all, except after either the slow growth of a global consciousness or
after the traumatic shock of global war.
We have given attention to the issues of desirability and attainability, to the general question of the prospects for changing the strue-
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ture of international society in any fundamental respect, and to the
need to be convinced that the particular changes sought will produce
a world that is more desirable than what we now have. Of course,
one difficulty is that different states and distinct individuals have
different interests and goals, some of which are mutually inconsistent.
The rich, developed countries would benefit from a world society
within which their existence was not threatened by nuclear war,
whereas the poor societies would benefit from a world society that
taxed the rich countries for the benefit ofthe poor ones. It is possible
to do both up to a point, but are rich societies prepared to give up
their privileged position at present in response to demands for
economic equalization on a global scale? Or are poor societies
prepared to eliminate the role of violence as the main energy of
reform unless they can be sure about receiving enough aid to permit
economic growth at desired rates?
It seems appropriate now to consider the role of international
law both as a source of stability and as an instrument of change.
Two preliminary comments seem relevant. First, law is a relatively
passive reflection of whatever social and political environment it
operates within. This is true for national as well as international
society. Law is an instrument by which governing values are put
into operation. World law groups often commit the legalistic
fallacy of treating international law as an independent force capable
of realizing the common good for mankind. Rules cannot by themselves alter basic patterns of group behaviour, nor can blueprints
of ideal legal systems be brought into being unless the right supportive attitudes toward security, welfare, and loyalty are held by those
who exercise the power of decision. The attitudes that presently
prevail continue to emphasize the national character of securi,ty,
welfare, and loyalty. Peace groups of short-run and long-run
perspective, whether castigating the refusal of the United States to
abide by rules of international law in Vietnam or advocating world
federalism, encourage the dismissal of their positions if they do not
make the hard effort to relate law to the concrete particularities of
the overall international environment.
The second comment emphasizes the extent to which the means
of transition to some alternative system of world order will itself
influence its character. We have no difficulty perceiving this effect
in other contexts. For instance, no one would doubt that excolonial societies have been influenced by the manner in which
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national independence was attained, especially the extent to which
sustained violence played a role in that process. One would certainly
want to distinguish between a future international system that comes
about as a consequence of the trauma and violence of world war,
and one that comes into being peacefully and gradually through
consensual means.
On this basis, I would like to contrast the role of international
law in four alternative future international systems. Each is set
forth in simplified form to suggest the main properties:
(I) Coercive Decentralization. Basic international order maintained as today by deterrence, reciprocity, and alliances.
(2) Coercive Centralization. Basic international order maintained by the global organization of international life, including
some kinds of central regulatory mechanism to coerce compliance
everywhere.
(3) Volitional Decentralization. Basic international order main~
tained by consensual harmony among the sovereign states that
constitute the international system, but without major reliance being
placed on military power for security against external danger.
(4) Volitional Centralization. Basic international order maintained by a centralized set of procedures and institutions
brought into being and sustained thereafter by the agreement
of sovereign states.

These four arrangements of international security emphasize the
importance of the way power is distributed between sovereign states
and international institutions. Emphasis is also given to the role
of coercion in attaining and maintaining whatever power distribution
prevails. The role of international law is considered only in relation
to the use of force to resolve disputes among states. No particular
preference is accorded one model rather than another from the viewpoint of avoiding war, although each has very distinct implications
for the role of·law and for the relative importance of the sovereign
state as the organizing centre of human loyalty and political activity.
It is now appropriate to give somewhat more detailed attention to each
of the four basic models or ideal types.
Coercive Decentralization is essentially a continuation of .the
present intf'rnational system-with Some marginal adjustments, of
course. In fact, the continuation of the present security arrangement appears highly likely unless a third (or fourth) world war takes,
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place. The basic structure of this international' system arises from
the state cJntrol over military force. Sovereign states have accepted
formal legal commitments to use this military power only in individual
<or collective self-defence against an armed attack or under the authorization of the United Nations. The significance of these' commitments is restricted by the inability to define clearly or uniformly what
·constitutes an armed attaCK or self-defence, and furthermore, by
-the inability of the organs of the United Nations to identify, in a
particular situation, which state is the wrongful or illegal user of .
'force. A more fundamental defect, perhaps, is the insistence by
the more powerful sovereign states on self~deterniining the occasions
'on which it is permissible for them to use force without accepting
community review procedures. Fbrmal legal efforts to restrict the
use of international violence are also bound to be hampered by the
,absence of peaceful procedures of change and reform. The domestic
\legal order, if non-oppressive, depends on a delicate balance between
'Stability and adaptation to changed circumstances. International
society has no legislative institutions. States with real or imagined
grievances about the character of international society rarely have
any legislative alternative to violence at their disposal. In this regard,
the attempts by the United Nations Charter to outlaw war without
:assuring a procedure for peaceful revision of international relation:ships were bound to produce tension and lead to failure. Communist
:support for wars of national liberation, Afro-Asian support for uses
,.of force to overthrow the remnants of colonialism and racism, espedally in Southern Africa, and Western support for anti-Communist
wars of national defence-all are indications of the extent to which
Charter conceptions of legitimate force have been expanded by state
rpractice and policy. There is some tendency to move from an
:awareness of these imperfections of the international legal order to
,a total denial of its relevance. It is well to remember that even in
,domestic societies with strong democratic traditions, it is difficult
to induce basic social reforms without the threat or experience of
political violence. The demonstrations, riots, and warnings of more
to come, certainly acted as impetus for the progress in civil rights
;that has taken place over the past decade or so in the United States.
It is obvious that national security in such an international
:'System depends primarily on deterring potential enemies by building
'up national military capabilities and augmenting these capabilities
.by entering into alliances. National efforts to attain security for a

nation take clear precedence over international efforts. The amount
of time and m')l1ey spent by the United States to achieve its own
military prowess or to find a satisfactory basis for cooperation with
its European allies far overshadows its commitment of resources or
thought to the United Nations. When the chips are down, states
.are dependent upon their own capabilities to sustain their existence
.against determined adversaries. Switzerland and Israel have, in
·different ways, dramatiied the fact that even a small nation can,
if sufficiently determined, protect its independence against a series
-of more powerful neighbouring states. An appeal to the United
Nations and to the principles upon which it rests is only likely to be
effective when the Great Powers are willing to back up the Organization as the United States has done at the time of Korea or during the
Suez Crisis. The United Nations plays a minor and symbolic role
in the present world security system, a role that is very much dependent on the degree to which its principal members agree or disagree
in a particular setting. If disagreement is sharp, as with regard to the
war in Vietnam, the potential role ofthe United Nations is marginal,
but if agreement is present, as with respect to restoring peace to the
strife-torn Congo of 1960, then the role of the United Nations
is considerable. But as the tragic course in the Congo disclosed,
the strain on the United Nations grows immediately the basis for
united action among the super powers-the United States and the
Soviet Union-is lost.
Despite the predominant control exercised by sovereign states
-over the use of military force, international trends are evident that
disclose the recent emergence of important restrictions upon sovereign
discretion in the area of war and peace. The mass suffering caused
by World Wars I and II, together with the fear of nuclear warfare,
have at least withdrawn the halo of glory that used to surround
exploits of war and conquest. War is now looked upon by leaders
and their populations as a desperate necessity. As a result of this
new attitude toward war, there is a new prudence evident in even the
most intense international rivalries carried on by' the super powers.
Part of this prudence is expressed by a general willingness to abide
by basic legal expectations about the use of force. Especially,
recourse to military force to expand the domain of national territory
appears to be very infrequent in present international society, except
to clarify disputed borders in the period following national independence. The major dangers to world order (aside from the danger
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of nuclear war itself) arise from covert uses offorce to extend influence
to foreign areas by helping a sympathetic governing elite to take or
maintain control, and from overt uses of force to influence the out-·
come of domestically-based struggles for political control that mix
the pressures of revolutionary nationalism with the incitements of
foreign intervention. Vigorous Great-Power competition for
influence in the recently independent Afro-Asian world has produced
a series of interventionary uses of military power in external arenas~
In these post-colonial contexts, international law offers certain tacit
rules of mutual constraint by emphasizing the role of national:
boundaries as a limit upon the arena of violence, and by reinforcing:
such reciprocal forbearances as the non-use of nuclear weapons in
such a setting. International law also offers certain procedures and
devices that can be used by adverse parties interested in formalizing:
and maintaining a settlement. In other words, states locked in,
conflict may govern their conduct in accordance with the substantive'
rules ofinternational law, thereby restricting the scope and magnitude'
of violence and avoiding the extremes of bitterness where compromise and conciliation are impossible. International law also offers
states a framework to transform a condition of war into one of peace,
whenever their converging sense of self-interest so permits.
In this international system the basic role of law is to clarify
common standards of self-restraint applicable at the national!
level. ff the foreign policy of principal states can be made more'
responsive to these standards of self-restraint, then the safeguarding:
of world order interests can be strengthened greatly without altering:
the structure ofinternational society. One problem with this system
. is that national governments tend to perceive external conflict inl
such a way as to reinforce their own particular biases and preconcep-'
tions. When perceptions result in contradictory understanding by
principal states, the stageis set for a conflict in which each side views
the other as responsible for "aggression". Civil war situationsillustrate this danger very dramatically because of the tendency to·
select self-vindicating facts, one side emphasizing the revolutionary
situation within and the other side emphasizing the interventionary
pressures from without. The savage and tragic conflict in Vietnam
from the end of World War II to the present epitomizes this'awful
vulnerability of international society to the disruptive impacts of
incompatible interpretations of who is responsible for what, each
interpretation being reasonable given the national level of outlook,

and neither being reasonable given the global interest.
International order may also be upset by the illusion or reality of
military superiority arising from some perceived advantage or disadvantage in the arms race, especially at the nuclear level. The
balance of terror is delicate, and however irrational a consciousassumption of the risk of war may be for any state, there are possibilities for major war arising from miscalculation, accident, and escalation. Lesser warfare, sub-nuclear and confined to a single state orsub-region, is likely to remain a zone wherein adversary governments.
employ and threlten limited violence against one another to achievepolitical gains.
Coercive Centralization essentially relies upon a shift of military
power to a single centre of political authority, maintained by a single.
military centre to power. The most likely form of such centralization is a type of world empire. This result is unlikely to come about
except through the prior subjugation of present contenders for world
power, either by outright conquest or by intimidation. Dante's DeMonarchia) written early in the fourteenth century (ca. 1310-1317),.
argues in favour of a world government established by means of a
globally organized Roman Empire. In effect, a single state expands
its writ to reach the entire world and withholds any substantial
military capability from the subordinate units in the system. This.
kind of enforced disarmament at the national level seems to imply
the disappearance of the sovereign state as we know it and its replace-·
ment by a single super-state, but without the development of a
parallel structure of government on the supranational level. The
expansion of an established state to the exercise of global functions
of control thereby contrasts with the creation of a world government
outside the structure of the existing state system.
In such a world empire system, considerable autonomy could be"
accorded the units in the system, or not, depending upon the ideology
of the imperial elite and the process by which coercive centralization
was attained. International law in such a system would resemblemore closely the role of law in any hierarchical domestic state;
military power would be monopolized by the imperial structures.
of power ap.d authority. Depending on the political ethos of the
system, force could be used in an arbitrary repressive manner or its
llse might be confined by legal procedures to authorized police·
functions. Central institutions of interpretation and enforcement
would exist. The ambiguity that arises from each national govern-·
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ment interpreting its own obligations under international law would,
·of course, disappear, A possibility of insurgency, secession, and
civil strife would maintain a threat oflarge-scale and prolonged interunit violence. Centralization is not always an assurance of peace.
The American Civil War was the most costly violent encounter ofthe
latter half of the nineteenth century, far bloodier than any intetnational violence among the leading sovereign states of Europe during
the period between 1815 and 1914.
Voluntary Decentralization would characterize an international
system in which political authority was distributed among a large
number of relatively sovereign units, but in which there was rio
significant reliance upon military power to uphold security interests
arising out of external relations of states. The relations of Canada
and the United States are not dependent on any form of deterrent
threat, direct or· indirect, but are largely a consequence of the
:reciprocal acceptance of each other's basic identity and of the
<:onfidence that this acceptance is virtually permanent. Generalizing
this relationship on any global basis would seem to require very
important prior transformations of either human nature or of the
relationship among sovereign units. Teilhard de Chardin's vision
of the future contemplates a human order in which men would have
a much greater altruistic regard for each other.
Another image of the underlying transformation involves the
:sucoessful human emulation of animal species that have eliminated
.aggressive behaviour within a single species-for example, the dolphin.
-Such a reconstituted human nature might lead to the disappearance
,of aggressive behaviour from intergroup relations. The recent
interest in the work of animal ethologists alive to the implications
of their work for the control of human conflict repn.sents a new line
-of approach to world order problems.
Norman O. Brown writes [Love's Body (1966) 173]: "The problem
of war is the problem of idolatry, or literalism." For Brown, the
cure involves a symbolic substitution of the bloodless for the bloody
:sacrifice, a psychoanalytic recreation of the primal and violent conflicts that is enacted by each father and each son; the only satisfac-"
tory resolution of these conflicts is through its symbolic external
-embodiment in the form of a poem. Such a conception leads to a '
-radical reinterpretation of the task of world order: "The next
generation needs to be told that the real fight is not the political
.:fight, but to put an end to politics. From politics to metapolitics."
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("A Reply to Herbert Marcuse," Commentary, March 1967, p. 83.)
Brown's reinterpretation of human conflict falls within the wider
ambit of Voluntary Decentralization by its argument that the one
and only way to eliminate war is to develop a new human consciousness.
Immanuel' Kant and Le:nin, each quite distinct from the other,
consider the transformation of national political life to be the
key to a permanent world peace and to obviate the necessity for
structural changes in international society by way of world government. Kant regards the universal emergence of republican forms of
government on the national level assuring human liberty to be the
essential and sole precondition for the elimination of warfare, whereas Lenin ,regards the universal triumph of Communism as achieving
the same result. Each thinker denies the need for centralization of
political authority to any significant degree, but each regards the
attainment of certain basic values in every national society as the
one precondition to, international solidarity and to the removal,
thereby, of the kinds of antagonism that result in conflict and
lead to violence among nations.
International law in such a system would probably no longer be
administered by the governments ofsoverdgn states. If the sovereign
state no longer confronted external enemies and no longer provided
the basis for national security, then it would be unlikely to retain its
pivotal role in the political consciollsness of man. Other actors of
a functional or regional kind might play increased roles, and there
might be a greater stress on the individual human being as the main
subject and object of a new emergent legal order. C. Wilfred Jenks
has developed this conception of the future as the culmination of
present trends in his pioneering book, The Common Law of Mankind,
Jenks argues, although not altogether convincingly, that we already
possess the Kantian moral and political basis on the national level for
a universal legal order centred on the rights and duties of the
individual person, instead of merely reflecting the interaction of
sove-reign states. Myres McDougal and Harold Lasswell offer
somewhat the same moral vision but interpret the political and moral
realities in a manner oontradictory to Jenks, concluding that contending systems of public order exist on the national level, with each
doing its best to eliminate the other and each holding very different
views 'as' to the character of social fulfilment. McDougal and
Lasswell regard the competition for influence between the Communist
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states and the liberal democracies as the main illustration of contending public order system that is not taken account of by the
universalism of Jenks.
Volitional Centralization would involve some kind of voluntary
agreement by existing governments to centralize political authority
in a limited world governrnent. The governmental centre would be
responsible for police functions, as well as, perhaps, for other matters
relating to welfare and human rights. Disarmament would have to
take place on the national level and much greater compulsion would
have to be available to assure the peaceful settlement of disputes
among states. The widely circulated plan of Grenville Clark and
Louis B. 80hn for limited world government (published under the
title World Peace Through World Law in the form of a drastically
amended United Nations Charter) is the most carefully articulated
conception of volitional centralization in recent times.
International law in the Clark-80hn world would be administered
to a much greater degree than at present, especially in the war-peace
area, by, international institutions. The sovereign state, however,
would be likely to remain a more dominant focus for human loyalties
than in the conception of world order based on coercive centralization. Essentially, the system would be created and maintained by
the voluntary action of sovereign states acting in concert, and would
not entail the coercive destruction or the withering away of the state
system. The voluntary relinquishment of sovereign prerogatives
appears to contradict the egotistic bias of state sovereignty and does
not appear to be very plausible except in the wake of catastrophe or
after the gradual evolution of global consciousness. The only
precondition for voluntary centralization is adherence by states to a
formal agreement. As such, there is in this conception the belief that
the permanent arrangement of security can be instituted at any point
that governments are persuaded· to act reasonably and, thereby, to
promote the common good. The expectation that reason will be
applied to solve such intractable human problems as war is reminiscent of problem-solving during the Era of the Enlightenment in the
eighteenth century.
The abrupt adoption of a plan for world government is unlikely,
but it may be possible to work out a strategy by which to satisfy
certain social and political· preconditions of world federalism. The
functionalist approach is one example of a gradualist technique that
looks toward the eventual emergence of global political institutions~
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Regional institutions may rapidly develop the ability to satisfy human
needs to such an extent that they capture some of the loy~lties now
monopolized by the state. A partial regionalization of international
,life might make feasible the further consolidation of control at the
.global level. Therefore, volitional centralization can be achieved
in stages, and not, as is naively supposed, only now or never.
A Concluding Note
'Only the grossest implications for law reasonably to be associated
with the four different kinds of international systems have been
·sketched. Aristophanes has written that "Ideas ... become
fascinating when they move men, especially when they are misunder:stood and move men to foolishness." Theorists of international
,order have yet to move men to foolishness, at least not to dangerous
foolishness. Perhaps, when proponents of a new international
.order are treated as dangerous to the welfare of the sovereign states
.and locked up in prisons, as were the pre-World War II opponents
,of colonialism, then, and only then, will it be possible to be optimistic
.about voluntary modifications ofth(; structure ofinternational society.
As things stand now, the only way that we can envision a future that
is radically distinct from the present is to envision it emerging out
-of the smouldering ruins of nuclear devastation.
To contemplate a new world order is to be engaged in the creation
of social science fiction. In this spirit it may be less than fatuous
to contend that the creation of a future international system that is
less prone to prolonged international violence (including. nuclear
war) may depend on the widespread dissemiaation of a credible myth
·of extraterrestrial aggression. If we believed the earth was endangered by an enemy in outer space, then a new seriousness about
global organization might suddenly develop that would support' the
·creation of a new system of world order, one that would make sense
even if the provoking cause is false and there is no threat from
:space.1

NOTES

lIn fact, only if there were no real threat from space. In this connection see
Andre Maurois, The Next Chapter-The War Against the Moon, New Yark,
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E.P..Dutton & Co., 1928. .In M. Maurois' fictive account, "the era of InterPlanetary War" is initiated by an attack by the earth on the moon, the attack
having been motivated by the belief that a credible myth of extra-terrestrial
aggression could alone eliminate war on earth. The belief backfired because •
the earth did not realize that a populated moon of comparable technology could
and would retaliate if attacked.
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